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Mr. Gokhale’s Presidential Address.

A few copies of the full text of the Hon. Mr. G. K. Gokhale’s Presidential Address to the Congress at Benares have been published in pamphlet form. Price As. Two only.

THE FIRST INDUSTRIAL CONFERENCE

Presidential Address delivered by R. C. DUTT, Esq., C. I. E.

You have done me high honour by selecting me President of this First Industrial Conference held in India in connection with the National Congress. Impressed with the growing need for the expansion of our industries, that great and representative body has held an Industrial Exhibition from year to year; all classes of manufacturers, European and Indian, have sent in their goods to these Exhibitions; and the Government of India and Provincial Governments have generously helped and fostered their growth. This year, you have taken a new departure; you have felt that, beyond exhibiting our goods we might, as practical men, compare notes with each other in reference to the various industries with which we may be familiar; and you have resolved therefore to hold an Industrial Conference as a necessary adjunct to the Industrial Exhibition. For the rest, the object of this Conference is the same as that of the Industrial Exhibition, viz., the promotion of Indian Industries. We meet here to-day, not to discuss political or social questions, but purely industrial questions; and we invite practical suggestions from practical men of all classes,—Hindu and European, Mahomedan and Parsee,—who are familiar with various Indian trades and industries.

TWO EXTREME VIEWS: THE TRUTH LI ES MIDWAY.

Gentlemen, there are two extreme views often expressed about our Indian industries, both of which I believe be wrong. One is a despondent view,—a cry of despair,—that Indian industries have no future against European competition, and that India is sinking lower and lower as a purely agricultural country. The other is a roseate view,—that the trade of India is increasing by leaps and bounds under the British Rule, and that the increasing figures of Indian imports and exports are an index to the growth of Indian manufactures and of the prosperity of the people. I have seen the first view,—the despondent view,—expressed in its extremest form in our Indian newspapers. And I have heard the second view expressed in meetings held in London by Englishmen, who naturally take the trade figures as an index to the prosperity of a nation.

As usual, the truth lies midway. We are beset with grave difficulties, but we have no reason to despair. Our industrial condition in the present day is lamentable, but it is not hopeless. We have to face a severe, and in some respects unequal competition, but our future is in our own hands if we face our difficulties like men. Let us, to use an expressive phrase of Dr. Johnson, clear ourselves of cant; let us examine our position impartially and soberly as practical men.

Our difficulties are of a two-fold nature. In the first place our old industries have undoubtedly declined, and we have to recover lost ground. In the second place we have to recover our position under exceptional economic conditions which few nations on earth have to face. Our two difficulties may be briefly described thus:—Firstly, other competitors have got the start of us; and secondly, we are unfairly handicapped in the race.

OUR FIRST DIFFICULTY.

It would serve no useful purpose to narrate at length the manner in which our old industries have declined in a competition which was not altogether fair. I have written largely on this subject in my published works, and may only briefly refer to a few facts to-day. For many centuries past, the manufactures of India were prized in the markets of Europe and Asia; and Arab and Portuguese merchants, Dutch and English traders, shipped large consignments of Indian goods to various ports in the world. In those days there was no thought of repressing Indian industries; on the contrary, it was the interest of the foreign traders to foster them, as far as it was in their power to do so, because the excellence and the largeness of Indian manufactures were the sources of their own gain and profit.

But when England acquired political power in India in the middle of the eighteenth century,—this policy was reversed. Englishmen were manufacturers themselves, and it was their policy in those days to repress the manufactures of their own Colonies in order to promote their own. The same policy was unfortunately pursued in India; and, for the first time in the history of India, her manufacturing industries were discouraged, instead of being encouraged. The export of Indian manufactures to Europe was repressed by prohibitive duties, and the import of English manufactures...
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into India was facilitated by the levy of almost nominal duties. The idea was to make India a country of raw produce for the promotion of English manufacturing industries. The British manufacturer, in the words of the historian H. H. Wilson, "employed the arm of political injustice to keep down, and ultimately strangle, a competitor with whom he could not have contended on equal terms."

Among all the Indian industries of the eighteenth century, the textile industry was the most extensive; and the invention of the power-loom in England completed the ruin of that industry which a system of unfair tariffs had begun. I do not wish to place before you figures showing the decline of our cotton manufactures in the first quarter of the 19th century, but a few figures, showing the decline of our cotton manufactures in the first quarter of the 19th century, have a melancholy interest.

The export of cotton piece goods from Calcutta to the United Kingdom was over 6,000 bales in 1801, over 14,000 bales in 1802, and over 13,000 bales in 1803; it never reached a thousand bales after 1826. The export of the same goods from Calcutta to America was over 13,000 bales in 1801; it dwindled to less than 300 bales by 1829. Denmark took over 1,400 bales in 1800, but never took more than 150 bales after 1820. Portugal took nearly 10,000 bales in 1799 but never took over a thousand bales after 1825. And the exports to the Arabian and Persian Gulfs, which rose to between four and seven thousand bales between 1810 and 1820, never exceeded 2,000 bales after 1825. The export of cotton piece goods from Calcutta to the different countries of the earth practically disappeared within the first quarter of the nineteenth century, and what was true of Calcutta was true of every other part in India.

It is needless to say that, while the export of cotton goods from India declined, the import of cotton goods into India from Europe rose by leaps and bounds. By 1858, which was the year when the late Queen assumed the direct administration of India, the value of cotton goods imported into India had reached nearly 5 million pounds sterling. By 1877, which was the year when Her Gracious Majesty assumed the title of Empress of India, the value of the cotton goods imported into India had reached nearly 16 millions sterling. This steady increase in the import of cotton piece goods is often quoted as a mark of India's increasing prosperity. But is there any practical man in India who does not see in these figures the decline of the most extensive of Indian industries, and therefore a loss in the wealth of the nation? I will not dwell longer on this point; I have said enough to show how we have lost ground in the past; I will now turn to our second difficulty, the economic conditions which we have to face in our endeavour to recover our position.

OUR SECOND DIFFICULTY.

Gentlemen, we will not consent to see our country made a land of raw produce, or a dumping ground for the manufactures of other nations. I do not believe a country can prosper by agriculture alone, any more than a country can permanently prosper by manufactures alone; the two must thrive side by side to give employment to the population of a country. I do not envy the position of England to-day which has so far neglected her agriculture as to be dependent on foreign nations for her food-supply; that state of things cannot last for ever. On the other hand, I do not appreciate the position of our own country which is dependent on foreign countries for most of the manufactured articles required for daily use. We must rescue her from that unhappy position, but in order to do so, we must clearly see and understand the difficulties we have to face.

In the first place we have to change an ancient and time-honoured habit, the habit of carrying on our industries in our homes and cottages. India is a country of cottage industries. Each agriculturalist tills his own little field, pays his rent, and transmits his holding to his son. Each humble weaver, with the aid of his wife and children, adjusts his warp and works his loom. I am myself partial to this cottage industry. The tillers of the soil, who own their little plots of land from generation to generation, are more dignified beings than the labourers who live on their landlord's vast estate, and earn only the wages of labour. The humble weavers, working with their wives and children in their homes, live better and more peaceful lives than men and women working in crowded and unwholesome factories. The dignity of man is seen at its best when he works in his own field or his own cottage,—not when he is employed at a part of a vast machine which seems to crush out all manhood and womanhood in the operatives. I have seen many of the largest cotton mills of Lancashire, and the thousands of factory lads and factory girls employed there; and I would not like to see any very large proportion of our labourers...
so employed. And those who ought to know
tell us that the fresh air of the country is the
best suited for building up strong constitutions,
and that a race deteriorates, when it neglects
rustic industry and lives mostly in towns. But
nevertheless, while we may avoid the mistake of
sending all our population to towns, we must at
the same time learn to create large centres of
industry in towns. We must change our old
habit of universal cottage industries, and learn to
form companies, erect mills and adopt the methods
of combined action, if we desire to protect or
revive our industries.

But the formation of companies and the erection of
mills require capital, and the conditions in
India are not favourable to the accumulation of
capital. I do not wish to travel into political
subjects to-day, but it is necessary to mention,
what is known to every one of you, that the sources
of wealth in this country are not as broad
and spacious as in happier countries. Our land is more
heavily taxed than it is in England or America or
Japan, and the land tax in most Provinces is
enhanced at each recurring Settlement. Our revenues
are not all spent in India, a large portion of it is
remitted for Home Charges year after year.
And the highest and most lucrative appointments
in the empire are not open to us. All these facts
tell against the accumulation of capital needed for
large enterprises, and out moneyed men are poor
compared to those in other lands. A man owning
half a lakh of Rupees is considered a rich man in
India, while a man with only three thousand
pounds in funds would hardly be deemed to have
a decent competence in England.

Lastly there is the difficulty about our fiscal
legislation which is often controlled by Lan-
cashire than by us in this country. You all
remember how Lord Lytton's Government was
compelled to repeal the import duties on cotton
goods against the advice and the vote of every
member of Lord Lytton's Council except Sir John
tracey and the Military Member. And when
the import duties were reimposed, you remember
how Lord Elgin's Government was compelled to
pose an excise duty on the mill-produce of
dia to conciliate Lancashire. I know of no act in
modern fiscal legislation more unwise and hurt-
ful to an infant industry than the imposition of
an excise-tax, unknown in any civilised country.
I know of nothing more humiliating to the
Government of a great empire like India than the
tardency which you will find recorded in
Parliamentary Blue Books, leading to these fiscal
changes.

HOW WE HAVE FACED THESE DIFFICULIES.

These, then, are the difficulties before us. In
the first place, we have lagged behind, and have
to recover lost ground. And in the second place
we have to run the race with the triple disadvan-
tage of want of modern industrial training, want
of capital, and want of control over our own
fiscal legislation. I mention these difficulties not
to discourage you, but because we have to face and
conquer them. Few countries on earth would have
succeeded under these difficulties, but I have faith
in the capacities of our nation, in the patience
and skill of our artisans, in the adaptability of
our race to new methods, in the resources of this
wonderful land, and in the advantages of cheap
labour. I have been something of an optimist all
my life; I think it better to fight and to fail than
to fight at all; but in this industrial move-
ment I believe we are destined to fight and to
conquer. I have no patience with those of my
countrymen who throw up their hands in despair,
and declare that all is lost! The history of the
last twenty or thirty years shows that all is not
lost, and that much has been gained.

Turning once more to the cotton industry, you
are aware that we have adopted the power-loom
invented in England, and have started mills in
Bombay, in Nagpur, and in Ahmedabad, which
are yearly increasing in number and in business,
and promise in the new future to supply to a
large extent the requirements of India. The
hand-loom has not yet died out in India, and is
not destined to die out; under the improvements
effected by such friends and well-wishers of India
as Mr. Chatterton, Mr. Churchill, and Mr. Hawke,
it has more than doubled its out-put, and promises
to hold its own yet in the villages and rural
parts of India. Sericulture and silk-weaving are on
the increase, and the demand for Indian silk is increas-
ing in India from year to year. Woollen
mills have been started in the Punjab and Northern
India by enterprising Englishmen, whom I
reckon among our true benefactors; and the
woollen stuff which most of you are wearing to-
day, and which I wear to-day, have been manufac-
tured in India. Jute industry is increasing in
Bengal by leaps and bounds, and before long it
will largely enter into fabrics woven in India.
The aluminium industry is a new invention
which has a great future; and the enamelled ironware
of Europe will never replace our brass and copper-
articles, the use of which is rather on the increase than decreasing.

Lastly, coal and iron, which are the most effective means of extending all modern industries, are being worked in increasing quantities from year to year, and new iron ores have been discovered in Orissa which promise the most favourable returns. The possibilities of electricity being employed in manufacturing industries are also as great in India as in any other country.

The figures given below show that the production of cotton and woollen goods has increased nearly a hundred per cent. and fifty per cent. respectively, in recent years.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1896-97</th>
<th>1904-05</th>
<th>1894</th>
<th>1903</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cotton goods</td>
<td>lbs.</td>
<td>lbs.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woollen goods</td>
<td>lbs.</td>
<td>lbs.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>82,933,000</td>
<td>158,747,000</td>
<td>2,977,000</td>
<td>2,977,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gentlemen, these are some of the results which we have achieved in recent years, and all classes of men, Hindu and Mussalman, Englishman and Parsee, have helped in the onward march. I make bold to say that no other country in Asia, except Japan, has shown such industrial progress within the life time of a generation; and no country on earth, labouring under the disadvantages from which we suffer, could have shown more adaptability to modern methods, more skill, more patient industry, more marked success.

THE SWADESHI MOVEMENT.

And now, at the commencement of the twentieth century, we are more resolved than ever not to be beaten in this industrial race. I see in the faces of those who fill this hall to-day a strong determination that—God helping— we will work out our own salvation by our own hands. Men educated in English Schools and Colleges in India, men trained in the Universities of Cambridge and Oxford, have come to share this noble work with practical manufacturers and traders in India. And to-day there is a desire, which is spreading all over India, that by every legitimate means, by every lawful endeavour, we will foster and stimulate the use of our own manufactures among the vast millions who fill this great continent.

Gentlemen, I am drifting into a subject which has raised much angry discussion, when I speak of the Swadeshi Movement. And yet I would not be fulfilling the duty which you have imposed upon me to-day if I passed silently over the subject which is in every man's thought, speak in the presence of some who are among the leaders of this movement in Bengal and speak from personal knowledge when I say that these leaders have tried their very utmost to conduct this movement lawfully and peacefully, to the best interests of the people and of the Government. If there have been any isolated instances of disturbance, here and there, we deplore such acts. On the other hand, if the Government have, in needless panic, been betrayed into measures of unwise repression, we deplore such measures. But neither the rare instance of disturbance, nor the unwise measures of repression, are a part and parcel of the Swadeshi scheme. The essence of the scheme-as I understand it, is, by every lawful method, to encourage and foster home industries, and to stimulate the use of home manufactures among all classes of people in India. Gentlemen, I sympathise with this movement with all my heart, and will cooperate with this movement with all my power.

Gentlemen, the Swadeshi Movement is one which all nations on earth are seeking to adopt in the present day. Mr. Chamberlain is seeking to adopt it by a system of protection. Mr. Balfour seeks to adopt it by a scheme of retaliation. France, Germany, the United States, and all the British Colonies adopt it by building up a wall of prohibitive duties. We have no control over our fiscal legislation, and we adopt the Swadeshi Scheme therefore by a landlordable resolution to use our home manufactures, as far as practicable, in preference to foreign manufactures. I see nothing that is sinful nothing that is hurtful in this; I see nothing that is praiseworthy and much that is beneficial. It will certainly foster and encourage our industries in which the Indian Government has always professed the greatest interest. It will relieve millions of weavers and other artisans from the state of semi-starvation in which they have lived, and bring them back to their old trades and other industries, and will minimise the terrible effects of famines which the Government have always endeavoured to relieve to the best of their power. It will give a new impetus to our manufactures which need such impetus, and it will see us, in the near future, largely dependent on articles of daily use prepared at home, rather than articles imported from abroad. In one word, it will give a new life to our industrial enterprises; and this is nothing which the people of India and their Government have not long to wait for.
Government of India desire more earnestly than to see Indian industries flourish, and the industrial classes prosper.

Therefore, I sincerely trust that the Swadeshi Movement will live and extend in every Province and in every village in India. There should be Associations formed in every District to extend and perpetuate this movement, and to stimulate the use of country-made cloth and country-made articles, not only in towns, but in rural villages. Such Associations should peacefully and quietly extend their operations from year to year, disregarding the jeers of their critics, and braving the wrath of their opponents. Spasmodic and hysterical exhibitions should be avoided, for, as a great English writer remarks, strength consists not in spasms but in the stout bearing of burdens. Mindful of the great work we have to perform, we should work with the calm consciousness of doing our duty towards our countrymen. If we succeed in this noble endeavour, we shall present to the world an instance, unparalleled in the history of modern times, of a nation protecting its manufactures and industries without protective duties. If we fail in this great endeavour, and prove ourselves false to the resolutions we have formed and professed, then we shall deserve to remain in that state of industrial serfdom to other nations from which we are struggling to be free.

PROGRESS OF INDUSTRIES IN NATIVE STATES.

And now, Gentlemen, in concluding my remarks to-day, I think I should say a word or two about the progress of industries in Native States, which are not by any means backward in comparison with British Provinces. You have heard of the great endeavours made in Mysore to foster industries in all directions by modern methods. You have heard of the growing silk industry of Kashmir, and of the many flourishing industries of other States in India. And you have probably heard something of the State which I have, at present, the honour of serving.

Gentlemen, the State of Baroda has the good fortune of being ruled by one of the most enlightened Princes in India. And no part of his administration receives his more earnest attention than the fostering of industries in the State. Over twenty years ago, when the people of Baroda scarcely knew of the value and importance of cotton mills, His Highness the Gaekwar of Baroda started a State Mill to educate the people by an object-lesson, as it were. And now that the importance of cotton mills is so largely appreciated, the Maharajah has transferred the State Mill into private hands in order to foster private enterprise. Nor is he disappointed in his anticipations,—the success of one mill under private ownership has encouraged other capitalists; new companies have been formed and new mills are starting into existence; and before long we hope to be able to supply the needs of a large portion of the people of Baroda, and outside Baroda.

Hand-looms still have a great future, and the Gaekwar of Baroda has established a school of weaving which teaches the use of improved hand-looms, brought from Bengal, from Ahmednagar and elsewhere, to a large number of students. It is hoped that these weaver boys, when they have learnt the lesson, will introduce the improved hand-looms in their own villages, and in all weaving centres.

We have a Technical Institute which teaches mechanical industries to all classes of students. The success of this institute is so pronounced that the Government of the Central Provinces of India grants scholarships to boys of those Provinces to proceed to Baroda and learn industries there.

One Baroda student, educated at this Technical Institute, has started a dyeing factory which sends out large quantities of dyed cloths to all parts of India, and even to Rangoon. Another Baroda man, educated in Europe, has started a chocolate factory which I hope, will soon send delightful little packets to little children in all parts of India. And an ingenious District Officer in Baroda, who also received his education in Europe, has been successful in the preparation of cigarettes from Baroda tobacco, and is now busy with the manufacture of matches,—I suppose for lighting his own cigarettes!

Gentlemen, those of you who have been over the Exhibition grounds will have seen some Baroda girls who are making lace for use by our Indian ladies. And when I add that students have been sent, this year, from Baroda to Europe, to America, and to Japan, at State expense, to learn different industries, you will admit that the quiet, retiring, and silent worker, who rules Baroda, is not the least earnest and patriotic among the many earnest and patriotic men, who are devoting themselves to-day to foster and revive the industries of India.
HAND-LOOM WEAVING IN INDIA.

By RAOJI. B. PATEL, M.R.A C., Director of Agriculture and Industries, Baroda State.

THE HAND-LOOM INDUSTRY IN INDIA.

HAND-LOOM weaving is the largest industry in India next to agriculture and it is also the oldest. There is some difference of opinion as to which country or nation can claim the honour of inventing the art of weaving, but most probably, there was an independent development in every old country. The Indian hand-loom as it now is, is the same as it was, some thirty centuries ago, and has still survived the competition of the power-loom.

With the extension of rapid and cheap transit, however, which is bringing the products of the power-loom to the remotest corners of India, the decline in the industry is rapid; and unless something is done to give it a fresh impetus, the Indian hand-loom, will have to go the way of her more advanced sister of the West, before her formidable rival, the power-loom. Hand-loom weavers in India are engaged in weaving cotton, silk, and woollen fabrics, but the cotton industry being the largest, requires our best and the first consideration, and that is the branch to which I shall confine myself in this paper.

NUMBERS ENGAGED.

It appears from the Census of 1901, that there are in all India about 27 lakhs of hand-loom weavers of cotton fabrics, supporting an equal number of dependents. To what extent this number has decreased as compared with the number ten, twenty, or thirty years ago, is difficult to find. The headings in the Census tables have been changed at each Census. The number of hand-loom weavers as a class was never before separated, nor does the last Census give their territorial distribution. It is, however, a patent fact, that the industry has been slowly but steadily declining, since, the introduction of Manchester piece goods into India. Taking the principal weaving castes in India, it appears that between 1891 and 1901, all the weaver castes have held their own in point of population, better even than others, excepting the Panka weavers of Central Provinces, who lose 15 per cent. against a general decrease in population of 9 per cent. on account of the famines. Curiously enough, this is the only caste in which all but 27 per cent. have left their ancestral art. The Bengal weavers are the next in order of renegades with 38 per cent. while nearly two-thirds of the weavers in Bombay, are still weavers, notwithstanding the strongest competition of local mills and foreign goods. The Koshtis of the Central Provinces lead all other weavers, with 73 per cent. sticking to their traditional occupation.

PRODUCTION OF HAND-LOOMS.

To obtain an idea of the present production of the hand-loom, is still more difficult. Mr. Robertson says in his review of the trade of India in 1904-05, that the production of cloth by the hand-weaving industry is probably double that of the Indian mills. The mill production of cloth is 15·87 crore lbs. or about 67 crore yards. At this rate the hand-loom production would be 31·74 crore lbs. or 134 crore yards.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of weaver caste</th>
<th>Provinces</th>
<th>Strength in 1901</th>
<th>Per cent. increase or decrease in population compared with 1891</th>
<th>Per cent. increase or decrease of weavers castes compared with 1881</th>
<th>Percentage of actual workers following traditional occupation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tanti and Tetwa</td>
<td>Bengal</td>
<td>9,46,463</td>
<td>+4</td>
<td>+18</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sali and Kosti</td>
<td>Bombay</td>
<td>1,41,062</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>+9</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koshti</td>
<td>Central Provinces</td>
<td>1,36,079</td>
<td>-9</td>
<td>-14</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panka</td>
<td>Do.</td>
<td>1,37,855</td>
<td></td>
<td>-15</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kilokan</td>
<td>Madras</td>
<td>3,25,912</td>
<td>+7</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sali</td>
<td>Do.</td>
<td>3,25,912</td>
<td>+7</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julaha</td>
<td>North West Provinces</td>
<td>9,23,042</td>
<td>+15</td>
<td>+5</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kori</td>
<td>Do.</td>
<td>9,26,680</td>
<td></td>
<td>+7</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julaha</td>
<td>Punjab</td>
<td>6,66,216</td>
<td>+7</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Not available.
The yarn imported into India is 2.75 crore lbs. and the yarn produced by the Indian mills is 57.84 crore lbs.

Making a total of 60.59 crore lbs.

Deducting the yarn exported and re-exported amounting to 25.01 crore lbs.

The yarn consumed annually in India is 35.58 crore lbs.

In parts of the country remote from the railway and markets, a certain amount of yarn is still spun by the wheel, but this may be taken as more than compensated for, by the amount of mill yarn put to use other than weaving. On this computation Mr. Robertson's rough estimate seems fairly correct and the total cloth production of the hand-loom may be taken at not more than a hundred and fifty crore yards. This divided among the 27 lakh weavers gives an average output of 555 yards per weaver per annum, or $\frac{9}{2}$ feet per day at 300 working days in the year. This seems such a miserable return that further inquiry into the subject seems necessary.

CONSUMPTION OF CLOTH.

The import of cotton piece-goods into India in 1904-05 is 228 crore yards. The mill production is 67 Do.

Total 295 Do.

Deducting exports and re-exports 17 Do.

This leaves for consumption 278 Do.

The total population is 293 crores, and allowing 15 yards per head per annum of cotton cloth, which would be a very fair average for a poor country like India, the total consumption would be 442$\frac{1}{4}$ crore yards. The difference between this demand and the mill supply is 164$\frac{1}{4}$ crore yards, the probable production of hand-loom. This calculation increases the average daily output by only six inches, and makes it a full fathom.

THE ACTUAL WORK OF THE WEAVER.

Let us now look into the Indian weavers' home and see if we can find a solution. The Census tells us that among the weavers, there are half workers and half dependents. It also tells us that there is an average of four in an Indian family, and we may fairly take it that the weaver is not an exception. Thus in a family of four, two are workers and two dependents. One of the two is at the loom, while the other winds the thread on the shuttle bobbins, gives out the warp by parts when necessary, helps the weaver in drawing the warp thread through healds and reed, and attends to other odd jobs. The warping and sizing is usually done by warp makers and sizers, and the weaver weaves either for himself or for a merchant, technically called the Putter out, who employs him. The drawing requires about 2$\frac{1}{2}$ days of the weaver and his mate, and when the same class of pieces are to be woven one after another, a day and a half for twisting in. The warp is generally short, ranging from 18 to 50 yards according to the class of weaving, and on an average the time taken up in drawing is about half of that taken in weaving. Calculating on this data we find, that out of every two taken as actual workers, one alone weaves on the loom, and that one also, has to pass two-thirds of his time in weaving and one-third in drawing. Thus of every two weavers in the Census, only two-thirds of a person or one-eighth of the whole number is at actual work on the loom. With the hand-loom making an average of 25 picks per minute, the daily production of a loom would range from about 3 yards to 10 according to the kind of cloth and would average about 6 yards. A third of this or 6 feet, is once again the daily output of cloth per person engaged in the industry.

PROSPECTIVE.

I do not think that this should at all discourage us. Think for a moment of the 27 lakhs of weavers, who have successfully withstood the competition of the power-loom, notwithstanding this miserable output and you will at once be convinced, not only that they will be hard to beat, but also, that any fresh impetus given to their industry, will once again make them even the masters of the situation.

If we can but raise his average from 6 feet to 6 yards or even to 5 yards a day, we can make him strong enough to withstand competition and at the same time obtain an additional supply of cloth, even exceeding the total imports of India from Manchester. This, gentlemen, I understand to be the intention of this Conference. Most of us probably believe, as I myself did a few months ago, that when we have increased the working speed of the hand-loom to 80 or a 100 picks per minute, we shall have done all that is needed for this consummation. That, I am afraid, will be only partially true, as I shall show you by an example, and by taking you deeper into the web of the weaving business.

FLY-SHUTTLE IN ENGLAND.

The English hand-loom before 1738 was almost exactly like the Indian hand-loom of to-day. It
had just the same three motions of shedding, picking and putting the weft in place, performed in the same way. The two feet raised the heddles alternately, to form a shed in the warp, one hand threw the shuttle with the weft thread through and being disengaged, gave a slight blow with the reel-sley to put the weft in position. The other hand caught the shuttle emerging on the other side, and as soon as a shed was formed again, it did from that side what the other hand did before. This alternation of hands, both with the shuttle and the reed, took a lot of time, and the average work was 25 picks a minute, the same as in the Indian hand-loom. In 1738 John Kay invented the fly-shuttle. The alternation of hands was stopped and one hand gave motion to the shuttle, while the other stuck to the reed. This simple invention more than doubled the work and raised the number of picks per minute to 60. A very curious result followed: — Paradoxical though it may appear, this improvement in the hand-loom killed the industry. The accelerated hand-loom required larger quantities of yarn and spinning machines were invented to meet the demand. The yarn production soon overtook and left the looms behind and the power-loom was invented to consume the excess of yarn. It was found, however, that preparatory processes of warping, sizing, &c., were too slow, and the power-loom did not make such headway in production, notwithstanding the enormous increase in the number of picks. Winding machines for warp and shuttle bobbins, and warping, beam and sizing machines were next invented to take full advantage of the power-loom, and this put an end to the hand-loom. The invention of the fly-shuttle thus killed the hand-loom industry, but gave England a still higher form of textile industry, and the loss has really proved an enormous gain to the country.

FLY-SHUTTLE IN INDIA.

In India the conditions are somewhat different, and I believe we can find ways, both to make the hand-loom more productive and to give the weaver its full benefit. To find how this can be done, we shall have to enquire in some detail into the whole course, from the yarn to the finished cloth. We shall take it for granted that the weaver has got a simple contrivance, by the addition of which to his loom, he can work at the rate of 100 to 120 picks per minute. If he is weaving a cloth, say four feet wide, in one minute he will use up 160 yards of weft, and he will have to change the shuttle bobbin every minute and a half. This will take about 15 seconds or one-sixth of his working time, unless there is some one to keep his shuttles ready filled. The number of bobbins required in a day will be so large, that a woman working with the ordinary wheel will not be able to supply them, and a small hand-machine for this purpose, will be an absolute necessity, if full advantage is to be taken of the loom. The warp, as is now made, will run out in a short time, and the weaver will have to give more time, to drawing in, than to weaving. Larger warps equal to about to 200 to 300 yards will be required and these cannot be made by the peg system. This will require hand warping machines, with winding and beam machinery. The present system of sizing by stretching the warps and brushing in the size, will not avail, and some sort of sizing machines will also be necessary.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE INDUSTRY.

Assuming then that some contrivance is found by which, the number of picks per minute in the hand-loom is increased, say four times, the industry will naturally divide into four sections.

(1) Warping:—This will be done by central factories, generally with hand winding and warping machines. The owners will either buy their own yarn and sell the warps, or simply warp the yarn supplied by the weavers and charge for the labour.

(2) Beaming:—To beam long warps by hand is very difficult and the work is generally uneven. Beaming by hand machines will be the next work, that can either be done independent-ly or in connection with warping.

(3) Sizing will also have to be done either in an independent small establishment or it may be combined with the warping and beam-ing, in places where the number of looms is large. In this last case, a small factory using steam and working with steam machinery, will probably be the best arrangement.

(4) The fourth or last section of the industry will be the weaving proper.

The recent Universities Act is sure to create a large army of half educated young men of moderate means, and some of these, will find the founding and working of such small village factories, one of the best things that they can do. With such small concerns, aiming at moderate profits, planted throughout the weaving centres, to help him, and with a loom giving him more than half the out-turn of a power-loom, the Indian weaver can hold his own against the power-loom for generations to come, in fact, until such time
as most of these small concerns, by growing bigger and bigger, get converted into veritable power-loom mills. I have left the yarn out of consideration, as that can be imported instead of the cloth, till the increase of spindles in the country produces enough for our needs. This, gentlemen, is neither a dream, nor too gloving a picture of the coming millennium. I can assure you, that it is coming within a measurable distance of time. Four causes are working strongly towards it.

1. Trials in all parts of the country to improve the hand-loom.
2. The Universities Act.
3. The interest the educated classes are taking in the development of industries, as witness the exhibitions and this conference.
4. And last, though not the least, a spirit, which is taking a firm hold on the masses all over the country, I mean, the Swadeshi spirit.

THE KIND OF LOOM REQUIRED.

The Indian Textile Journal writing about the hand-loom at the Bombay Exhibition, says "The improvement in the Indian hand-loom is a matter of great urgency. An enormous number of good looms is required, but a new design of general utility would seem to demand the combined ability of several experienced weavers and inventors. The object of the inventors should be to ascertain the best possible working speed in picks per minute of the average weaver, and then to adapt the mechanism of the loom to withstand this strain of work." This is excellent advice. Whether the new loom be worked by the feet alone or by both hands and feet, a weaver will not on an average be able to move them more than twice in a second, and when it is considered, that the shuttle has to travel the width of the loom between each pick, this speed seems to be the highest that may be attempted. 100 to 120 picks per minute for cloths ranging from 50 to 24 inches in width respectively, seems to me to be the best average speed attainable for a loom of general utility.

LOOMS AVAILABLE AT PRESENT.

At the desire of His Highness the Maharajah Gaekwar of Baroda, I collected many of the improved hand-loom available in India, with a view to select the most suitable one for general introduction among the weavers in the State, and I take this opportunity to note here my conclusions, which were drawn after a careful examination and consultation with experienced weavers. The Hattersley automatic loom was found to be the fastest of those that were tried, but its complicated construction, rather heavy work, and its prohibitive price are against its adoption. The same remarks would also apply to the Japanese loom, which is less automatic in working, and consequently less complicated in construction. The Churchill loom of Ahmednagar is only a coarse calico-loom, working freely at from 100 to 125 picks per minute, and as perhaps, the best loom designed for the kind of cloth for which it is intended. But its present price is heavy for the class of work it turns out. Most of the other improved hand-looms in the market are slight variations of the ordinary fly-shuttle loom, and they are good general purpose looms, but their working speed is only 60 picks. Mr. Havell’s Serampore loom is probably the cheapest of this type.

WHAT IS WANTED.

Unless I am greatly mistaken, the problem of the loom is still open, and it may be stated thus for intending inventors.

1. Wanted, for the village weaver, a special attachment, by the addition of which to his existing loom, he can increase its working speed to 100 picks per minute. The cost of this attachment not to exceed Rs. 20 and the parts easy of repair by the village carpenter.

2. Wanted, for hand-loom factories and the well-to-do weavers, a loom, making 100 to 120 picks per minute and providing a simple arrangement to control the picks per inch in the cloth. The construction to be as simple as possible and the parts should be easy of repair by town mechanics. The cost of the complete loom should not exceed Rs. 100.

3. Wanted, for the full development of the industry, hand adaptations of winding machines for warps and shuttle bobbins and of warping, beaming, and sizing machinery.

These are the three chief problems to be solved. With the cooperation of a weaver I have tried to solve the problem of the cottage loom, and the result is exhibited as the Cottage Loom in this exhibition, but I have doubt that some one better fitted for it will work out a still better solution in the commend these problems to the earnest of all interested in the regeneration of the weaving industry of India and the material progress of their country. Their solution the special efforts of a few brains and when are solved, the Swadeshi spirit and the young men without work will do to bring about the weaver's millennium.
POWER-LOOM MILLS AND HAND-LOOMS.

By Mr. E. B. HAVELL, Superintendent, School of Arts, Calcutta.

Among the proposals for meeting the present increased demand for country-made cloths, I have noticed one which has been strongly advocated, namely to start cotton-mills, i.e., mills for weaving cloth by power-looms. I hardly think that those who make this suggestion have realised the economic and industrial bearings of the problem they attempt to solve. If the profitable working of power-loom mills in India were merely a question of obtaining the capital required for starting them, it is quite certain that long before the present movement began, there would have been enough mills in India to meet the whole demand for the Indian textile trade, and the great hand-loom industry which now exists would have been practically extinct. The fact that, after fifty years of competition with Indian power-loom mills, hand-loom weaving is still by far the most important of Indian industries (excluding agriculture), is sufficient to show how totally different are the industrial conditions in India to those which obtain in Europe.

For a good many years I have been endeavouring to show that, as long as these conditions last, it is possible for hand-loom weavers in India to more than hold their own against power-loom mills, if only they are provided with proper hand-apparatus and proper instruction. If this is the fact, the only sound policy is to develop to the utmost the hand-loom industry and not to divert any of the funds, which might be devoted to that purpose, towards promoting in India a system based entirely on European industrial conditions. No one can maintain that these conditions are an improvement on those which obtain in India from a humanitarian point of view. It is beyond dispute that the work in modern power-loom factories is physically, morally and intellectually degrading.

The number of hand-loom weavers in Bengal is estimated at 400,000. The present demand for country-made cloths will soon largely increase this number, for many weavers who have taken up other occupations are now returning to their looms. The number of persons benefited by improvements in hand-loom weaving is thus very large. Power-loom factories only increase the wages of a very small number of workmen, at the expense of their physical, moral and intellectual well-being. By spending about ten rupees per loom on improved weaving and warping apparatus the 400,000 hand-looms in Bengal can be made to double their out-turn. This would cost about 40 lakhs. The same sum would not provide more than two or three fully equipped power-loom mills. Again, if Indian weaving mills can even now barely hold their own against the primitive, unimproved native hand loom, which is 150 years behind the times, where will their dividends be when the hand-loom weaver has doubled, trebled and quadrupled his present out-turn, as he can do by the use of up-to-date hand-weaving apparatus?

Some of the best engineering firms in Europe are now producing first class hand-looms which nearly equal power-looms in speed. Messrs. Hattersley and Sons, Keighly, have already produced a special loom for weaving saris and dhooties. They have lately reduced the price of this to a remarkably low figure. Messrs. Rafael Bros., John Dalton Street, Manchester, who, on my suggestion, have been experimenting for some time with the object of producing a hand-loom especially adapted for Indian labour, inform me that they have now succeeded in perfecting a model which in point of lightness and easy working will satisfy all the requirements of Indian labour. It will, I understand, be placed in the market at the beginning of 1906. The improvement of Indian hand-looms and other weaving apparatus has now become the first industrial question of the day. It is making rapid progress all over India and it cannot be many years before power-loom mills, both in India and in Europe, will have to face a very much stronger competition than before. Under these circumstances I think the prudent investor would be well advised to leave power-loom weaving alone.

Capitalists, with patriotic, philanthropic or other motives, who wish to assist the Indian textile industry can find sound investments in three ways:—first, in the manufacture of improved hand-weaving apparatus; second, in starting small hand-loom factories in suitable localities; third, in spinning mills.

With regard to the latter it is obvious that a prosperous hand-loom industry must be very much to the advantage of spinning mills, for as hand-
loom weaving progresses the greater will be the demand for yarn which cannot be made sufficiently cheap by the native hand spinning apparatus. There is no immediate prospect of improvements being made in hand-spinning apparatus, similar to those which have been made in hand-weaving apparatus, to enable cheap Indian hand labour to compete successfully with steam and electric power, though this is a question which might well be taken up.

The type of spinning-mill most suitable for India would be one, placed near the principal hand-loom weaving districts, which would spin yarn and supply prepared warps direct to the hand-loom weavers in their houses, or direct to a number of small hand-loom factories. It would also assist the weavers in getting improved apparatus, instruct them in its use, give facilities for repairs, buy up the finished cloth from the weavers and act as their distributing agent. A combined scheme of this kind would be financially sound and one against which no power-loom mills could compete.

Professed experts on industrial questions, taking their stand on an assumed universal superiority of steam and electric power over hand power, ridicule the idea of hand-loom machinery. They, however, entirely overlook the fact that the manifest superiority of steam or electric power in works of great magnitude, such as the making of a 100-ton gun, does not apply to operations not exceeding the strength of an ordinary man. In the latter case, provided that the man uses efficient apparatus which does not waste the strength, the one-man power in a human being is as good as the same power produced by steam or electricity, and has the supreme advantage that is entirely under the control of human intelligence. The process of weaving belongs to this class of work. The power exerted in throwing the shuttle is the same whether steam or electricity, or hand-power, is employed. Any excess of power is not only useless, but causes loss of time and inferior work by breaking the thread in the shuttle. The question of economic superiority therefore lies not in the quantity of power which can be produced, but in the comparative cost of hand-power and mechanical power. In Europe the cost of mechanical power required for a loom is generally less and therefore the power-loom has to a great extent driven the hand-loom out of the market. In India the cost of hand-power is less (provided that efficient apparatus is used), therefore the hand-loom can compete successfully with the power-loom so long as the rates of wages are not raised above the point at which the requisite mechanical power can be produced. Until India becomes a very much richer country than it is at present, this condition will not arise.

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATIONS IN INDIA.

By Mr. H. K. BEAUCHAMP, C.I.E., Editor, "The Madras Mail."

In the three words "Improvement From Within" may be summed up Dr. Voelcker's pregnant advice in connection with the development of Indian Agriculture, after an exhaustive examination of agricultural conditions in India. To that extent Dr. Voelcker was an outstanding Swadeshi; and practically every competent critic and earnest student of Indian Agriculture has come to the same conclusion. But the improvement of Indian Agriculture along familiar Indian lines cannot be accomplished to any appreciable extent by spasmodic efforts on the part of individual cultivators here and there, or even by mere experiment and "demonstration" on the part of the various Agricultural Departments. There must be, amongst the cultivators themselves, co-operation and organisation, mutual instruction, mutual experimenting; and the Agricultural Departments, in their turn, can help the general body of ryots hardly at all unless there are organisations through which the latter can be reached and persuaded.

Sir A. Fraser, Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal, who did so much to encourage the formation of Agricultural Associations in the Central Provinces in notifying the creation of a Provincial Agricultural Association for Bengal at Calcutta last year said:--"The Agricultural Department has admittedly failed hitherto to make known among the people the results which have been attained by experiment. Accounts of the various operations undertaken are published annually, but they have not reached the cultivating classes; and even in the vicinity of the various Agricultural Farms
improved methods of cultivation have not been adopted. There are many zemindars and merchants keenly interested in Agriculture, but their sympathy and co-operation have not been enlisted. In these circumstances, the Lieutenant-Governor is of opinion that an agency is wanted to disseminate agricultural knowledge, and to awaken further interest in, and discussion of, the agricultural development of the Province." In the Central Provinces, Sir Andrew pointed out, the advantage which has followed the creation of advisory Agricultural Associations has already been immense.

Again, the Hon'ble Mr. A. E. Castletnrt Stuart, I.C.S., Director of Agriculture in Madras, has remarked in this connection at a Meeting of the Tanjore Agricultural Association:—"The formation of District Agricultural Societies of this kind—and I trust that before long every District in the Presidency may have such an Association, with a central organisation in Madras so as to bring them into the closest possible touch, not only with each other but with every branch of the Agricultural Department—affords gratifying evidence of an awakening desire of the people to cooperate for purposes of almost incalculable advantage to themselves, and gives Government the best practical means of helping those who thus show that they are willing to help themselves."

Since these words were uttered by Mr. Castlestuart Stuart, towards the end of 1904, the Agricultural Association movement in Madras has made great strides, until now every one of the 24 Districts in the Presidency has a local Association, and some of the District Associations have already one or more Branches within their own area. It is hoped that in time every Revenue Division, every Taluk, and even every important village, or group of villages, will have an Association of its own. For although, owing to the peculiar conditions of India, it has been found necessary in Madras, Bengal, the Central Provinces and elsewhere to begin to organise from the top rather than from the bottom, that is, to start Central Agricultural Associations for the Province first, and to develop District and Local Associations afterwards—the same procedure by the way, having been adopted with quite remarkable success in Ireland and Ceylon also—nobody can help seeing that the movement, to produce, any real and substantial results, must depend mainly, if not entirely, on the practical work performed in the field of actual operations by the Mofussil Associations and cultivators themselves. At the same time the Central Associations at the Provincial capitals will also have much useful work to do after they have succeeded in stimulating the organisation of Local Agricultural Associations in the Mofussil.

In brief, the purposes of the Central Provincial Associations would be to assist in establishing, and to aid and advise already established Agricultural Associations in the Mofussil; to act as a medium of communication between the Government and these Associations; to collect, collate, and distribute new information on practical and locally useful agricultural practice; to study the proceedings of similar Associations and of Agricultural Departments elsewhere in India, and to communicate to the Mofussil Associations any information thus obtained that is likely to prove useful to them. The Mofussil Associations, in their turn, would communicate such information to their members and to the ryots generally by translating them into the vernaculars and publishing them in leaflets and in the special village sheets of the District Gazettes, or by bringing them up for discussion at meetings of their members.

There are other directions, of course, in which it would be possible for a Central Agricultural organisation to help in the improvement of agriculture. It might, for instance, establish a permanent Central Exhibition of select agricultural products and implements. It might offer prizes, or induce others to offer prizes, for essays on select agricultural topics. It might do much to aid Mofussil Agricultural Associations in the holding of periodical Agricultural Shows. It might itself organise a Central Agricultural Show at intervals of a few years. It might, if funds permitted, or by collecting special funds for the purpose, depute persons to make special enquiries into special agricultural methods elsewhere in India, or even abroad. It might arrange for chemical analyses of soils, manures and agricultural products, and for special botanical investigations. It might do something in helping to develop Co-operative Credit Societies, and in developing agricultural cooperation generally in matters such as the buying of manures, seeds and implements, selling of agricultural produce, the securing of favourable railway rates for agriculturists, etc.; and as the work developed it might establish a Journal on the lines of the Journal of Agricultural Associations and Societies in other countries.

As regards the Associations in the Mofussil, which must ever form the real backbone of the movement, the practical work before them is im-
mense, and as varied as it is extensive. I might, by quoting from the Progress Reports of the 
Associations already at work in the Madras Mo-
fussil, fill a fair-sized volume with suggestions of 
the kind of work that can be done. At the same 
time, of course each District and tract of country 
has its own peculiar needs; and these have come 
into special prominence in Madras since the Asso-
ciations were started. Thus, the Associations in 
the West Coast Districts of Malabar and South 
Canara are devoting themselves first and foremost 
to the improvement of the cattle, which have been 
allowed to degenerate most woefully. Again, 
the rice-growing delta District of Tanjore is de-
voting itself first and foremost to alternatives to 
rice, and especially to sugar-cane, a most profit-
able crop hitherto practically unknown in the 
District. But with regard to the work that can 
be done by Mofussil Associations perhaps I had 
better content myself with quoting the example of 
Tanjore. A perusal of the Association's first 
Annual Report impresses one with surprise at 
the amount of good work which has already been 
accomplished. A collection of samples of improved 
agricultural implements; practical demonstrations 
in fibre-extracting, rope-making and cloth 
manufacture from plantain stalks; the establish-
ment of several oil-engine pumping installations 
for irrigation purposes; the introduction of new 
and selected sugar-cane seed; the establishment of 
a model farm of eight acres of padiyai lands; the 
creation of a Museum of Agricultural Products, 
with a Library of Agricultural Books, Bulletins 
and Reports; the setting apart of model plots of 
land by private landholders for experimental 
cultivation in conjunction with the Agricultural 
Department; the establishment of a vernacular 
weekly journal for the dissemination of useful 
agricultural information on subjects such as the 
importance of various kinds of manures, of well 
irrigation, of new methods of cultivation, the 
introduction of new implements and new crops, 
and the adoption of extended cultivation of 
profitable crops such as sugar-cane, turmeric, 
etc.; the supply, at cost price, of vernacular books 
on agriculture; agricultural implements from the 
Ceded Districts and elsewhere, and the instruction of 
local ryots in their use—such were the prin-
cipal items in the Association's first year of working. 
And if so much can be accomplished by the Asso-
ciation in a single year—and that the initial year— 
what may not be accomplished as the Association 
becomes older, more vigorous and more ex-
experienced?

As another more concrete example of the varied 
work that can be done by local Agricultural 
Associations I am tempted to add here the follow-
ing summary of the latest Progress Report of the 
little Association at Penukonda in the Anantapur 
District of the Madras Presidency, which was the 
first Association of the kind established in those 
parts:

The Penukonda Agricultural Society organised an 
Agricultural Exhibition in 1903, and a Cattle Show in 
1905, and has resolved to hold another Cattle Show in 
1906 during the car festival at Kottacheruvu. At the 
instance of Mr. Scott, the Collector, the Committee of 
the Society has decided to repeat the Cattle Show every year, 
which as a permanent institution is likely to improve 
the live-stock, on which successful agriculture so much 
depends.

The Krishil, the vernacular journal of the Society, 
has been doing useful work in the way of educating ryots and 
disseminating useful knowledge in agricultural matters.

The Association has purchased a fodder-cutting 
machine for Rs. 40 and five special grape thinning scissors, 
the grape industry being a special local industry for 
which the Association has already done much. The use 
of Bordeaux mixture as a cure against mildew in the 
vines is becoming popular, and the thinning system has 
been introduced in the vineyards with success. A white 
variety of grapes has also been planted on the Society's 
Experimental Farm. The Society has further decided to 
troduce another variety of grape, experimented with 
and successfully grown by Mr. Dhone Subba Rao of 
Kurnool Road Station.

In fruit culture, the example of Mr. P. Srinivasa 
Charlu has had a wholesome influence on the inhabitants 
of neighbouring villages, with the result that several 
mango plantations have been planted in the district. The 
Incentive given by His Excellency Lord Ampthill's present 
re of Rs. 10 to a poor widow for growing figs at Penukonda 
had an excellent effect and a considerable number of fig trees have been planted at Penukonda and other places. 
A new variety of plantains from Madura District is being 
grown on the Experimental Farm of the Society. The 
Society has procured a small consignment of Bengal Bales 
sadlings and distributed the same for trial.

A large quantity of seeds of the Rain-tree and Maho-
gany was sent for and distributed for trial. Mr. H. 
Narayana Rao, B.A., B.L., has planted a number of Kassuga (Pungun) trees with a view to use the leaves as a mapure 
for his lands, as an object-lesson to the ryots. A 
member of the Society has induced his pupils in the school 
to plant trees and take care of them in the school 
compound.

The Society is encouraging the cultivation of sugar-
cane, and several members have taken it up.

Mamitius ground-nuts and other garden crops are 
being popularised.

Chrome tanned leather buckets for well irrigation are 
being introduced into the district.

Bankru paddy is being tried by several members of the 
Society, the seeds of the same having been sent for from 
the Tanjore Association.

About 50 varieties of cholum received from Burut are 
being tried and are reported to be better than the local
indigenous variety. But for want of better instructions as to the season for sowing and the necessity for irrigating the crop the trial seems not to have been very successful.

Lima beans obtained from the Bellary Experimental Farm are under trial, in some places the seeds having sprouted.

The experiment with the grass *Paspalum Dilatatum* as a fodder crop proved a failure.

By the efforts of the Society a Rural Bank has been started at Bukkapattana and it is expected that it will serve as an object-lesson for other villages. The Society has formed a Committee for considering the possibility of starting a Weavers' Co-operative Credit Society at Talpatry. A few inhabitants of Hindupur have addressed the Society to help them in opening an Urban Co-operative Credit Bank at Hindupur.

The fly-shuttle looms that were demonstrated at the anniversary of the Society and introduced later in important weaving centres of the district have been found not to work well for weaving very coarse cloths such as are made at Urawakonda, and accordingly the Society has sent for a fly-shuttle loom that will suit coarse cloths.

A member of the Society has introduced the homestead system of farming at Kottacheruvu, Penakonda Taluk. It is gratifying to note that a few members of the Society at Kottacheruvu have made an offer to supply bricks for building a rural agricultural school according to the new scheme of the Honble Dr. Bourne, the Director of Public Instruction.

It has again and again been urged that it is only by whole-hearted, indigenous self-help like this that the great agricultural industry of India can be radically, substantially and permanently improved. The marvellous change that has come over the face of agriculture in Ireland since Sir Horace Plunkett's rural Societies for the improvement of agriculture were established is an object-lesson which India may well lay to heart. For between India and Ireland, as regards general agricultural conditions, there are numerous similarities; at any rate, they are remarkably similar in the general dead-levelness of agricultural practice and in the absence of co-operative instruction and effort. But in Ireland during the last five years there has been a quite extraordinary awakening in these respects, and the whole country is now studded with Associations and Societies, both Agricultural and Industrial, which are working nothing less than a revolution in methods and results. That very much may be done in India in the same way nobody can doubt for a moment. “At his best,” Dr. J. A. Vloecker remarks in his Report on “The Improvement of Indian Agriculture,” “the Indian ryot or cultivator is quite as good as, and in some respects the superior of, the average British farmer; while at his worst it can only be said that his state is brought about largely by an absence of facilities for improvement which is probably unequalled in any other country, and that the ryot will struggle on patiently and uncomplainingly in the face of difficulties in a way that no one else would.”

There can be no doubt as to the truth of every word of this; but there is also no gainsaying the fact that the ryot's methods of procedure are too often laborious and old-fashioned, his implements more distinguished for the simplicity and rudeness of their construction than for the effectiveness of their operation, and his seeds are year after year such as chance puts in his way instead of being intelligently selected. In such directions there is vast room for improved practice.

In a pamphlet which I published a few months ago I endeavoured to show what other countries had been doing in recent years in the directions of Agricultural Association and improvement. I pointed out how, in countries of the West, and also Japan, there has taken place, during recent years, a most extraordinary development of organisation and co-operation in agriculture among the cultivating classes themselves, that is, apart from, though supplementing, state organisation and Departments of Agriculture. “The new agriculture” as it has been not unaptly called, and the effect thereof on both the material and the social conditions of the peoples of these countries, have been described in many most interesting books and pamphlets, the most succinct, comprehensive and instructive of which is, perhaps, “The Organisation of Agriculture” by Mr. Edwin A. Pratt, published by John Murray last year, and issued in a third and revised edition, at the price of one shilling, a few months ago.

It is impossible, within the prescribed limits of a paper like the present, even to summarise the marvellous records which the New Agriculture has achieved during the past ten years and less in countries so widely differing in agricultural conditions as Great Britain, Australia, Canada, Denmark, Germany, France, Belgium, Italy, Holland, Hungary, Austria, Switzerland, Scandinavia, Finland, Siberia, Savvia, Poland, Luxemburg, Argentina and the United States, all of which will be found detailed in Mr. Pratt's book. In every one of the countries named, Mr. Pratt tells us, there has been an agricultural revival which has led to the spreading throughout each of them of a more or less complete network of agricultural organisation, manifesting itself, in varying degrees, in the spread of agricultural education, and in combinations among the agricultural community for an endless variety of purposes, including the virtual transformation of farming methods in accordance with the latest developments of agricultural
science; organisations for obtaining agricultural necessities of reliable qualities at lesser cost; the purchase in common of costly machinery which would otherwise be beyond the means of a small cultivator; the formation of Co-operative Societies for purposes both of production and of sale; the setting up of Agricultural Credit Banks as a means of keeping the farmer out of the hands of the usurer, and enabling him to carry on his operations more successfully; and the improvement of the individual lot of the agriculturist in many different ways. The special circumstances in which this network of organisation has been developed differ in each particular country, and it is a fundamental principle of the movement, regarded as a whole, that not only has each of the countries concerned differed from every other in establishing agricultural organisations suited to its national conditions, but the greatest degree of success has been obtained where the Associations have been started on a very small scale in rural districts to meet local, or even parochial, conditions, and while maintaining their individual entity, have afterwards combined with other similar bodies to form district, country, or even national Federations for the attainment of common advantages.

As Japan and everything Japanese is just now attracting the widest and the deepest attention in India, let us see what forms the New Agriculture has taken there. This we are enabled to do by studying a Report presented to the United States Government a few months ago by Consul-General Bellows. Now, as regards "Small holdings" agricultural Japan resembles agricultural India in a striking manner. Thus in Japan, fifty-five per cent. of the families engaged in agriculture cultivate less than two acres each, 30 per cent. cultivate from two acres to a little less than three and three-quarter acres, and the remaining 15 per cent. cultivate three and three-quarter acres or more. Not only, too, are the farms small in themselves, but they are generally made up of different patches of land, so that a farm of two acres may consist of several non-adjacent lots, the average size of a lot being about one-eighth of an acre. The tools and appliances used are primitive in character, but the Japanese farmer fertilizes and cultivates in a thorough-going fashion, thus securing an abundant harvest, besides often raising two or more crops a year on the same field. In the warmer latitudes barley, indigo, beans, and rape are grown successively on one plot of ground within the space of one year. The other agricultural products include rice, rye, wheat, mulberries, sweet and other potatoes, millet, buck-wheat, tea, tobacco, cotton and hemp. Stock-raising is in its infancy and poultry-farming is inadequately developed, eggs being imported from China to the value of £100,000 a year. On the other hand, the Japanese farmer generally follows some subsidiary occupation, such as rearing silkworms, reeling silk, or spinning. Alternatively he may work for wages in the intervals of his own farm work.

Such are the normal conditions of Japanese agriculture on which the organisation scheme fostered by the Government is being developed. That scheme would seem to be mainly of a three-fold character—legislative, educational, and financial. Under the first head are comprised laws respecting irrigation, the protection of forests, the control of rivers in the interests of the farmers, the re-arrangement of farm boundaries, and the formation of Farmers' Guilds. Under the second head the Government aids the local Treasuries to maintain six Agricultural Schools for the instruction of farmers' sons in the general principles of agriculture, surveying, veterinary science, and kindred subjects. The Government also conducts an experimental tea farm on which is a curing workshop, a laboratory for investigating the diseases of cattle and poultry, a cattle-breeding pasture for improving the native breeds of cattle for meat and dairy purposes, and two horse-breeding pastures for promoting the introduction of better horses. As regards Farmers' Guilds or Agricultural Associations, we learn that they are formed by the farmers (under the auspices of the Government) "for the promotion of the common interests"; but when organised in conformity with the prescribed conditions, they are further permitted to borrow money from the State Hypothec Banks under conditions much more favourable than could be secured by farmers acting independently. The Guilds also undertake works for the common benefit, and especially those that relate to controlling the course or volume of rivers, irrigation and drainage systems, road building, reclamation of uncultivated land, measures for protection against insect pests, and similar enterprises.

But leaving Japan, let us see what can be done in the direction of Agricultural organisation by a country much nearer India. I refer to Ceylon. There the movement was started last year on the personal initiative of His Excellency the Gover-
nor, Sir Henry Blake, who had seen what useful work such Associations were doing in Jamaica. Although the Ceylon Agricultural Society was started only last year, there are already over 40 local Branches of the Society in the island. The central Society itself numbers over 700 members, and there are probably three or four times as many more who are members of the local Branches only. Out of the central Society has been formed the Ceylon Board of Agriculture, which is not only the executive body of the Society itself, but practically the Department of Agriculture in Ceylon. It has non-official as well as official members; but the official element in it comprises all the official Agricultural experts, and it has been entrusted with very large powers by the Government. The Ceylon Agricultural Society, working through and with the Government by means of the Board of Agriculture, "diffuse" information most thoroughly. The following are the advantages offered to members, and also, of course, to members of branch Societies in the Districts:

(a) You will receive all the latest information on matters affecting the Agricultural interests of the Island, e.g., directions for the cultivation of new products, hints as to the best soil, the best manures and the best markets, the results of experiments in farm products, improvement in live stock, etc.

(b) Your efforts in pioneer cultivation will be generally assisted by the Officers of the Government Botanical Garden at Peradeniya, and in cases favourably reported upon, Government assistance may be given.

(c) Your suggestions as to improvement in cultivation, etc., will be fully considered and will obtain the benefit of full publication and discussion at Meetings of the Board and through the Journal of the Society; the latter will, it is hoped, enable agriculturists to impart and obtain information and offer facilities for exchange and disposal of farm produce.

(d) You will be taking part in a scheme for the general improvement of agriculture throughout Ceylon, and by assisting in a general movement will enable Agricultural knowledge to be more readily and widely disseminated than is at present possible.

Considering the thorough and energetic way in which the Ceylon Agricultural Society has gone to work under the patronage and experienced guidance of His Excellency Sir H. Blake, it is not altogether surprising to find that such excellent results have been attained. The fact that over 40 local Branches of the Society have already been established is sufficiently noteworthy. And these local bodies are actually working bodies, as may be gathered from the particulars given in the excellent monthly Progress Reports of the Society.

If Agriculture can be "organised" on such lines in Ceylon, surely it must be possible in India also. Personally I cannot help thinking that Agricultural Associations are more suited for growth in India than in many other countries. For one thing, agriculture is the industry of India hugely preponderating over all others. It is regarded as the most honourable of all industries. To possess land is to possess status. It is in land that practically every native of India who has money to spare, prefers to invest that money—from the prosperous Vakil and pensioned public servant to the returned cooly emigrant. Under present out-of-date methods of agriculture the return on the capital invested may be small; but the predilection for land is such that that is cheerfully enough accepted.

Now, this consideration is not merely academic; it has, as I will explain, a direct bearing at the present day on the prospects of organisation and combination in Indian agriculture. If such organisation and combination are to be initiated and developed, there must be local leaders—agricultural experimenters, demonstrators and business-like organisers. Are these to be found? Not, surely, it will be argued, amongst the great mass of those land-holders and ryots, pure and simple, who hitherto have shown no ambition to advance beyond local agricultural practice, no desire to try new methods or new crops. But it happens that we have, within comparatively recent years, arrived at a period when the first batches of Indian officials, Vakils, Pleaders, etc., educated on Western lines, have reached the time of life when they can retire from active employment and devote their time and means and talents to other pursuits for the rest of their lives. Imbued with the prevailing spirit of India as regards the holding of land and the honourableness of agriculture, a large proportion of these men instinctively turn to the land to afford them interest, occupation and livelihood for the remainder of their days. Certainly, then, it is amongst these men that we may hope to find leaders, good and true, of movements having for their object the improvement of agriculture and the development of agricultural organisation and co-operation.

As I have remarked elsewhere, it would be the greatest mistake, everybody must admit, for these Mofussil Agricultural Associations to become in any considerable way "official" in character, for that would stifle individual enthusiasm and diminish effort amongst the very classes.
upon whose enthusiasm and effort their success must ultimately depend. But, at the same time, the countenance and friendly advice of officials are essential to the success of the movement, especially in its initial stages. In the Central Provinces and in Bengal, where Sir Andrew Fraser has done so much to stimulate agricultural organisation, the Agricultural Associations appear to have assumed a preponderatingly official character which will certainly be found a great mistake in the long run. The Government's interests and actions are sufficiently well represented and centralised in the Agricultural Departments, and the uses and functions of Agricultural Associations are distinct from, though supplementary of, the proceedings of Government.

If the ascense spirit of Swadeshi is to stimulate any real substantial work for India's progress, surely it should predominate in the greatest of all Indian industries, viz., Agriculture. Here "mother earth" and "mother country" have a co-relation, a community of sentiment, that they have nowhere else, and it behoves every son of Mother India, to do the utmost that lies in his power to make two blades of grass, two ears of corn to grow where only one grows at present.

---

**INDIAN AGRICULTURE.**

By Mr. D. M. HAMILTON, Senior Partner of Messrs. Mackinnon, Mackenzie & Co., Calcutta.

**WHEN** you asked me to write a paper on the agricultural development of India, for the Benares Industrial Conference, I hesitated to do so for this reason, among others, that my knowledge of the subject is more general than particular, and I seemed to have elsewhere exhausted all I had to say. On second thoughts, however, and at your urgent repeated request that I should not fail you, it seemed to me that I might venture to reiterate what I had previously tried to impress upon the public attention, more particularly when, at a time like the present, the public gaze is so fixed upon Swadeshi manufacturing industries that the all-important fact is apt to be lost sight of, that Swadeshi manufactures are themselves almost entirely dependent for their success on the success of agriculture. That this is so will at once be apparent when it is realised that the manufacture of Swadeshi piece-goods can only be successfully established when it has been found possible to grow suitable cottons; and I may also add in passing, that when the growing and manufacturing problems have been solved, the question of markets will be found also to depend on agriculture, for the simple reason that the great market for piece-goods is the agricultural population, and the more flourishing that population is, the more can it afford to spend on manufactures. It hardly seems necessary to mention such self-evident propositions, but when the voice of the multitude of counsellors is as the voice of many waters, it is perhaps well to call attention afresh to the "still small voice" of first principles. I might also here remind you that when you have captured the whole of the Manchester and Dundee cotton and jute industries you will have converted into manufacturers only one million of the 300 millions of India. When the healthy cotton smoke of Bombay has become still more dense, and when you have doubled the jute mills which now adorn the banks of the Hooghly, you will still have to provide for the 299 millions that remain. When you have enriched your country by transferring some crores of rupees from the pockets of Bengal to the purses of the men of Bombay; when you have had your little gamble and your money has changed hands and added to the wealth of your country as the money does which passes on the
race-course, you will still have 90 per cent. of
your countrymen appealing to you for help, and
how are they to get it? There is only one way,
and that is, by increasing the produce of their
fields, and this can only be done by providing
them with cheap money and by improving their
methods of cultivation. India's economic pro-
blem can be briefly stated thus—What are the
wants of her people? They are these:—

**Food**

**Clothing**

**Housing**

and these three are one—Agriculture, for even
the roof over his head has to be grown by the
cultivator. And the cultivator has to bear not
only his own burden, but also, in a very real
sense, the burden of the Empire. He is who
provides the produce to enable our merchants to
trade; he it is who grows the cotton and the jute
to run our mills; he it is who provides the bulk
of the traffic for the railways, and fills the steamer
ners with the rice, the linseed, the jute and the
indigo, the hides and the tea; he it is who brings
the piece-goods from Europe; he it is who pays the
land revenue and the army, and grows the
income of the Zemindar; he it is who grows the
opium and pays the bulk of the salt-tax; even
the mineral industry depends on him, for the coal
is wanted to run the trains and the steamers
which carry the produce of the soil. The pro-
brecms of India are undoubtedly the problems of
Agriculture; anything, therefore, which advances
Agriculture; advances the Empire.

Every one interested in India, and who is not,
must be gratified to find Government taking a
great step forward in providing India with the
best that can be had in scientific agriculture. Rs.
20 lakhs a year are promised, with more if neces-
sary, and we cannot err in having too much for so
beneficial and reproductive a purpose. It now
rests with the leaders of the people to link up the
training offered by Government with the practice
of the people, and what is the link now missing?
Lord Curzon the other day remarked that the
first condition of progress in general was money,
and he was right. The progress of India, like
that of every other country, depends on how its
industry is financed, and it is here, unless some
system more satisfactory than that on which the
great industry of the country now rests can be
devised, that India will come to a standstill. If
the great body of cultivators have to work, not so
much for themselves as for their creditors, why
should they take the trouble to assimilate new
methods of agriculture. They will not do it. To
get them to do it, you must make it worth
their while, for none of us care to work
for nothing. The first thing to be done,
therefore, is to get Indian Agriculture put on a
satisfactory financial basis. Can this be done?
I do not see why it should not, and
I do see that unless it is done India cannot pro-
gress as she otherwise would. The solution of the
problem can be found only by experiment, and it
does not much matter if most of the experiments
fail provided the way is found in the end. Various
remedies have been put forward from time to
time; for example, the Hon'ble Mr. Gokhale
recommends the buying up of the cultivator's
debts by Government and so starting him with a
clean sheet. With surpluses in hand I see no
reason why this should not be tried experiment-
ally in one or two districts, for, as I have said,
it is only by experimenting in various directions
that we shall ultimately find the way to success.
Again, the Government of India, as appears from
the recent resolution, is hopeful that by allowing
the local Governments a freer hand in the work-
ing of the Agricultural Loans Act and the Land
Improvement Act the people may be induced to
take fuller advantage than they have hitherto
done of the money which Government is willing
to advance at 6½ per cent. By all means let
experiments be made in all directions, but I am
just afraid that, while Government is willing to
lend the money at 6½ per cent., our old friend the
middleman, from the chumpassie upwards, will
find ways and means of defeating the beneficent
aims of Government by insisting on another 10
per cent, for himself. My own feeling is that
success is more likely to be found in the develop-
ment of the co-operative principle, where the
people will work together and leave no room for
the middleman to come between, and I should
like if a few Zemindars who do not mind risking
Rs. 1,000 to 2,000 only, would join me in
experimenting on co-operative lines with the help
of the Government Registrars, and with grain
banking as a basis from which to start. The
undernoted memorandum, written a short time
ago, will explain what I mean.

I realise, however, that business cannot depend
on charity for capital; if we are to solve the
question of rural finance it must be done as a
business, not as a charity; but how is the enormous
capital required to be found, for capital is shy of
new ventures. Something in the nature of a
Government guarantee will, I think, be both necessary and advisable. What I have to suggest therefore is (if the foregoing experiments should be carried out and should show indications of success) that

(1) The Zemindars or other gentlemen of influence in the districts should join together and form themselves into district cash or grain banks, and should at the same time take steps to organize Co-operative Credit Societies in the villages on their properties.

(2) These Co-operative Credit Societies should, to begin with, confine themselves to the lending of seed grain—the seed grain to be found by the zemindari district banks and to be advanced to the Co-operative Societies at 6 or 7 per cent. interest (cash transactions to be added later).

(3) Government should guarantee 3 per cent. on the capital advanced to the villages by the district banks—the difference between 6 or 7 per cent. being the inducement for the Zemindar to push the business.

Let Government lay aside a lakh or two of rupees for guaranteeing experiments of this kind and see how the idea is likely to take. If successful, the money would never be asked for. Government now give away crores of rupees in the remission of land revenue and the writing off of agricultural loans, and it would, perhaps, be a truer charity if they were to risk something in an experiment which, if successful, would tend to create that spirit of self-help and trust between man and man which is so sadly wanting in India at the present time, and the absence of which so retards the economic and social advance of the country. If the experiment proved a success it would eventually result in a great saving to Government, for when the question of rural finance is solved we have solved the famine problem.

The organization of agriculture is a matter which is daily receiving more and more attention in all civilized countries, and the greatest measure of success would appear to be attained in those countries where the co-operative principle is being developed. With the other nations of the world moving forward in the organization of their resources, India cannot afford to lag behind. Will the leaders of the people therefore come forward and help on the development of their country? With a soil which, taking it all over is, I believe, as fertile as that of the great majority of countries, the Indian cultivator should, in proportion to his holding, be among the wealthiest in the world, for while his land is fertile his requirements are few, and his balance therefore ought to be large. Even in the districts where rainfall is scanty there are many products which would serve as a standby in times of scarcity. Take, for example, the date sugar trees which are now running to waste by the million in Central India. There you have the raw material of genuine Swadeshi sugar to be had for the lifting, and yet none of the leaders of the people appear to be sufficiently interested in their poorer countrymen to show them how to tap the trees. I am safe in saying that in no other country would resources of this nature be left lying unused as they are in India. If the men who are so fond of talking about "the bread problem" would respond to the cry of their country for food, with something more satisfying than eloquence, India would be further ahead than she is to-day. It is to be hoped, therefore, in the interests of all concerned, that the beneficent efforts now being put forward by Government to develop the agricultural resources of the country will meet with the response which they deserve. The Agricultural Colleges and the Demonstration and Seed Farms which are now about to be established all over India if taken advantage of in conjunction with a sound system of finance, will make the rich richer, and ease the burden of the poor. Who will help the man with the hoe?

Bowed by the weight of centuries, he leans
Upon his hoe and gazes on the ground,
The emptiness of Ages in his face,
And on his back, the burden of the world.

The foregoing remarks apply in the main to the Indian agriculturist. Whether the principle of co-operation might not also be applied to European agriculture, such as that of Behar, is a question which might be worth considering. In Behar the agricultural industry has two of the main elements of success, namely, plenty of good land and labour. The element chiefly wanting is finance. Would it not be possible for the planters to establish a Co-operative Banking system in which each man would be jointly and severally responsible for his neighbour, care of course being taken to see that only reliable men were admitted within the circle? Backed by a small Government guarantee the capital required for such a banking system should easily be forthcoming, and when so much money is being spent on the Army, Government might well be asked for a small share to help on the industry conduct-
ed by men who have a military as well as an industrial value. The Governments of other countries and also of the British Colonies give financial aid to agriculture, and it would be a great pity if the district in which Pusa is situated should not be able, owing to the want of capital, to take full advantage of the scientific research which Government is now about to offer; for without capital to apply it, science will be of no value.

MEMORANDUM.

1. No country can prosper whose chief industry rests on an unsound financial basis.

2. The Indian agriculturist, having to pay his Banker anything from 25 to 100 per cent. for accommodation, cannot keep pace with his brother cultivators of other countries who pay only 5 to 10 per cent.

3. A Western system of banking, in which the Bank deals direct with the cultivator, is impossible in India, where the loans are so small and the cultivators are numbered by the hundred million. The village or a village society must therefore be the unit which borrows from the outside capitalist.

4. The question then arises, what security can a village offer for capital so borrowed?

5. A possible answer to this question may be found in the Dhal'magola system of grain banking as instituted by Rai Parvati Sankar Chowdry, to whose philanthropic enterprise is due the credit for the Dhal'magolas now successfully working.

6. In the Dhal'magola system the grain capital which accumulates so rapidly at interest would form an excellent security with which to commence drawing capital from outside.

7. The Dhal'magola might be registered under the Co-operative Credit Societies Act, in which case the members would be jointly and severally responsible for the money so borrowed, thus providing additional security, if such were considered necessary.

8. It would be advisable, if possible, to get the villagers to contribute the grain capital necessary to set the Dhal'magola going, as they would then take a keener interest in it. Failing the villagers, the Zemindars might join with me in providing experimentally say 100 maunds (or more if required) of grain capital for 100 villages.

9. The grain would be lent out for the season at the usual seed grain rate of 25 to 50 per cent. interest, the profit with the original capital being dumped into the Gola for the benefit of the village,—the advance to be at our risk and to be repaid with 6 per cent. interest as circumstance permit.

10. When the villagers thus see with their own eyes that the profit belongs to themselves they will realise the advantages of co-operatio and may be induced to extend the system to their general financial requirements.

11. The Dhal'magola might in time be developed into a village grain store in which the villager could deposit his crop and draw advance thereon at a reasonable rate of interest, instead of, as he now does, throwing his entire crop in lump on the market or into the hands of the friendly Bania, and getting the low price which must result from the whole of the crop being dumped on the market at one time.

12. Such advances on crops would be draw from outside by the village society at, say, 6 per cent., and re-lent to the cultivator at, say, 10 per cent., the profit going to swell the Dhal'magola reserve and so enable it to draw further fresh capital into the village. This further capital might be utilised in paying off the old debts of the members, or otherwise as might be deemed advisable.

13. I understand that, under Clause 15 of the Co-operative Credit Societies Act, grain capital deposited in a Gola registered under the Act cannot be attached by a creditor. This should prove a great incentive to the villagers to form themselves into Co-operative Credit Societies and adopt the Dhal'magola system, which, even if it developed into nothing greater, would still be great boon to the cultivator.

---

**Improvement of Indian Agriculture.**

By Johan Augustus Voelcker, Ph. D., B.A B.Sc., etc., second edition, with an appendix containing the resolutions of the Government of India on the Proceedings of the Agricultural Conferences of 1893 and 1895-96. Price Rs. 2-8-0

**Industrial India.**—By Glyn Barlow, M. Price Rs. 1-8. To subscribers of the *Indian Review* Re. 1 only.

G. A. Natesan & Co., Esplanade, Madras.
If India is to regain her lost place in her industries, she must learn to use steam, gaseous or electric power much more extensively than at present. Hand machines, however good they may be, will not meet the demand of the country for manufactured articles; and make us independent of imported goods. The use of steam, gas, and electricity require a thorough knowledge of mechanism, theoretical and practical, and of the scientific processes used in America, Europe and Japan in manufactures. It is a matter for deep regret that India is not yet blessed with an institution, in which the required scientific and technical knowledge and training could be obtained to enable us to work our industries on advanced lines without foreign aid. In making this observation, I have not overlooked the existence of a number of technical schools established by Government and private agencies in several places. But the instruction given in them is too elementary to be of any practical use, so far as the substantial improvement of the productive capacity of our industries is concerned. It is often said that our deplorable condition is due more to our want of public spirit, enterprise and mutual trust which are indispensable to the combination of capital, skill and labour without which no large and profitable undertaking is possible, than to the absence of a first class technical institute in India; and that at present there is no adequate demand for highly skilled labour to justify the heavy expenditure involved in the establishment of such an institute. We have now in India more than 1,200 mills and factories worked by machinery. The skilled labour they require is more than what one well-equipped institute of technology could supply. More mills and factories will come into existence to meet the growing demand for the indigenous manufactures. The existing mills and factories are now worked under great disadvantages, and even at a comparative loss by having to import from foreign countries, not only the necessary machinery, but also the mechanics to set them up and work them. I believe there is not a single workshop in the whole of the Indian Empire, where a small gas-engine of the simplest character could be constructed. Mr. Chatterton had demonstrated the superiority in efficiency and economy of oil-engines for pumping water for irrigation purposes. It is a matter for gratification that some of our intelligent and well-to-do agriculturists have begun the experiment of pumping water by this improved means. The success of the experiment, which seems to be certain, will raise a great demand for pumping engines. But the inability of the Indian workmen to repair engines whenever they may go out of order and the heavy cost of sending them for repairs to distant workshops and getting them back may greatly tell against their extensive use. There is no industry which may not require the use of machinery, if it is to serve the country efficiently, under the present conditions. All these circumstances are, I hope, sufficient to prove that there is a demand for advanced technical knowledge and skilled labour enough to warrant the opening of at least one first class college of technology in India.

The system of granting scholarships for technical education in foreign countries is wholly inadequate to secure the supply of the large number of men with advanced scientific knowledge required to meet the growing demands of the Indian mills and factories. Climatic and religious considerations and the inconveniences of residence in a foreign country, vastly differing from India in manners and customs and especially in food and drink, deter many a promising youth from availing himself of scholarships. In the nature of things, the number of scholarships available is few. The donors generally attach conditions to them, which often discourage would-be candidates to seek them. Moreover, no amount of private philanthropy and effort will ever be able to secure as many skilled workmen under the scholarship system, as a well-conducted local college of technology will do. Scholarship can serve only those few who are able to go successfully through the full course of technical studies and training, but not those many who may have to be content with such knowledge as may be acquired by undergoing only a part of the course. The latter are required in much larger number than the former for industrial service in subordinate grades. They will certainly render more effective service than those who are totally ignorant of any technical knowledge. A local institute alone could bring into existence this class of workmen. The
tendency of every civilised nation now seems to be
protection of home-made articles and the boycott
of foreign manufactures. I am afraid that it may
end in the closing of foreign institutions against
Indian students.

To make India independent of technical educa-
tion in foreign lands and of foreign machinery,
and to procure locally a decent supply of high
class skilled labour, the opening of first class
technical colleges in important centres similar
to those found in Europe, Japan and America,
is an imperative necessity. The contemplated Tata's Research Institute may go to some
length to meet the existing wants. But we cannot
be sure of this, until we see the scheme of in-
struction and training to be given therein, finally
settled and the institution opened. Research be-
ing the main object of the proposed institute, it is
open to doubt whether it will help us to the ex-
tent required, with the practical knowledge need-
ed for the construction and repair of machinery
and for the use of the chemical and mechanical
processes in all manufactures. The weaving indus-
try which is most important, next to agriculture
in India, demands the earliest and most earnest
attention. Agriculture happily attracted the
attention of Lord Curzon's Government. Improve-
ment of the weaving industry deserves the best
consideration of the Government of India. I need
hardly say that this much-wanted and urgent
improvement cannot be secured without opening
colleges of technology in which all industries are
taught to perfection. At least one first class tech-
nical college with the necessary library, laboratory,
museum and workshop should be opened in
some central part of India. It may require
an initial expenditure of not less than a crore
of rupees and an annual expenditure of at
least a lakh of rupees. It may be made an
All India Institute, being open to British
subjects and the subjects of Native States
and financed by the Government of India
and Native States and also by the nobility of
India in the same manner as the contemplated
Tata's Research Institute which is to receive
financial aid from the British Government and
the Mysore Durbar to supplement Tata's princely
munificence.

I would most earnestly urge upon the first
Industrial Conference the necessity of taking into
their serious consideration, the proposal I have
herein made, and of adopting measures to secure
for Indian students of technology, a well-equipped
local institution, worthy of this great Empire.

INDUSTRIAL WORK IN INDIA.

By Mr. ALFRED CHATTERTON, Superintendent, School of Arts, Madras.

INDUSTRIAL India has of late years de-
veloped rapidly, as a reference to the trade
returns will show, but the work has been due
to foreigners and to imported capital, and
the profits accruing therefrom instead of accumu-
lating in the country are remitted abroad so that
the people of India benefit by the establishment
of these prosperous undertakings only to the extent
that a certain number earn wages in subordinate
positions or by doing cooly work. The manage-
ment and direction of such enterprises are not in
their hands, and no fund of experience is being ac-
cumulated in the country which will enable fur-
ther progress to be made. For nearly a century,
in industrial matters stagnation has prevailed,
and enterprising Europeans and Parsees have
been allowed to monopolise progressive methods of
working, with the result that now, when
Hindus begin to realise the necessity of doing
something, they find all points of vantage occu-

pied and they are either appalled at the diffi-
culties which confront them, or go light-heartedly
into foolish ventures which can only end in failure
and the loss of their capital.

Time was when India was practically on a par
with Europe in industrial matters, but now it is a
long way behind, and in the little that has been
done the great mass of the people of the country
have taken no part. Thoughtful members of the
community recognised this 20 years ago, and by
the spread of technical education they were
encouraged to hope that a remedy could be found.
As much technical education has been provided
as the country could assimilate, but it has resulted
in nothing. Other careers offered fairer prospects
to intelligent and adventurous youths and only
those who were likely to be hopeless failures in
other walks of life sought for technical instruction,
and they have profited little by it. Of late, how-
ever, it is possible to discern a tendency to better
things. The Government services, the legal pro-
fession and the mercantile offices are no longer able to provide employment for the ever-increasing number of educated youths who, year by year, are discharged from our educational institutions. The industrial problem has been agitating the community greatly during the last few years. Much has been talked and written and a little practical work has actually been done. One result has been to raise enormously the status of those that are engaged in manufacturing industries in the eyes of the rest of the community.

The most encouraging feature of the situation to-day is the fact that both the Government of the country and the educated classes fully recognise the necessity of doing something. The Government of India by their system of technical scholarships, which are freely granted to promising youths in all parts of the country, are endeavouring to supply, by providing the means for going abroad, the lack of experience which has already been mentioned. All over the country industrial schools are maintained by Government or receive Government assistance, and although so far it cannot be said that they have achieved any noteworthy result, yet they are a preliminary step in the right direction and it is possible that later on the proper function, which they should discharge, will be discovered. In the South of India, the Government of Madras have gone farther than elsewhere and have practically established a department, the avowed object of which is the improvement of Indian industries. New industries have been started and old ones taken up and worked experimentally with a view to ascertaining the possibility of introducing improvements.

The details of our work in this direction would be too technical and too complicated for me to discuss within the brief limits of this note, but it seems to me that it may be a useful contribution to the deliberations of the first Industrial Conference, if I endeavoured to briefly set forth the principles which underlie the apparently disjointed work which we are now carrying on.

A survey of the condition of the indigenous industries of this country reveals the fact that no attempt has ever been made to render them more efficient by re-organising them on modern lines or by placing at the disposal of the workers the practical applications of modern scientific discoveries. As their forefathers worked, so do the artisans of to-day; without capital, without organisation, without machinery or mechanical assistance, and with only the tools and appliances in common use before the modern manufacturing era began. Each man works for himself or at the most is associated with other members of his family, and the advantages of the sub-division of labour are either not appreciated or beyond the reach of artisans who being without capital might yet combine together, but have so little faith in one another that only rarely do they unite to achieve a common end.

That the indigenous artisan has managed to survive under such adverse conditions is in itself an encouraging fact to those who think that in India something may yet be done to create native industrial enterprise on an extensive scale. At the same time, it has led to the establishment of very erroneous ideas regarding the efficiency of native methods of working. The cheapness of native labour has been greatly exaggerated, the possibility of training it much under-estimated and the people generally credited with conservatism and dislike to changes which has no real foundation in fact.

For three years at least we have been engaged in experiments on lifting water for irrigation from wells and minor sources of water-supply by oil engines and pumps and though it has been conclusively proved that the work can be done for at least one-half the cost of the best native methods of working, yet there are few who accept the fact or think how great a revolution it is bound to produce in the agriculture of the country.

In the Aluminium Department which was our first industrial venture we started with no innovation on native practice except the introduction of the new metal. Experience showed that the cost of production was very excessive and by degrees new methods of working were introduced. The men readily took to them and easily adapted themselves to a system of manufacture based upon intelligent sub-division of labour. Improved tools and machines were introduced only when it was certain that they could be effectively employed and the artisans rapidly acquired dexterity in using them. The final stage of evolution was a factory fully equipped on modern lines supplemented by skilled hand labour to an extent impossible in countries where the rates of wages are much higher. The Aluminium industry is now in the hands of a local company in Madras and although the Directorate is mainly composed of Europeans, from the Workshop Manager downwards, everyone engaged in the manufacturing departments is a native of this country and it may be confidently asserted that the cost of production is as cheap there as anywhere in the world.
The natives of India have been credited with conservatism and stupidity mainly because they were wiser than their would-be instructors. The reluctance of natives to use appliances imported from abroad may almost invariably be ascribed to the fact that they were unsuited to local conditions. For instance, English ploughs and English agricultural machinery are, as a rule, unsuited to native conditions, and they have met with just the measure of success they were entitled to; but the sewing machine which can turn out work much cheaper than by hand is to be found in almost every native village and no serious difficulty has been experienced in using it and keeping it in order although it is a complicated piece of mechanism. Examples of the general adoption by natives of what to them were novelties which proved suitable to their requirements are extremely numerous and as typical illustrations may be cited (1) the substitution of kerosine oil for locally made vegetable oils, (2) the almost universal adoption of iron sugar mills in place of the old native wooden mill, (3) the extensive use, where capital is available, of such machines as the modern cotton gin, the rice-huller, the screw press for extracting oil, and in the South of India, at any rate, the wealthy natives have discovered that a small hand pump can be used with great advantage to distribute water over their houses. Briefly within the limits of my own experience I have not found the native of India in the least degree averse to adopting improvements when he is convinced that they are real improvements and that he can adopt them profitably.

No very long time has elapsed since we introduced chrome leather as a material eminently suited for native requirements. We had to learn how to make it ourselves first and were perhaps somewhat precipitate in placing it upon the market. The result was that a certain amount of defective leather was undoubtedly sent out. Yet that did not deter people from trying it, and now that it has been in use sufficiently long to have proved beyond cavil that it is suited to local conditions, the demand is rapidly increasing. The success in this direction is so marked that I confidently anticipate it will take but few years to practically displace the inferior vegetable tanned leather now in general use.

Again, in the matter of irrigation by oil engines and pumps, the initial difficulties to be overcome and our total lack of experience in the matter were so great that the surprising fact is not that so few have been installed by private enterprise, but rather that so many have taken them up.

I have dealt with this matter at some length, because it is extremely desirable that erroneous impressions regarding the enterprise of people in this country should be done away with. I do not claim that I have found them as go ahead as Europeans or Americans, but I do contend that there is, among the 300 million people of this country, a small percentage who are endowed with as much energy and vitality as will be found among the Northern races. A very small percentage of such a vast number is absolutely a very large figure and till all these have been put on the right track and their latent capabilities fully utilised we have but little right to discuss the indolence and lack of enterprise exhibited in India. To a large extent the qualities of the modern educated Hindu are the result of his environment and system of education. The latter has been moulded too much on literary lines and has been designed to produce what it has actually turned out. If you want men of a more practical turn of mind, give them a more practical education, study the systems which have been evolved in Europe and America and introduce greater variety into the curricula of the schools and colleges in this country, and the result will be a class of men capable of dealing with the industrial problems which at present confront us. Any change of this kind, however, must be the work of time, and for the present it is more important to devise measures for immediately making use of such material as is available.

A survey of the past history of industrial undertakings in the South of India shows that there has been a good deal of misdirected enterprise. Companies have been formed and capital has been found for undertakings which from the beginning were doomed to failure. The unwary investor has been caught by the shares and joint-stock enterprise has justly earned a somewhat evil reputation. Unfortunately in India, that fund of practical experience to which I have already twice alluded is not available and has never been applied to the resuscitation or improvement of indigenous industries. It is practically impossible for the enterprising individual with capital to obtain disinterested advice and assistance regarding any undertakings he may be desirous of starting. Few study the conditions under which the native works sufficiently to be able to give him competent advice and those who have the necessary knowledge are generally not in a position to
do so. Nearly every day schemes of this kind are sent to me for an opinion as to the probability of their turning out commercially successful and it is easy to deal with the majority of them because they are hopelessly impracticable. I may, therefore, perhaps claim to have done some useful work in dissuading a considerable number of people from embarking on ill-considered ventures.

When a law suit is in the air it is well understood that funds must be forthcoming to pay for the best legal advice obtainable and the dignity of a suit and the pleasures of litigation are much enhanced when persons of repute and eminence can be retained by the rival parties. This is a very satisfactory state of things for the lawyers, but in matters appertaining to industrial enterprise, the people of this country have not yet been educated up to the advantages of obtaining the best expert assistance in working out the details of industrial undertakings. In time they will doubtless come to realise it, but in the meanwhile it may, I think, be within the province of the Government of this country to do what it can to demonstrate the necessity for such help.

In each province it might be made part of the duties of specially selected officers to deal with applications of this kind, and if the work were well done it would establish confidence and encourage enterprise. In the Madras Presidency, this has to some extent been recognised and the services of expert officers can usually be obtained by bona fide applicants. To distinguish those who really mean business from those who do not is a matter of some difficulty, and under the prevalent undivided family system it is practically impossible to determine whether a man has to command the resources which are apparently at his disposal.

Comparison with other countries shows that India, and here, let it be clearly understood that I am speaking of indigenous India, avails itself but little of the various sources of power which modern engineering science has placed at the service of man. The scale on which work is done has hitherto been too small for the profitable application of such methods of working, and, even where it was otherwise, capital was lacking. Where neither of these objections existed progress and improvement were barred by in ability to appreciate the advantages of any change in time-honoured methods of procedure. Within the last few years there has been concurrently a great change in the attitude of the people of the country towards such improvements and a marked advance in the value and adaptability of the sources of power and their modes of application. Recognising this, the Government of Madras have rendered it comparatively easy for many people to avail themselves of modern improvements by a liberal interpretation of the Agricultural Loans Act. If a man has land suitable for intense cultivation and a supply of water adequate for its needs, he can apply to Government for a loan to purchase an engine and pump. The scheme is reported upon by experts and if it is likely to prove satisfactory a loan sufficient to enable it to be carried out is sanctioned, and the actual supervision of the installation is carried out by Government officers free of expense. A fair number have already taken advantage of this liberal policy and there is no doubt that the success of the pioneer installations will, in the near future, lead to an enormous extension of this method of obtaining water.

Already it has been found difficult to provide sufficiently trained men to take charge of such machinery and to get over this obstacle which threatened to prove a very serious one, a school of engine driving has been started and boys from up-country villages are received and put through a course of training in fitters' work and engine management sufficient to enable them to be safely trusted with the running of these modern motors. All that it is at present attempted to do is to train a man or boy to look after an engine, to attend to its various needs and to keep it clean. He is not supposed to undertake repairs, as if anything gets out of order and the engine works unsatisfactorily a staff of specially trained men are maintained in Madras for the purpose of putting such matters right. By adopting this plan the natives of the South of India will gradually become accustomed to the use of machinery and probably in time they will freely avail themselves of it.

It will thus be seen that in Madras our contributions towards the industrial development of India have taken the form of introducing into India materials and methods of working unknown in the country but perfectly well known among more advanced communities where progress is more rapid. The success we have met with in the past and that which still remains to be achieved in the future depends entirely upon the accuracy with which we have gauged the requirements of the people. Aluminium working was first introduced with the object of creating for it a sufficiently large market to warrant the establishment of
factories in the country for the production of the metal from the raw materials which are known to exist. The industry is making steady progress but the goal is still far off and the demand for aluminium wares will have to be at least five or six times as big as it is, before we can hope to make the industry independent of imported metal. There is no doubt that India could easily absorb with advantage a great deal more metal than this and it will be interesting to watch how the Swadeshi movement affects the success of one of the pioneer attempts to improve the native industries.

The chrome leather industry is likely to prove very much more important than that in aluminium and its successful introduction will materially increase the visible wealth of the country. The exports from India of raw hides and skins and of half-tanned materials, as you are aware, amount to many crores of rupees and it may be, with some approximation to truth, asserted that the internal consumption of leather in India is at least equal to the value of the export trade. Most of the leather produced in India for internal use is a shameful waste of valuable material. For Indian requirements chrome leather can be produced in the country much more durable than anything produced by the vegetable tanning processes. It, therefore, follows that exactly in proportion to the amount of chrome leather manufactured in India so will surplus supplies available for export increase. Moreover, we are fortunate in being able to find in Europe and America an unlimited demand for anything we have to spare. It may be urged that we are only at the beginning of the chrome leather business and that to some extent I am counting chickens as yet unhatched. But, as a matter of fact, the main difficulties connected with the inception of this enterprise have been overcome and there is ample evidence to justify our anticipations.

Again in the matter of oil engines and pumps we are only adapting to Indian requirements something that is well known and much used elsewhere. In this case we cannot yet say that final success has been achieved, but the prospects are very hopeful and I am certain that it only requires patience and continued application of scientific and engineering skill, aided by the invaluable provisions of the Agricultural Loans Act, to enable us to achieve an important revolution in agricultural methods. Of the irrigated area in India fully one-fourth is dependent upon wells for water-supply, whilst the average value of the crops on land so irrigated is at least 50 per cent. greater than those grown on lands irrigated from other sources of water-supply. It is only of late years that the value of well-irrigation has been fully realised, but till lately the ryots have been left to flounder in their ignorance and the resources of modern engineering science have not been called in to assist development. The average area irrigated by wells in the Madras Presidency does not exceed 2½ acres, mainly because cattle labour is such a feeble source of power. It is too early yet to say what will be the average area under selected wells where oil engines and pumps are used to lift the water to the surface, but it will certainly not be overestimating it to put it at ten times the present area.

Any extensive adoption of machinery to assist agricultural processes will lead to important changes in the industrial conditions of the country and must of necessity produce an expansion of internal trade. The cultivators taking advantage of these methods of working will have to go in for intense cultivation to make them profitable and they will have to grow produce which they can sell in order to purchase and pay interest upon the engines which they employ and the fuel which they use. Agriculture is by far the greatest industry in India and upon this industry the success of all others ultimately depends. It is, therefore, obvious that in any attempt to deal with industrial development, agriculture must receive in the first instance the lion's share of attention. With capital and skill the possibilities seem immense, but I must leave it to touch lightly upon one other industrial question before I bring this note to a conclusion.

The subject of hand-weaving in India will be brought before this Conference by my friend Mr. Havell, the Superintendent of the School of Arts in Calcutta, whose advocacy of the claims of the fly-shuttle loom has done so much in Bengal to prepare the ground for the revival of interest in indigenous industrial development which has given rise to the Swadeshi movement. In Madras we have experimented with hand-weaving for nearly five years and the conclusions we have arrived at and the measures necessary to make any further advance were the subject of a special report which was submitted to the Government of Madras in September last. This report was communicated to the Press and has been widely circulated and commented upon in all parts of India. I, therefore, do not propose to go over the same
ground again, but I would like to draw your
attention to the very complex nature of the pro-
blems to be dealt with and to emphasize the fact
that no single factor is of supreme importance.

The modern power-loom in its various forms
exemplifies in the highest degree the skill of the
mechanician and the tendency is to construct a
simplified and lighter form of power-loom which
can be worked either by the arms or more fre-
quently by the feet. This, to my mind, is no
solution whatever of the problem and the work
which is going on in this direction is doomed to
be an egregious failure. Assuming, however, that
a really good hand-loom is produced, and I think
there is no doubt whatever that it will be produ-
ced, we have only one factor in the problem
which has been eliminated. The question of pro-
ducing good warps is undoubtedly much more
important than the question of the hand-loom.
The problem has been solved in regard to the powe-
room weaving industry and as a last resource the
same solution can be applied to the hand-weaving
problem. In the weaving factory, which we are
about to start in the Madras Presidency, we are
going to attempt a solution of this problem on
somewhat novel lines; but if we do not achieve
success, by working on a big enough scale, we
can always fall back upon the slasher-sizing
machine which has proved so satisfactory in
power-loom factories.

Hand-woven cotton goods enjoy a reputation
for durability which is usually attributed to the
merits of the hand-weaving process, but in re-
ality the hand-loom contributes but little to the
final result as, the superiority of hand-woven
goods is mainly due to the superiority of the
native sizing processes. The native weaver with
the brush sizes his yarn in a way that no
machine can do and I very much fear that in
our hand-loom weaving factories we shall ulti-
mately produce what are practically power-loom
goods.

I am personally of opinion that the hand-loom
weaving factory will ultimately prove a very powe-
ful rival to the power-loom factory, but to what
extent it will improve the present condition of the
weavers is so extremely complex a question that no
certain answer can be returned. The lot of the
weaver in most parts of India is so very miserable
that a worse fate cannot possibly befall him. But
it is possible that any extensive establishment of
hand-weaving factories, with their superior equip-
ment and immensely increased rate of outturn,
may completely deprive of employment large
numbers of weavers who still manage to eke out a
miserable existence. These people will have to
find new employments and other sources of liveli-
hood and it is probable that in the process of
transfer much hardship may be experienced. On
the other hand, it is by no means impossible that
the hand-loom weaving factory may be able to
regain ground and compete successfully against
the power-loom in certain classes of goods. This
would undoubtedly mean increased employment
for hand-weavers, a considerable rise in wages and
a general amelioration of their condition.

In conclusion, I feel bound to express the
opinion that here in Madras we are working on
lines which are likely to bring about industrial
development in India by the people of India and
for their own advantage. Capital must be forth-
coming to establish these industries and the brains
and the intelligence of the country must be
devoted to carrying them on. Huge schemes in-
volving lakhs of rupees of capital will be difficult
to start and must almost inevitably come under
European management. For the small factories,
which it is our aim and object to establish, capital
should be readily forthcoming and in their
management and working there will be a
wide field for the employment of considerable
numbers of the educated classes. The constant
tendency towards increase in the scale of manufac-
turing operations which is exhibited in its most
intense form in America is to some extent counter-
balanced by the increased facilities which we now
possess for the generation and distribution of
power, and I am certain that if the people in this
country are but properly educated, the extremely
low cost of living provides a means whereby they
may meet the competition of both labour and
capital in countries where the necessities of life
are more numerous and much more expensive.

New India or India in Transition. By
Sir Henry Cotton, K.C.S.I. Price Rs. 2-12.
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economic problem. Administrative reform. Eng-
land and India. Political reconstruction. The
social and moral crisis. The religious tendencies
of India. Appendix:—Hindu joint family system.
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THE ORGANISATION OF CAPITAL IN INDIA.

By Mr. REGINALD MURRAY, Chief Manager, Commercial Bank of India, Calcutta.

I understand that your flattering invitation to me to address this important meeting is due to my having published sundry pamphlets entitled "Advance India," "Wealth in India," and "A Gospel of Credit," and to my having given more evidence therein of having studied the theory and practice of credit, according to its evolution in the United Kingdom and some other European and American countries, and of having endeavoured to stimulate what I regard as a creative force for the better development of the industrial, agricultural, and trade finance of this great country. You do not, therefore, I imagine, desire from me any further elucidation of the theory of credit, but only such practical suggestions as I can make for establishing or encouraging the organisations necessary to give practical force to my recommendations.

The object in view, as I understand it, is to tap the capital wealth of India and create a constant flow of money for the benefit of the capitalist and those by whose labour, skill and intelligence wealth is increased. It may happen, and does occasionally happen, that the industry, application and knowledge of a capitalist enable him to apply these qualities directly to works of importance and profit, but even in his case, which is exceptional, there must always be a residue of capital lying idle, which if deposited in a good distributing concern would at once become active.

Two important principles are here involved—
(1) the active distribution of unused capital;
(2) the relegation of the act of distribution to experts.

For the organisation of this system the form of financial concern which has best proved its soundness and utility is the Joint-Stock Bank. You have seen on the last page of my pamphlet "A Gospel of Credit," the reasons why everyone should deposit their savings (or residue) in banks. I think they will bear repetition on this occasion. They are as follows:

1. If money is kept in a private house it attracts thieves. If thieves come to take money they may take lives as well.

2. If money is kept in a house or in a hole in the ground, the possessor earns no interest. On all money deposited with banks a depositor receives interest which is paid half-yearly.

3. Money deposited in banks is more readily available and gives the owner less trouble than money kept in a house or buried: because if he wants to make a payment, instead of opening boxes and counting coins and notes, he writes a cheque and the bank takes all the trouble for him. Similarly, if a depositor receives payment by a cheque, instead of going a journey and collecting the money himself, he sends the cheque to his banker, who saves him the trouble without charge.

4. Keeping money on deposit with a bank costs nothing, but, on the contrary, yields a bi-annual return. Money kept in a house or buried costs much time and trouble, and if strong rooms or vaults are built or iron safes purchased, the expense is considerable.

These are reasons which apply to every holder of money, whether the sum be great or small. Their practical application can of course only have effect when there is a bank within reasonable distance. We therefore see at the outset that the first step towards organisation of capital is the multiplication of banks.

The system of Joint-Stock Banks is better than that of private banks, because they offer more certain security to the depositor, and are less partial and more consistent in their method of distribution. Their greater security lies in the publication of their bi-annual audited statements; in the fact that these accounts are critically checked and examined by professional auditors, nominated not by the management but by the shareholders; by the supervision of Directors, also nominated by the shareholders, and by a system of checking and book-keeping which, if properly superintended, ensures a correctness which is almost automatic.

Leaving for later review the formation of Urban Banks and Co-operative Societies, I will
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first enumerate the principal considerations in the organisation of Joint-Stock Banks. The foremost of these is sufficiency of capital. It is a great mistake to open a bank with a small capital. A bank to be an efficient collector and distributor of credit must be in a position to command, not solicit, credit. It must be in a position to lend large sums of money on loan if it expects to attract large sums of money on deposit. The Joint-Stock Banking system would show no advantage over the Private Bank system if it did not tend to lessen the cost of finance. The yield per cent. on the capital alone will not cover the cost of establishment and charges. Just as an industrial concern depends upon the extra working capital acquired by loans, debentures, or accumulation, for making its profits, so a bank must have deposits in order to yield profits. Moreover, the prime object of a Joint-Stock Bank is to utilise the unemployed cash balances of the community; or, in other words, to so organise itself as to attract such balances in the form of deposits. Modern banking has formed deposits into two kinds,—those payable on demand, and those fixed for a period. In a fully-developed banking system as is met with in the United Kingdom, it is unusual for banks to allow interest on current deposits, the employment of banks for collecting bills, storing money and making payments being almost a necessity, and if you look at the reasons as mentioned above why everyone should deposit their money in banks, you will find that the convenience and security thus afforded are strong arguments, apart from national finance considerations, in favour of allowing no interest on current deposits.

I wish particularly to impress upon you that there is nothing to lose in keeping money with banks, while in convenience and security alone there is much to be gained. Indirectly the benefit is very great. By the deposit of daily surpluses in banks, a fund is accumulated of money which would, if it remained in the hands of the depositors, be earning nothing. In the hands of a Joint-Stock Bank, it represents a sum of money of which part must still be kept unremunerative, but secure, and the balance is available for investment.

The proportion available for investment and the method of investment are necessarily regulated by local circumstances and must be rigidly controlled by expert management. It would take up too much of your time were I to go into the details of bank management and it will be sufficient for the main purpose of this address, to state that it consists of a perfect system of checking and control, the Auditors checking the Directors, the Directors controlling the Manager, and the latter controlling the office, which again is under a graduated system of checking through the Accountant and heads of department.

I think I must have now clearly demonstrated the advantages offered by the Joint-Stock Banking system for the security and employment of unused capital. You will now wish for some demonstration of the advantages which the system offers for distribution.

The advantages I claim are, impartiality, continuity, and cheapness. A Joint-Stock Bank cannot, or certainly should not, engage in trade of any kind. No applicant for accommodation can or should come under disobligation by reason of the trade he is conducting. The only disobligation a bank can or should recognise is the applicant's bad character, want of means or the insufficiency of his security. If the bank is satisfied on these points, it can or should be no respecter of persons.

A bank must have a large capital and large deposits in order to efficiently fulfil its mission as a distributor of finance. It must be able to satisfy all reasonable applications for the finance of current trade at any time. Given sufficient working capital every merchant, manufacturer, dealer, broker, or private financier should be able at all times to arrange his business with the certainty of being able to supplement his financial requirements by the deposit of marketable security, and also of being able to draw money from or remit money to other commercial centres without the trouble, risk and delay of counting, packing and transmitting coin or notes. Hence the bank as a distributor facilitates and, consequently, stimulates profit-making employments and increases the communal sum of profits.

The terms of accommodation are regulated by the proportion of a bank's reserve of cash to its liabilities, or to use expressions hitherto employed in this address, by the proportion of the unused balance of its working capital to the total sum. The more a bank is recognised by all classes as a convenience and a safe custodian, the cheaper must become the terms of accommodation. Lest some capitalists may imagine that such cheapness would be an advantage to the active profit-maker only, I would draw attention to
the fact that in every prosperous and progressive place, the capitalist who owns house and landed property gains largely by the increasing value of that property, and moreover with progress many new hands may be brought into profitable use and new industries become possible, all of which offer advantages to the capitalist.

It is therefore in every way in the interest of capitalists that Joint-Stock Banks should be started where they do not already exist, and that capitalists should lead the way in encouraging the employment of existing banks and in establishing new ones in populous centres which are at present unprovided or insufficiently provided. Only, I would again repeat most emphatically, that a bank to do any real good must be strongly capitalised. It must not be promoted like a joint-stock industrial or mining company by a number of subscribers who sign applications with the intention of selling at a profit before allotment or repudiating their obligation if they cannot do so. The right sort of shareholders of a Joint-Stock Bank are capitalists or genuine investors, whose concern is rather for the general advantages to be derived hereafter from the bank's existence, than for the dividends likely to be paid in the near future. The indirect advantages to capitalists of a strong and efficient bank through the cheapening of accommodation and the increase of communal profits are infinitely greater than a difference between 5 and 15 per cent. in the dividends paid by the bank. With such a class of shareholders, the first consideration of the management would be the cheapening of the accommodation and the extension of business. There would be no hurry or necessity to play up to the depositing public by means of premature high dividends, nor would the shares for some time at least go into speculative hands. When a bank is once well established and thriving, the class of its shareholders becomes of less importance, but, in my opinion, it is of the first importance that, during the first few years of a bank's existence, the shareholders should be investors who can afford to regard dividends as secondary to the general purposes for which the bank is established.

There is only one more point that I would ask you to regard as important in the conduct of Joint-Stock Banks. It is absolutely necessary in order to secure a bank's dominating position in the world of credit and establish undoubtedly confidence in the honesty of its management, that no one of its employees shall be engaged in any trade or calling outside the bank, shall receive no dasturi or consideration money or commission directly or indirectly from the public in any form whatever, and also shall not individually enter into transactions for purchase of securities or property on his own account involving the borrowing of money to complete the same. Men of brilliant intelligence and high financial abilities are not required to man the offices of banks, but men of ordinary abilities are sufficiently competent provided they are honest and industrious. The scale of salary should consequently be such as to provide not only subsistence but as much more as will enable an ordinarily careful man to put by a sum each year and thus render him free from the temptations which poverty provokes. A bank's service does not offer a fortune to any of its employees, and its chief attraction is the respectable and often influential position which a bank appointment gives. That the public should so regard bank officials is most desirable in the general interests of a bank, but high reputation and uncorruptible honesty must be paid for, and they are worth it.

As Joint-Stock Banks assist only those who have large or moderate monetary transactions, there remains to consider the vast population of working men whose wages seldom admit of their having any surplus in hand above their daily wants. The latter are more often in the position of requiring money than having money to put by. When they have any surplus, the Government Savings Bank offer fair interest and undoubted security, and I cannot conceive any better organisation than the Government Savings Bank for small savings. But the latter does not assist the agriculturist, artisan or clerk who wants to borrow, and who cannot offer the security which a Joint-Stock Bank must by its constitution demand. This difficulty has been met with considerable success in Europe by the formation of mutual help societies of various kinds, and as you are aware the Government of India has taken the subject in hand with considerable vigour by passing the "Co-operative Societies Act of 1903" and by authorising advances from the treasury to a limited extent in support of such institutions.

The application of the Act to Co-operative Credit Societies in towns as well as villages is so fully described in Sir Denzil Ibbetson's speech on the occasion of the introduction of the Bill to the
Viceroy's Council, that I cannot do better than forward you a copy, and with this I also send you the report of the Committee on the Establishment of Co-operative Credit Societies in 1901 and the draft of the Bill as finally passed in 1903. For any further explanation regarding the formation of these societies you should apply to the officer in your province holding the position of Registrar of Co-operative Credit Societies as under any circumstances no such societies can be formed to obtain the benefits of the Act, until approved and registered by him. Moreover, that officer should be in the best position to know and understand your local requirements and to advise you as to the form and rules most likely to be applicable to your communities.

Personally I can only write with experience of Joint-Stock Banking, but I firmly believe that much benefit is derived from Co-operative Credit Societies and am much interested in hearing of their success.

In conclusion, I cordially wish success to the objects which your Conference has in view and I shall look forward to its being the precursor of many similar meetings not only in the fine old city of Benares but in other wealthy cities of India. I rest in the hope that however small my voice may be, the cry of "Advance India!" may find an echo among those who have position, influence, and national aspirations, and will repeat it with a more far-reaching, sound and practical effect.

EDUCATION & INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT.

By Rao Bahadur R. N. MUDHOLKAR, B.A., LL.B.

The object of this paper is to deal with education as it bears on industrial development and to consider it in relation to the conditions obtaining in India. In a speech delivered by H. R. H. the Prince of Wales some two years ago, on his return from a tour to the Colonies, he exhorted the British nation to "wake up" to the exigencies of its present position, and to brace itself for the keen struggle of competition with the other advanced nations in the field of industrialism, by a proper system of national education. England still occupies a pre-eminent position amongst the progressive nations of the world as a manufacturing and exporting country. She is still one of the richest—if not the richest country. In the preparation of textile fabrics and machinery she continues to lead in the van. But because her supremacy is threatened, and other nations, who only a generation ago were far behind her, are now coming up close to her, her leaders are urging her to quicken her pace and to strengthen and qualify herself for effecting this object. If such admonition, if this waking up is found necessary for England, how much more imperative is it in the case of India? With all her vast natural resources, her advantages of climate, soil and situation, a sober, thrifty and industrious population, India is one of the poorest countries in the world. While England has an annual average income of £45 per head, India has an income of only £2, and this according to the most optimistic calculation. Things were not so always. Not many generations have passed since the fame of India's riches and the superior qualities of her manufactures attracted foreign nations from afar to her shores. The country, however, whose finely woven fabrics used to go by shiploads to Europe, is now dependent upon others for the supply of the greater part of the cloth which is needed by her own children for their everyday wear. From an exporting and manufacturing nation we have become an importing and agricultural one. Possessing the raw materials of manufacture, instead of being able to prepare the requisite finished articles ourselves, we send out these raw materials to other countries and depend upon them to give to them the shape which would fit them for our use. It is a fact admitted by all well-informed persons that the present poverty of the Indian people is in the main due to the decline of her manufactures and the decadence of her old industrial system. The report of the first Famine Commission of 1880 explicitly points out that the phenomenon of ever-recurring famines is due to the disappearance of the industries which maintained in former times a considerable portion of
the population and to over four-fifths of them being thrown entirely on land. The escape of the country from this deplorable condition depends upon the revival and rehabilitation of that varied industrial system, which enabled her in former times, in spite of foreign invasions, internal unrest and political upheavals, not only to supply all the wants of her children to give them "home-made" all the things which minister to the comforts and conveniences of civilised life, but to send enormous quantities abroad and acquire riches thereby. The industrial question in India is a question of life and death. Not only the progress, but the very existence, of the nation depends upon the establishment of a diversity of occupations, which will remove the pressure on the land and enable a substantial portion of the population to earn their livelihood otherwise than by precarious agriculture.

It is foreign to the purposes of this paper to go into the political causes which brought about the present situation. Accepting facts as we find them, it has to be considered whether it is feasible to remedy the present state of things and to establish and develop industries in India. The consideration of this problem is facilitated by the fact that there were other countries which were in a manner reduced to the same predicament as ours and which have now achieved their salvation.

The close of the Napoleonic wars found the countries on the Continent of Europe reduced to a very low state with their resources exhausted, their population diminished, their manufactures dead or decayed. In many states agriculture was the only source of income left. England was the one country the manufactures and trade of which were in a flourishing condition. The working classes were, indeed, undergoing extraordinary privations on account of high taxation, an unsound financial and economic policy, and by dislocation of business caused by the substitution of machinery for manual labour. But the country as a whole occupied a post of vantage. The labours and discoveries of Arkwright, Watt, and Crompton had given an impetus to her manufactures which secured for her a commanding position. For many years after the peace she retained almost exclusive possession of the improved machinery employed in the cotton, woollen and linen manufactures. The continental countries found barriers placed in the path of their progress by regulations which rendered penal the enlistment of skilled English artisans for employment abroad, by prohibitive tariffs which either forbade the import into England of foreign-made goods or imposed high duties on them. The export of spinning machinery to foreign countries was prohibited until after the accession of the late Queen Victoria. To effect freedom from dependence on England these countries set about systematically. To facilitate the introduction of the improved methods and appliances on which the supremacy of English industries rested, they established a carefully worked out and elaborated system of national education—general and scientific; and by raising to a high level the general knowledge of their peoples and their scientific requirements, they not only succeeded in achieving their emancipation, but have carried their technical efficiency so high as to compete with England on terms of equality in neutral markets. It is true that Germany and some other countries give adventitious aids to their manufacturers by a system of close protection and bounties. But neither protective tariffs nor bounties would have been of any avail without the almost universally prevailing high standard of general education and the extraordinary cultivation of the mechanical, physical and chemical sciences—theoretical and applied. New industries like those of sugar prepared from beet, or aniline dyes prepared by synthetic process, have been created and are obtaining ascendancy everywhere. It was the labours of M. Pasteur, who applied his scientific researches to purposes of trade that preserved the silk industry and the wine industry of France from the destruction with which they were at one time threatened. France, Germany, Holland, Switzerland not only prepared articles of merchandise from raw materials available in those countries or brought from abroad, but they prepared their own machinery for turning out these goods. German and French machinery is prepared both for use at home and for export abroad. All this is due to education and education of the proper kind. The case of America is even more remarkable. Fifty years ago the United States of America were, as compared to England, hardly anywhere in the field of industry. The advance they have now made is so great as to produce alarm in England itself. The reports of Mr. Mathewson in 1884 and of Mr. Mosely's Commission in 1903 demonstrate that the extraordinary strides which all industries have made in America are due to the spread of education—general and scientific. Probably nothing should be more convincing to the Eastern mind than the achievements of Japan. As Mr. Alfred Steed says:—"In the history of the world there has been no such wonderful development in so
short a space of time as that of Japan." Roused from her slumber of centuries by the visit in 1853 of the American men-of-war under Commodore Peary, Japan found that she was nowhere in the scale of nations and that if she was to maintain her independent existence, she must bring herself in a line with the countries of Western Europe, and raise herself to their standard of efficiency. An almost purely agricultural country only 50 years ago, she is now one of the most active and powerful in the field of industrialism; and this position she has attained by the establishment of a most carefully thought-out system of national education. The progress of Japan in arts, industries and trade is specially instructive as she was not on account of the peculiar circumstances under which she was placed at liberty to invoke the aid of protective tariffs.

In the countries of the Western Continents it is now an accepted axiom that there is very close connection between education and the progress of industries and trade. In India the importance of this great truth has yet to be carried home to the people. Even among persons deemed to be educated there is often displayed a latent scepticism about the importance of education in securing industrial development. Half-instructed persons indulge in sneers about the unsuitability of education in promoting crafts and trade. Indeed, some minds still hug the exploded notion that science and art have no connection with each other and that education unfit a man for industrial pursuits.

The report of the Royal Commission of 1884 on technical education contains the acknowledgment that even at that time the continental manufactories displayed the remarkable development of their material resources which had been effected by those countries, and that industrial establishments in France, in Germany, in Belgium and in Switzerland had attained as much perfection as those in England. "Much machinery of all kinds," say they, "is now produced abroad equal in finish and in efficiency to that of this country and we found it in numerous instances applied to manufactories with as great skill and intelligence as with us," England had the start of them by over sixty years, and the Royal Commissioners state that within less than fifty years Germany had made such progress as unquestionably to have taken lead in some branches of industry, more especially those requiring an intimate acquaintance with organic chemistry.

It is not possible to state within the limits of a paper like the present what the study and cultivation of natural science has done to create and develop industries. Even before the discovery that steam and electricity can be made to subserv to the wants of man, considerable advance had been made by the application of mechanics to industrial operations. The spinning jenny and the spinning frame, the utilisation of water and wind power might be mentioned as instances. This substitution of machinery and of natural agents for hand-labour, which began a hundred and fifty years ago, has been proceeding by leaps and bounds. Steam has been harnessed now, annihilating toil and abridge time and space in a way truly marvellous. The conquest made by steam and its general rule in processes of production and distribution are now obvious even to the Indian rustic. But all the same it has to be impressed upon our people, over and over again, that unless modern inventions and recently discovered scientific truths be brought to constitute essential factors in the development of Indian industries, Indian productions will never be able to hold their own in the markets of the world except in a very limited extent as curiosities. The general cry is that the latent natural resources of the country ought to be utilised, that the numerous raw materials of manufactures like cotton, linseed, hides and skins which leave the country every year to the value of 40 or 50 crores of rupees, ought to be turned into finished articles of trade in the country. But this is only possible if we adopt the processes and methods by which the Western nations have brought about a diminution of the cost of production.

It is not to be supposed that it is meant that the mere study of the natural sciences and knowledge of the methods of their application to industrial purposes is sufficient for solving the economic problem. Capital is as great a sine quan non as knowledge and moral grit is an equally essential factor. But, as matters stand, the motive power in achieving industrial progress is afforded by the applied sciences. Say the Royal Commissioners on technical education: "In whatever degree the technical instruction of our continental rivals may have trained them for competition with ourselves, in their own, in neutral and to some extent in our home markets, much of their success is due to more painstaking, more pliancy and greater thrift; and also to the general cultivation, the knowledge of modern languages and of economic geography possessed by continental manufacturers."
The economy of labour, time and material effected with the help of scientific discoveries has brought within the means of ordinary persons articles of comfort, convenience and luxury which, only a hundred years ago, were available to the rich alone. Articles which never existed before have been brought into existence. The yield from land has been increased. Natural products which for ages remained unutilised have been made available to the service of man. It must, in fairness, be admitted that even those who show scepticism about the importance of education in the furtherance of industrial progress, do not deny the significance of the only too palpably visible facts around them. The great value of the possession of high scientific knowledge and technical skill in the captains of industries is admitted. The importance of research is not denied. What has to be impressed in India is that education, both general and special, is imperatively needed not only by the commanders and superior officers of the Industrial army, but by the rank and file and the subordinate and non-commissioned officers also. The working-man and the artisan whose brain has been developed, whose eye has been trained, and whose hand has acquired dexterity by the proper kind of general education and who has grasped more or less the principles of the craft which he follows, the tools which he handles, and the materials he works upon, is a far more efficient workman than he who has only received the traditional training in the practice of his profession without any general or scientific education. A few men of genius might be able to accomplish extraordinary results without the help of any regular instruction. It is not on such exceptional cases that rules applicable to the mass of ordinary persons can be laid down.

No better objective lesson of the effect produced upon national wealth by the development of the natural sciences and their application to practical pursuits exists than the progress of the cotton industry in Europe. The cotton plant is indigenous to inter-tropical countries and its earliest home is India and the countries adjacent. While Europe was submerged in barbarism and ignorance, the cotton manufacture in India had reached a very high state of perfection. Up to the end of the 18th century, it might be said, Europe was dependent for cotton goods on the Indian supply. In England the manufacture of cotton was established in the 17th century; but little progress was made in obtaining hold even on the home market till the mechanical inventions of the latter quarter of the 18th century enabled English factory owners to get done by ten men work which formerly required four or five hundred. The Indian manufacture did, it is true, maintain for some years an equal combat against the products of the new power-driven machinery protected by high tariff walls. So late as 1814 the number of cotton pieces imported into Great Britain from the East Indies numbered 1,268,608 pieces, while British cotton manufactures exported to India measured only 818,208 yards, or about 40,000 pieces. But the fight could not last long. The finely woven superior stuffs of Dacca and Masulipatam could, for a considerable number of years, defy the competition of machinery; but in the case of the cloth ordinarily worn by the middle classes, while the Indian stuffs could not be sold in England at the prices at which machine-made stuffs of the same kind could be sold, the latter began to flood the Indian bazaars and to drive the products of the handlooms of India from their home markets. Within seven years of 1814 the number of cotton piece-goods imported into Great Britain from the East fell down to 534,000 pieces, while British cotton manufactures exported to India rose up to over 19,000,000 yards. America is the other country which was the home of the cotton plant. Till the end of the 18th century America possessed no manufactures except for domestic production and family use. By the end of the Napoleonic wars we find that they have with their characteristic energy established mills which gave work to 70,000 people. But in spite of the fact that the finest cotton was grown in their own country, these mills could be kept working only by the protection afforded by the tariff laws which imposed import duties of 16 $\frac{2}{3}$ and 27 $\frac{1}{2}$ per cent. on foreign goods. This protection against foreign competition served the useful purpose of increasing the manufacture. Power-loom works were everywhere erected in large numbers; the most approved processes both in spinning and weaving were adopted. After the close of the Civil War we find that in 1869 the number of spindles was 6,763,000 and in 1875, 9,539,000. The Continent of Europe shows a similar phenomenon. Dependent almost entirely first on the East Indies and then on England for the supply of cotton yarn and piece-goods, it was only when they were in a position to establish and maintain factories worked with the aid of the latest scientific inventions that they could turn out the products required for home consumption. By 1875-76 Germany had 5,000,000 spindles, France the same num-
ber, Russia and Poland 25,000,000, while Switzerland and Austria had each between 1,500,000 to 2,000,000. The total number of spindles at work in the various manufacturing countries of Continental Europe was in 1875 A.D. 19,440,000; and the number in Great Britain was 39,000,000. Thirty years ago England was thus ahead of the whole Continent of Europe and the United States of America put together. Since then the relative positions of these countries have been greatly altered. The table given below will show how, during the last twenty years, the consumption of cotton in the United Kingdom has increased only by 1,750,000 cwt., while Switzer-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>United Kingdom</th>
<th>Continent</th>
<th>United States</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1876-80</td>
<td>11 20</td>
<td>9 17</td>
<td>6 13</td>
<td>26 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1881-85</td>
<td>12 88</td>
<td>11 76</td>
<td>7 66</td>
<td>32 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1886-90</td>
<td>13 75</td>
<td>13 98</td>
<td>9 05</td>
<td>36 78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1891-95</td>
<td>14 11</td>
<td>17 02</td>
<td>11 26</td>
<td>42 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1896-00</td>
<td>15 05</td>
<td>20 11</td>
<td>14 03</td>
<td>49 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1901</td>
<td>14 32</td>
<td>21 30</td>
<td>15 80</td>
<td>51 42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1902</td>
<td>15 07</td>
<td>22 10</td>
<td>17 83</td>
<td>55 00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1903</td>
<td>13 90</td>
<td>23 69</td>
<td>16 53</td>
<td>54 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1904</td>
<td>13 99</td>
<td>22 27</td>
<td>18 92</td>
<td>55 18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Japan has the same tale to tell. At the Restoration in 1867, Japan was practically an agricultural country pure and simple. Even taxes were paid in rice. Judging properly the real sources of the power of the Western nations, she was convinced that the establishment of an industrial system conducted on the latest and most advanced principles was necessary both from the political and economical point of view, and she proceeded with the thoroughness characteristic of her to lay the foundation of her industrial greatness. In 1877 the total trade of Japan with foreign countries amounted to only 50,000,000 yen, or about 4½ crores of rupees. In 1902 the value had risen to 530,000,000 yen. The writer of the article on "Commerce and Industries" in Japan by Japanese states: "In 1890–91 the weaving industry did not make any marked development and the value of goods woven was about 30 or 40 millions yen, but recently, aided by the progress of applied chemistry and also of technology, the industry has made considerable progress, and in 1899 the weaving capacity reached 150 millions yen. Now with the cotton-yarn industry it has become one of the principal industries of the Empire." The cotton-spinning industry originated in 1880–81 and developed gradually; till in 1890 the number of spindles was 277,895; in 1901 the number went up to 1,181,762. Similar progress was made in the trade in silk tissues, pure and mixed. In regard to mining the writer just quoted says: "Thanks to the progress of the art of mining, all branches of this industry have gradually developed in recent times, except sulphur and antimony."

The advantage conferred by the application of science to industrial purposes is manifest not only in manufactures but is also apparent in agriculture. Wheat land in the North-West Provinces of India now gives an average yield of 840 lbs. per acre. For the whole of India the average yield of wheat per acre is 700 lbs. In England it is 1,700 lbs. The average yield of cotton per acre is 62 to 70 lbs. in India as against 200 lbs. in America. Rice is 800 lbs. as against 2,500 lbs. in Bavaria. To quote again from the Japanese writer: "Primitive methods have succeeded in the past because of the industry and sobriety of the people (Japanese) as a whole and because of lack of foreign competition; but with the desire to keep abreast of Western farmers, or possibly to lead, the necessity of modern scientific agricultural knowledge has been recognised by the Imperial Government, and where put to practical test has resulted in increased production per acre."

The value of establishing industries in a country for preparing its raw materials into articles of commerce will be properly estimated when we consider facts like those disclosed in the table given below from the report of the Tariff Commission, Volume II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Raw cotton (per lb.)</th>
<th>Yarn (per lb.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All kinds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1876-80</td>
<td>d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1881-85</td>
<td>6 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1886-90</td>
<td>5 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1891-95</td>
<td>4 95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1896-00</td>
<td>4 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1901-04</td>
<td>5 24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Though England has to import cotton from America or from the East, the price of yarn is double that of the raw material. That of woven fabrics is considerably more. India exports cotton to the value of about 14 crores of rupees. She imports piece-goods of the value of 33 crores of rupees and yarn worth about 24 crores. What important addition would be made to the wages fund if we are able to prepare our own piece-goods? Raw hides and skins of the value of 8 crores and seeds of the value of 14 crores are exported. All these are capable of being turned into the articles of use prepared from them with the proper kind of appliances and scientific methods. Some years ago it was estimated by a competent authority that if India only worked up her raw materials, there would be an addition of from 50 to 60 crores to the wages fund and the profits on capital.

The explanation of the wonderful progress of the industries of Continental Europe is given by the Royal Commissioners on Technical Education. “Half a century ago when the countries of Continental Europe began to construct railways and to erect modern mills and mechanical workshops, they found themselves face to face with a full-grown industrial organisation in England which was almost a sealed book to those who could not obtain access to its factories. To meet this state of things these countries established technical schools and sent engineers and men of science to England to prepare themselves for becoming teachers of technology in those schools.”

Technical high schools now exist in nearly every Continental state, and are the recognised channel for the instruction of those who are intended to become the technical directors of industrial establishments. Many of the technical chemists have, however, been and are being trained in the German Universities. The Commissioners believe that the success which has attended the foundation of extensive manufacturing establishments, engineering shops and other works on the Continent could not have been achieved to its full extent in the face of many retarding influences, had it not been for the system of high technical instruction in these schools, for the facilities for carrying on original scientific investigation, and for the general appreciation of the value of that instruction and of original research which is felt in those countries. All these schools have been created and are maintained almost entirely at the expense of the several states, the fees of the students being so low as to constitute only a very small proportion of the total income. The buildings are palatial, the laboratories and museums are costly and extensive, and the staff of professors is so numerous as to admit of the utmost subdivision of the subjects taught. The Commissioners were greatly impressed with the general intelligence and technical knowledge of the masters and managers of industrial establishments on the Continent. They have found that these persons, as a rule, possess a sound knowledge of the sciences upon which their industry depends. They are familiar with every new scientific discovery of importance, and appreciate its applicability to their special industry. They adopt not only the inventions and improvements made in their own country but also those of the world at large, thanks to their knowledge of foreign languages and of the conditions of manufacture prevalent elsewhere.

Under the polytechnic schools come the technical schools for foremen. The theoretical instruction in these schools is similar in character but inferior in degree to that of the great polytechnic schools. On the other hand, considerable attention is devoted in these schools to practical instruction in laboratories and workshops which is not the case in polytechnic schools.

Side by side with the general polytechnic schools are institutions for specialised instruction, such as weaving schools, miners' schools and schools for workers in iron and steel industries, etc., which are intended mainly for developing the qualities required in the foremen, managers and masters. Most of these schools in Germany are founded or maintained by the manufacturers. There are schools for giving the instruction requisite for those who enter the commercial and banking lines.

Numerous societies exist for the purpose of development of technical education among workmen and other persons engaged in industry, by means of lectures and by the establishment of schools and museums of technology. These associations are supported mainly by merchants, manufacturers, and Chambers of Commerce.

The facilities which exist in England for what might be called the training of supervisors, directors, leaders and organizers of manufactures, trade and commerce are said to be even ampler and of a superior type. But the one thing in which the Continental educational system is superior to that in England is in regard to the provision for the education of workmen and artisans. Primary education is compulsory and every boy has to attend a
school from the age of six till the age of fourteen. In some countries both primary and secondary education is free. And it is not only in regard to writing and simple rules of arithmetic that instruction is given in elementary schools, but drawing—both freehand and by measurement—and manual instruction form part of the curriculum. The greatest importance is attached to drawing as a training of the eye and as teaching exactness. Value is given to manual training as developing dexterity of the hand. The possession of these qualities is considered as necessary for those who are intended to adopt literary pursuits as for those who go in for industries and art. The great importance of drawing and manual training is now recognised in England also.

The American system, while adopting the superior methods which are shown to be desirable and necessary by eminent educationists and practical men, and which the experience of the last two generations justifies, seeks to give them a still more practical turn. The aim of the American Universities in their departments of science and commerce is to turn out businessmen who are conversant with their respective callings.

The report of the Commission which under the initiative of Mr. Mosely visited America with the object of finding out how far the phenomenal development of American industry can be attributed to education—general and technical—reveals several most instructive facts. They state that the most flourishing mechanical and electrical establishments seek after the services of graduates. In fact, the demand of scientific graduates exceeds the supply. It would be well to bear in mind, as the Commissioners point out, that in America there are one hundred and ten thousand graduates in every million of the population. The faith of the Americans in education, as the true basis and qualification for all useful pursuits and occupations, is so intense as to partake almost of religious favour.

The great effort of all the leading Western nations is to train up the entire body of their citizens for the callings they may have to adopt in life. They have assimilated the grand truth that the object of education is not so much to stuff the head of the child and the youth with more or less diversified book-lore, but to cultivate his faculties, to train his brain, eye and hand, to develop his reasoning powers, to stimulate observation and to encourage constructiveness. It is recognised to be a sacred duty of the State to devote its funds to the preparation for life of its juvenile and adolescent population. It is stated that some of the American States devote nearly half their revenues to purposes of education.

The spread of education in the leading nations of the West will appear from the facts given below:—The total population of Germany was in 1900-1901, 56,367,000. The number of pupils in primary schools was eight millions. The number of primary schools was 60,000 and of teachers 125,000. So far back as 1875 education was so widely spread that out of 139,855, the total recruits of that year, only 3,311 or 23.7 per thousand or 2.5 per cent. were unable to read or write. In 1898-99 the number of persons recruited was 252,382, out of whom only 173 or seven men out of ten thousand were returned as illiterate. The number of secondary schools—classical and real—is 1,076. Those in Prussia alone numbered 578 and contained about 148,500 pupils. There are 21 universities in Germany which in 1898-99 had 33,500 scholars and 2,802 professors and teachers. Persons receiving higher technical education were 13,000. In addition to technical high schools there were three academies of mining and eight of forestry and there are agricultural schools (of the status of our colleges) attached to several of the universities.

In England with a population of 32½ millions the average daily attendance in elementary schools was 4,666,000 in 1900. The secondary and higher schools and the universities have for generations been well attended. Their number has been largely increased, and what is more important, their modern and scientific side has been vastly developed. During the last 20 years technical instruction, secondary and higher, has made great progress and technical schools have been multiplied. The whole system of education is being overhauled and drawing, clay modelling, manual training in wood and metal and science teaching are becoming more and more an established part of the primary and secondary curriculum. Manchester spent three hundred thousand £s, equal to forty-five lakhs of rupees, over her new technical school. The Leeds's higher grade school, which has the three departments of (1) the classical or professional, (II) the modern or mercantile, and (III) the science or technical, has accommodation for over two thousand pupils. Manual instruction and workshop practice forms part of the compulsory course for
boys in every standard. The physical laboratory, the chemical laboratory, the manual workshop and the gymnasium are superbly fitted. The provision for the proper instruction of girls is equally well thought-out and in place of the manual training prescribed for boys, girls are taught cookery, needle-work and cutting-out, dress-making and calisthenics.

It is not to be understood that in the desire to promote the spread of scientific and technical knowledge and skill, the importance of the study of the humanities is overlooked. Literary education, the pursuit of philosophy and of the mental and moral sciences generally receive their due attention. There are secondary and higher schools maintained for this branch of knowledge, and the universities show their proper appreciation of them. The result is that though it cannot be said that perfection has anywhere been attained, these countries are striving might and main to evolve a harmonious system where each youth will develop his aptitudes.

The educational system in Japan is based on the most approved Western methods. Count Okuma states: "The Emperor, with great foresight, determined that the system of education of the Western world should be adopted, so that Japan could learn enough to beat the foreigners in their own grounds, and thus preserve their country for themselves." It is laid down by law that all children must attend school on reaching the age of six. A clear sweep was made of the old education system and new schools conducted on modern ideas took its place. It is stated that more than 90 per cent. of the school population are at present receiving the prescribed course of instruction. And though the education in the higher primary schools is not compulsory, 60 per cent. of the graduates of ordinary primary schools pass to the higher primary schools. No fee can be charged for primary education, unless under special circumstances and subject to the approval of the local Governor. Instruction in morals forms a portion of the school course both in primary and secondary schools. Instruction in the sciences and in drawing forms a necessary portion of the upper primary and secondary curriculum. Placed in a situation very similar to that of the Indians the Japanese insist upon the great necessity of studying some modern European language.

Above the secondary schools are the higher schools and the universities. The aim throughout is to equip the different classes of the people with the mental and moral requisites, the literary culture and the scientific and practical acquirements suited to their different stations. The education of girls is regarded as essential and due provision is made for it.

If India has to obtain a proper place in the scale of nations she must adopt the methods which the experience of these countries has shown as most suitable. Both in the matter of provision for education and the nature of instruction imparted and the manner of imparting it, we are very far behind the European nations and the Americans and the Japanese. The total population of British India is some 23 crores: out of these only about 40 lakhs are under instruction; 36 lakhs of these are boys and only 4 lakhs girls.

Taking the population of the school-going age to be one fourth of the entire population, there are only seven out of 100 boys and girls who receive some kind of instruction. The revenues and receipts of the Government of India aggregate to about 124 crores of rupees; out of these only four crores are spent for all purposes connected with education. The direct expenditure on education from public funds is about three crores. The efforts made and the money applied for promoting the arts, industries, and commerce of the country are exceedingly meagre. The universities modelled on the ancient traditions of Oxford and Cambridge have severely let alone such important branches of applied science as mechanical and electrical engineering, mining, metallurgy and bacteriology. Of recent years, thanks mainly to Dr. Thomson, some provision exists in the College of Science at Poona for giving instruction in mechanical engineering. The Engineering College at Roorkee aims mainly at supplying the instruction which is required for officers of the Engineering and Telegraph Departments. The one technical institute fitted up to give instruction in mechanical and electrical engineering and textile manufacture owes its origin and establishment chiefly to the public spirit and munificence of the citizens of Bombay. There are only two agricultural colleges with sixty scholars in the whole of India; seven schools of art with about sixteen hundred scholars and 75 industrial schools with some 4,500 pupils. In the most advanced and populous presidency—Bengal—which contains one-fourth of the total population of British India, there was till the other day no agricultural college, only 300 scholars in the schools of art and 900 in industrial schools. The industrial schools themselves were, as the Government of India were constrained to
say, wanting in definiteness both of methods and objects and produced small impression either upon industrial development or upon industrial education.

Apart from the existing system being like its models mainly literary and classical, it had the further defect that even in the departments of mathematics and science, to the extent that they received recognition in the arts colleges, the curriculum and the test of examination were so determined as not to give adequate importance to their highly practical character. The methods of instruction have been, like those which prevailed in England till recently, very faulty. The colleges and high schools turn out mostly people with literary proclivities, men who are only fit to be teachers, clerks, or officers in Government service, or lawyers. The fault is not of the men but of the system of education and the methods of instruction.

It would be outside the purpose of this paper to go into the whole question of general education, secondary and higher, or to enter into the controversy of the value of the classics in a general scheme of education. Confining ourselves to the strict limits of the subject before us, we have to consider what alterations in our educational system and methods are demanded by the exigencies of our economic situation.

The first thing that has to be done is to recognise the fact that some education is necessary even for workmen and artisans and that our industrial development cannot be said to be established on a solid foundation unless the mass of operatives on whose labours it would depend are better fitted physically, intellectually and morally for their work than at present. The Government have in India the same duty and responsibility in regard to the instruction of the masses that they have in England, and we are justified in appealing to them to take here the action which is deemed absolutely necessary in Great Britain. The money required for this all-important object ought to be forthcoming and the cost ought to fall in equitable shares upon the general revenues and the local funds. In England the expenditure on public elementary schools amounted in 1900 to 12,453,000£, which is more than four times the sum spent in India for all kinds of education—university, secondary, primary, general and special. The course of study and the methods of instruction must be brought in line with those which have been now demonstrated to be the right ones. Beginning with kindergartens, where the infantile intellect is drawn towards constructiveness and familiarised with objects by brick-building, paper-cutting, drawing, &c., the children in the primary schools should be made as conversant with natural objects as with reading and writing. Drawing should be introduced from the very beginning and should form an essential part of education—primary and secondary. Manual work on wood should come in the 10th year and clay-modelling a little before it. It need hardly be said that the simple rules of arithmetic and rudimentary grammar and geography and the salient facts of history must form part of the primary course. As in the Swiss, German and Japanese schools bifurcation will have to be introduced from the 10th or the 11th year, according as the pupil is intended for an literary course or an industrial course, and according as his education in regard to either of these lines is to end with the primary school or is to be continued in the secondary and higher schools. The subjects and the hours assigned to them must vary; but the main thing which has to be borne in mind is that mere reading, writing and arithmetic and a smattering of geography and history is not real education, and can confer but inadequate help either to workers or leaders in the keen industrial struggle which is going on. All the discoveries of science were made by men who had an inquisitive mind, who observed and watched keenly all that went around them and how it happened, who were accustomed to question Nature and to obtain a reply from her. These persons may or may not have possessed literary knowledge. Their achievements were due to their powers of observation and their taste for experiment. These powers, absolutely necessary in the case of the directors, organisers, and leaders of industries, are also of very great value in the case of the ordinary workers. The pace of improvement is certainly thereby accelerated. From the industrial point of view, therefore,—as also from every point of view—the great object of education should be not merely to familiarise the pupils with certain facts of history and other subjects or even of the occurrences of Nature and her operations, as to build up a healthy well-regulated mind, trained to observe, to reason, to judge and to construct. The present system, especially in its primary and secondary stages, no way helps towards the formation of such a mind. If strong men have arisen in England or India or elsewhere, they have arisen in spite of the system, not on account of it. The ability to read and write is of course an immense help to an inquisitive artisan who knows his
business, to learn what is happening elsewhere and to improve himself in that way. But what he was taught at school went but a small way to fit him up to be an efficient artisan.

The whole educational system existing at present will have to be greatly modified both in regard to the subjects of instruction and the manner of instruction.

It is not proposed to lay down here curricula for the different grades of schools or collegiate institutions. What has to be emphasised is that the principle insisted upon, as applicable to primary schools, ought equally, if not more, to govern secondary and higher education. The possession of a healthy physique and a high character are as necessary for foremen, masters and managers of factories as for men in other walks of life. Drawing and manual work must also form a part of the course they undergo. Our schools should give the same kind of instruction in the theory and application of the different sciences, the same kind of laboratory and workshop practice as is insisted upon in the corresponding institutions of Great Britain, Germany and the United States of America.

The advance of India requires that there should be at least one secondary technical school for each district corresponding to the high schools on the literary side: one superior school or college for each of the minor provinces and two for each presidency and one polytechnic academy and institute of research for the country. The superior schools or colleges for this kind of education should be of the same status as arts colleges teaching up to the B. A. standard in the matter of general education. The polytechnic academy and institute for research should provide for post-graduate study. For a long time to come it would be necessary to make liberal provision for sending some of our best young men, who have received the scientific instruction available in the technical colleges and academy existing here, to prosecute their special studies in the institutions of Great Britain, Germany, France, or the United States. The Government of India have already established some scholarships for this purpose; but their number will have to be increased.

The main thing to be kept in view is that action has first to be directed towards developing those industries which would give the largest employment to our people and to work up those products which constitute the raw materials of articles consumed in large quantities. Agriculture is the chief occupation of the majority of the people and will, even when manufactures are established, give employment to more than half of the population. The importance of increasing the productive capacity of land by the application of science is manifest.

The technical education given in public schools cannot be expected to endow the pupils with the full dexterity of the qualified operative or foreman, or the resourcefulness of experienced managers. These are developed only by practice and experience. The value of the technical education advocated consists in laying a foundation for the development of superior skill and business capacity. Its object is to teach these various classes working in the production of national wealth, the principles which underlie their various callings and to show their application.

The proposals put forward require a hierarchy of qualified teachers. Those needed for primary and secondary schools will have to be trained up in the country. Those wanted for collegiate institutions and the academy of research will, in the beginning, have mostly to be brought from abroad. But even in regard to those institutions the aim should be eventually to have as professors and directors of research qualified Indians who have acquired the requisite knowledge in the best institutions existing in the advanced countries of the West.

It is not only in schools and for young boys and girls that provision for instruction has to be made. The majority of the people in India are in such poor circumstances that a lad of 12 or 13 lies under a compulsion to begin to work for earning his living and helping his father in the support of the family. Such a state of things is not, however, peculiar to India, and, as in Germany, Switzerland and other countries, this difficulty should be met by the establishment of continuation schools, evening classes and regular courses of public lectures and demonstration.

Owners of large factories and industrial establishments in Europe and America find it profitable to their own interests to make arrangements in some such wise for extending the mental vision and knowledge of their operatives. Mechanics' institutes, libraries, museums, laboratories have exercised in those countries an immense influence in bringing about the present high level of general advance.

It need hardly be said that these things are not asked to be introduced all at once. Progress to be real and permanent must be gradual.
But the example of Japan demonstrates that it is entirely wrong to say that progress can only be achieved at a snail-slow pace.

The Government of India do not seem to be wanting in their appreciation of the importance of industrial development and the close connection which scientific and technical education has with it. But their performance in this direction is hardly commensurate with their declaration. Indeed, the latest Government Resolutions on this subject lay down propositions which are far from reassuring. They find fault with the educated operatives is fully recognised. But it is not obvious.

The action proposed in the Government Resolution is necessary, not to be allowed to be afforded the extension of technical education. The prostration of English and the direction that the vernaculars are to be the vehicles of instruction show that it is not secondary and higher technical instruction which is proposed to be encouraged. The utter inadequacy of the action proposed in the Government Resolution is obvious. After what has been said before it is not necessary to give the assurance that the importance of creating a class of trained and educated operatives is fully recognised. But it must be stated that the most potent factors in the increased production of national wealth would, in the case of India at least at present, be the leaders, managers, directors and supervisors of industries. It is the skill, capacity and training of generals and captains which determine victories more than the bravery and steadiness of the rank and file of an army.

To put the matter in brief:—

We stand in need of a system of national education which will cultivate the brain, train the eye and give dexterity to the hand, which will develop the powers of observation and experiment and create a general taste for the study of Nature, a desire to understand the working of her powers and utilise them for the benefit of mankind.

The system must aim to produce a class of qualified workers, qualified supervisors and qualified directors and leaders. In other words, there must be universal primary education, widespread secondary education, and sufficiently ample provision for the study of the higher branches of science and the promotion and encouragement of research. Such a system is possible only if there is active sympathy and support of the State.

While gratefully acknowledging our indebtedness to the British Government for the enlightened and wise spirit in which it has on the whole dealt with the question of education since 1854, it must be confessed that what has been done till now though by no means of small value and benefit in itself cannot but be deemed to be little when we bear in mind the immensity of the task that has to be accomplished. It will be necessary for Government not only to devote as large a portion of the public money as they have been doing but to multiply the allotments many times. Primary education must be made compulsory. Every boy ought to be made to attend some school from the age of six to the age of twelve. Compulsory attendance in a school necessarily implies the provision of free instruction in every village and town. The burden should be equitably divided between the general revenues and local funds. Scientific and technical education must receive far larger attention than has been given till now. But it is not on Government alone that the responsibility of accomplishing these objects rests. We have an equally heavy duty to perform. Men of light and leading, men who are blessed with the good things of the world lie under the obligation of co-operating with Government in the vast task that has to be performed. We must ever bear in mind that no nation can achieve its salvation unless it is actuated by a high sense of duty and is prepared to sacrifice considerations of self-interest, personal ease and comfort, for the promotion of the general weal.

Heaven helps only those who help themselves.

It is not by indulging in idle dreams or vague longings or empty talk that any result can be achieved. It is sustained action and strenuous efforts nobly conceived and wisely directed, that are required. We must have faith in work, and firm reliance on the immutability of the principles of justice and righteousness which under the supreme intelligence govern the universe.

Trust no future, how'ever pleasant!
Let the dead past bury its dead!
Act, act, in the living present!
Heart within, and God o'erhead!

Madras Industrial and Arts Exhibition, 1903. A descriptive and critical report Price Re. 1 only.

G. A. Natesan & Co., Esplanade, Madras.
INDIAN AGRICULTURE.

By Mr. LALUBHAI SAMALDAS.

IMPORTANCE OF AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRY.

The vast importance of agriculture in this country is evidenced by the fact that the agricultural population including both the actual workers and dependents is about * 65 p. c. of the total population. Agriculture thus supports some 19 crores of people in the whole of India including the Native States; and it well may be called the backbone of Indian industries. The diversion of the agricultural population to other industries has very often been suggested as one of the chief remedies to alleviate the sufferings due to recurring famines. This is true so far as it goes. But how small a percentage of the agricultural population can thus be diverted, will best be seen by studying the import figures of the chief article of import, viz., cotton piece-goods and yarn. The amount of these imports in 1903-04 was worth 19 million sterling, i.e., about 29 crores of rupees. The number of persons employed in the cotton mills of this country in the same year was 186,271 and the production was 578,381,000 lbs. of yarn and 158,747,000 of woolen goods. Taking the price of yarn at 3 lbs. a rupee and that of woolen goods at 2 lbs., the average production per man comes to about Rs. 1,200. The cotton piece-goods proposed to be manufactured, to take the place of Manchester piece-goods, will have to be of finer counts, and will have in many cases to be bleached and dyed; the average production per hand will therefore be less. Taking it at, say, Rs. 1,000 per hand, the number of persons who will be supported by this new industry—if the whole imported amount were produced here—will be at the most 3 lakhs, or, including the dependents, 6 lakhs of people, i.e., about 3 per cent. of the agricultural population. Even granting that the starting of such industries will have other social and economical advantages and also that the persons employed therein may thereby gain higher wages than they used to get as agriculturists, it is rather wide of the mark to talk of this diverting of 3 lakhs of people—to take the instance of the most important industry

---as having any determining effect on the general condition of the agriculturists. The comparative importance of agricultural industry can be estimated in another way also. The land revenue of the country was about 19 millions sterling in 1903-04. The incidence of land revenue to gross produce varies from 5 to 33 per cent. in different provinces. It would be fair to take the average at 10 per cent.; the gross produce from the land can be put down at 180 millions sterling*. If, by improving the methods of cultivation, the agriculturist can grow not the proverbial two blades of corn but merely a blade and a quarter instead of one, the country on the whole will be richer by about 50 millions sterling, which is only a little less than the total imports of all articles into this country. Those who therefore want to see this country take its place amongst the civilized countries of the world should try their best to see that suitable improvements in the methods of cultivation are introduced and that the condition of the agriculturist is thereby bettered.

COMPARATIVE LOW STATE OF INDIAN AGRICULTURE.

That a great deal remains to be done to improve the methods of cultivation in this country can best be seen by comparing the average production per man and per acre in India and in Great Britain. The total farming product in India has been put down by Mulhall at 400 million pounds; the agricultural population in 1891 was 172 millions; from which it would appear that the farm products average 46s. per head; say £10 a year for each adult male peasant. In the United Kingdom it is £91 per head. The high prices fetched by agricultural produce in that country may account for part of this difference, but the rest must be due to the smaller production per acre. This is borne out by the fact that the produce of wheat was 9 bushels per acre in India while it was 32 in the United Kingdom. Making allowance for the differences in soil and climatic conditions, it must be acknowledged that part of this defect is due to inferior methods of cultivation.

THE AREA UNDER CULTIVATION.

India is said to be over-populated, and this is true so far as the productive area per head of the

* Lord Curzon in his last speech, while referring to his own work for the masses, spoke of the peasants as forming 80 p. c. of the total population. I do not know what authority his Lordship has for making such a statement. I depend for my figures on the statistical abstract relating to British India from 1894-95 to 1903-04.

* Mulhall puts it down at 320 millions sterling. If these figures are accepted, the case becomes much stronger.
actual population is concerned. While the cultivated area per inhabitant is more than two acres in other countries, in India it is one acre only. The utmost limit to which this can be extended is about 50 per cent. if all the culturable waste be brought under cultivation. The net area sown with crops does not show a marked increase during the last ten years. It was 196 millions in 1894–95, fell down to 177 millions during the famine year of 1896–97, came up to the former level in the next two years and again fell off to 180 millions in the famine year of 1899–1900. There has been a steady rise in the cultivated area thereafter; it being less marked in the first two years following the famine year while it is more than 4 per cent. in the next two years. The most hopeful sign, however, is the increase of the area under irrigation from some 24 million acres in 1894–95 to about 34 millions in 1903–04.

A study of the estimated area under principal crops and their yield shows that while rice and wheat are sown in almost the same area, and indigo has suffered the most, the area under cotton cultivation has been steadily increasing. The same improvement is noticeable in the case of tea, while coffee shows a small falling off. The import duty on bounty-fed sugar which was expected by the Government of Lord Curzon to assist the indigenous sugar-cane plantation has had no such effect. On the contrary, the area under sugar-cane has gone down by some two hundred thousand acres. The effect of the two great famines is seen in the shortage of area under wheat in Bombay, Central Provinces, Berar, and Rajputana. In Bombay, wheat was grown in about 2 millions and a half of acres in 1892–93 and the following two years. In 1896–97 it was sown in only a million and a half acres, while in the great famine year of 1899–1900, the area went down to a million and a sixth. The yield per acre in that year was less than a half of what it is in an ordinary fair year. The area under wheat has slowly been increasing since then, but it is still, i.e., in 1904–05, about half a million behind the maximum acreage of 1894–95. The figures of the Central Provinces tell the same tale; while those for Berar are much more heart-rending. The area under wheat which was about a million acres in 1892–93 dwindled down to about 18,000 acres, i.e., less than two per cent. of the former area in 1899–1900. The recouping process has set in, but even in the past year the area under wheat was only half of what it was in 1892–93. This is, however, partly due to the province having taken to cotton-growing. In the Punjab and the North-West Frontier, though the area was reduced during the famine year, it has again reached the former high level while the total yield—owing most probably to better irrigation facilities—has increased appreciably. Cotton, one of the other staple crops, is gaining ground in the Punjab and the North-West Frontier provinces where the area has almost doubled in the last decade and also in the Central Provinces and Berar. Bengal shows a steady falling off in cotton cultivation, but that is compensated for by an increase in jute cultivation. The fate of indigo plantation, the area under which has fallen off to about two-fifths in the last decade, is one more proof of the apathetic attitude of Government towards agricultural industries. There is no reason why the artificial synthetic indigo should have driven the natural indigo out of the field, if the latter had at its disposal the same scientific knowledge that the former has had in Germany.

THE NECESSITY OF SYSTEMATIC INQUIRY INTO THE METHODS OF INDIAN AGRICULTURE.

The first Famine Commission in their report say that “the defect in the efforts made by Government to instruct the cultivator has consisted in the failure to recognize the fact that in order to improve Indian agriculture, it is necessary to be thoroughly acquainted with it and to learn what adaptation is needed to suit modern and more scientific methods and maxims to Indian staples and climate.” Mr. Wallace and Dr. Voelcker who came out as experts to study the condition of Indian agriculture and to make recommendations for improvements therein, laid stress on a systematic inquiry being undertaken not in a hurried way but by patient watching and learning without which no really sound knowledge will be obtained, nor any great improvement be intelligently inaugurated. Partly on account of the vastness and complicated nature of the agricultural problem, partly on account of the hands of the local officers being full of routine and other work, partly on account of the want of sufficient funds for this work, partly on account of the feeling created by Dr. Voelcker’s report that the Indian raiyat is quite as good as and in some respects the superior of the average British farmer, but chiefly on account of the ease with which the land revenue was recovered, Government have been apathetic towards the wants of the agriculturists. The famine of 1899–1900
was an eye-opener to all. It was felt that if lakhs of lives were lost merely on account of one famine year, there must be something radically wrong with the condition of the agriculturists; and now, after a lapse of some ten years since Dr. Voelcker submitted his report, there is a prospect of such work being taken up by the provincial departments of agriculture in concert with the Imperial experts and at the same time of the provincial departments being brought into closer touch with the agriculturists—at least, the Agricultural Board at their meeting held at Pusa in the beginning of this year have decided to adopt such measures.

THE PROBLEM NOT MERELY AN AGRICULTURAL ONE BUT A SOCIAL, ECONOMICAL AND POLITICAL ONE.

The Hindu Law of Inheritance requiring a sub-division of the parental property into equal parts, is one of the chief causes of the smallness of the holdings in this country which constitutes a limit to the possibility of agricultural improvement. The Bombay Presidency excluding Sind is divided for revenue and administrative purposes into three divisions. In the Northern Division, more than half the number of holdings are under five acres. In the Central and the Southern divisions where land is not as rich and fertile as in the Northern Division, the holdings are larger—the average acreage of a holding being 29 and 18 acres in the Central and the Southern Division, respectively, as compared to 10 acres in the Northern Division. With the increase in population there would be a greater sub-division of land, as ordinarily the agriculturist sticks to his land till he is driven away by circumstances and then he usually degenerates into an agricultural labourer or emigrates to a city or town and becomes a mill-hand or an ordinary labourer. The social customs and habits prevent ready emigration from a thickly to a sparsely populated area and they also act as a deterrent to an agriculturist following any other calling than that of his father. If these barriers be broken and if facilities are granted for the shifting of population to places having large cultivable wastes, pressure on land will be relieved in one quarter, while more land will be brought under cultivation in other quarters and the total wealth of the country will be increased. The total irrigated area in 1903-04 was 34 millions of acres, out of the net sown area of 208 million acres; that is in some 84 per cent. of the area under cultivation, the agriculturist can grow one crop and must depend upon the rains for getting his harvest. The greater facilities of irrigation, therefore, means dependence upon that uncertain factor—the seasonal fall of rains. The Irrigation Commission have come to the conclusion that no heroic measures are possible but that much good work can be done by providing well-irrigation. The first thing in this connection is to find out the presence and depth of sub-soil water. At present the cultivators depend in this matter upon persons who are reputed to possess the natural gift of finding out the presence of sub-soil water. That there are such men, I know from personal experience. They, however, do not disclose their methods. The more scientific method is, however, the test by boring apparatus; and the free supply of such apparatus in places where they are needed would prevent the waste of money in digging useless wells. In ordinary years, the agriculturist having no irrigation facilities has not to work for more than eight months a year while the females of the house have not to work for even that length of time. The rest of the time is passed by the family in practical idleness. If means can be provided by which they can do some work during this period and earn some extra money, their condition will be improved to that extent. The work must be such as will not be considered derogatory to the social status of the agriculturist and must not at the same time require an outlay of capital beyond his means. The small holdings in Guzerat have proved advantages in one way. The proprietor is able to pay more attention to his small farm and as he has to obtain his living from the same, he is obliged to have recourse to high agriculture. As a result, they have reached such a stage of careful cultivation as led Mr. Voelcker to say "certain it is that I at least have never seen a more perfect picture of careful cultivation, combined with hard labour, perseverance and fertility of resource than I have seen in many of the halting places in my tour." There is, however, a corresponding disadvantage, for improvements that are practicable in the case of large farms cannot be undertaken on small farms and the problem of agricultural improvement in their case becomes much more difficult.

The improvements in the methods of cultivation depends largely on the resources of the cultivator which are well known to be very poor in this country. The Agricultural Board have had to acknowledge that "one reason for the slow progress which could only be hoped for in
India, was that the Indian cultivator was not a capitalist. The agriculturist here cannot without any extraneous assistance undertake experiments or introduce improvements requiring an outlay of capital—and it is the duty of Government to render such assistance. The Vice-Chairman of the British Cotton-Growing Association in his letter to Lord Curzon says: "We would also suggest for your Lordship’s consideration, the possibility of some form of financial assistance to the native cultivators on the security of their crops as in Egypt and the United States, and as in the case with the indigo and tea planters in India, so as to ensure that a reasonable interest is charged and that better profits accrued to the farmer than hitherto." The Government of India have adopted the above recommendation and sanctioned a grant for the purpose. The question, however, is why Government did not take any active interest in the matter till they were reminded of their duty by a powerful body in England and why they have not extended a similar policy to other crops also. The motives underlying the request of the Cotton-Growing Association or of Government’s acceding to the same do not matter much so long as the expected result is for the good of the agriculturist and one which may prove advantageous to mill-owners also. What ought to be insisted on is that Government having adopted the principle of making grants for improvement in the quality of one staple crop, should not stop there, but must extend similar patronage to other staple crops, although these may not be backed up by equally powerful associations. On the same principle, the agriculturist should be assisted with capital for other agricultural improvements also, e.g., the digging of wells, the purchase of labour-saving appliances and better quality of seed, better manures, etc. Mutual co-operation is another method by which the agriculturist can find cheap capital. The Co-operative Credit Societies’ Act has been passed for that purpose and a few societies have already been started in different presidencies but they will take time to grow and to command the capital required for large and permanent agricultural improvements. When they arrive at that stage, they will be in a position to supplement the efforts of the Government, or if they thrive still better Government may withdraw its assistance from the work altogether. But till that stage is reached it is the duty of Government to render such assistance to the agriculturists.

The necessity of typical village inquiry.

Dr. Voelecker in his report says—and Lord Curzon gave expression to a similar sentiment in one of his speeches—"that even were the Government demand for land revenue remitted by one-half, it would not result in the production of that which Indian agriculture requires most of all, viz., more manure to put on the land . . . . nor can a better system of land tenure directly produce an increased yield of a single bushel per acre, nor can it provide wood to replace cowdung and so set free the latter for the right use upon the land." Those of us who are asking for reductions in assessments or appealing to Government for a reform in the land tenure know very well that the former will not produce manure, nor the latter directly produce an increased yield per acre; but they also know it for certain that reduction in assessment will mean more money in the raiyat’s pocket, which he may use to procure more manure; and that a better land tenure will increase the raiyat’s interest in his land and will act as an incentive to improve his land so that he may get more out of it than he used to do. It is of course open to the other side to say that the raiyat will use the extra money on drink or in marriage and funeral expenses and that under a more secure land tenure, the land will pass into the hands of the money-lenders. Education is the only remedy to prevent the agriculturists from misusing such advantages. Unless Government do their duty by the agriculturists, by providing cheap—if not free—primary education for the masses, it does not lie in the mouth of Government officers to cry down the proposed reform on score of the ignorance of the raiyat. The real point at issue is being lost sight of, while the two parties are indulging in mutual recriminations, the one side putting down the peasants’ impoverished conditions to high assessments and to the periodical revision of survey settlement, and the other attributing it to the raiyat’s cross ignorance or to his being the tool of the swear. The truth, as is usually the case, lies somewhere between these extremes; and the best course to find that out is to have a typical village inquiry as suggested by the Famine Union. We are familiar with the reasons given by Lord Curzon’s Government for declining to grant such an inquiry. They are far from convincing. About the time the reply of Government was published a few gentlemen in Bombay undertook such an inquiry on their own account. The
late Mr. J. N. Tata and a prominent Native State
gave the Committee all the necessary assistance for
holding such an inquiry. After studying the
results, it was seen that the inquiry to be useful
should be conducted by experts in the line under
orders from Government. Very often the chief
sources of information are in Government records,
and these are not available to non-officials. Then
the sooner whose books may have to be examined
will produce them only before a Committee
appointed by Government. Thirdly, the Revenue
officers of the Government having more technical
knowledge than non-officials, will be able to
conduct the inquiry much better. Moreover, if
the agriculturist tries to give an exaggerated
account of his poor condition, these officers will
be in a position to verify his statements. Again,
if the inquiry were conducted by non-officials
alone, Government will not pay much heed to
their conclusions. Lastly, there is the question
of funds. Government alone can supply the
funds for such an inquiry throughout the whole
country. It will, of course, be necessary to have
a strong non-official element on such a Committee.

The members selected should be gentlemen who
have studied the subject and who are faired
minded enough to treat the question as an open
toll the inquiry is complete. Such an inquiry
if properly conducted will not raise false hopes
in the minds of the agriculturists and will bring
to light many facts, hardly dreamt of by either
the official or the non-official class. If after the
past era of commissions, committees and conferen-
ces, the Government of India do not feel
inclined to appoint another Committee, Local
Governments can very well undertake such an
inquiry on their own account within their own
territories; and may introduce necessary reforms
in the light of the results of such an inquiry.

LAND TENURES.

The incidence of land revenue on fully assess-
ed area per acre varies in different provinces.
This may largely be due to the difference in
soil and other natural conditions, but it is rather
strange that the incidence per acre in permanen-
tly settled areas is, as a rule, lower than that
in the raiyatiwari tracts. Prima facie, there is
thus reason to believe that part of the differ-
ence in the incidence is due to the increase in
the assessments at the periodical revision settle-
ments. It is true that at the revision settle-
ments after the great famine year of 1899-1900,
assessments have been lowered in some districts
in the Bombay Presidency. But, as a general
rule, the tendency of the Settlement officers as
well as of most of the local Revenue officers is to
make much of the so-called general progress of
the districts that are being settled and to raise
the assessments on this ground. In the permanen-
tly settled tracts, Government shew their
anxiety to look after the interest of the raiyats
as against the Zamindars by passing Tenancy
Acts. In the raiyatiwari tracts, where Govern-
ment is the final judge as to the propriety of
proposed increases in assessments, it would
naturally be chary of allowing another tribunal,
a judicial one for instance, to decide between
itself as the supreme landlord and the raiyat. In
1902 Mr. Ramesh Chander Dutt and some other
retired Indian Civilians submitted a memorial to
the Secretary of State asking for some degree of
uniformity and certainty in the existing land
revenue rules. The memorial was referred to
the Government of India and Lord Curzon, after
consulting the Provincial Governments, issued a
resolution on the general land revenue policy of
the Government, trying to prove that there was
no necessity of such reform. If the agitation
in favour of the demands of the memorialists is
to be continued, it should not be based on theories
only. To be effectual it should be based on facts
and figures. We the non-official educated class
owe it to our poor brethren the agriculturists to
make personal inquiries into their condition, to
find out the causes that have led to the same and
either to take remedial measures ourselves or to
suggest them to Government. Even those of us
who are not agriculturists themselves can assist
others in forming district agricultural associa-
tions, in studying the question from a general
standpoint and in guiding their deliberations.
Some of us ought to devote a portion of our time
in studying the statistics relating to agriculture
and land revenue and getting information from
the district associations and then representing the
raiyat's case to Government. Let us shew by
practical work that we care as much for the
"patient, humble, silent millions" whom Lord
Curzon charges us with too often forgetting, as
for the advancement of the educated classes.
Let Government differentiate if they will
between the masses and the educated classes.
With us, the duty of looking after and promot-
ing the interests of the former must be as sacred
as that of guarding and advancing the cause of
the latter.
NOTE ON AGRICULTURE IN INDIA.

By Mr. HAROLD H. MANN, D. Sc., Calcutta.

It is perhaps a truism to say that the prosperity of India is bound up with the success of its agriculture. Such a statement would apply to any country. But more than in almost any country in the world is this true in India. A larger proportion of the people live on the land and by its cultivation, than is the case in any country comparable with it, except China, and if any disaster happens to agriculture, it not only means a period of stress and strain for the people, but absolute and complete ruin.

In face of this fact, as one travels round the country (and my experience is, I am afraid, limited to Bengal and Assam) two things strike the attention. The first is the extreme industry with which primitive methods of agriculture are carried out, and the second the slight use which has been made of the advances in agricultural knowledge, during the last fifty years, by the cultivators of the country. With regard to the first point, I must say I can never restrain my admiration at the work done by the Indian raiyat in Bengal. Without appliances, without capital, without manure, he succeeds in obtaining crops which, though small compared with those which could be obtained, are yet marvellous, simply by the untiring industry which makes use of every inch of land, and of every month of the year.

This being the case, I always think that if the same energy could be applied in directions indicated by advances in knowledge elsewhere, the present prosperity of agriculture in Bengal could be increased many fold. And as a result, I come to feel that the present greatest need of agriculture in India is that of bringing the knowledge we already have to the notice of the cultivators.

But how? We are all too apt to expect the Government to fill all our public needs in India; but, in this matter, Government can do little. In some provinces they are already doing all they can. They are, however, usually far too much suspected by raiyats, as having some ulterior revenue motive, to be able to work directly in the matter, and, though help may be received from Government, yet the bulk of any work in bringing better methods to the knowledge and use of the actual cultivators must be done by others. In fact, it is a case in which I think the enthusiasm of the landed proprietors and others of the people who have the interests of the country at heart, should lead them to stand out and use their money, their influence, their organizing power, to bring before the eyes of the raiyats the advantages to be derived from adopting more up-to-date methods in their work. May I illustrate what I mean? A friend of mine took up some land in Assam to cultivate for ordinary country produce. Trained as a farmer, he at once adopted methods which appeared strange to the ordinary cultivators of the locality, but which cost little or nothing to do. As an illustration, he changed the method of yoking the oxen to the plough which considerably increased the work they were able to do. At first the surrounding raiyats laughed and ridiculed: within a year they had adopted the same method. He has modified the methods of planting rice, enabling the same labour to plant more land, and here again it appears probable that the raiyats will follow suit. I could give other illustrations, but this is sufficient for my purpose. No Government interference: no Government support: practically no capital required: beyond that of a cultivator himself, and, gradually, improved methods will be adopted in that district.

The same thing can be done, and more, in nearly every district. In the Central Provinces it is being done. Mr. Sly, the late Director of Agriculture for those provinces, succeeded in rousing the enthusiasm of the local men of influence, and now dotted all over the districts there are a multitude of demonstration plots, certainly subsidised by Government, but under the supervision of local committees,—which are bound gradually to alter the antiquated methods hitherto adopted. Such plots illustrate improved varieties, say of cotton in a cotton district, and so on: they show the effect of a quantity of manure within the means even of a cultivator: they indicate the advantages of improved methods of cultivation, and the ultimate result of their presence cannot remain doubtful. These local committees do more. They arrange on quite a small scale exhibitions of produce, and the advantage both in crop and quality of the improved methods is manifest.

Is not a system like this possible everywhere? Changes will not be introduced at one sweep, and it will take many years for the cultivators, who are rightly conservative, to become convinced
of the worth of the alterations. But improvements will come and with those improvements the value of the crops of India will be increased twenty, thirty, even forty per cent. The working out of all this, however, must fall on the people in each locality, and I can hardly believe that with the matter put plainly before them the zemindars, the rich men, the more educated and better informed men of our rural districts will fail in this matter, so vitally important to the future of the country.

I can only refer to one more point in this connection. It has often been put to me that all improvement is impossible without capital, and capital is precisely what the Indian raiyats have not got. In very large measure I own this to be true, and for long the difficulty has seemed almost insuperable. Government has recently, realising the difficulty, established a system of agricultural banks, which may in some places solve the problem. But I, myself, am very much more inclined to rely on co-operation under the guidance of the best local men available. The system of co-operative corn banks which he calls by the very suggestive name of Dharma Gols, founded by Rai Parvati Sankara Chauduri, one of the zemindars of Bengal, on his estates, is to me one of the finest moves in this direction of which I have got any knowledge. Its growth being entirely Indian, and not a European abortion, opens to me a future possibility of which one can hardly see the end. This is one means of dealing with the question of lack of capital—there may be many more. Once let us recognise that the knowledge in connection with agriculture at present in hand must somehow be brought to the notice of the raiyats, and questions of this sort will be settled in each district by its own methods and in its own way.

Knowledge will still increase: methods will still improve; better varieties of our cultivated staples than any yet in existence will be found; new and more profitable crops will be discovered. A network of experimental stations is springing up all over the land. It remains for the better educated, the influential people of the land, each in his own corner of the country, to bring to the knowledge and impress on the minds of the people the information already available, and to themselves meet, each district in its own way, the difficulties which arise in their application. Then, and then only, shall India, dependent as she always must be primarily on her agriculture, stand forth and take the position, which her population and the character of her people warrants, among the nations.

AGRICULTURE IN THE UNITED PROVINCES.

By Mr. W. H. Moreland, I.C.S.

I have much pleasure in acceding to the flattering request of the committee under whose auspices this Conference has been organised that I should contribute a brief note dealing in general terms with the position of the agricultural industry in these provinces; and I regret that circumstances prevent me from attending the Conference in person and that I am thus deprived of the advantages of hearing its proceedings.

The agriculture of the provinces is at present in a state of transition: this central fact is too little realized. Not so very long ago each district, I might almost say each village, produced all or almost all that its inhabitants required; and it produced very little more. Thus villages in Oudh grew cotton because their inhabitants needed cotton for their cloths; and villages in Hamirpur grew sugarcane because the people wanted sugar to eat. But the opening up of the country, and the extension of communications both by land and sea, are working a great though gradual change, and each agricultural area is tending more and more to produce those crops which are most suitable to the soil and climate, and therefore most profitable to the grower. Already the Oudh cultivator grows much less cotton, because he can buy what he wants; and the Hamirpur cultivator no longer struggles to raise a crop of sugarcane in conditions entirely unsuited to its growth. In either case the land is now put to a better use than was formerly the case, because it is made to bear the crops for which it is suited. There is little doubt that this process of specialization is destined to develop further, and that its progress will be steady though not perhaps rapid; and the point must be carefully borne in mind in all discussions of the future of the industry.

Now if this process were at work only within the provinces, or only within the whole of India, it would still be important; but its immediate practical interest lies in the fact that it is in ope-
ration all over the world; every country, every locality almost, is struggling to find out what it can produce most profitably, and having found this out to offer that article in all other markets. Thus you find Austria, Java, Mauritius and other countries sending sugar to India, America sending tobacco, and so on; and if the goods they send are—price for price—of more use to the consumer than those we produce, the consumer will certainly buy them, and our own produce will be left with a restricted market. Those of us who are merely consumers benefit, but those who are producers lose. It is folly to suppose that people will not buy the best article they can for their money: foreign sugar is sold; I suppose, in every bazaar in Benares and foreign cigarettes are smoked in almost every street: and there are only three courses open to the producer, that is, the cultivator, who finds this market diminished. He may acquiesce, and turn to some crop that still pays, though not so well as the last crop formerly paid: he may change his methods so as to compete with the foreign article on equal terms; or he may grow some new crop in which he finds he has an advantage. The first course means agricultural degradation: the second and the third mean agricultural improvement. Let us take as an illustration the concrete case of sugar, which is produced so largely in this neighbourhood, and let us suppose that the cultivators find they can no longer make a profit from the crop. They may cease to grow it, and put the land under some other ordinary crop; or they may improve their processes to such an extent that sugar is still profitable: or they may find some new crop that will pay them better. In either of the last two courses there is improvement: in the first course there is not.

Speaking generally, then, we may conclude that so long as existing circumstances continue, the agriculture of the provinces must move with the times, or, in the alternative, it must decay. Let me in passing make it clear that we are discussing no exceptional phenomenon. It can hardly be said that agriculture is stationary in any part of the world that is in easy communication with neighbouring countries. Everywhere methods are changing, and while some countries are rapidly improving, others are on the down-grade. It rests with the people of these provinces to decide in which category they shall be classed.

What, then, is meant by agricultural improvement? The term is often used somewhat vaguely, and without a very clear appreciation of its significance; but when used carefully it means simply that a larger net income is obtained from the land. The term raises up many visions: we may think of American implements superseding the country plough; of steam being passed into the service of the cultivator; of wheat displacing gram, or sugarcane displacing wheat; of neatly fenced fields, and of a hundred other ideals. These may or may not be improvements in any particular case; and the criterion is do they, or do they not, increase the net income of the cultivator who adopts them?

Now, in considering the possibility of agricultural improvement in this sense, it is essential to bear in mind the economic state of the country, which determines, in the most rigid way, the limitations of effective action. The country is one of small holdings and high interest: the cultivator himself has little or no capital, and the rate of interest is prohibitive. There is no use in trying to convert small holdings into large: such a change would run contrary to the whole social organisation of the people, and would, probably, not increase income on the whole; we must, therefore, make the best of our small holdings. These remarks may seem to be truisms, but they have a very distinct and practical bearing on the question of agricultural improvement, and it is the main object of this paper to state briefly the results that follow from these premises.

In the first place, it is at present a waste of time to compare these provinces with countries such as the United States or the British colonies, where agricultural science and agricultural practice have made a marked advance in the last few decades. It has been well said that while the Indian cultivator has ample skill but little capital, the farmer in a new country has usually sufficient capital but little skill. The advances that have been made in these new countries are undoubtedly great, but even now it would be rash to assert that the average American or Colonial farmer knows his own business as well as the Jat or the Kurmi. The former's main advantage lies in the fact that he can afford to use the information that is placed at his disposal, simply because he can command the necessary capital.

In the second place, we must conclude that it is of no use to suggest expensive improvements to the cultivator so long as the cost of capital remains prohibitive. This conclusion for the present excludes from the ranks of practical improvements in this country many of the changes that have
been so successful elsewhere; to name only a few, all expensive implements, all mechanical power, all artificial manures: and if we consider carefully the advances in agriculture made, say, in America during the past twenty years, and exclude from them all that are founded on these facilities, we will find that the remainder is not so great as might be thought.

Thirdly, it follows that the provision of cheap capital is very much the most important agricultural improvement that can be suggested, simply because it is the condition precedent of improvements of other kinds. Go among the cultivators themselves, and ask each man what it is that he wants in order to make a larger income out of his holding. You will find that nearly every answer is a request for capital in some form or other. One man wants a well, but cannot afford to make it: he wants capital. Another man wants more or stronger cattle: he wants the capital to buy them. Another wants to hold his produce till the harvest-glut in the market is over: capital is again what he needs. Another would grow wheat instead of gram if he could afford the seed: another would grow sugarcane if he could pay for the labour needed: another would grow potatoes if he could get the manure. All alike are tied down by the want of capital which compels them to make an inadequate use of their holdings.

Thus quite apart from the advance that is to be hoped for from the applications of agricultural science to this great industry, the fact stands out that capital is the great need; and so long as the cultivator cannot find money to realise his existing ideal, it is of little use to try and enlarge his ideal by the introduction of new elements that need still more money for their realisation. You are aware that the Government of India has decided to increase largely the expenditure on the Agricultural Department; but this policy can meet with full success only if the supply of capital is organised at the same time. And here let me pause to warn you against looking for large immediate results from the activity of the new department. It is not going to work a sudden revolution in agricultural practice; its work may be described as mainly a study of existing practices in the light of agricultural science, to see in what details they can be improved, and what adjustments they need to meet the new conditions involved by the increase of communications and the resultant widening of the market. You will see, then, that the departments will be learning rather than teaching for some years to come, but that, as time goes on, they will be offering more and more improvements for the benefit of the cultivators, some capable of realisation without capital, but the majority requiring a somewhat increased capital for their successful adoption.

Here, then, is a further need for cheap capital, for much of the labours of the Agricultural Department will necessarily be wasted if capital is not forthcoming to enable the people to realise their results. So that the supply of cheap capital stands out clearly as the central factor in the problem of agricultural improvement at the present time.

It would be beyond the scope of this brief paper to discuss in detail the methods by which capital can be brought within the cultivator's reach, but a few governing conditions may be briefly stated. Firstly, the capital required by the individual cultivator is small; but, secondly, the aggregate amount required is very great; while, thirdly, the supply must be made promptly and on terms that the cultivator can accept. It follows that a very complex organisation is required to control a large capital and distribute it in small sums among a great number of individuals with due regard to the character and competence of each. These conditions make it impossible for the need to be met by banks working on European lines, and to my mind at least—they make it equally impossible to rely on the action of Government agency. In a word, the necessary organisation must be built up among the people who are to share its benefits.

As you are aware, an attempt is now being made to create the beginnings of such an organisation in India. The economic side of the co-operative movement will no doubt be dealt with fully by other speakers of this Conference: it suffices for my present purpose to point out that either it, or some other equally effective form of organisation, is a necessary preliminary to any considerable improvement in the agriculture of the country; may more, it is necessary to prevent the progressive degradation of our greatest industry.

**Agriculture.** By R. Hedger Wallace. This book has been written with the object of placing before the student and reader a simple statement of the Principles of Agriculture, based on general practice and not restricted to any specified country or adapted to special climatic or other conditions. Price Rs. 2-5.

G. A. Natesan & Co., Esplanade, Madras.
THE N. ARCOT AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.

By Mr. JOHN KENNY, Honorary Secretary.

We begin with, our Association recognises two main difficulties:-(1) that we have much to learn, and (2) that there are immense obstacles in the way of enlisting recruits to get the ryots to combine. Our chief aim at present is to bring landlord and tenant together to exchange ideas and to show both that in combining, they do so for a common good.

We do not advocate new ploughs and new methods of agriculture, but endeavour to supply the wants that are actually felt, confident that if this be done with advantage to the farmer, the road to further reforms will be easier and certain, that no good will come of our efforts unless we practically prove that we can do good.

Now in this district, and it appears to me the same holds good for a great many parts of India, the difficulties that beset agriculture are a want of sufficient water and an absence of cattle manure. The Madras Mail is having the question of field irrigation threshed out in its columns, and we, as other associations, are watching the matter with interest. If it can be clearly proved that the oil-engine and pump are the most economical, our efforts will be directed to co-operation for the purchase and use of such necessary aids. But festina lente is our motto. The next question is the one great difficulty that will shortly be solved, viz., that of manures. All over the country the people know and appreciate the value of cattle manure and their knowledge of the virtue of various leaves is astonishing. But both these are badly wanting, and it is plain to the naked eye that year by year fields are less productive. It is true that in India the process of decomposition goes on more rapidly than in cooler climates, but for the very reason the soil appears to be more rapidly robbed, till fields become absolutely worthless owing to their total deprivation of plant foods. As natural manures fail, concentrated fertilizers must take their place, and it is our endeavour to accustom the people to the use of these and show them that their harvests improve, and the land, far from being hurt, is greatly benefited by their application. With Dr. Voelcker we believe that the ryot has not much to learn from Europe. Where deep ploughing is required, as in the stiff rich clays of Cuddapah, the heavy plough of the country is used. Where deep ploughing would denude the soil, the ordinary plough scratches the surface. With these no interference is advisable. But where the peasant says a manure is not good because there is no unpleasant odour attached to it, we must by practical experiments correct his notions, as the ideas of the peasants in Europe were changed in this respect not long ago. If the ryot can be persuaded to this an immense benefit will be done to him and to the country and only when he sees an increase in his crops far above the money value of the measures purchased, can the next stage be entered upon, viz., trials at introducing new varieties of better paying crops and combination to effect this and similar objects.

We do not think it wise to tell the ryot that his ancestors for thousands of years were all wrong in their ideas of ploughing and sowing and agricultural work in general, nor can we tell them their manures are faulty; but we can help them to a knowledge of such concentrated fertilizers as will take the place of the old manures that are now difficult to obtain in sufficient quantities, and on demonstration farms we can show that other and perhaps more paying crops can be
introduced into the district and grown with advantage to the people. This we are doing. There is a model farm on the spot belonging to Messrs. Parry and Co., and there the ordinary crops of the district are grown without manures, with the ordinary manures used by the ryots and with complete concentrated fertilizers, new cottons and other crops are thriving and all interested in agriculture are invited to visit the farm. During our meetings all these matters are discussed as well as the treatment of insect pests, and representatives from the various parts of the district where the lands are rich and poor, give their experiences and their difficulties in farming. It is so far not an ambitious scheme. We do not make many learned experiments as to what may or may not be grown in pure sand with various additions of single manures. All this is done by learned people in Europe.

From the result of their experiments we endeavour by the use of complete fertilizers to bring home to the people the utility of manuring and the profit to be derived from it. We do not classify varieties of plants but endeavour to get a better crop from each of the indigenous ones, and in introducing foreign species we attempt to show that they can be grown with profit. Later on co-operation for purchases and sales will follow, and I believe a co-operative credit bank is already in course of formation in this district. The programme is not large nor very ambitious, but it suits the simple people of this district, and if it does a little good, it will justify the existence of the North Arcot District Agricultural Association.
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TECHNICAL EDUCATION IN INDIA.

By MR. T. R. A. THUMBOO CHETTY, C.I.E.

O far back as 1868, when I took part in a debate on the subject of Popular Education, in the Bangalore Bowring Institute, I dwelt on the paramount obligation that devolved on the State of diffusing general useful knowledge to the masses of the people, and of imparting such practical technical instruction as was likely to develop and promote the various branches of manufacture and industry peculiar to each village or locality, as well as those old professions, however small, to which the villagers were accustomed as a sort of hereditary occupation. I also advocated the introduction, in school, of a system of practical teaching in the principles of agriculture with improved appliances.

Eight years later on, when addressing the students of the Bangalore St. Joseph's College, majority of whom were European and Eurasian lads, I exhorted them to learn some useful art, or industry, by choosing some particular branch suited to their taste and capacity.

Recently, in 1901, when presiding at the celebration of the Madras Christian College Day, I remarked that it was a matter for regret that, with the progress education had already made, little or no aptitude was shown by the Indians for scientific work or research, with a view to the rich resources of the country, in metals, minerals and agricultural productions, being more properly and profitably improved and developed, by being brought under the power of machinery.

In Mysore, under the enlightened direction of the present ruler and of his illustrious predecessor, much has been done in the direction of railway extensions, in the establishment of industrial schools and experimental farms, at certain stations, in the introduction of improved ploughing instruments, and in starting large irrigation projects, and in the successful installa-
In the way of general agricultural improvements, encouragement of technical education and development of industries generally, the Mysore Government is doing much; but what I would wish to urge for consideration is the strengthening of our principal village units, for promotion of general agricultural, industrial and commercial purposes. Our village communities, as remarked by Sir Charles Metcalfe, “are little republics having nearly everything that they want within themselves and almost independent of foreign relations.”

At the first meeting of the Royal Commission in England, for the collection of Indian exhibits, Lord Kimberley very wisely said: “There is, perhaps, nothing more desirable for India than that its products and industries should be well known in this country, although we have much to learn from them than to teach them. Their beautiful manufactures, which they have produced for so many ages, have proved that there is a knowledge of many branches of art which it would be a thousand pities should be diminished under our rule. I have often been struck with the sympathy, support and pity that we have for India. We want men likely to take interest in the improvement of capital, and to point out some of the most desirable modes of employing it usefully and profitably. But for this tame and unenterprising disposition of Indians, the rich mines of Kolar Gold Fields would not have fallen to the lot of European companies to work with and thereby to acquire enormous wealth.

With the development of the resources of each village unit, in point of agriculture and commerce; with the gradual formation of Indian corporate bodies; with the combined capital, energy and skill of England and India; with the removal of all those duties that press injuriously upon the industry of India; with the sympathy, support and co-operation of Government to give the initiatory stimulus to private enterprise and a start to the general expansion of technical and scientific education of a practical kind, the sources of India’s wealth and prosperity will be increased and developed to the joint advantage of India and England, thereby affording the best security of the British Indian Empire.

Imperial Japan. The Country and its People by G. W. Knox, with a number of illustrations. Contents:—The Tradition; Asiatic Civilisation; Feudal Wars; The Awakening; Buddhism; The Religion of the Common People; Confucianism; The Religion of Educated Men; Philosophy for the People; The War of the ‘Samurai’; The Life of ‘Samurai’ in Old Japan; The Life of ‘Samurai’ in New Japan; The Common People; Farmers, Artisans and Artists; Merchants, Women and Servants; Language, Literature and Education; Tokyo, with an introductory chapter on ‘The point of view.’ Price Rs. 5-10. G. A. NATESAN & CO., ESPLANADE, MADRAS.
CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT SOCIETIES

IN THE MADRAS PRESIDENCY.

By Mr. P. RAJAGOPALACHARI, C.S., Registrar of Co-operative Credit Societies, Madras.

Preliminary.

The Registrar appointed by the local Government to administer India Act X of 1904 assumed charge of his duties in July, 1904. Fifteen rural and five urban societies have been registered till now, and they are in eight districts.

Policy Pursued.

The policy pursued has been to allow the utmost freedom to organisers in each case to start their society on such lines as appeared to them suitable, provided that the rule framed did not contravene the Act in any essential matter. This being the policy, no selection of districts for operations was made nor were any rules issued by the local Government under the Act. It was apprehended that the issue of rules at an early stage might tend to stereotype societies in one or two forms and prevent that healthy development so essential to the success of the movement. In the earlier banks there was a pronounced tendency on the part of the organisers to frame their constitution on the lines of the Nidhis in the Madras Presidency, for a description of which please see Sir Frederick Nicholson’s book on banks. The Madras Nidhis came into existence nearly half a century ago, and notwithstanding many failures and notwithstanding the fact that they have been hampered by an unduly rigid constitution, it is admitted by everybody competent to pronounce an opinion on the subject, that they have done good work in familiarising the people to cooperative action in matters of credit. Naturally, therefore, when operations under India Act X of 1904 commenced, the organisers of the first societies looked to the Nidhi model for guidance in preference to the models of the European societies which were held up to them for imitation. After anxious consideration, it was resolved to allow organisers to have their own way —provided that they kept within the Act— trusting to time and experience to familiarise the people with the models of the Raiffeisen societies of Europe and to start societies on those lines. The Madras Government in some cases even went further and registered certain societies under the special power vested in them by section 29 of the Act.

Results of Policy.

The above policy has justified itself by the results achieved. Not only have we succeeded in starting several purely Raiffeisen banks within the last six months, but several of the earlier banks—which at the outset were little more than joint stock banks—have gone on amending their constitution, till now there is very little difference between them and purely Raiffeisen societies. On the whole, two forms of banks are now developing. One set follow mainly the lines of Nidhis. The other set are wholly or almost wholly on Raiffeisen lines. The urban societies of Conjeevanam and Tanjore and the rural society of Kaveripak are close copies of the Nidhi model. Another urban society—namely that at Namakkal—and a few of the rural societies started at the outset, stand midway between joint stock banks and Raiffeisen societies, but the rural societies have been gradually amending themselves and approximating to Raiffeisen ideals. All the other rural societies have been from the outset mostly on Raiffeisen lines. We have an urban society at Madras, called the Triplicane Urban Society, which has a stores department attached to it as well as a credit branch, and which Government have registered on the ground that a society, the members of which are mostly men of limited means, and which aims at cheapening to them the cost of the necessaries of life in addition to providing facilities for credit, complies substantially with the requirements of the law. It may be interesting to know that the organisers of the Triplicane society say that they had in view the society at Poligny in France, described in Sir Frederick Nicholson’s book.

Provision of Funds.

The question of providing funds gave some trouble at the outset, but of late the societies have not had much difficulty in getting all the money they required. Under the Notification of the Government of India, a rural society can be
granted a loan from provincial funds equivalent to the share capital and deposits put in by its members—provided, however, that such a loan shall not in any case exceed Rs. 2,000. In pursuance of the above order, a sum of Rs. 6,100 has been till now disbursed to four rural societies. Moreover, out of the sum of Rs. 5,000 placed at the disposal of the Madras Government by the Hon. Mr. D. M. Hamilton, a sum of Rs. 1,400 is about to be disbursed to four other rural societies. It is estimated that the aggregate working capital of all the societies (excluding the central bank) now in the Madras Presidency made up of share subscriptions paid, deposits received and moneys borrowed otherwise than by way of deposits—exceeds half a lakh of rupees. This will show how small a part the loans given by Government play in the financing of these banks. In view to the fact that a large increase in societies is anticipated in the near future and that we may then be confronted with difficulty in financing them, a central bank has been started in Madras with a capital of Rs. 25,000 to be amplified later on as societies increase whose sole object is to lend funds to co-operative credit societies in the mofussil.

**Loans.**

Under India Act X of 1904, loans are admissible only to members. This provision is of course rigorously enforced as it is a vital one. In regulating the purposes for which loans are granted, however, there is considerable divergence of practice among societies. At the outset, not a single society would agree to concern itself in any way with the use made of the loans granted by it. But, after a time, several rural societies laid down rules to the effect that no loan should be granted except for productive purposes. In the case of urban societies, it has been found that most of the loans are taken to pay off prior debts. In the case of rural societies, loans are chiefly taken for cultivation expenses, for the purchase of cattle and for the payment of the kist due to the Sirikar or the rent due to the zamindar.

**Interest.**

The interest charged by the societies on the loans granted by them to their members varies from 7½ to 10 per cent. per annum. The usual rate is 9½ per cent. per annum, i.e., 1½ pice per rupee per mensem. It has not been considered expedient to make loans too cheap at the outset. As the rate which the Madras ryot pays for the moneys borrowed by him is seldom less than 12 per cent. per annum, and as the average rate may be taken to be 18 per cent., it is obvious that 9 per cent. per annum is a substantial instalment of relief. For moneys borrowed by the societies (either by way of deposits or otherwise) the interest paid ranges from 6 to 9 per cent. per annum. The usual rate is 7½ per cent. per annum. Here, again, it has not been deemed advisable to give money to the societies too cheap or to introduce the element of philanthropy. It is considered that it will strengthen a society to accustom it from the outset to the view that it cannot get money from the market except at what may be termed business rates. The central bank rules provide that, on the moneys lent by that bank to rural societies, interest shall ordinarily be charged at 7 per cent. per annum.

**The Money-Lender.**

Probably, the most promising sign so far as this Presidency is concerned is the attitude of the money-lending class towards co-operative credit societies. I have seldom met with any opposition from this class; and in a great many cases they gave me active help in starting these societies to their pecuniary detriment. For instance, the chief organiser of the Kilacheri Agricultural Bank is a money-lender who has been getting, without any difficulty, 12 per cent. per annum for his money. He not only started the bank but financed it by lending it a portion of his money at between 6 to 7½ per cent. per annum, and what is more, in the organisation he has set up, he is after all only one member of a committee which is entrusted with the management of the concern. Then, again, in the last bank I started, that at Valur, four or five of the members are money-lenders who have not hesitated to throw in their lot with their fellow-villagers on the basis of unlimited liability, and as a great many of the other members are poor men, the risk run by the well-to-do members of the society is substantial. In regard to the attitude of the money-lending class, I cannot do better than quote from a speech of the present Director of Agriculture, the Hon'ble Mr. A. E. Castlestuart Stuart, to whose watchful care the co-operative credit societies of this Presidency cannot be too thankful:—"The fact that the rural money-lender and local Nidhis have shewn themselves friendly to the young societies is encouraging, and there is not the least reason why they should be otherwise. In this Presidency, the large majority of money-lenders are not professional Shylocks unconnected with the land and
with no local interests; but are, for the most part, the leading agriculturists of villages who, by superior intelligence and enterprise, have risen to the position they hold as the financiers of their poorer brethren. The rates of interest they charge for loans are, by no means, as a rule, exorbitant, having regard to the security offered. The Madras Sowcar has played and is playing a useful and important part in village life, and there is no reason why he should not, as a member of his village Co-operative Credit Society, play an even more important part in the future."

**GOVERNMENTAL ACTION.**

The history of popular banks in Europe shows that these institutions sprang up in the Continent without any Government initiative or help and sometimes in the teeth of Government opposition. In India, probably Government initiative is inevitable in the beginning, but it has been recognised from the outset that special care must be taken to make it clear that these institutions are really private concerns—belonging to the people themselves—and not Governmental institutions. Under the notifications of the Government of India, co-operative credit societies are exempt from the payment of stamp duties and registration fees and income-tax; and under India Act X of 1904, they get free audit as well as free registration. And there is also the fact that Government is prepared to subsidise rural societies on very cheap terms—very much cheaper terms than they can ever hope to get in the open market. It seems to me—I speak from experience—that these concessions go quite far enough. Probably, after a time, it may even be found necessary to withdraw at least one of them, namely, the grant of loans to rural societies so that the societies may learn to depend on themselves. Particular care has been taken to explain to every society that a co-operative credit society is not a Governmental concern, that Government is not responsible for its solvency or management and that the obligation to audit does not include an obligation to look into the administrative details, etc. I think that it is a good thing that the Act does not provide any summary procedure for a society to recover the debts due by it. If it did, I fear that the extinction of these societies—as the result of excessive Governmental help—would be a foregone conclusion. While care is taken to make the managing committee of each society realise fully that they and not we are responsible for the good management of the society, all societies are subjected to constant inspection, so that they may be kept up to the mark. To be brief, what is being done is to make the societies (by constant inspection) do their own work, care, however, being taken not to do any portion of it ourselves.

**MANAGEMENT.**

The management of rural societies is mostly gratuitous. In the case of urban societies, however—which work on a much larger scale than rural societies—it has been found expedient in some cases to provide that a portion of the net profits—a fourth or a third—shall be given to the board of management. It may, however, be noted that, in the case of the last urban society, that of Triplicane, the board of management have agreed to work gratis.

**THE RESERVE FUND.**

Most of the rural societies have enacted rules to the effect that the entire net profits shall, for all time to come, go to the reserve fund. Even the few rural societies whose rules provide for the grant of bonus to members, have also rules to the effect that such grant shall not be made till the reserve fund comes up to a certain percentage (the rate varies from 20/o to 50/o) of the liabilities and till the ordinary rate of interest on loans granted to members is substantially reduced. In the case of urban societies, the usual rule is that a third of the net profits shall year after year go to the reserve. It is a matter for satisfaction that, in every case, the organisers have realised the importance of building up a reserve fund and of keeping it intact to be drawn upon only to make losses good. Stringent rules to that effect have been adopted by all societies.

**Principles of Agriculture.** By W. T. Lawrence containing the principles influencing the supply of plant-food in the soil, the necessity for cultivation, and the circumstances making tillage more or less effective. 'The principles regulating the more or less perfect supply of plant-food,' Manures as supplemental sources of plant-food and 'the principles regulating the growth of crops.' Price As. 10.

**Agriculture.** By W. T. Lawrence. This work covers the whole of the elementary course and the advanced course with the exception of stock-breeding and the optional sections. Rs. 1-8.

G. A. Natesan & Co., Esplanade, Madras.
AGRICULTURAL credit is lower than that of the ordinary tradesmen, not only in India but all over the world, because the ability of the agriculturist to carry out his obligations to the money-lender depends on an uncertain factor—timely and sufficient fall of rain; because the turnover in his case is a slow one, and because there is usually no money-market in which a small agriculturist is as well known as the ordinary trader. Referring to the Italian peasant, Giustino Fortunato says, "He has no credit because he is destitute, and he continues destitute because he has no credit; and so he moves on hopelessly in the same vicious circle from which there is no way of escape." The condition of the peasantry in Germany, France, and other continental countries was almost the same. The remedy for this state of things according to Raiffeisen, lay in democratizing credit. He thought that there would be no difficulty in finding money on the security of collective liability; the only thing to be done was to group the elements of security. Since Raiffeisen started his first bank, thousands of banks based on the same principle have been started in different countries of Europe, and they have done much to improve not only the material condition, but also the moral tone of their clientele.

In framing the Co-operative Credit Societies Act, Government have generally kept in view the principles of the Raiffeisen banks. The work of starting such banks has been taken up in the different presidencies by the Registrars in concert with the local officers. In Bombay thirteen rural and two urban societies have been started up to now. While the United Provinces had a few agricultural banks in existence, and while Madras had its Nidhis and Kutu Chit or Kuri Associations, we in Bombay had no such associations amongst us at the time of the beginning of working of the Act. This may partly be due to the ryotwari land tenure and to the individualistic tendency generated thereby. The absence of the idea of combining for depositing savings and for drawing money on the security of their savings, as well as that of their collective credit, necessitated the Registrars explaining to the rayats the benefits of co-operation in popular language. Leaflets were issued in English and the vernaculars for this purpose. Model bye-laws were framed and account forms prepared and before their issue non-official gentlemen in close touch with the agriculturists were consulted. The bye-laws for rural societies are on the lines of the model bye-laws issued by the Irish agricultural societies. In the societies started up to now these model bye-laws have in most cases been adopted without any alteration; where there have been modifications they have been very slight. In all the registered societies the liability is unlimited; the entrance fee is very small—eight annas to a rupee—and only in one case is capital raised by debentures. The capital is ordinarily raised by taking fixed deposits from members, bearing interest at the rate of 6½ per cent. and not repayable within five years. The more substantial members are the depositors, the amounts paid by individuals varying from Rs. 5 to Rs. 300. The total amount thus raised varies from Rs. 500 to Rs. 2,600. Government grants equal to the amount raised by the societies with a maximum of Rs. 2,000 have been sanctioned in the case of those societies that have applied for the same. The Government grant is repayable in twenty annual instalments and bears no interest for the first three years. The Registrar is satisfied with the working of the seven societies in Dharwar which he re-visited after they were started. In the city of Bombay we have started an urban society with a share capital of one lakh of rupees divided into ten thousand shares of rupees ten each. With the idea of giving an opportunity to poorer people to join the society we have decided to receive the share capital by instalments of a rupee each. The society has been started with the idea of assisting the small tradesman, the artisan and the mill-hand. It has been registered but lately, and began its work about a month back. The management will be a paid one as the society will have a large capital, over and above which it has the power to borrow an equal sum either from Government or from the outside public. If proper care is taken at the time of advancing money, and if the management is an efficient and an economical one, the society must prove a success.
It is also thought of starting an urban society in Bombay in order to supply a capital in small sums to rural societies. The gentlemen who have undertaken this work have done so from motives of philanthropy and the management naturally is a gratuitous one. As the capital of the rural societies will be limited to the sum raised from the members as fixed deposits, plus an equal grant from the Government, subject to the maximum of Rs. 2,000, and as this amount will not suffice to meet the requirements of the members, it will be necessary for them to have extraneous assistance. In the beginning their credit will not be recognised by ordinary banks or individual sowcars; and the proposed society will thus be able to render valuable assistance to such societies by lending them capital at 5 to 6 per cent. The draft rules of this society have been approved by the promoters, but as they are businessmen with little leisure, the society has not yet been registered.

The forming of such a society for the sole purpose of finding capital for the rural societies raises the question of the liquidation of the existing debts of the agriculturists. One of the chief objections raised by the patidars of Guzerat, who are considered to be the most intelligent agriculturists in those parts to these societies, was that as most of the agriculturists were more or less indebted to sowcars, it was feared that if these people began to have dealings with the newly-formed societies, their old money-lenders would become nervous about the recovery of their loans and would, in view of the priority clause, have immediate recourse to the civil courts and thus cause them trouble and annoyance. The remedy is to free the agriculturist from his existing obligations to the sowcar. The first part of the work, viz., the finding of the money with which to pay off the sowcar will be done by the proposed urban society. The second part of the work, that of settling the existing debts by arbitration or otherwise, has to be done by Government. Such work was undertaken in the Central Provinces before the passing of the Co-operative Credit Society Act. Sufficient time has not elapsed to judge of the results of this work. There were some who were afraid that the raiyats will undo the good work by again involving themselves—perhaps to a greater extent. The fears of these alarmists have not yet been realized. When the number of persons concerned is so numerous and usually so ignorant, there is a probability of some proportion of the relieved agriculturists going wrong in their old way: there is, on the other hand, an equal, if not a greater, probability of a large number of these persons improving their mode of life in view of their past experience of the money-lender and thus bettering their condition. A fresh feeling of hopefulness will be generated in their hearts, from which all hope and elasticity had been crushed by their impoverished condition; and they will under this new stimulus redouble their energies to reach the final goal—complete freedom from indebtedness. It is the duty of Government to give them a chance of starting in life without encumbrances, and if in spite of these advantages they will perversely continue in their old habits, then—no blame at least will rest with Government for having failed to tackle the problem. Unless this is done, the newly started societies will not be able to do much good.

The rate of interest for loans in the case of societies in the Deccan and Karnatic is 9½ per cent. or half a pice per rupee per month. As the interest for fixed deposits is 6½ per cent. and as there is no interest to be paid for the first three years on the amount of the Government grant, the difference between the interest received from members and that paid on capital will suffice to pay the secretary a nominal salary for his work. It has been proposed to pay the secretary one rupee per month plus a quarter or half of the annual profits up to a fixed maximum. In Guzerat, where the people have the intelligence to work a society, the rate of interest at which persons of ordinary credit can borrow money, is lower than the rate obtaining in the Deccan and the Karnatic and consequently the number of societies formed in that province is much smaller than in other parts of the presidency. Moreover, the Guzerat agriculturist does not like to have the amount of his borrowings made public. He believes that his dealings with a sowcar are of a confidential nature, but fears that his dealings with a society will get known to the greater part of the villagers; and he therefore prefers to stick to his sowcar. In the Bombay Presidency the majority of the agriculturists either belong to the same caste or to castes that have the same social status; there is consequently no difficulty in the way of their working in unison. At Kaira in Guzerat the organisers of the society included Hindus and Mahomedans. It may be feared that the constant contact of these two factors will lead to conflict and bad blood. I, however, believe that if these communities continue to work together for a common object, their racial antipathy will gradually fade away
and they will begin to appreciate the good points of one another. We have, however, another difficulty arising out of the agriculturists belonging to the same caste and that is, the existence in a village of two or more parties opposing one another. It is believed that the working of such societies will lead to an increase of factional and party spirit, as those villagers who would not receive advances to the extent asked for by them, will bear a grudge towards the members of the managing committee and form themselves into an opposition.

These difficulties—some of them conjectural and some of them real—will disappear if the work is taken up with the faith and the earnestness of a Raiffeisen. When the societies have shown good work, Government should show their confidence in them by utilizing them at the time of granting Takawi at the time of famine, or loans under the Land Improvement Act. These societies will be in a position to know the actual requirements of their members, and hence if the money is distributed through their agency, no time will be lost in making inquiries. The money will reach the hands of the cultivator when needed most and there will be less scope for corruption; again, if money is given for agricultural improvement through the agency of the societies, being on the spot they will be able to see that it is used for the purpose for which it was lent. The confidence shown by Government will indirectly help the societies in another matter, as it will be sure to attract more deposits from non-members.

The ground has now been sown, and the seed has been sown, but much still remains to be done to have good appreciable results. The Bombay Registrar has submitted his proposals to Government about the appointment of honorary organisers to educate the villagers from the explanation of the principles of co-operation up to the submission of the application for registration and the subsequent initiation of the committee into their duties. Here is work which ought to have attractions for all who have the good of the depressed masses at heart. Government could have done more in the same direction by following the example of Egypt and making arrangements with private banks, by granting them facilities for the recovery of their advances, for providing cheap capital to the agriculturists. That is, however, no reason why we should be deterred from supplementing the efforts of Government, and trying to make the working of the Act a success.

CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT FOR AGRICULTURE.

By SIR FREDERICK LEILY, K.C.I.E.

The position I take to be is this. The cultivators as a body are dependent on borrowed money. They demand it, as the same class does in every part of the world, for their field operations, and in this country for the marriage of their daughters, for the obsequies of their relations, and in later days for the hire of labour and for buying comforts which their forefathers did without. Hence outside capital being necessary, one of the first of economic questions is where it should come from and under what conditions. There are many who urge that Government should supply it, and Government itself, by offering Takawi, admits its duty as a landlord to make advances for definite improvements and necessities. Many go further than that and ask in effect that it should finance on easy terms the whole agricultural community. Dr. Murdoch, who is entitled to a respectful hearing on everything which concerns the welfare of India, estimates the amount required at 30 crores, which he thinks should be distributed from the public treasury in small loans by an organized department. We already have enough departments. They mean too often unscrupulous subordinates under imperfect control, and though they are sometimes necessary, I cannot talk with so light a heart as Dr. Murdoch of introducing a new swarm to buzz about the private concerns of every cultivator, and to have the handling of 30 crores of rupees. The result would be great gain both in numbers and force to that bane of all rule in the East—petty officialdom. I say nothing of that fatal tendency to relegate every economical activity to Government which should be strenu-
ously resisted by every friend of the people. If the State is to find the ryot in cash for buying seed and wedding presents for his daughter, it is not clear where it should stop until it has engulfed all those self-reliant qualities which go to make a nation of men.

A simple reason why Government should not intrude its capital on the market is that a sufficient supply already exists without it. Speaking generally, the village Bunia draws upon his bigger brother in the town. Every town is in fact a reservoir of capital which flows into the villages during the hot weather and rains and flows back again when the crops are reaped. The channel is the Sowcar. I have no wish to rail at him. He is no worse, if not better, than the average man would be in his place; but he has inherited bad traditions, and hence the local capital instead of dropping as the gentle rain of heaven, upon the villager’s land, comes to him diminished by usury and dishonest tricks and fraught too often with his ultimate ruin. It is not the duty of Government to supply capital when it exists already, or to oust the private investor, but it may be its duty so to regulate the flow that the borrower may not be unjustly used and may not be tempted to incur more debt than he can pay out of his income. It has been suggested, as one way of doing this, to set up a new type of Sowcar. Sir William Wedderburn and more recently my friend, Mr. Lalubblai Samaldass and others, proposed to establish a Joint Stock Company—a many-headed Sowcar—which begins by demanding concessions of a startling character. At the outset the ryot’s existing debts are to be examined and compounded by a Government Commission. A substantial loan of public money at a low rate of interest is to be given, besides exemption from stamp duty, preference over all other private debtors, recovery of instalments by agency of Government officers, and audit by a Government staff. In return for all this we are to content ourselves with an undertaking by the Company not to charge interest above a certain limit and an amiable assurance that it will not sell up the ryot’s land unless it is obliged to do so. To begin with, it is clear that these enormous concessions could not fairly be granted to one set of men only. They should be equally available to the village Sowcar and to other companies, provided they will make the same fair promises. Experience has taught there is nothing more easy to impose and more easy to evade than a restriction of the rate of interest.

Even if the Company honestly tries to keep within its prescribed rate, it is doubtful if it will be able to afford to do so. The village Sowcar carries on his business himself and knows the circumstances of every one he deals with. He has no expenses and makes few mistakes. The Company will have to work through agents who will often mislead it through ignorance if not through dishonesty. Hence bad debts which will have to be recouped by raising the interest or they will soon land the Company in bankruptcy. It is explained that many of the prospective shareholders are themselves money-lenders, but it is not clear how 20 men leagued together are likely to treat the ryot differently from what each of them would if alone. That Government should appoint a Commission to scrutinize the domestic accounts of millions of landholders including every entry of a petty loan, and haggle with creditors for an abatement; that it should pay the money down instead of leaving the debtor to fight his own battle; that it should collect the shareholders’ profits for them—all this could do nothing but harm to the national character. It is not worth while to emasculate a people, even to pay their debts.

Underlying all these schemes is a misconception of the real need. It is not true that, in the words of Sir W. Wedderburn, “when capital once reaches the ryot he knows well what to do with it”. It is not true that it will of itself induce him to bring on his land water and manure and make it overflow with spices, tobacco, with tea and cotton and jute. It will for the most part only entice him deeper into personal expenditure unless an automatic check on borrowing is provided, such as existed in the days before the land was made a salable asset, or such as is involved in co-operation. The Bill recently passed into law by the Government of India accepts the experience of Europe, and would unite the functions of borrowing and lending in the people themselves, inducing them to use their credit for getting money cheaply and their joint knowledge and influence for distributing it judiciously. The thing will be hard but it is worth trying, and there is much to encourage hope. The instinct of the Indian is to associate and combine—socially into caste, industrially into the Trade Guild, or Mahajan, politically into the village or Sabha. It is a land of tribes and classes and castes, all bearing within them the spirit of co-operation. The ancient village community to which many look back wistfully is impossible now. The
Mr. J. HOPE-SIMPSON ON CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT FOR INDIAN AGRICULTURE.

CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT FOR AGRICULTURE.

By Mr. J. HOPE-SIMPSON, I.C.S.

It was with peculiar pleasure that I accepted the invitation to read a paper on my special subject at this session of the Industrial Conference. For the material progress and redemption of India, to my mind, primarily in industry, secondarily, only in politics, and so much can be effected by the former that it has always seemed to me a matter of great regret that hitherto the progressive party has sacrificed its best endeavours and energy solely at the altar of the latter. Progress in politics is bound to follow on the heels of material progress. It can never come as an antecedent. To the man who has to struggle year in and year out in order to gain daily bread for his family and for himself, it matters little under what form of Government he lives. All he desires is peace, and liberty to pursue his accustomed task. It is when the bare necessities have given place to some superfluous luxury, and when the acquisition of luxury has again left him some leisure, that the subject is at liberty and in a position to criticise the form and detail of Government, and to argue as to the steps to be taken for improvement. And reform cannot come from a class. It must come in accordance with the desire of the mass of the people. Until they are in a position to understand and demand reform, the work of the progressive class is as the voice of one crying in the wilderness. The inception of this annual Industrial Conference is a proof that these views are gaining acceptance. If they can be translated into practice and conference into co-operation, the impetus which will be given to Indian industry, and the improvement which will be effected in Indian agriculture cannot fail to be momentous. If we believe that the salvation of India lies in the mill and in the farm rather than in the forum and the lecture-hall, it is incumbent upon each one of us to do what in him lies to improve the conditions and methods of agriculture and handicraft. To explain the method in which each man can assist is my object this afternoon.

It is of co-operation as applied to credit that I have been asked to speak to you. And in order to a right understanding on the subject, it is necessary that we should begin by an enquiry as to what credit actually is, and as to the part which it is called upon to fill in the economic organisation of this country. Credit has been defined as...
a man's power of borrowing, that is, the extent to which he can command financial accommodation. It may be interpreted as the measure of confidence which the capitalist reposes in the borrower's honesty and in his ability to fulfil his obligations. Credit cannot be dependent upon honesty alone, for honesty is frequently the companion of hopeless incapacity. Nor can it be dependent solely upon ability to repay, for that ability is sometimes wedded to dishonesty of the most flagrant type.

In the agricultural classes we find both honesty and capacity in a high degree of development. They should, therefore, be in a position to command credit at cheap rates. In fact, however, we find the contrary to be the case. Agricultural credit is notoriously expensive and notoriously insufficient for the needs of the class. The reasons for this state of affairs are somewhat obscure, and it is not the province of this paper to discuss them in detail. There is no doubt that they lie in the poverty of the people, in the fact that the individual amounts demanded are small, in the existence of the hereditary money-lending class, in the conservative traditions of the people and in their illiteracy. Something must also be placed to the credit of the precariousness of the seasons,—one rainless year being frequently responsible for the loss of enormous amounts of capital laid out by the money-lender at interest. Something must also be laid at the door of the troublesome times through which the country has passed, in the days before the introduction of the Pax Britannica,—days still in the recollection of living men in large tracts of these Provinces. Since civil disturbance ceased, the rate of interest for agricultural credit has maintained an unequal fight with increased prosperity and consequent abundance of money, but artificial rates are still the rule rather than the exception, and there remains an ample and fruitful field for co-operative effort towards cheapness of financial accommodation for agricultural operations.

The part which credit is called upon to fill in the economic organisation of agricultural industry is, in this country, extremely large. Holdings are usually small, and the agriculturist has, as a rule, but a small amount of capital. He obtains advances for every conceivable description of expenditure. The poorer cultivator requires them for seed and for cattle, for manure for his fields and for payment of his labourers, for the payment of his rent, for food for himself and his family between harvests. There is scarcely any kind of expenditure to meet which, at one time or another, the smaller cultivator does not borrow. It is then obvious that the provision of cheap credit is a matter of enormous importance to the agricultural community. Not only would cheap credit result in large savings on existing transactions,—it would permit of an extension of dealings on credit, of which the effect would be still more marked in the general prosperity of the country. It would enable the cultivator to hold his crop in order to ensure a better price than that obtaining at harvest, or to combine for the purpose of its advantageous distribution. It would enable him to purchase implements which are at present outside his financial range, but the possession of which would more than repay the outlay. It would enable him to use paying fertilizers which are at present out of his reach.

It is a matter of notoriety that co-operation increases the credit of the individual co-operator. That this must be so is, on consideration, obvious. Where a group of individuals combine to raise a loan, and where their liability is joint and several and their responsibility unlimited, the security for the loan is better than would be the security for a proportionate loan to any one of the members individually. In the case of a loan to an individual, however honest and capable that individual may be, there is an unavoidable possibility of accidental loss. The borrower may suddenly die, he may be overcome by calamity which it is entirely beyond his power to avert or overcome, his cattle may be stricken by murrain or his fields by blight. In the case of a co-operative loan, the possibility of loss to the creditor as a consequence of such untoward accidents is reduced to a minimum. If one of the members should die, or should fail, recovery can be made from the rest of the body, and it is in the very highest degree improbable that all of them or even the majority of them will be overtaken by unforeseen calamity.

It is because these facts are realised that the joint-stock banks in European countries habitually advance money to co-operative societies at rates much below those charged to individual borrowers, even of good standing. In Ireland, where the members of such societies are usually poor and ignorant, and frequently illiterate, societies are permitted to draw against a cash credit at ½ per cent. per annum. The security offered is purely personal,—the joint and several responsibility of the society's members. It is no whit better than the security which could be offered by similar societies in this country. The only reason
why the latter are, at the present moment, unable to borrow at reasonable rates is ignorance of the part of the capitalist class of the principles of co-operation, and of the stability of co-operative societies.

The primary object of a co-operative credit society is the creation of credit for those of its members who have been hitherto unable to obtain credit at all, and the extension of credit for those who are able to borrow, but in insufficient amounts or at exorbitant rates. It is a link between the class which desires safe investment and that which is in need of financial accommodation, but of which the members are such small men that they are forced to deal with the local usurer. The reason for this compulsion is the fact that it would not pay the capitalist to lend the small amounts which the small man requires.

Apart from its primary object such a society has secondary results which are scarcely less important. It is a great educative factor in business methods. It is a premium on honesty. It is a discouragement to wasteful expenditure. It is also in one way a most important moral factor, for the immoral, the dishonest, the drunkard and the cheat are, owing to the provisions by which new members are elected, absolutely certain to be excluded from the society.

Societies of this general type can be organised to serve many ends. Village and town banks provide financial accommodation for their members. They are in many ways the most simple to work, and their results are usually obvious and tangible. Co-operative credit can, however, also be applied to the creation of seed-stores, to manufacture, to collection and distribution of produce, to insurance of life or of cattle, to provision for sickness or old age. It can be made to provide the necessities of wedding and funeral ceremonies, and in this country could thereby serve a most useful purpose in reduction of the expenditure upon them. There are a thousand directions in which co-operative credit can prove its usefulness, once the system of co-operation has been grasped in any one of its forms.

The history and results of co-operative credit in other lands are at once an important educative influence, and an inspiration to those whose duty or whose pleasure connects them with the movement in India. It is on record that the present position of Denmark, as with one exception the country with the richest population in Europe, is entirely due to agricultural co-operation. A hundred years ago that country was the poorest in the European county. It is notorious that the prosperity of rural Germany is in large part, if not mainly, the effective result of societies of the Schultz Delitsch, Raiffeisen, Haas, or other types. In Italy an economic revolution has been effected by Cavaliere Luzzatti, Dr. Wollemborg, and their disciples. In France, State interference has undoubtedly checked the progress of the movement, but hopes for the future are bright and success in the southern provinces has been attained. In Ireland the last few years have witnessed a most remarkable and important extension of co-operative effort in the poorest parts of the country. Irish butter, produced by dairies of the co-operative type, promises once again to reach its pinnacle of excellence, and farm produce from the distressful country, to compete on favourable terms with that from the continent. In England itself the movement has hitherto been generally confined to friendly societies, building societies, and distribution. Agriculture has been too conservative to avail itself of a remedy which has been found effective elsewhere. There are, however, signs that the days of this conservatism are numbered, and that those principles which created the Society of the Rochdale Pioneers, and converted that society into the Wholesale Society, with assets and outturn each running into millions sterling, can no longer be neglected by the agricultural classes.

It would be beyond the scope of this paper to describe at greater length the success which has attended the movement elsewhere. To those interested I would recommend for perusal Pratt's "Organization of Agriculture,"—(which can be obtained from Messrs. Thacker, Spink and Co., and doubtless elsewhere also, for a modest five rupees). Wolff's "People's Banks," and other publications by this writer, portions of Mr. Dupernex's book, "People's Banks for Northern India," and, above all, Sir Frederick Nicholson's invaluable report, the first volume of which was published in 1895, on the possibility of establishing co-operative credit societies in this country.

The idea of co-operation is to be found in India in various forms. It exists in very pronounced degree in the caste and in the village community. The same may be said of the idea of joint and several responsibility, which over enormous areas is a basic principle of land-revenue liability. It is strange, therefore, that the principle of co-operation for credit should be so conspicuously absent. Not that the indigenous Co-operative Credit Society is unknown. In Madras one finds the
Nidhi, which is a friendly society of a modified type, and which, unfortunately, seems peculiarly liable to offer temptations for fraudulent manipulation of its funds. In a recent report on the working of Act X of 1904, the Registrar of Co-operative Credit Societies for the Punjab has described a most remarkable indigenous co-operative society which had for its original object the prevention of dilution in an unstable tract of a submontane village. The co-sharers for this object pooled the shamilat income of the village. As funds permitted, mortgages on shares in the village were redeemed, and mortgagors in possession ousted. The present state of affairs is most satisfactory. The mortgagees have been in many cases entirely, and in others partly, reinstated in possession of their shares, the precarious tract has been rendered safe from further inroads of the hill stream which threatened it, and trees have been planted which will, in a few years, represent property worth three lacs of rupees. The Society's life was originally fixed at 20 years and at the end of that term its profits will be available for distribution. We may be permitted to hope that the Registrar will be able to prevent such an early dissolution. The Society is invaluable as an object lesson, and if only as an object lesson, should be preserved. Still more important is its preservation as a centre from which to propagate new societies, which will provide for other villages benefits of a like description.

Official connection with the movement in this country commenced with Sir Frederick Nicholson's report. It was further stimulated by the publication of Mr. Dupernex's book. Sir Antony MacDonnell took up the subject with characteristic energy, and in these Provinces some 200 societies of the Raiffeisen type were founded in 1901. Simla continues to interest itself in the question and last year saw the passing of Act X of 1904, the Co-operative Credit Societies Act, and the appointment of Registrars. The duties of these officers are of the widest description. Had they been confined to the registration of societies, it is probable that gratuitous registration would have proved an expensive matter for Government. As it is, the Registrar is a peripatetic individual, who might very accurately be described as a khanabadosh and entered in the list of wandering tribes. His duties include propaganda, and it is as propagandist that I appear before you this afternoon. It is the expressed intention of Government that the co-operative movement shall have every chance of success that Government can afford, and the expenses which Government has already incurred, and is further prepared to incur, together with the privileges which it has accorded to societies registered under the Act, are an indication of the measure of importance which is attached to a full and free trial in this country of the principles of co-operation. This is as much as any Government can or should do. The action which remains necessary for success must come from the people. And you, gentlemen, are of the people from whom that action must proceed.

We may now assume that being convinced of the benefits which have attended co-operation elsewhere, being convinced also of the enormous advantages which must attend its extension in this country, some one or more of you desire to assist that extension by the exercise of your personal influence and persuasive powers. It is advantageous that we should, at the outset, consider the method to be followed in order to found a society, and the difficulties which must be faced and overcome. Many of you are, doubtless, in a position to found societies by force of order, in virtue of your status as land-owners or men of influence in your immediate neighbourhood. May I take the liberty of saying that societies founded as the result of an order, or of pressure from above, are bound to fail? Our experience of the last few years has proved this conclusively. The only satisfactory basis for the foundation of a society is conviction. And conviction can only be ensured by knowledge, and knowledge by teaching. So the first step is instruction. Choose some village where the agricultural community is comparatively free from feuds, and where, owing to its social constitution, or for some other reason, the members of the community would probably be willing to combine. Then go to the village and preach co-operation and combination. Listen to the arguments brought forward and answer them as best you can. Let the people go away and consider the question and then return and adduce any further objections they may have evolved. Meet those objections again, taking them all seriously, however frivolous, or, to your mind, ridiculous they may appear. It is a long and wearying process, tiring to the teacher, and trying, in the extreme, to the temper. But maintain the patience of Job. It may take a day, it may take three or four, or even longer, it may be entirely unsuccessful; but the probability is that, given conviction on the part of the propagandist, the
result will be, if not conviction, at least a new-born hope on the part of the taught. Then when they are willing to make their attempt, the villagers present should be asked to nominate three or four of their number, in whom they have confidence as leaders and honest men, to further discuss the subject and its details. When this has been done, progress is rapid. The next step necessary is to prepare a list of fifteen or twenty agriculturists of whose rectitude and honesty these leaders have no doubt. This done, those fifteen or twenty are called together, and the list carefully revised by them, any one, to the inclusion of whose name there seems the slightest objection, being ruthlessly removed from the list. When this has been done, you have in the small remaining company the nucleus of your co-operative society. But your difficulties have only begun. For, in order that the society may be a success, it is necessary, first, that it should be managed by the representatives of the members, and their business ability is frequently extremely minute; second, that the accounts should be kept, and, in many cases, where faith in co-operative credit is strong, it is companioned by illiteracy; and third that, whatever the form of the society, sufficient funds should be raised at a comparatively moderate rate, to meet the requirements of the members for the first few years. The local Mahajan being unconvinced of the stability of the society and having a keen regard for his own usurious rates of interest, is unlikely to come to its assistance.

The first two of these difficulties can be met by careful choice of locality in which the experiment is initiated. It is at least as easy to induce the literate to co-operate as the illiterate, and those villages are numerous in which a cultivator with some slight knowledge of letters is to be found. In one of these the trial should be made. Finance may be found more troublesome. It must be borne in mind that Government is willing to lend free of interest, for three years and thereafter at 4 per cent., a sum equal to that which the members themselves subscribe. The promise of this advance usually results in a certain sum being raised within the society. Say, the requirements of the members are Rs. 500 and that Rs. 100 has been raised by deposits. Government lends a further Rs. 100. Rs. 300 is then the sum to obtain which the society must approach the capitalist. It will probably be found possible to obtain this sum at a reasonable rate of interest from some interested capitalist or friendly landholder.

The difference between the amount which the society pays for its accommodation, and that which it receives from its members on the amounts lent to them, represents the profit of the society. In order to attract deposits, the society must allow a high rate of interest, say, six and a quarter per cent., or one anna in the rupee per annum on fixed deposits for a year. It will also be found that money cannot be borrowed on behalf of the society at a lower rate than six per cent.; in many cases an even higher rate must be paid to obtain the necessary capital. In order that the reserve fund may grow rapidly, it will consequently be necessary, at the commencement, to charge a rate of interest on loans to members, which, although a large reduction on the usurious rates of the professional money-lender, is at the same time considerable. In most cases in these Provinces the rate charged by societies is 12½ per cent. per annum,—or two pies in the rupee per mensem. In one most successful institution it is three pies in the rupee per mensem.

Once the village society has made a fair start, further progress is simple. Experience proves that the example of one successful village bank is more powerful than unlimited precept. Each successful bank becomes the nucleus of a large number of similar institutions in the neighbourhood. Extension, however, brings its own particular difficulties. Each new bank, or other society means a repetition of the difficulty as to accounts and finance. Each institution means an addition to the duties of supervision thrown on the department of the Registrar.

An attempt to meet these difficulties and to provide an automatic means of extension has led to the adoption of the central bank system in certain districts of these Provinces. The system promises to be a success, and as it is simple in working and easy of supervision, a short description of the method will not be out of place. A central bank stands to the constituent village societies in a position almost exactly analogous to that which the village society occupies towards its members. Its functions are to raise capital on behalf of the societies, to grant them cash credits, to receive deposits made by their members, and to keep all accounts. By its means the difficulty of local account-keeping is overcome, and as it deals in thousands and tens of thousands of rupees, while the village society deals in hundreds only, it is in an obviously better position to approach the capitalist with hope of success. One of the
chief difficulties in obtaining money from a joint-stock bank in order to finance village societies lies in the smallness of the individual loans required. They are so comparatively minute that it does not pay a joint-stock bank to undertake the business.

The membership of a central bank consists entirely of representatives of village societies. Where the number of such societies is small, the members of their Panchayats, ex-officio, form the central society. Where their number is large, it is sufficient that the Sarpanches or heads of Panchayats, should be the ex-officio representatives, on the membership rolls of the central bank. By the by-laws of the village societies these representatives are empowered to pledge the credit of the societies they represent. The responsibility of the members of the village societies is thus twofold. Primarily, each member of a village society is jointly and severally responsible with each other member for all loans advanced by the central bank to his society. Secondly, each member is jointly and severally responsible with the body of members of all constituent village societies, for the whole of the loans raised by the central bank.

One very important advantage attaching to this system is that all profits are acquired by the central bank. This fact has two results: first, the reserve fund becomes very rapidly a valuable asset of security; second, it is possible to pay for professional account-keeping.

It is impossible in the limits of this paper to describe in detail the interior economy and management of a central bank and village societies. Leaflets on the subject and model by-laws have been prepared, and are available for perusal by any one interested in the subject. They are distributed free of charge to any who cares to apply to my office in Lucknow.

In addition to banks there are many other forms of co-operative credit which are applicable to agriculture. How to obtain good and reliable seed for his fields at a reasonable price is one of the continually recurring problems of the cultivator. It can be solved by the Co-operative Seed Society, in which the members raise capital as for a bank, invest that capital in seed, distribute the seed among themselves on samai, and from the profits pay the interest and repay the borrowed capital by degrees, being left with a stock of good seed sufficient for the requirements of the society. Surplus stock can be sold, new seed bought, and deterioration in this manner avoided.

In Bengal there are dharem-golas for the maintenance of a stock of grain in the village. These are a most useful form of society, and to them the co-operative principle might well be applied. The profits which might be made by societies of this type are enormous, provided management be careful and honest. Recent enquiries into the possibility of founding such a society in the Gorakhpur district showed that a profit of over 14 per cent. could be ensured by storing grain at harvest and selling it a month later when prices again fall.

Land mortgage societies of the Punjab type or similar societies of types fitted to local conditions might be made to serve a very useful purpose in preventing property passing from the hands of the hereditary small shareholders into those of the professional money-lending class. One such society has recently been founded in this division, having for its object the redemption of usura-fancy mortgages on fixed rate holdings. I trust that it is but the pioneer, and that it may be followed by many more.

For co-operative societies for the provision of capital to cultivators of sugarcane to enable them to dispense with advances from the sugar-boiler, and sell their produce in the open market, there is a wide opening. A further development is possible in providing the necessary machinery for boiling and refining, so that the cultivator might himself place his kharn upon the market, and so obtain the profit which at present goes to the middleman. These are a few of the possible directions in which co-operation may assist agriculture. It is necessary to remember one great fact. The form that co-operation assumes is a very minor matter, as long as true co-operation be there. Once the idea and the principles of co-operation have been grasped, they will find for themselves new and appropriate channels.

Before closing this somewhat lengthy paper, I should like to draw attention to the possibilities of co-operation apart from agriculture. Its power is unlimited in every direction in which cheap credit is desired. The urban bank for small traders and officials, the provident fund for employees in offices and houses of business, the association of small producers with the object of placing their products on the market—all these are not only possible but easy. There is in this city at the present moment a most remarkable movement among the weavers, which has eventuated in the Benares Co-operative Silk-weaving Association. It is of a true Swadeshi and self-help type, and I
trust that many among you may show your goodwill and desire to assist in a truly practical manner by making purchases, and placing orders. The scope of the co-operative movement is, as I have said, unlimited. What it requires most of all is intelligent propaganda and sympathetic supervision. In both of these directions the non-official is of more value than the official, for he is looked upon without suspicion by the people to whom he speaks. So I say to one and all—study co-operation until you thoroughly understand the principles on which it is based. Then go forward and preach, for co-operation once rightly understood, makes each man its missionary.

SOME GENERAL OBSERVATIONS.

By Dewan Bahadur R. RAGOONATHA ROW, Kumbakonam.

God has blessed us with keen intellect. He has given us the best of religions. Its commandments require us to discharge our duties to self, to fellow-creatures and to God. We are asked to do everything to improve knowledge and secure real happiness. God has given us a magnificent sun, fertile soil, mines of precious stones and metals and large rivers which bring down to our cultivation its life and prosperity. These made our forefathers the famous people of the world. Our monarchs were great warriors, possessed of immense wealth, just judges, receivers of moderate taxes and fathers of the people. Our Rishis were repositories of knowledge; both profane and sacred, universally kind and forgiving and great instructors of sciences and religion. Our merchants traded with all the known parts of the globe and used to be found in several parts of the Greek and Roman Empires. They crossed the sea, conveyed the surplus productions of the Jumbo-Dwipa to the provinces of these Empires, and brought from them what they produced. At home they cultivated the lands, owned domestic cattle and carried on local trades. They encouraged our industries. Thus Bharata-Varsa flourished from time immemorial to many thousands of years.

How are we now situated? Happily we are placed under a benign Emperor as good as our Manu of the Krita yuga. His people who wield immense political power in the administration of the countries under Him, are our good friends and always wish to make us as happy as possible.

Yet, we are poor and unhappy. Why so, is a question well worthy of consideration by all who wish well of Bharata-Varsa. The main causes of our unhappiness are that our Rishis have disappeared, our commerce has degenerated, our agriculture has been neglected and handicapped, our industries have been ruined, our taste for foreign articles has increased and their non-substantialities are not thought of, and the prudence and forethought of merchants have disappeared. They export what they should keep in the country and import non-substantial articles which we need not purchase from other countries, but can produce in our own country. We can still produce corn more than we want for our consumption. We can produce cotton and secure wool from which we can make sufficient clothing to clothe ourselves and people in other countries. We can cultivate and obtain cotton of the finest staple as good as that of Dacca of olden times. We can manufacture fine and coarse woollen cloths. We were fine architects. Our temples’ towers are still admired. Our hardwares and our jewels excite admiration. We have coal, diamond, gold, stones, sphaltika, etc. Yet we do not utilize them. Our artisans starve, our weavers die in thousands in famine. Knowledge used to be imparted by our Rishis and the enterprise of our merchants not being now in existence, we have been subject to these misfortunes. We should revive the knowledge of our arts and sciences, improve our agriculture, encourage our industries, love our productions and should not be beguiled by the apparent superiority of foreign goods. We should select our instructors, unite to follow them, acknowledge their authority, submit to their discipline and trust and follow them. No army, however numerous, can obtain victory without a general. In our successful days, we had heads for every department of our business. We obeyed them and conquered the world. We can do the same under similar circumstances.

What we should now do is—

(1) Improve agriculture by all the appliances both ancient and modern, and produce more food than now.
The subject upon which I purpose shortly to address you is "The past, the present, and the future of the Cotton Industry of India." I have ventured to choose this subject as it is one with which I am tolerably familiar, having been personally engaged in the cotton manufacture from my earliest days.

And firstly the past. The manufacture of cotton dates from a very early period, for we find in Sanskrit records definite mention made of it as being used in India nearly 3,000 years ago. Coming to a later period, the time of Alexander's invasion of India, upwards of 2,000 years ago, the dress of the Indians is described as consisting largely of calicoes, pure white, or adorned with figures. In the year 73 A. D. Pliny, while enumerating the imports of Europe amongst them, refers to muslins and Indian calicoes, describing them as of superior excellence. Seventeen centuries ago it was Dacca that sent from its looms those wonderful textiles that adorned the noblest beauties of the court of Augustus Cæsar. The muslin known as "running water" formed the choicest gifts which Bengal could offer to its noblest princes or to its foreign conquerors. The fineness of the quality may be judged from an instance recorded that, shortly after the advent of the English, a piece of muslin 20 yards long and 1½ yard broad weighed only 14 oz. And yet another instance: a specimen of yarn, which Dr. Taylor examined at Dacca in 1848, measured 1,349 yards and weighed only 22 grs., which is in proportion of 250 miles to a pound of staple, working out on the present standard basis as 524 s. count of yarn,—a count which, even at the present most advanced stage of machinery, cannot be produced, and such as has led a competent judge to say that it is beyond his conception how this yarn, greatly finer than the highest number made in England, can be spun by the distaff and spindle or woven by any machinery. With such rude implements as they possessed the Hindu women almost rival Arachne's fabled skill in spinning. European ingenuity can afford no parallel. So superior, indeed, were the productions of the Indian spinning wheel and handloom, to those turned out by the manufacturers of Lancashire in the middle of the 18th century, that not only were the Indian calicoes and Indian prints preferred to the British-made cloth, but the Manchester and Blackburn weavers actually imported Indian yarns in large quantities for use in their factories. The invention of machinery, however, was the turning point.

It was about the year 1771-1772 that the Blackburn weavers, taking advantage of the inventions and improvements of Arkwright, Hargreaves, and others, found themselves in a position to successfully produce plain cotton goods.
The invention of the mule jenny in 1779 was the commencement of a new era in the history of cotton manufacture, and subsequent improvements coupled with the utilization of steam power enabled Lancashire manufacturers not only to oust the Indian cloth from European markets, but also to undersell the native production in our Indian markets. It was deemed a great matter with the Lancashire manufacturers when, by the aid of mechanical and artistic skill combined with the potent agency of steam, they found themselves able to produce an article considered equal to that which the unlettered Hindu had manipulated in his little mud hut on the remote banks of the Ganges, and which had been produced of like excellence by their ancestors for many previous centuries. The year 1854 marked a second turning-point in the Indian cotton industry, for in that year the first cotton mill was erected in India, and within the first decade as many as thirteen mills were at full work. The following figures show the progress of the Indian cotton industry:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>No. of Mills</th>
<th>No. of Spindles</th>
<th>No. of Looms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1865</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>285,000</td>
<td>3,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1876</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>1,100,000</td>
<td>9,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1886</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>2,261,000</td>
<td>17,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1896</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>3,933,000</td>
<td>37,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1903</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>5,163,000</td>
<td>50,100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It will thus be seen that within the last fifty years the industry has made giant strides. There are now working in India fifty lakhs of spindles and fifty thousand power-looms, giving employment to about two lakhs of hands with at least as many dependents upon them. We consume nineteen lakhs of bales of raw cotton, each weighing 392 lbs., which comes to nearly 60 per cent. of the cotton produce of India. Of yarn we produce about 58 crores of lbs., and of cloth 55 crores of yards weighing 16 crores of lbs. About half of this vast industry is claimed by the City and Island of Bombay, while if you include the whole Presidency the figures work out to 75 per cent. Let me now attempt to show you how this production of Indian mills is consumed. This subject necessitates the introduction of figures which on an occasion like this are generally considered to be very dry. But I shall confine myself to as few as possible.

Out of the total yarn production of 58 crores of lbs. that we produced last year, we exported about 23½ crores of lbs., or 40 per cent., to China and other foreign countries, while we used in our own Indian weaving mills over 13½ crores of lbs., or 25 per cent.; the balance of 21 crores of lbs., or 37 per cent., is used by our hand-loom weavers and for rope and twine. If we deduct about 10 per cent. of this balance as used for rope and twine manufacture, we have left for the hand-loom industry fully 19 crores of lbs., against 13½ crores by power-looms. In addition to 19 crores of lbs. of Indian yarn consumed by hand-looms, a further quantity of three crores of lbs. was imported from Europe mainly from the United Kingdom for the use of hand-looms. The total quantity consumed by the hand-looms, therefore, comes to 22 crores of lbs., nearly double the quantity consumed by power-looms. So the hand-weaving industry is by no means a negligible factor, for its production in cloth is probably twice as much as that of the Indian weaving mills.

Next to agriculture, hand-weaving industry is still the largest industry in the country as the Census of 1901 showed 27 lakhs of cotton hand-loom weavers, besides dependents numbering 28 lakhs of persons. This ancient industry has suffered greatly from the introduction of machine-made goods, and though still possessed of considerable vitality, as the above figures show, seems to be steadily decreasing. It may be interesting to know how our production compares with the home demands of India. As I have mentioned above, the cloth production of power-looms came last year to 55 crores of yards against 216 crores of yards of cloth imported from foreign countries, approximately four times our mill production. While our mills produce the coarser cloth, say from yarn up to 30s., count, and in a few cases up to 40s., the bulk of the imported cloth is of the finer quality using yarn over 30s. count. The Indian weaving mills are obliged to restrict themselves for the most part to weaving coarser cloth owing to the inferior quality of cotton now grown in the country. I will not enter at present upon the causes which led to the inferiority of Indian cotton, nor upon the steps taken to improve its quality. Suffice it to say that all concerned are awakened to the importance of the question and Government are making every effort towards improvement of the staple, and this leads us to a short consideration of the future of the Indian cotton industry. The results of experiments conducted in Sindh under the superintendence of the Agricultural Department of the Government of Bombay of growing cotton from Egyptian seeds as irrigation crops are eminently...
satisfactory, and great hopes are entertained of very considerable immediate improvement in the supply of our raw material. If, as is fully anticipated, India shortly produces between two and three lakhs of bales of this Egypto-Indian cotton and if, as there is reason to believe from the experiments conducted in Southern India, "tree-cotton" may be plentifully and successfully grown, it will revolutionize the whole cotton industry. As I have said elsewhere, it would enable the Indian mills to manufacture finer yarn and cloth for which there is an enormous demand in India, so clearly proved by the import figures I have already placed before you. It may be said that Europe would outbid us for this cotton, but who would doubt the capability of a country growing its own cotton and having a home consuming market at its doors to hold its own against any outside competition. I am in no way less sanguine of the prospects of our very important hand-loom industry, although I believe, there is a general impression that it is a small, moribund industry, inevitably doomed to be entirely crushed out by the power-loom. Let us not ignore its importance under this very mistaken idea. This village industry gives means of livelihood not only to an immense number of the weaver class, but affords means of supplementing the incomes of agriculturists, the backbone of India, who usually employ themselves on hand-loom when field work is unnecessary, and also when, owing to famine, drought, or excessive rains, agricultural operations are not possible. Now the apparatus with which they work is nearly two centuries behind the times. Mr. Haveli, Principal of the Calcutta School of Arts, and Mr. Chatterton, of the Madras School of Arts, and Mr. Churchill of Ahmednagar, along with many others, are doing yeoman service by taking keen interest in the question of supplying economical and improved apparatus to the hand-loom weavers. Mr. Haveli has pointed out that in preparing the warp, our hand-loom weavers are incapable of winding more than two threads at a time, though the simplest mechanical device would enable them to treat 50 to 100 threads simultaneously. The latest European hand-loom which successfully competes with the power-loom in Cairo and in many places in Europe, can turn out a maximum of 48 yards of common cloth in a day. Mr. Haveli is satisfied that the greater portion of the imported cotton cloth can be made on Indian hand-loom with great profit to the whole community. The question of immediate revival of the hand-loom weaving industry on a commercial basis demands the most earnest attention of every well-wisher of India, and evidence gives promise of a successful issue to efforts put forward in this direction. It will be an evil day for India, if by our negligence and want of support, we fail to place at the disposal of our weavers every improved and economical means of enabling them to profitably pursue their village industry on which directly and indirectly depend an immense number of our people, and drive them to poverty and distress. I commend this subject, therefore, to your most careful consideration.

---

**INDIA'S COTTON INDUSTRY.**

By Mr. S. M. Johnson.

It is right in a conference assembled to consider the agricultural and industrial interests of this great continent, and the measures which might be taken to further advance those interests, that those taking part in it should bring prominently to notice any disabilities under which either or both may appear to labour, or any dangers which may threaten or appear to threaten their welfare, and to put forward suggestions for the best means of removing them in the one case or averting them in the other.

One of India's greatest industries—if not the greatest—is cotton-spinning and weaving, and if we reflect that, after food, clothing is our next greatest need, and that in India cotton fabrics form practically the sole raiment of all its millions, we must admire Nature's wonderful gift of the raw material; for not only can the people of the country grow their own sustenance, they can grow their own covering as well. With such conditions India should be not only the greatest cotton-producing country in the world, but it should also be the greatest cotton-spinning and manufacturing country in the world, and because it is neither the one nor the other that I am induced to ask you to consider the causes.

To-day I must confine myself to the industrial part of the problem leaving consideration of the
cultivation of India's great staple to some other occasion.

The cotton industry, we all know, is divided into two great sections—cotton-spinning and cotton-weaving. Cotton is now almost entirely spun in India by machinery: hand-spinning still survives in parts, but it is a moribund industry and does not require to be considered.

Weaving in this country is divided into two branches, viz., power-loom weaving and hand-loom weaving. The proportion of hand-loom to power-loom cloth in India is about 3 to 1, that is to say, there is about three times as much hand-loom cloth made in India as there is power-loom. There is no question but that power-loom cloth can be made possibly better, certainly cheaper than hand-loom cloth; but owing to the disability under which industries labour in India, and which I shall treat of presently, the power-loom is not worked to its full productive capacity; hence it has not outstripped the hand-loom in the same way as machine-spinning has outstripped hand-spinning, and that is the reason why the production of the one is three times that of the other. I know it will be said that, perhaps, on the whole it is good for India that it should keep to its hand-looms, but that is a proposition that is quite unsound. It is the same question that European countries have had to face before now, and as they have solved it so also will India solve it. If a man with the aid of certain contrivances can make and earn six or ten times as much as another without those contrivances, which think you will gain the day? If power-looms were worked to as great efficiency in India as they are worked in Western countries, hand-weaving would now be a decaying industry, hand-loom weavers would be finding more lucrative employment on power-looms, and India would be making more cotton fabrics and importing less from abroad than she does at present. These remarks bring me to the two great matters concerning India's welfare which we should ponder over. One is a present disability, the other a prospective danger.

The greatest disability which affects Indian industries is the poor quality of Indian labour. It is one which, perhaps, in the course of time will undergo alleviation, but the process must necessarily be a slow one; and unless we realize how great a disability it is and strive to remove it, the process must be slower than it need be. Until our labouring classes learn to value thrift, to value labour, and to value time, they can never hope to compete with Western nations. I have mentioned these three attributes, because I think they may be considered as summarizing all that we care to find in labour. A man who is thrifty will always strive to improve himself as a wage-earner; if he values labour he will strive to excel, whatever his occupation; and if he values time he will strive to do as much as he can in the hours at his command.

These virtues you must all know are conspicuous only by their absence among labourers in India. Go where you will,—search where you may,—you will find everywhere the same complaint, and that is the poor quality of labour, and it is poor because the labouring man is not thrifty—he only values money for whatever it can give him at the moment without a glance at the future; he does not value work for work's sake,—to him it is unfortunately a matter of complete indifference whether his work is bad or good; he does not value time because his practice is not to do as much as possible in a given time but as little as possible.

With disabilities such as these, can Indian industries ever hope to compete with those of Western nations? I am afraid not. If we are ever able to compete it will be due to some circumstance, some factor which is so predominant that even the poor quality of our labour will not entirely outweigh the great benefit accruing therefrom.

To illustrate the position I will take the case of a cotton weaver in Lancashire. A power-loom weaver there works single-handed from 4 to 6 looms, and will turn out from each an average of 78 lbs. of coarse cloth in a week of 55 working hours or 468 lbs. in all for a six-loom worker. A power-loom weaver in India looks after, as a rule, (at all events in the part of India I am familiar with) only one loom and all he can turn out of a similar cloth in a week is at the best 70 lbs. A hand-loom weaver on an improved hand-loom can weave barely 60 lbs. of very coarse cloth in a week; his outturn as compared with a power-loom weaver would probably be not more than 50 lbs. a week as against the power-loom weaver's 70 lbs. But comparing either with an English weaver I ask you to consider the wide difference: it is that a weaver in Lancashire can do the work of at least six Indian power-loom weavers and nine hand-loom weavers.

Do you think the Indian workman in whatever handicraft he may be employed can ever hope to compete with the European if the disparity between them is so great, if the efficiency of the one may be taken as six times that of the other?
And remember this difference is not due to any difference in machinery, the power-loom in India is similar to the power-loom in England, and cotton mills in India are as well equipped as cotton mills in England; the difference is due entirely to the quality of the labour.

India can never become a great industrial nation until its labour improves—it will never be able to utilize its vast stores of raw material until the Indian labourer is a better working man than he is at present. The disability our industries lie under is the poor quality of our labour and the great question is how it is to be improved. I have had many thousands of Indian work-people under my observation and the one invariable feature is that beyond a very limited extent and only in rare cases there is never any improvement—the man of 40 is generally not as good as the man of 30—the man of 30 not as good as the man of 20. What is wanted is to improve the condition of the lowest classes: it is not higher education that is wanted, nor the teaching of the well-to-do; it is the children of the cultivator in the villages and the children of the artisan and the cooly in the cities who require to be brought within the fold and educated so that they will not be divorced from the calling of their parents but sent back to it with all possible speed. The defect in our present system of education is, I think, that under it these classes escape: it does not reach the lowest stratum, and many of those who are taught are too old and are taught too much and their aims are misdirected. The elementary schools I refer to should never take a child under 7 and never keep him after 9; and he should be taught only the simplest elements, given plenty of physical exercise, and then allowed to go back to assist his parents in their calling and be trained in it whatever it is.

I believe if these preparatory schools—especially in cities—were established, and the absolute rule observed not to take a child over 7 or keep him after 9, that in a few years you would find the intelligence of the labourer really improved, and that this start once made would go on improving from year to year.

I have treated of a disability and now I will refer to a danger. The danger that appears to loom large in India's future is the danger that her destinies will be directed not so much by what is best for her, but by what is best for other people. I am not going to launch into a tirade against Government. Our Indian Government is, I suppose, the finest and most beneficent in the world, and British statesmen and British officials are the most upright in the world, but Governments in India are ruled by the party in power in England and parties in England are entirely a matter of votes. When, therefore, you find British voters insisting on a particular policy you may be quite certain their representatives in Parliament will support that policy. It is some years now since an Excise duty was put on Indian-made cotton cloths: it was put on because an import duty was put on imported cotton cloths, and Lancashire said that, if an Excise duty was not put upon the local article, there would be unjust competition between the two.

The import duty was put on for Revenue purposes and not by way of protecting Indian-made goods, but remonstrance and protest were equally unavailing: it was of little use pointing out that there was no competition since similar goods were not made in India; the electors in Lancashire insisted that there should be a duty and a mandate from the British Government was issued accordingly in opposition to the views and desires of British officials in and the people of India.

Though from year to year the campaign against Excise is carried on as vigorously as it is possible for us to do, there appears no prospect of relief, and now we are face to face with fresh trouble and this is the danger to which I ask your attention and which threatens the vitality of your industries. You have no doubt heard of the long factory hours recently practised in Bombay,—I have nothing to say in support or defence of a 15-hour day: the practice of these long hours brought down violent, not to say hysterical, condemnation in Bombay itself and they ceased to be practised; but the echo of them is now reaching us from Lancashire where the most determined efforts are being made to induce the British Government to interfere with the hours of factory-labour in India. The ground on which the Home Government is asked to interfere with our hours of labour is stated to be humanitarian, and there are loud clamours that the hours in India should be similar to those in Lancashire, viz., ten hours a day. Though ostensibly this interference is based on grounds of humanity, the real feeling among Lancashire work-people (and one had only to read its newspapers to see it) is that long hours of work in India mean undue competition with them, and for that reason should be stopped. Let us examine, therefore, these two pleas, first the humanitarian one, and then the undue competition one.
To those who know the conditions under which the factory-hand works in Lancashire, the plea of humanity appears a hollow pretence. Both men and women have to work there 10 hours from year's end to year's end except on Saturdays when they work from 4 to 6 hours. At 6 in the morning, summer and winter, they must be at their work or run the risk of losing their job: steadily so long as the engine revolves they must work—work—work; there is no rest, no cessation, no respite. At 8 they are allowed half an hour for breakfast and about noon one hour for dinner, but for 10 hours there must be steady, continuous, grinding work. There is nothing in India to compare with the life of factory-hands in Lancashire, and as to factory girls, their lot is, indeed, a pitiable one. In a recent Lancashire paper I read that for the loss of an eye a woman weaver got compensation at the rate of 2 shillings a week for 6 months; in the same paper there was a report of a case at Rossendale where a girl of 15 attempted to commit suicide because she was threatened with dismissal for not turning out enough work; and another case in the same paper at Elton where a girl of 14 was killed doing what in India would be a man's work. Similar cases are frequently reported, and reading them my profound conviction is that it is the factory-workers in India who ought to go to the rescue of their fellows in Lancashire, and claim, on humanitarian grounds, that the work there should not be so strenuous, that women should not be employed on men's work, and that intervals should be allowed for recreation.

Indian factories are built in spacious grounds where the workers have unlimited means of recreation, where they bathe, wash their clothes, eat their meals, sleep, and, in fact, live. The Indian mill to its workers is their home. Look at the other picture; land in England is so scarce and so costly, that actual building space only is, as a rule, taken up for a mill; the sides of the mills itself frequently forming the boundaries of the property, and the workers step usually from the mills into the street. That a hand in England should quit his machine to eat, to sleep, to bathe, to wash clothes, to smoke, is an unheard of thing: they are at work continuously from the time they step into the mill to the time they step out again.

Women by customs of caste and other considerations do not work in any part of a weaving mill out here, nor in any part of a spinning mill except the reeling room. In Lancashire they work everywhere; a woman weaver there is often better than a man and does quite as much. Where does the plea of humanity come in?

As to competition it is not the Indian labourer who competes with the English worker: it is precisely the opposite which is true. If, under present conditions and working 72 hours a week, an Indian worker can turn out at the very best only 70 lbs. of cloth, while the European working 54 hours can turn out 468 pounds, what truth is there in the plea that the Indian competes with the European? Is it not the plain palpable fact that even now competition would be utterly—hopelessly—impossible but for some other predominate factor? In the case of cotton, it is because we have the raw material, but if that factor were to disappear and our industries so fettered by unjust labour laws that the Indian labourer was placed on the same level as a European labourer, then our industries would disappear as in a twinkling, and the people would have to go back to the land or emigrate. Let me give you an illustration. It costs in Lancashire the equivalent of 14 pies to make a pound of coarse cloth such as is worn by the lower classes in India. This figure does not include the cost of the cotton or the yarn, but simply the cost of making the cloth and all processes previous thereto including such items as wages, stores and coal. In India a similar cloth would cost at least 17 pies. But the cotton or yarn in these cloths is so much cheaper in India than in England, that the higher cost of production in India is more than made up in the price of the raw material.

That is one of the reasons why England cannot compete with India in coarse goods; but if this difference were to disappear, which it does as you get up to finer counts, then India could not compete at all.

If you take the cost of freight to India, landing and agency charges, and all other expenses, and also include excise duty, you need only add at the outside 20 per cent. on to prime cost and in the case I have given you that would mean under 17 pies against 17 pies—so that but for the raw material European countries could at the present moment land cotton goods in any part of India cheaper than they could be made on the spot.

There are very laudable attempts being made to introduce improved hand-loom in India, and I see it stated by Mr. Chatterton, Mr. Havell, and others, that with improved looms the handloom woven cloth can compete with that from power-loom. But it is a vain hope: if the power-loom weaver could work even two looms,
he could nearly treble the outturn of the hand-loom: it is because he confines himself to one loom that he pulls the power-loom down to the producing power of the hand machine.

But notwithstanding this the cost of weaving on the power-loom is less than on the hand-loom. In a report to the Government of Madras the other day, Mr. Chatterton said that in Ahmednagar on some improved hand-loom coarse cloth had been made at a cost of about 19 pies per lb. The figures he gives, however, do not include cost of repairs and renewals, cost of general charges, management and the like. Nor did it make provision for the days when the looms would be idle. If hand-looms were worked together on a large scale, the cost of making cloth on them would certainly always be higher than the power-loom. Taking a similar cloth to that made at Ahmednagar, the cost of making it on a power-loom would be 17 pies as against the hand-loom’s probable 21 pies, the equivalent of the English cost for a similar article being about 14 pies.

What our European rivals dread in India is not the hand-loom but the power-loom. If by any means—by curtailing factory hours—by interfering with adult labour—by excise duties, the latter could be crushed, then the hand-loom industry would be entirely at their mercy: nothing could possibly save it from rapid extinction.

If, therefore, the hours of labour in India were restricted so that the output of the labourer out here were made to be even less than it now is, it is obvious the factor of the value of the raw material would be a diminishing one: the point would be reached when the saving in cost of manufacture would more than cover the difference in cost of raw material: then what would happen? Your industries must disappear. If cotton yarns and cloths could be landed in India for less than they would be spun and made here, do you think cotton-spinning or power-loom or hand-loom weaving could continue to exist in India? They would disappear like the morning mist.

In interfering with the hours of factory labour in India, I am afraid Lancashire lays itself open to the charge of having one object, one aim, and that is to destroy India’s cotton industry.

These, therefore, are what we have to bear in mind in developing or endeavouring to develop India’s industries. There is first the disability we are under of having poor labour; until we make the Indian labourer a more intelligent and better workman than he now is, we will never be able to compete with European nations.

And there is second the danger of such interference by outsiders with our labour laws as will enhance the cost of our manufactures, and thus bring our markets within easier reach of the skill of Western nations.

---

HAND MECHANISM.

By Sir Henry Cotton, K.C.I.E.

If it is true that indigenous manufactures, and especially cotton goods, have been paralysed by foreign and Manchester competition, what is the most practical remedy to which we must look? The difficulties are great in every direction. It is impossible that in these few words I can do more than touch on the fringe of these difficulties. But great as they are they are not insuperable, and I will offer a few suggestions on one point. It is to labour-saving appliances, to the action of machinery, that we must look for any considerable advancement in technical skill. But what sort of machinery? It will be long before the people of India are in a position to provide the capital of combination necessary for the establishment of manufacturing industries on a large scale. That time will come, but meanwhile there are few opportunities for the development of large factories after the British model. The cotton mill industry in Bombay affords us encouragement and there are a few cotton mills in other parts of India, but their growth and expansion depend upon a large application of individual capital than is now available. Gradual progress will assuredly be made in this direction. But I do not expect it to be rapid. There is substantial foundation for the charge of wasted capital, but even with more capital employed in remunerative enterprise, progress will be slow. The question hinges, in a large measure, on the habit, character and training of the industrial classes. The workmen of India are in the habit of depending upon their
own small capital and have never been accustomed to work under large capitalists for bare wages after the manner of European mechanics. The immediate problem, therefore, which we have to face is the encouragement of sufficiently simple machinery among the masses of the industrial community. We want to improve the common spinning-wheel, the shuttle and the hand-loom. I recall what was done by Messrs. Thomson and Mylne in their well-known patent for sugar-crushing mills. The inventor made a fortune out of this patent, but the people of the country gained greatly by the invention. Can nothing on similar lines be devised for the improvement of the present simple spinning apparatus, something which by the aid of hand-machinery might double the daily outturn of a weaver's work? That is a practical suggestion I have to offer. There is a fortune, I believe, to be made out of it. But patriotic Indians will not look at the suggestion from that point of view. Let the landholders' associations, or benevolent individuals offer prizes or any reasonable encouragement for the discovery of such a cheap and simple mechanism, and I cannot doubt that it will readily be found. It does not seem necessary to go to England for such a purpose. There is surely enough mechanical inventive skill in India itself which would supply all requirements at a very small cost, and there must be many wealthy benefactors of their countrymen who would be willing to supplement the outlay from their own funds and so place the invention at the hands of those who could not otherwise afford it.

### INDIAN INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT.

**By Mr. H. J. TOZER, India Office, London.**

**EVERY** one who desires the progress and prosperity of India must feel that the question of industrial development is of supreme importance. I therefore welcome with pleasure and hope the meeting of the first Industrial Conference. No fitter place of assembly could be chosen than the ancient sacred city of Benares, to which, for 3,000 years, millions upon millions of Indians have turned for light and guidance.

As a slight contribution to the work of the Conference, I may perhaps be allowed to summarise the results of my recent inquiries concerning India's manufacturing industries, trusting that, in my endeavour to be brief and practical, I may not appear dogmatic.

1. Agriculture, for any time worth considering, must be by far the most important Indian industry. In order to increase the produce of the soil, and the profits of the cultivators, educated Indians might lend aid in popularising new staples and better implements, in encouraging the use of selected seed, and, generally, in advocating improved methods of cultivation. The advantages of co-operative credit societies might also be explained to raiyats and artisans.

2. Hand-loom weaving, the most important industry after agriculture, still shows much vitality in spite of the competition of steam machinery. Although this ancient handicraft may ultimately be forced to give way under the pressure of competition, it is of importance socially that the process of decay should be gradual. The introduction of an improved hand-loom consequently appears desirable, but careful inquiry will be necessary to ascertain what kind of loom is best for ease and effectiveness of working. The purchase of the new looms might be facilitated by a system of advances.

3. Industries closely associated with agriculture require the application of more scientific methods. Sugar-production and oil-pressing could be made much more lucrative by the adoption of improved processes and by the utilisation of by-products. There has been a regrettable decline in sugar-production. The cultivation and manufacture of tobacco are also susceptible of improvement.

4. The production of manufactured articles of a complex character on a large scale by up-to-date methods requires—

(a) The choice of a locality in which raw material and fuel can be obtained cheaply, and from which the manufactured products can be readily transported to the consuming markets.

(b) An adequate supply of capital, so that production may not only be on a large scale, but on the best methods, and so that periods of depression may be endured.
(c) Provision of the most recent machinery and fittings.

(d) Capable directors, possessing financial and commercial knowledge, aided by business managers with a complete grasp of technical details. European managers, even at high salaries, are most economical, until a race of Indian managers has been trained.

(e) Well-paid and skilful artisans, whose hours, on grounds of true economy as well as of humanity, should be carefully restricted.

Indians have done a good deal in the production of cotton and jute goods, and there are possibilities of expansion not only in these manufactures, but also in those of silk goods, leather and leather goods, iron and steel, paper, soap, &c.—attention being concentrated for the present on the simpler varieties of such articles.

Now that there is general agreement among educated Indians concerning the need of industrial development, it is to be hoped that practical work will soon be undertaken. Some failures are inevitable at the outset, but with courage, persistence, enterprise, and mutual confidence, a large measure of ultimate success is assured.

In conclusion, I would point out that industry is but one function of the social organism, and that for its free play and development conditions of a non-economic character must also be favourable. Thus social prejudices, differences of creed and caste, may impede industrial progress. These difficulties can only be indicated. Their solution must be left to those who have an intimate knowledge of Indian life and thought, enlarged by ideas imbied from Europe, America, and Japan.

---

AN INDUSTRIAL BUREAU.

By the Hon. Mr. DAJI ABAJI KHARE, B.A., LL.B., Vakil, High Court, Bombay.

WHAT do we wish to achieve by the industrial movement? We desire, first, to open economic and industrial facilities and to produce economic good. How could we be able to do this by mere discussions or dissemination of any quantity of literature over it? We have to do many more things to make the movement really useful. If ever the movement should begin to produce effects in the economic and industrial world, then alone its proper mission will have been fulfilled. In India the problem embraces distinct activities, distinct directions of effort, all of which must be started coincidently and, as far as possible, with proportioned energy and capacity. For instance, is it enough if, say, a hundred persons return from foreign countries after having mastered a hundred different arts and industries? The example of Mr. Wagle—N. B., the Bombay gentleman who returned an expert in glass manufacture, and ended in accepting Government service in Gwalior—ought to be full of meaning to us. If we go on merely encouraging scholarships, and importing hundreds of experts, we do not add a whit to the progress of the industrial cause, if we do not take previous care to afford sufficient scope for the employment of the acquired merits of our experts. So, also, the widest dissemination of literature will not in itself help in the least to produce any tangible results. What we must have is—a well organised, continued, regulated effort—an effort capable of effecting a combination of intellectual forces, with those of capital and enterprise. How to achieve this, is the question. Let the Industrial Conference primarily keep before its view the end above set forth, which means that it must include essentially the following subjects to decide on:—

1. An agency of work which would bring into increasing intimacy with the natural aspirations for economic success, the forces of the commercial and industrial world. We have to do with merchants, traders, manufacturers and capitalists when we propose any step of this kind. Even a skilled England-retumed scholar of ours has, if he is to consummate the end with which he went to England,—first and last only to do with that class, the mercantile community. If we want to spread the knowledge of any manufacture, and make it productive, we must invite and deal with those who have the capacity to undertake it. Therefore, there must be some link, bond or channel by which the commercial and capitalist forces may be held in union with the energies of the Conference or the movement in general.

2. To rouse the attention of the commercial classes, the proceedings of the Conference or the agencies it might establish must be, as far as
possible, in the vernaculars. Even the pamphlets or papers or lists which might be issued should be in the vernaculars, appealing directly to the classes concerned, most of which are ignorant of English.

What sort of an agency must this be? I think that the Conference be asked to institute a Bureau—a permanent institution with a few officers devoted to this work—subject to the control of the Industrial Conference.

1. The Bureau should constitute correspondents from several parts of the country, particularly members of the commercial and manufacturing classes.

2. It should have a regular organ to voice its efforts to keep the agitation alive, to maintain correspondence with experts, mechanics and capitalists.

3. The Bureau must ascertain what fields there are in the several parts of the country for development—fields in manufacture or commerce.

4. It should, after having first consulted manufacturers or persons wishing to undertake or invest in manufacture, recommend scholars to be sent to foreign countries to learn that particular manufacture so as to afford scope and employment to these men after their successful return.

5. It should, also, induce capitalists and others to start particular industries or manufactures, if found triable after proper deliberation.

6. It should call forth information of foreign markets, of foreign fields of trade or industry for Indians and spread it among likely men of enterprise.

7. It should ascertain what arts or industries or handicrafts are still valued by us or foreigners, and see what should be done to improve them or maintain them.

8. It should ascertain what castes there are whose hereditary function has been mainly mechanic or artisan, what their condition is and what might be done to organise them or their Panches so as to assist their own progress and development.

9. Its duties must embrace the widest activities, widest enlightening and organising agencies.

10. It must keep alive a fund fostering, day by day, the Exhibition itself.

If the Conference should start such a Bureau, then alone some tangible work is possible. It might have a paid staff with itinerary secretaries. It might shift its headquarters with the Conference or the Exhibition. You must mark that the Bureau is to be assisted principally by correspondents in different parts of the country. Such a Bureau is more properly within the scope of Government, but since Indian interests are not identical which British interests, we must have our own organisation. There is no other way of effecting economic salvation. Mere exhibitions and conferences will do nothing. The Bureau is manifestly intended to keep alive economic process, to feed constantly the fires of living food for the country, to enliven industrial agencies, to vitalise the very soul of the people so that the industrial organisation will not rot, or grow faint nor grow monotonous.

---

MINING, METALLURGY, MINERAL AND METAL WORKS.

By Rao Bahadur G. V. JOSHI, B.A., Head Master, Government High School, Satara.

These constitute an important department of national industry, and in any scheme of economic revival and reform, are entitled to a prominent place. They present a most fruitful line of effort, and suggest a boundless vista of possible development. Our mineral wealth is immense; and there is no sphere of industrial work in which the openings are so many, and the prizes so great. It was at one time a flourishing industry in the land, giving employment to a numerous section of the population. But it has since shared the fate of so many of our other industries, and perished in the general economic cataclysm that has swept over the land, sending our minors to the plough, or forcing them into the ranks of landless and casual labour. The field, however, is there—vast and rich—open to our enterprise; and it rests with us to properly work and develop it. The economic need is imperative for the endeavour, and we have at present unrivalled opportunities which may not always recur. And now that there is such a national awakening to the economic situation in the country and its necessities, there is, we submit, no more urgent or important question that can
engage the deliberations of the Conference than that which has reference to the rehabilitation of this ancient and glorious industry. As a humble contribution to such a discussion, it is proposed in the following pages to submit a brief general survey of the position as it now presents itself, and respectfully offer a few suggestions with a view to practical action in the matter.

Our mineral deposits are rich and varied. We have diamonds and rubies, gold and silver, copper and lead, iron and coal, mica and aluminium, marble and limestone, and, in fact, every useful mineral we need for our purposes. As Mr. Ball put it (Ec. Geol., p. 1) "Were India wholly isolated from the rest of the world, or were her mineral productions protected from competition, there cannot be the least doubt that she would be able from within her own boundaries, to supply very nearly all the requirements, in such far as the mineral work is concerned, of a highly civilized community."

(a) In India diamonds occur over three wide areas:

1. The eastern side of the Deccan from the Pennar to the Sone, (2) Madras, Cuddapah, Kurnool, Ellore, Kistna and Godavari basins, and (3) Chota Nagpur and the Central Provinces to Bundelkhand. They are found in alluvial deposits—in beds of sand and clay, in ferruginous sandstones and conglomerates. The best diamonds are those from the Kistna District and from Panna in Bundelkhand. The matrices are still undiscovered. The surface workings in several parts of these areas show signs of exhaustion—and, indeed, large diamonds have not been found for years. Both practical and scientific opinion, however, leans to the view that rich beds lie below as yet untouched. Considerable tracts in the Madras Presidency of the diamond Banganapally conglomerate are still untried. There are, besides, large conglomerate beds in the Kistna District to which belonged the old mines of Collur and where the Koldoim was obtained. The Ramallakotta and Banganapally mines are still worked, and yield a remunerative supply of small and rough diamonds. There are promising areas in the Nizam's Dominions which the Deccan Mines Company has recently investigated and reported on by a distinguished expert. In Bundelkhand there are the Panna mines. The ground here consists of ferruginous gravel mixed with reddish clay which is washed for diamonds. The matrix evidently lies deeper. There is a still more important tract lying north-east of Panna where large diamonds, though not of the first water, are obtained; and here, according to Pogson, "inexhaustible strata producing diamonds exist." Presumably as in South Africa, so in these Indian diamond tracts, the workings have hitherto been confined to alluvial deposits, sandstones and conglomerates, apparently the eruptive detritus of low-lying inferior rocks spread over the river valleys, and it would seem necessary to extend the search to greater depths and through "pans" or "pipes" running down into the inferior strata, through which volcanic matter has forced its way to the surface bringing diamonds with it from some lower matrix. There can, however, be no doubt as to the vastness of the treasure that lies hidden here in these diamond fields; and science will guide effective search. Our gold deposits are even richer and more extensive.

(b) Gold occurs in India in the quartz reefs which traverse the metamorphic and sub-metamorphic series of rocks, in the alluvial deposits resting on these rocks, and in places in chloritic schists and quartzites and certain forms of gneiss. All along the foot of the Himalayas from west to east the tertiary rocks which flank the bases of the hills are auriferous, the gold obtained being all detrital, derived from the crystalline metamorphic rocks of the higher ranges. In the Punjab, most of the rivers and streams—whether rising in the higher or lower ranges—contain gold. In Assam, there are auriferous deposits of considerable economic value. Most of the streams contain gold-bearing gravel—the Subansiri and Keswani rivers particularly. In Chota Nagpur gold occurs in considerable tracts, the richest deposits being in the north of Singhbhum and the south of Manbhum in alluvial sands, gravels, and conglomerates. At Sonepet there is what looks like a fine quartz matrix. By far the most valuable deposits, however, are found in Southern India. In Malabar and the Wynaad the metal occurs in the reefs or large lodes of quartz, in the leaders or spurs from them and in the casing rock. Mr. B. Smith's report of 1879–80 mentions a tract here, some 510 square miles in area, in which there are 200 outcrops richer and wider than in any portion of Australia. In Mysore, the Kolar Gold Fields are well known, and their success proves that gold exists in richly paying quantities in many of the lodes running through the Dharwar schists, and lodes of equal richness exist elsewhere, too, in the series. And, in the opinion of Mr. Foote, the mining operations at present in progress tap only to a small extent the gold-bearing
rocks of Mysore. Over the whole extent of the province from north to south run well-marked bands of Dharwar schists so rich in auriferous deposits. The Kolar band is only an out-lie of limited extent. Of the great bands traversing Mysore, the western is said by Mr. Foote to be the largest and least known, being covered by the dense forests of the Western Ghats. In the Bombay Presidency, the district of Dharwar is rich in auriferous deposits which are found in these distinct series of rocks. Lastly we have gold sands in so many of our rivers.

(c) As regards copper it is not an extensive deposit, but where it occurs, it is of considerable richness. It occurs both in the older crystalline metamorphic rocks and also in several of the groups of transition rocks, e.g., in the Cuddapah and Aravalli_series. The most extensive copper deposits are in the district of Singbhum and the State of Dubhim. Copper ores occur in the Madras Presidency in the districts of Cuddapah, Kurnool, Nellore, in Rajputana, in Ajmere, and in several Native States; in the United Provinces, in Kumaon and Gurhwal; and in Bengal, in the Hazaribagh District.

(d) Silver is a deposit of still more limited extent. It seldom occurs native, but is found alloyed with gold as in Mysore in some places, or associated with lead and copper. Argentiferous galena abounds in the districts of Cuddapah and Kurnool in the Madras Presidency and also in the Bhagalore Division of Bengal. Native silver in small quantities occurs in the Kappaliguda hill streams in Dharwar in the Bombay Presidency.

(e) Passing on to iron, we find our supplies of this most useful of minerals are of surpassing richness in extent in both the British Provinces and the Native States. Indeed, there is not a district in the country where iron ores are not to be met with in more or less abundance. In parts of the Peninsula, the deposit is simply magnificent — far even beyond the dreamer’s dream. In the Salem District of the Madras Presidency, the development of the ore is on a scale of unparalleled magnitude, whole hills and ridges being formed of the purest varieties of it; the deposits are not lodes but true beds of marvellous extent and thickness, and the ore obtained is of the best quality and in quantities to be estimated only in thousands of millions of tons. In the Chanda District of the Central Provinces, the iron ores exhibit wonderful richness and abundance. Near Dewalgaon there is a hill named Khandeshwar which is 255 feet high and the whole mass is laden with ore enough to furnish the whole of India with iron for years. The iron ores of the Raniganj field in Bengal occur in iron-stone 1,400 feet thick; and in case of iron works being established here, regular mining for years would not be necessary for a long time. Even in Sind we have masses of magnetite and bands of brown haematite of considerable richness. In the State of Gwalior remarkably rich deposits occur; and so do they in many other Native States.

(f) As to coal, India possesses extensive stores none belonging to the carboniferous period. The whole deposit as far as ascertained, occurs in the rocks of the Gondwana system; and the coal measures exist only in the Central and North-East Provinces, in Western Bengal, the Lower Provinces and the Nizam’s territories. The coal area is estimated at 35,000 square miles, and the amount of coal at over 40,000 million tons. The most extensive coal-field is that of Raniganj situated on the rocky frontier of Western Bengal 120 miles from Calcutta, the available coal being estimated at 14,000 million tons.

Space does not permit of any more details being added here regarding these mineral deposits. Besides, the work of exploration is still incomplete, whole areas lying untouched, particularly in the Native States. Malwa and Kathiawar, Cutch and Bundelkhand, Rewa and the Nizam’s Dominions are in this respect more or less still terra incognita. Enough, however, it is hoped, has been said to convey some general idea of the practically boundless wealth we possess, hidden in the earth’s crust. Broadly speaking, these mineral deposits constitute for us an underground store of capital of immense value (our coal deposit alone is worth 20,000 crore rupees). Nature’s generous gift to us which, if we should only know where and how to find them and turn them to use, would prove a most important help to us in our future industrial developments. Iron and coal are the ground-work of England’s material prosperity; in France and Germany, they are also the main foundation on which the new industries have been built up. In Australia, it is to their mineral resources that the colonies owe the proud position they hold in the Empire as the richest colonies. Here gold was first discovered in 1851; and from that year to 1899, 368 million pounds sterling worth of the metal was obtained. Silver to the value of 29 millions, copper 30 million pounds sterling, and tin 12, together forming a total mineral output during the period of close on 440 million pounds sterling: and an economist
remarks, the development of manufacturing and other industries in these colonies followed as a natural sequence to the acquisition of so rich a treasure. In India, our hidden heritage, to be sure, would not prove of less service.

So richly endowed by the bounty of Nature, India from the earliest times of which there is any record down to within a few years of the British occupation was one of the foremost mining countries in the world. She was able not only to meet from her resources her own local wants, but also to far-off lands some of the finest products of her mines. For centuries and up till 1727 when Brazil entered the market with its cheaper stones obtained from the mines of Minas Geraes, India alone supplied diamonds to the world. The Kohinoor of the British Crown, the Orloff in the sceptre of the Russian Czar, the Pitts diamond among the State jewels in France, and several others in the possession of the princes and magnates of Europe, are from our mines. China got her silver from us. Our iron was held to be of superior quality and was much sought after by the foreign merchants. Indian steel was highly prized for its fine temper and found ready sale in the markets of Persia and England. Firearms and swords damascened on gold and covered with gems passed across the frontiers. Our damascening on iron and steel as turned out even to this day commanded high prices. We had iron foundries in the country capable of turning out work like the wrought-iron pillar close to the Kutab at Delhi, the iron girders at Puri, the ornamental gates of Somnath, the 24-feet wrought-iron gun at Nurwar, which afforded a theme of wonder to succeeding generations.

Megasthenes wrote some 300 years B.C.:—

"India has under ground numerous veins of all sorts of metals, for it contains much gold and silver and copper and iron in no small quantity and even tin and other metals which are employed in making articles of use and ornament as well as the implements and accoutrements of war." And so continued India for centuries afterwards. All accounts go to show that this mining and metal industry was in those days a large and flourishing industry in the country. We had a numerous population of miners and metal workers and every branch of the industry was more or less strongly represented. The work was carried on on an extensive scale and over large tracts; and our miners—though without outside light or guidance—whether working for diamonds or gold, copper or iron, showed remarkable skill and resource in their processes and great boldness and expert knowledge in their operations, of the capabilities of the tracts in which they worked.

Diamond diggings were extensive in the diamond tracts. Traces of old workings are numerous. Pits in graves and shafts of varying depth with horizontal galleries are still to be seen. Even dredging was not neglected where necessary. There were diamond mines in the Cuddapah, Kurnool, Godavari and Kistna Districts in the Madras Presidency, in the Chanda District and in Chota Nagpur. In Kurnool up till within a few short years ago there were over a dozen places where we had both rock workings and alluvial washings for diamonds. Cheur and Cumnaputee in Cuddapah, Manimadugu in Bellary, Collur, Partial, Meluviliny, Sambalpur, Jashpur, Panna were among the leading centres of the industry. There was diamond-polishing in most of these places also.

Gold-mining was perhaps—next to iron and lead—the most extensive branch of the industry, giving employment to numerous classes. Malabar and the Wyanad, Mysore, Dharwar, Chota Nagpur, Singhbhum, were among the chief seats of gold-mining. The miners quarried on the outcrop or sunk shafts with adits. In Malabar they cut them in hard solid quartz, 60 to 70 feet deep, with smooth and plumb lines, and pounded the stone with hand millers. In Jashpur, on both sides of the river Ebe, the tracts were simply honeycombed with shafts sunk by successive generations of gold-seekers. In parts of Chota Nagpur stone washers were to be met with in numerous villages, which were used by the gold-miners. Amalgamation (and the use of mercury) was well known. Gold-washing was an important industry. In the Punjab, in Assam, in Orissa, in the Central Provinces and even in Kathiawar and Rajputana, and also in Cho ta Nagpur, large numbers lived by washing the sands of rivers and streams for gold. In Assam not long ago there were some 15,000 to 20,000 persons engaged in this gold-washing.

Silver.—There were numerous mines of silver in Southern India, in the districts of Cuddapah, Kurnool, and Malabar. Silver was extracted from argentiferous galena at Jagannarapally in Cuddapah to a large extent. There was also some silver working in Rajputana and in the Bhognpore Division in Bengal. There were silver mines in Assam too.

Copper.—It was extensively worked in Kurnool, in Bellary, in Nellore, where ‘hills’ of cop-
per-slag occur to attest the extent of old workings in Hazaribag in Bengal where countless mounds of slag are still to be seen and in Rajputana and in many Native States.

Lead.—According to Mr. Ball, from whose invaluable work on the Economic Geology of India these details are quoted, there is probably no metal in India mined and worked to so large an extent except iron—and we have old workings scattered in so many parts,—in Southern India, in Rajputana, in Bengal, &c.

Iron and Steel.—This represents the largest department of our old mining and metal industry. There is not a district in India—scarcely a village—but had more or less iron smelting and iron work. In North Arcot, for instance, in 1885 iron ore was mined in every taluk and there was iron smelting in 86 villages. Bangalore was noted for both iron and steel. Steel-making at Nirmah in the Nizam’s Dominions had a world-wide reputation. Narsingpur in the Central Provinces turned out excellent iron work. In Alwar there were numerous furnaces. In the Punjab there were large iron and steel works in several places.

Zinc.—In Rajputana, at Jawar, in the Udaipur State, it was largely worked and so was tin in the Hazaribag district in Bengal—some 40 furnaces at the village of Naranga alone.

Corundum.—(Including ruby, amethyst, sapphire, topaz). It was extensively mined in the Bolliary District, in the Hindupur Taluk in Madras and in the Native State of Rewah, where the supplies are said to be simply inexhaustible. Here the diggers had even to use light in underground operations.

Emeralds were mined at Ajmer; beryls in Madras; garnets in the Aravali schists in the Kishengad State, where the outcrop was quarried for over a mile.

Glass.—India abounds in materials suited for the manufacture of glass; and beads and bangles, bottles and fancy articles were made at many places. At Kapadwaj in the Khaira District in Bombay, much good glass-work was turned out.

Mica.—It was mined in the Hazaribag District in Bengal and in the Gaya District in Behar, where at the village of Rajwli mines were worked yielding 400 maunds of mica (23,000,000 plates).

Alum.—It was largely made from alum shales in the Shahabad District in Behar, at Khetri and Singhana in Rajputana, and in Cutch and Sind. In Cutch, before 1818, the export of alum amounted in some years to several hundred thousand maunds.

These brief notes will, it is hoped, suffice to mark the character and extent of the industry that once was ours in the days that are gone. It is no fancy-picture painted by some patriot’s fond imagination, but a faithful portrayal based on authentic records. And so was India, not a fancied or fabled India, but the India of fact and reality, the land par excellence in the Old World of mines and minerals, of diamonds and gold, and silver and copper, iron and zinc, affording varied and honorable employment to numerous classes of her gifted and toiling people who were not then, as now, for the most part passed through the Procrustean process and reduced to the tillers of the soil, putting the seed into the ground and praying to the God of the Skies for rain for their crops.

And be it added, to the honor of our old miners, that a position of such strength was maintained in this important department of national industry in the face of heavy odds. The period was one of unrest and commotion, of change and strife, and the land had no peace and settled government. And it was due mainly to the energy of our workers that the industry, which might have possibly perished in the general crash, was preserved in the condition in which we find it.

Even so the position of the industry was anything but secure. Analysed, the strong and weak points might be thus stated. The strong points were chiefly these:

(a) The hereditary skill of the workers, as shown in their mining operations, quartz-crushing and shaft-sinking with adits, &c., and in their metallurgical processes, amalgamation, steel-making, &c.

(b) Their accurate knowledge of the mineral deposits, of the tracts where they worked, the position, direction, thickness, dip and strike of the veins and lodes, a knowledge evidently acquired by years of patient search and prospeclng.

(c) The force of habit and conservative tradition which led them to hold out under great discouragements.

(d) And their patient perseverance and energy.

(e) An assured market for their productions, there being no such competition from outside as now.
As per contra, the weak points were many and serious, these inter alia:

(a) The industry was relegated for the most part to the lower classes, e.g., aboriginal tribes in Chota Nagpur and Bundelkhand, the Kols and Gonds who did most of the diamond-digging; the upper ranks, men of capital, intelligence and enterprise, holding aloof.

(b) The workers were mostly poor people, who worked on borrowed capital, and the money-lender dictated his own terms. And they had to be content with scanty earning, sometimes not more than a bare subsistence.

(c) They worked individually, each on his own account. There was no co-operative effort in any form or shape. They had their castes no doubt; but they gave them only moral support, and were much like the regulated companies in England.

(d) They had no education whatever. They had only to trust to their intuitive perception, their traditional knowledge and inherited skill. They had not the aid of science. And geology was, in India, a science practically unknown. And their operations could not extend to any great depth, e.g., in the gold diggings in Mysore.

(e) They had no requisite machinery and appliances, say, for drawing or dredging, for boring or driving levels, for lighting or winding. In the case of copper mines, for instance, the access of water proved fatal to extended working. Quartz-crushing was always very hard work on the gold fields.

(f) Their methods were primitive and involved waste. In Orissa, for instance, in many workings the slag often contained 30 to 40 per cent. of the metal. So, again, they used only charcoal. The needful supply of fuel, however, was not always available.

(g) These miners and metal workers had no aid whatever from the State. The rulers in those by-gone days had other ambitions and other ideals than to help their subjects in their industrial pursuits.

(h) On the contrary, the taxes and the royalties they levied were sometimes too heavy a burden on the industry. And even the conditions of the mining leases were hard. In the Bellary District, for instance, in regard to diamonds there were—(1) all diamonds weighing one pound and upwards to be the property of Government; (2) on others a royalty of $2.5 per cent.; (3) a heavy monthly nuzzur besides. At Sambhalpore, the miners had to surrender the diamonds they found to Government, contenting themselves with the gold they could wash out of the gravel.

On the whole, putting the strong and weak points together, it is clear that the position of the industry was radically one of weakness. It lacked organisation, rested on a shaky basis and without the necessary resources of capital and proper direction. There was no attempt at improvement; and in the then state of things none was possible. Evidently an industry so circumstance could only stand as long as, but no longer than, the general conditions of the world’s competition permitted it to stand. And we held our own only so long as things were not much better elsewhere. The century (1756—1857), however, which witnessed the final passing of India under British rule, was in Europe and America a century of unparalleled growth and progress. The old order of things gave place to the new; science advanced, commerce expanded, and the arts improved; and economic developments followed in these countries of a character and a magnitude which had no precedent in the annals of the world. The mining and metal industry shared in this general movement of progress. Geology was extensively studied, particularly economic mineralogy; and with the aid of applied science in other directions, the whole art of mining and metallurgy was revolutionized; and vast improvements were effected in methods, processes and machinery; and the industry was elevated to a plane of efficiency never reached before. In India, on the other hand, we stood where we were—moving and working in the old ruts. But a change soon came. With the British occupation India’s isolation came to an end; and we were placed in close commercial intercourse with the nations of Europe and America. And with the policy of the open door, and with no protection whatever, we found ourselves to our utter consternation face to face with an industrial competition with which, even on our own ground, we were powerless to cope. It was, indeed, a heavy shock, a crushing impact to our old industries; and now half a century and more of such violent collision, such unequal conflict, has had its natural effect. Our industries are all but extinct and our market is flooded with foreign imports. The indigenous worker is elbowed out of the field; and the foreign trader enjoys the easy monopoly.

In no branch of national industry is the collapse of our native enterprise more complete than in
mining and metal work. It is an awful and total shipwreck. Only here and there a broken spar to be met with. Some iron smelting in the remote villages, some brass, copper and bell-metal work in the towns; the making of glass beads and bangles here and there, this is still ours. So, again, we mine some mica in Nellore and make and refine saltpetre in Behar. This is about all that is left to us of this old extensive industry. Most of the important branches are simply crushed out of existence. Diamond-digging is gone, ironwork and steel-making exist no more; copper mining has completely ceased; lead is little worked; and even gold washing which at one time was an important industry supporting thousands of poor people is dead. In Assam where there were 20,000 persons so engaged, there are now just 3 and in all India 1,300. A few figures from the Census and Trade Reports will make the situation clearer.

Number of persons employed in this industry, including workers and their dependants:

(a) Gold-washers ... 1,301
Jade and diamond miners ... 1,271
(b) Brass, copper, and bell-metal workers ... 251,622
Tin, zinc and lead ... 60,742
Workers in iron and hardware. 13,35,256
... 16,57,620
(c) Knife and tool makers ... 7,183
Agricultural implement makers ... 215,931
Glass makers ... 78,152
... 366,266
(d) Workers in gold, silver and precious stones ... 15,72,249

(a), (b), (c), (d), 3,538,707, i.e., 12 per cent. of the whole population.

Thus, we have at present 3½ million persons still in this line of occupation. Leaving out the comparatively large class of goldsmiths whose work is rather more ornamental than useful, there are just 2 millions and no more in the field, i.e., 7 per cent. of the total population of the country and this in respect of an industry one of the most flourishing and extensive! Practically, the whole old mining population is forced out, compelled to quit the mines—it does not know how to work under modern conditions and seek a living elsewhere! What an industrial exodus before the resistless advance of the foreign exploiter who, with his superior organisation and resources, leaves the Indian worker but little hope or chance!

And while, thus, our mining and metal work has perished, our market has passed almost completely under the control of the foreign trader, and the indigenous supply, except at the village fairs, is now almost at the vanishing point. The imports, inclusive of gold and silver, were in value last year nearly 55 crores. The principal figures are (1904—05).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Lakhs of Rs.</th>
<th>Crores of Crores</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arms, ammunition, military stores.</td>
<td>120.3</td>
<td>19.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemicals</td>
<td>69.9</td>
<td>10.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal, coke, fuel</td>
<td>49.3</td>
<td>7.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware and cutlery</td>
<td>285.5</td>
<td>45.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machinery and mill work</td>
<td>437.2</td>
<td>70.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metals</td>
<td>993.2</td>
<td>158.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railway plant and stock</td>
<td>560.7</td>
<td>90.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt</td>
<td>71.2</td>
<td>11.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mineral oils</td>
<td>327.9</td>
<td>53.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass and glass-ware</td>
<td>112.5</td>
<td>18.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jewellery</td>
<td>105.1</td>
<td>16.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earthenware and porcelain</td>
<td>29.2</td>
<td>4.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building and engineering materials.</td>
<td>35.3</td>
<td>5.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stone and marble</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>4.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>31.82</td>
<td>50.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold and silver (net imports)</td>
<td>23.06</td>
<td>3.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Total</td>
<td>54.90</td>
<td>8.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The figures speak for themselves. A yearly foreign import of about 55 crores of rupees, in respect of mining and metal work alone, while our plentiful mineral deposits lie unworked and unutilized. What a field of varied and fruitful industry is here voluntarily surrendered to the foreign worker instead of providing these things ourselves for our own use, not to mention exports to foreign countries; we are content to get them from others, leaving them the work, the profit of such work, and all its higher benefits and let our miners shift for themselves as best they can, starve and suffer for want of employment. An old and proud nation uncomplainingly resigning itself to such a condition of things—no severer penalty can be conceived of ignorance and the moral incapacity and helplessness it induces.

Thus, whether we take the census or trade figures and test the position from the point of view of population or foreign supply, we see only too clearly what a total and extensive collapse is here in regard to our mining and metal work. The field lies almost deserted and has the dismal look of an abandoned Australian digging. Our minerals are still there; our mines are there—of diamonds and gold, of copper and iron—the hidden wealth lies underground. Only we, the heirs to the treasure, are forced to quit the arena where we do not know how to hold our own, and our miners compelled to betake themselves to the plough—or worse—and earn a precarious living!
Such a collapse—and of an important and extensive industry—is a fact of our present position of serious import. To the nation it means the atrophy of a fine side of its economic life—a dismemberment of its co-ordinated and balanced system of industrial work, a fruitful source of wealth abandoned and a splendid field of employment surrendered to the foreign worker; to the working population, it means the loss of an extensive industry which once afforded varied occupation to numerous classes; and to the miners the loss of their hereditary employment and a compulsory resort to an agricultural life and with the grim spectre of famine staring them in the face!

There is one more feature of the present position which deserves notice. We have in several parts of the country a number of mining and metal works started and run mainly under foreign auspices on modern lines. The aggregate work—though the outcome of a series of efforts extending over 80 years and upwards, is small—limited in scope and range and meagre in its practical results. It is, moreover, a new form of industrial activity with which we, the people of the land, are but little associated and is of help to us only as indicating an important line of endeavour in the new direction. Taking the latest official report on Mineral Productions in India (1898–1903), we find the total value of minerals produced in 1903 was £ 4,988,527, or 7½ crores approximately.

The minerals are as follow:—(000s omitted).

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Mineral} & \text{Value} \\
\hline
\text{Gold} & 2,302 \\
\text{Coal} & 1,269 \\
\text{Salt} & 366 \\
\text{Saltpetre} & 288 \\
\text{Petroleum} & 354 \\
\text{Rubies} & 98 \\
\text{Mica} & 86 \\
\text{Manganese ore} & 132 \\
\text{Jade stone} & 47 \\
\text{Iron ore} & 4 \\
\text{Graphite} & 16 \\
\text{Tin, Amber, Magnesite} & 10 \\
\hline
\text{Total value} & 4,988,527 \\
\text{Rupees} & 7 \frac{1}{2} \text{ crores} \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

Of these, salt is a Government monopoly. Saltpetre was once a Government monopoly under the East India Company’s rule, then transferred to European firms, and now, when the trade has largely fallen off, is again in Indian hands. Mica is in the hands of the native workers who hold their leases at a fixed royalty of Rs. 50 per acre. Part of the coal production belongs to native mine owners and associations. The rest of the mineral production of the year represents the results of European enterprise and capital. Leaving out of account salt and saltpetre, we have an annual output of, say, 6½ crores rupees—surely an insignificant item in the industrial balance-sheet of the nation. But they are all successful enterprises conducted on modern methods and in the case of gold and rubies yielding large dividends. They are useful to the nation as affording for its guidance a remarkable object-lesson in industrial exploitation on the new lines. They are, however, too small to affect or alter the general position. The average number of persons employed in these mines is about 102,000—and, work and wages for so many workers, This is all our direct material gain.

Such in brief outline is the present state of things. The picture is rather a shaded, cheerless picture—the picture of a vanished industry once so prosperous—of numerous sections of the population once living in such comfort by it forced to quit their ancestral calling, and thrown on the land, to shift as best they may, of no beginnings yet to be noticed, nor even a sign of any serious endeavour to rescue them from their fate! The few new enterprises in the country serving no such purpose, the nation looking on with apparent unconcern; no outlook could be less hopeful! Now, however, there is a turning of the tide. With the new national awakening as symbolised in the Swadeshi movement there comes a glorious opening, a new prospect bursting on the view, bright with hope and promise. Things which only a short while ago seemed all but impossible and chimerical, are now well within the range of possible attainment. And there is every reason to hope that we may not have any very long to wait before some vigorous action is taken to grapple with this branch of the general industrial problem.

Such an endeavour under the existing circumstances is a duty—a national duty—which we ought not to put aside. Every economic consideration emphasizes the necessity of such remedial and ameliorative action. There is first the economic evil of a general dependence on agriculture as the one sheet-anchor of industrial life; there is next the condition of the people question—the grinding poverty in which a vast mass of the population is under the existing conditions of economic life in the country, condemned to live, imperatively demanding the opening out of diverse lines of non-agricultural employment to relieve
the pressure: there is again the problem of a general re-construction of our national industrial system, of which this mining and metal industry forms such an important and integral part. There is also this further aspect of the matter. As things are, there are whole tracts in India where agriculture cannot well prosper—neither the soil and climate nor the water supply conditions being favourable for it—but which are highly mineralized tracts such as Kurnool and Cuddapah in the Madras Presidency; and it is simply distressing to find that no effort is made to work such tracts along the lines of development their varying resources suggest. Just as different classes of people require different lines of employment suited to their aptitudes, so, too, different tracts of country—industrially speaking—need different treatment according to their capabilities; and it is a grievous economic mistake to turn a whole country of varied physical features and diverse resources into a sheep-run or a cattle-farm as it is to turn a whole population of varied constituent elements on the land; the Procrustean process is as ruinous in the one case as in the other, and does incalculable harm to the general style and tone of economic life. Kurnool, for instance, in the Madras Presidency, is one of our richest zillas with its diamond deposits and copper ores, and was at one time one of the most flourishing centres of such mining industries in Southern India. There are a number of localities in the district where numerous traces are still to be seen of rock workings and alluvial washings for diamonds as well as of extensive copper-mining operations. Now, however, there is neither copper-mining nor diamond-digging here and the tillage of the land is the only occupation of the people. The consequence is—the district is a poor agricultural district—ever in the grip of famine and with a starving, struggling agricultural population. The same is the case with Cuddapah, another Madras District, which is even worse off, to be sure, under normal conditions of varied economic development. These zillas in Southern India ought to be among the foremost mining districts in the land. Similar remarks apply to various other parts of the country.

The need for a comprehensive endeavour to initiate such varied development of the country’s resources is thus obvious, and will meet with general recognition; and the revival of our old mining and metal work is suggested as one important step in the new direction.

We will now proceed to submit a few observations indicating in a general way the lines on which such revival of this mining and metal industry may be initiated. And the first question in this connection for consideration is the question of agency. What is the best and fittest agency for purposes of such work? The State, the foreign enterprise, or we the people of the land, or all these together?

In this matter, the Government of India does not follow the doctrinaire principle of laissez faire. It holds, and rightly, that as a policy, whatever its adaptability elsewhere, it is altogether unsuited to the circumstances of the country. A protective tariff is, of course, out of the question: and the State has not even any large works of its own—if we except the Warora Collieries—and carefully abstains from starting any—where, as for instance, in iron and steel, it might most appropriately do so. There is the sanction of precedent as well as of abstract theory for such direct intervention on the part of the State in matters industrial, and there is further ample warrant for such in the economic conditions that prevail in India. But Government does not think fit to go so far and embark upon such a course of direct action. And its consistent policy during the whole of the past century has been to look up to private enterprise to do the work and confine its own efforts to aiding, encouraging, and stimulating it in every legitimate way by the grant of liberal concessions, subsidies and advances, etc., etc. The principle of State help and State guidance in pioneer work in the line is fully recognised; and the general attitude of the State in India in respect of such undertakings leaves little to be desired.

As for ourselves, however, it is obvious we have hitherto done little to avail ourselves of our opportunities in the matter. We have our saltpetre refineries in Behar and mica mines in Nellore; and we have a considerable share in coal production in Bengal. But such straggling efforts apart, our association with the new enterprises is almost nil. Whatever the causes of such aloofness on our part, the fact is there as stated and has to be frankly admitted.

And thus, so far, English enterprise is there and holds the field. It has been doing its work in the line ever since 1820 when the first coal mine in Bengal was opened, and the first attempt made to work iron ores on the modern methods. And during the whole of the time it has had the most active support of the Government of India.
As far as this development of industry is concerned, the net result of its labours, extending over 80 years and more, is on the whole meagre and just touches the fringe and no more. Coal and gold, petroleum and manganese ore, gems and mica, jade stone and graphite are about all the minerals yet tapped. There are some 74 registered mining and quarrying British Companies including coal, gold, mica, etc., with a nominal capital of 3 to 6 crores of rupees. The total number of mines in 1903 was (including both European and Indian) 646, the average number of persons employed being 102,195, and the total value of minerals produced was, as already stated before, £4,998,527, or leaving out salt and saltpetre £4,367,893. This represents the total net outcome of 83 years' effort on the part of English enterprise, enjoying the cordial support of the Government to develop our mineral resources. This cannot be regarded as satisfactory or in any way encouraging. But we have no right to complain. The work that has been done deserves acknowledgment; and it is only fair to recognise that there are obvious limitations to the extension and usefulness of such undertakings engineered by foreign enterprise. The field of effort is ours, and we have no right to expect the foreign exploiter—whatever the energy he may bring to his task—to do everything for us without our aid or co-operation in any form or degree. There are, further, certain considerations in regard to this point which we have to bear in mind.

1st.—English industrial enterprise is justly famed throughout the world for its unrivalled energy and its splendid achievements. It has claims coming upon it from all quarters of the globe, and its help is sought in developing so many virgin fields and pastures new. Australia and South Africa, Tasmania and New Zealand, Canada and the West Indies with their immense possibilities—these and others within the ring-fence of the Empire, and Egypt and China, and the rising countries of South America outside—with such and so many superior competing fields for exploitation, India evidently can expect to have but a limited chance. The activity of English enterprise will naturally follow the broader lines; and the chances of its taking up the work of industrial revival and development in an old country like India will be at the best remote, and this to our thinking accounts for the slow and meagre advance yet achieved in India. Take Tasmania—a poor Australian colony—with but little hope up till 1850 when coal was first discovered; and gold two years later. The work of systematic geological exploration was commenced in 1860, and after an exhaustive survey of the mineral deposits of the island colony, English enterprise took up the work; and in 30 years' time Tasmania has become one of the foremost mining colonies in the Commonwealth taking the lead in copper production. The progress of Victoria, another Australian colony—since the discovery of gold in 1851—has been under the auspices of the same agency simply magnificent; and the colony is now one of the richest in the Empire with a total gold production of 266 million pounds sterling. In India such work commenced in 1820; and after 85 years the mineral production is not yet over 5 millions in value. The contrast well illustrates the point.

2ndly.—It is worth noting that when even so we get our chance, and English enterprise comes to your help, it comes to our help only in respect of the most promising lines of development. It does not take up—and why should it?—any inferior or less attractive fields. Its operations as yet extend only to a limited range; but even within the limits of that range it is to be noticed that they are confined for the most part to some of our richest tracts. Whether we take coal or gold, petroleum or gems, we find that the work of the British Companies does not go much further. Coal, for instance, is a well paying mineral—but coal mining is yet limited to the Gondwana fields, whereas at Raniganj and Jherra the richest seems to occur. These two coal fields produce between them over 70 per cent. of our total coal production of the year. So, again in the case of gold the mining is practically restricted to the Kolar mines in Mysore which are about the richest in India. Eight Companies are here working with a total capital of less than two millions sterling (18). The total value of the metal extracted from 1882 to 1903 being 18.6 millions sterling—ten times the original investment and over 8 millions sterling paid as dividends—more than four times the capital. Similarly, petroleum is worked in Burma under almost "ideal" conditions on the well-known Yenang-yaung oil-field in the Kodaung tract, As to rubies, the Ruby Mines Company is in a position to pay about 18 per cent. dividends. But we have not got such splendid tracts all over the country, and there are numerous areas where these and other minerals occur, but where the conditions of development are not so attractive; and they yet lie almost untouched. The gold deposits, for instance, of
the Wynaad, of Chota Nagpur and of Assam are unworked, and the Government specialist reporting on them only recommends further prospecting and trial workings. As to iron ores they still lie undeveloped, and with all the repeated attempts on the part of Government to get iron and steel works established, and an important industry developed ever since 1820, there is as yet only one British Company in the field—the Barrakur Iron and Steel Company.

3rdly.—Manifestly, such efforts on the part of English enterprise and such help rendered in respect of our industrial revival whatever their value per se can never suffice for our requirements. Ours is an old country where the lines of work and new developments lie on varied planes of prospective benefit and success, and where what is most needed is an even all-round advance. Here the work to be effected has to be steady, persistent, and all over the field. Foreign enterprise will be easily persuaded to take up the working of the Kolar mines or the Yenang-yang oil-fields; but the development of tracts less favourably conditioned like Assam, or the Wynaad, must be our own work; and no foreign exploiter will assist us here.

4thly.—Further, under such a division of work as between indigenous and foreign enterprise, the inequality of the conditions, effort is only too apparent. Indigenous enterprise is placed at a serious disadvantage when the foreign exploiter is permitted to get hold of the richest tracts and it is only the less favoured that fall to the share of the native worker; the arrangement certainly involves a grave injustice, and is eventually likely to retard rather than promote the country's advance. The indigenous worker so handicapped may not be able to take up the less promising fields which, in such a case, must remain undeveloped. At all events such a state of things is a great discouragement to native industrial enterprise which is yet so feeble and just taking shape and which requires for its growth all the nursing and stimulus it could receive.

5thly.—There is, also, besides this consideration which applies with peculiar force to mining industry:—As in the case of pearl and other fisheries, so in this, the supply of the raw material is a natural supply existing independently of human intervention. Further, it is a supply incapable of augmentation or replenishment by human effort. It is a limited treasure, hidden underground, and is in the nature of God's gift to the country where it lies, and belongs of right to the people of that country and to no one else. No doubt, in India, technically and in law the State owns the minerals as it owns the forests, except in permanently settled tracts; but such ownership can never be absolute. It is a trust held on behalf of the people and to be administered for their benefit. And in this view of the matter, it would appear that the mines should be in the hands of the people whose property they are, and to be worked by them and ought not on any account to be suffered to pass into the hands of outsiders. And when—and as long as—the people are not for any reason in a position to so take them over, they should be held by the Crown in trust and worked as Crown mines for them. In some of the Native States the most valuable of the mines were held as the Raja's property and managed as such.

Looking at the matter from this point of view, it would seem that the working of our mines as things are, is the weakest part of the existing system. Most of these mines are leased to foreign companies. They hold and work them; we the people of the country get only a small royalty for the State and wages at the rate of 4 annas a day for the labour employed. We have absolutely no further share in their working or management. The business experience and the invaluable training all go to the foreign Syndicates. Besides as the mines are worked, and to the extent they are worked, they are exhausted, and such exhaustion is a permanent loss to the country which can never be recouped. An exhausted coal-mine or a worked-out petroleum field is an irreparable loss. Take, again, the ruby mines in Burma. The supply of gems is not an inexhaustible supply, and when it comes to an end, part of the nation's hidden treasure is gone, and absolutely, never to be replenished, foreign enterprise is the only gainer. Nor, again, does the existing system bring us any moral advantage. The business is all administered by outsiders in all its main departments. We are not associated with any, and the exclusive arrangement which shuts us out from all participation in the higher advantages of business discipline fails naturally to promote amongst us a spirit of enterprise. 328 prospecting licenses were issued during the years 1888-1903,—129 in Burma, 82 in the Madras Presidency, 64 in the Central Provinces, and the rest elsewhere. Of these, 64 were for search for gold; 48 for petroleum, 36 for manganese ore, 26 for graphite and plumbago, &c. But excepting Mr. Tata's in the
Central Provinces, we doubt if half a dozen of these 328 prospecting licenses are held by Indians. They are for the most part in the hands of the foreign exploiters. Such is the cramping, paralysing effect of the existing system of exclusive foreign exploitation on indigenous enterprise in this matter of mining.

Nothing, economically speaking, could be less satisfactory. In the case of this mining industry, the development of the country's resources has meaning and a reality, when the minerals mined out go to the people and are added to their standing working reserve of wealth, and when further, such development has the effect of encouraging and stimulating their enterprise in the process. But when neither is the case, it is no economic development proper, but one of the worst forms of exploitation conceivable. And under such circumstances, every ounce of gold, every ton of coal, every gallon of mineral oil, every gem mined out which leaves the country is a dead loss and without an equivalent.

In commenting upon Lord Curzon's great speech at the Calcutta Chamber of Commerce Dinner (February 18, 1903) over two years ago, the Statesman puts this point with great clearness, thus:—

"In the case of the mining industry, for instance, it (i.e., the development of the country's resources by English capital) means not merely that the children of the soil must be content for the time being with the hired labourer's share of the wealth extracted, but that the exportation of the remainder involves a loss which can never be repaired. Though the blame largely rests with them, we can well understand the jealousy with which the people of the country regard the exhaustion, mainly for the benefit of the foreign capitalist, of wealth which can never, as in the case of agriculture, be reproduced. It is, in short, no mere foolish delusion, but an unquestionable economic truth, that every ounce of gold that leaves the country, so far as it is represented by no economic return, and a large percentage of the gold extracted by foreign capital is represented by no such return, implies permanent loss."

So, again, recurring to the subject a few days later, it writes (March 5th, 1903):—

"As we said in a previous article, the exploitation of the mineral resources of the country by the foreign capitalist stands on a different footing; for in this case the wealth extracted is not reproduced, and, on the not unreasonable assumption that it would sooner or later have been exploited with Indian capitalist may unquestionably be said to deprive the people of the country, for all time, of a corresponding opportunity of profit. Even in this case, however, it must not be supposed that the people of the country reap no benefit whatever from the exploitation. They lose a valuable asset, in the shape of the potential profit on capital, it is true; but they receive a greater or smaller quota of the value of the mineral wealth extracted, in other forms such as wages and royalties. In some cases, no doubt, wages and royalties combined are small compared with the profits of the capitalist; but these are the exception rather than the rule."

In both Japan and China under the new awakening, this undesirable side of foreign industrial exploitation in this matter of mining industry is well borne in mind, and the laws provide statutory safeguards and limitations in favour of the national interest. In Japan "prior to 1900 Japanese subjects only were allowed to undertake mining industry or become the partners or shareholders of a Mining Company; but according to the amendment introduced in the same year, any Japanese subject or any Company organised in accordance with the Japanese Commercial Code may undertake mining industry in Japan, so that foreigners may now take part in the mining industry in Japan, as partners or shareholders of a Mining Company." (Financial and Economical Annual of Japan No. 111, issued by the Department of Finance, Tokio, 1903, p. 48). Similarly, in China "The control of mining operations is now in the hands of the Board of Commerce which has made new regulations respecting the Constitution of Mining and other Companies. Of the capital of any Chinese Company not more than 50 per cent. may be foreign and every foreign Company must reserve at least 30 per cent. of its share capital to be taken up by Chinese" (Vide Statesman's Year Book, 1905, p. 529).

The reasonableness of such statutory restrictions is beyond dispute, and we wish we had some such in India. But here, alike in the British Provinces and in the Native States this higher economic point of view is more or less put aside, and our mines are freely made over on lease to foreign Syndicates for exploitation. Our very rights of property in them are denied, and they are treated as though they were the mines in "No-man's-Land." Viewing the matter from the standpoint of cosmopolitan progress, Lord Curzon in his Calcutta speech above referred to observed in this connection:—"The whole industrial and mercantile world is one great field for the tiller to till;
and if the man who lives on the spot will not cultivate it with his own spade, then he has no right to blame the outsider who enters it with his plough." All the same, however, it is permissible to hold the view that it would have been better for us and the country, if instead of calling in the aid of foreign Syndicates in the matter, the State in India had thought fit to own and work these mines itself as it owns and works the railways and the Warora Coal mines. Similarly referring to the agreement recently arrived at with the concurrence of the Government of India between the Mysore Durbar and the Kolar Gold Mining Companies for an extension of their existing leases when they severally terminate for 30 years on condition of the payment of royalty as at present, viz., 5 per cent. on the gross output and 2½ per cent. on dividends as and when declared, it would seem that the Durbar would have done better if it had decided to take over these mines itself on the determination of the existing concessions and made them over for working to some Mysorean Syndicate or failing such Syndicate, retained them under its own administration, and run them as State concerns. In this connection it is worth noting that while the Mysore Durbar takes only 2½ per cent. as its share of the dividends, the Government of India in their concession to the Ruby Mines Company in Burma claim 30 per cent. of the profits of the concern as the State share. So again, it is not easy to understand the considerations which have led the Government of the Nizam to grant large mining concessions in the Hyderabad territories to a foreign Syndicate in preference to Messrs. Tata and Company.

Be that as it may, we recognise that it is chimerical to hope to have in India such restrictions relating to this industry as exist in Japan and China. But we trust and hope that in view of some of the considerations referred to in previous paragraphs, Government cordially desires and is fully prepared to do all that lies in its power to promote indigenous enterprise in this direction. English works started and run in India by English Syndicates on lines suggested by their experience of the freer conditions of industrial life in England do not naturally require any direct aid from the State. Indian indigenous enterprise, however, is just in its first stages of growth and is entitled to a larger measure of State support, and we have no doubt that when the Indians enter the field and ask for it, they will get it at the hands of the Government of India.

The main point of the argument is that this mining industry pre-eminently represents a field of effort which belongs to us and to no one else, and that we ourselves should work and develop our mines as best we can with our own exertion, as far as possible, and with such aid from the State in case of need as we may legitimately claim. In this as in other branches of industrial work it is well to bear in mind that there is no instance in history of one nation undertaking and carrying out with success the development of the industrial resources of another by such methods of direct exploitation. In the case of the Colonies and Settlements, the work there has been in supersession and exclusion of the wild aboriginal populations. And, all things considered, it is clear that self-help is for us the only safe rule of action. The field is vast and varied—only touched on the fringe.

Surely it is unreasonable to expect the outsiders to work it for us: nor—judging from close on a century's experience—does it seem likely that English enterprise would render to us the measure of assistance we need for the purpose, and even supposing that it would, it is open to grave doubt whether we should avail ourselves of such assistance and entrust to other hands the work which it is our national duty as it is our national interest that we should do for ourselves. The hard economic situation in India imperatively demands of us such an effort, and requires that we should put our hands to the plough and till the field which is ours by right of birth. And it would be little short of a dereliction of duty on our part if we should blindly persist in our present strange unconcern and aloofness and passively look on while it was being exploited by foreign agencies.

And now the practical question for us to consider in this connection is, in what way and on what lines we may best be able to organise work of our own in this department of industry and take up our proper position in respect of its development.

First, then, as to the conditions of the effort required—

(1) At the outset it may be pointed out that with us such an effort is no new effort. Mining has been in the country an important industry for centuries, and the work before us is essentially a work of revival and restoration only on modern methods. Our old miners are still there, though not now actually engaged in the line. They have still their old traditions and, in parts of the country, their hereditary knowledge of their local mineral capabilities, e.g., the gold washers of
Chota Nagpore and the diamond diggers of Cuddapah, and their assistance will be of service to us in the new effort.

(2) Even so, we have to remember that this mining industry differs from other industries in certain important respects. The minerals are there as a natural product independently of our effort, but they lie underground and there is the element of chance which cannot be altogether dissociated from the effort as in the case of fisheries.

(a) Where these minerals occur, such as coal or argentiferous shale, in beds and seams which are constituent members of the enclosing series of rocks and of contemporaneous origin with them, the geologist is able to give us in the work of exploration all the aid we need. He can mark out for us the geological zones of their occurrence to which prospecting has to be limited. But in cases in which the minerals are to be found only in veins, lodes, or masses disseminated through various formations, e.g., diamonds or rubies, gold or copper, there is an uncertainty about their occurrence and extent, which science even in its present advanced stage is not able completely to remove. The veins and lodes differ in thickness within very wide limits. Sometimes they may thin out and even disappear, or after a break reappear at lower depths, their lie, their strike, their size all present variations which cannot be calculated beforehand. No doubt in certain cases there are the well-known affinities of mineral vein and lodes for particular rocks and geological formations to guide us) e.g., magnetic oxide or peculiar iron ore usually occurring in the granites or copper in slate formations. Still, chance cannot in all cases be altogether eliminated.

(b) There is further—in the case of both these classes of minerals—the uncertainty of the find. Geology and the observation of surface indications and associated minerals and peculiarities of fauna and flora are both of help in the matter. But all the same, prospecting is always more or less in the nature of a speculation.

(c) There is, again, the peculiar difficulty of work in the mines. The open shafts and pits are comparatively easy to conduct; and our miners are used to it; but labour is distasteful in underground works where mining is done under cover of rock or earth and excavations are carried out of solid minerals under water, e.g., the dredging of gold-bearing gravel from river bottoms or of liquid minerals by wells. Here trained miners are required, and appropriate machinery.

Such are some of the inherent uncertainties of the industry. We have also to look to the nature of the field where our work must lie.

Our mineral resources are rich and varied—though not quite as magnificent as those of the United States or South America. There is not a district in the country excepting, perhaps, Sind and parts of the barren Deccan which is not found on exploration more or less well mineralised. Even Rajputana has its underground supply of beryl and garnet, lead and limestone, silver and slate, and Rewah has an inexhaustible supply of corundum. But ours is an old country where there has been mining from time out of mind. As a natural result, the tracts to which the old operations extended show more or less signs of exhaustion. But it is the surface diggings that are so exhausted. The mineral supply lying deeper is perfectly intact. And this applies to diamonds and gold as it does to copper and silver shale. It may be added in this connection that the Mysore Kolar mines are worked on the lines of the old operations—only the metal is sought at greater depths. The law of diminishing returns holds good in the case of mining as it does in that of agriculture, and re-working the old mineral tracts must mean a smaller return to capital than in the case of virgin fields. But this is a necessary condition of such industrial work in an old country like India and has to be accepted as such. Even in Australia, and in and around Ballarat itself gold is now sought under a regular system of mining at great depths below the surface and so too in the United States. This, however, apart, there are extensive deposits in many parts of India—and gold which will last us for years and years. In regard to diamonds, there are considerable tracts of the diamond-bearing conglomerate in the Cuddapah District which are intact, untouched and untried by the old miners. So, too in the matter of gold, the metal exists in richly-paying quantities in many of the lodes running through the Dharwar schists, &c., &c.

We must remember that the work in the new line must be up to the level of the modern standards. Mining is now a scientific art and no longer an empirical industry, and unless the requisite standard of efficiency is reached, we can have no chance whatever under the hard modern conditions of the world's competition. Protection in India under the existing system of government is beyond the pale of practical politics, and we cannot and ought not to rely upon such shelter even in the first stages of the effort.
So, practically though the work is one of revival, we must begin at the beginning and start as with a complete tabula rasa. The old tools and appliances, the old methods of exploration and prospecting, the old empirical processes of mineral extraction and mineral dressing, &c.,—all these will have to be discarded. And as the Japanese have had to do under somewhat analogous circumstances we must employ the most effective modern machinery and mining methods whether for boring and blasting, for draining or dredging, for winding or haulage, &c., and, indeed, if we mean business, we must call in expert guidance and help in respect of all the different branches of the industry. Nor is this all. We must further have a fresh organisation of the whole working agency.

Thus, the inherent uncertainties of the industry which even advancing science cannot altogether eliminate the apparent surface exhaustion of the mineral tracts to which the old mining operations extended—pointing to the necessity for deeper and consequently more costly diggings—a high level of efficiency in the work under modern conditions as a sine qua non, and with it the employment of the newest and most effective machinery and methods for such work—these are among the conditions of the new effort to which we are called in this matter of mining and metal work. Agricultural revival cannot be half so difficult, nor even the starting of cotton mills; and it is evident that for an efficient organisation and prosecution of the work on the new lines we must have every aid that we can possibly obtain—State aid, popular aid, the aid of the foreign capitalist, &c. Above all, we must have the fundamental resources of enterprise and capital commensurate with our requirements.

As regards enterprise, it may be individual or co-operative. And for our purposes we require it in both its forms. It is true, in the general scheme of modern industrialism, the individual has but a small share as an independent factor. But sometimes he brings to his work an impulse, an amount of moral force, a vigour of initiative and action, and a command of resources which guarantee success. A Junkichi Furakawa or a Tata would do for the country and its industries even more than a dozen joint-stock companies could do. But such men of commanding genius and business capacity are but few in any country, and fever in a country like ourselves, where business is just beginning to be built up on a modern basis, and joint-stock co-operation is the one form of enterprise on which we must chiefly rely.

It would be worth while to try also village guilds, where as in several districts of the Madras Presidency (e.g., Cuddapah, North and South Arcot) the necessary constituent elements exist. The aid of village organisations, too would be of value in the various stages of the work. But these would be more or less accessory helps, and the main agency for the effort which could be depended on would be joint-stock companies. We have a number of such companies in various branches of industry—but few or none in this mining field—if we except the native coal mine associations in Bengal. No advance, however, would be possible in the new line except on the basis of organised co-operative effort.

Next comes the question of capital. This is one of our greatest wants for purposes of the new industrial start. In these days of vast extensions of industry and commerce, small works and limited investments could have but little chance. Foundries, factories, mining operations, refineries—all have to be on an extensive scale; and costly machinery, tools and plant have to be employed. Capital in large amounts is an indispensable aid even for a start and how and where it could be obtained from, is one of the hardest questions we have to consider. Lord Curzon's estimate of our hoarded wealth is 825 crores. It is not known on what bed-rock of facts it rests; but supposing it is fairly correct, it is evident that much of it is locked up in the State jewels in our Native States, a considerable part in the people's ornaments and only a small residue at the best is available for our purposes of industrial investment. And even this, in the absence of banking facilities and credit organisations, we have at present no means of drawing out in any tolerable amounts. Possibly, cautious people would advise us to wait till the country should come to possess the necessary capital; but, unfortunately, time and tide will not wait for us, and we shall be throwing away opportunities which may not return. Under such circumstances, we would suggest a resort to the aid of the foreign capitalist as the only alternative left. We are aware such a proposal would scarcely meet with general acceptance, and would be viewed with distrust and hostility. Men naturally do not desire to share with others the profits of their work, and view with jealousy foreign aid in such efforts. It has, however, to be remembered that such aid is to be sought only in the last resort and for the first stages of the new industrial endeavour. Interest would be all that we should have to pay on it; and there would be no
interference of the foreign capitalist whatever with our undertakings in their initiation or management. They would be ours entirely and in proprietary right, and under our management. They would be ours entirely as repaid, and the aid of foreign capitals would cease. No sacrifice would be entailed and no harm caused, but such aid would enable us to do what must otherwise be left undone, and we are persuaded that a hundred million pounds sterling so borrowed from the foreign capitalists on easy terms and judiciously laid out would not only be the means of enabling us to start numerous industrial enterprises on the newer lines, but also of effecting a vast ameliorative change in the economic life of the people so as to send light and hope, comfort and joy into thousands of cheerless homes in the country in a way of which we could have at present but a dim idea. A similar question has been for some time past exercising the public mind in Japan. A large majority of the Japanese people are opposed to the introduction of foreign capital into the country; but according to Baron E. Shibu Sawa, President of the United Chamber of Commerce, the weight of authority and experience, as represented by Marquis Ito and others, is distinctly on the other side; and Baron Shibu Sawa himself holds the view that "as the capital we have in the country is not enough, foreign capital is needed to open up the resources of the country" (vide Japan by the Japanese).

In this matter, however, of foreign loans, it would in some cases be necessary for us to appeal to Government for special assistance. Foreign capital would not easily come in except under adequate securities; and it would scarcely be possible for us in all cases to offer such ourselves in our individual capacity and in the first tentative stages of industrial effort. And in such circumstances we should find it indispensable to invoke the aid of the State. The State represents the collective strength of the nation and where its support is necessary for purposes of national advancement, we may be justified in seeking it in matters industrial as in other branches of national life. And we would venture to suggest that we might in such cases of absolute need appeal to Government to allow us to raise the necessary capital in foreign markets under a State guarantee on conditions similar to those on which railway companies are permitted to borrow for their purposes. The State guarantee has effectually paved the way for the growth of railway enterprise in the country, and so would it be of service in helping other enterprises too into healthy life. This no doubt marks a large departure from laissez faire: but the principle of State-aid and State-guidance in such matters is here with us fully recognised and we submit that railway enterprise in no way differs from other forms of industrial activity. And we have no doubt that Government would extend to native enterprise in respect of this mining and metal industry the kind and measure of help it allows to the railway companies. The aim in both cases is the same, namely, the industrial development of the country.

But this is not the only direction in which we should need the aid of the State in these efforts. We should further require such assistance in respect of the existing rules regarding prospecting and mining leases, mineral exploration, mining education, etc.

As regards prospecting and mining leases in view of the peculiar uncertainties and difficulties of this branch of industrial enterprise, short leases and limited areas would hardly suffice for the first stages of the effort, and we would earnestly solicit on behalf of Indian mining efforts more liberal rules extending both the terms of leases and the areas for prospecting and mining. So, again, as to royalties and rents, we would ask that they might not be levied until a certain minimum limit of profit on the investment is reached. Lastly, as to prospecting work, this work of trial search is always more or less speculative and there is ever present the risk of failure. So it would be a valuable aid to private enterprise if Government would themselves carry it out at their own cost and by their own special staff of officers, at least in all important cases. Where, however, they should decide not to undertake any such operations themselves, they might help private efforts with grants of money in aid of such work.

Next as regards mineral exploration; a good deal of valuable work has already been done; and the labours of a long line of distinguished Geologists, including Drs. Oldham, Blanford, Medlicott, King, Foote, and Bell deserve our grateful acknowledgment. A vast deal more work, however, still remains to be accomplished. Mineral investigation seems to have been hitherto confined mainly to the eastern parts of the Peninsula, particularly the Godawara area, and whole tracts outside the range lie practically unexplored. The
Bombay Presidency is left out in the cold, under the supposition that it has but few minerals of economic value. And yet we have our laterites in the Deccan in which magnesite occurs to the extent of 15 to 20 per cent. They are of the same geological formation as the Bundelkhand and Amarkantak laterites; and it has been recently ascertained that several of these laterite deposits contain large quantities of aluminium and are almost identical with banxite. In the Dhurwar schists we have gold-bearing bands of quartz reefs; in Godhra, in the Panch Mahals in Guzel'llt, we have plenty of iron-ore and some coal too. With all this, however, there has been no systematic mineral investigation of the Presidency. Similarly our Native States are for the most part, geologically speaking, a terra incognita. And yet many of them abound in useful minerals—such as the Nizam's Dominions, Mysore, Cutch, Kathiawar, &c.

This work of mineral investigation is at present carried out by the Geological Survey of India. The operations of the department embrace partly economic inquiries and partly geological surveys. And for the former purpose special officers have been of late years temporarily engaged from England for the purpose of reporting on the coal, gold and other mineral resources of the country. When things are so arranged, it is the scientific part of the work that receives the special attention of the department while investigation is relegated to temporarily engaged outsiders. The arrangement is altogether unsatisfactory: and we are strongly of opinion that the temporary employment of such men should cease, and that there should be a special staff of experts under the Director of the Survey, charged with the duty of economic inquiry and that this work of such special importance should be conducted in a more systematic, comprehensive and thorough manner.

The temporary men have often too large areas given to them and their labours often yield no results of any permanent practical value. Major Maclaren, for instance, in his recent report on the auriferous occurrences of Chota Nagpur admits that his conclusions "are the results of a single season's work over a very wide area" and are therefore naturally "liable to modification on the production of fresh data derived from a closer investigation." There is evidently waste in such inquiries, and we would press for a better organisation of the work.

Further, we would suggest that the results of such economic inquiries should be rendered available to the people through vernacular translations of Survey reports. Such vernacular literature would be of great service in disseminating amongst the people a knowledge of these matters, awakening inquiry, and assisting in a material way the projection of mining undertakings.

Lastly, we come to mining education. Here it is satisfactory to find that the Government of India fully recognises, in view of the growing importance of the mining industry in the country, the necessity of providing adequate facilities for mining instruction. It has recently sanctioned the opening of a mining class at the Seepoor Engineering College under a Professor of Mining Engineering and also a number of foreign technical scholarships to enable students to study the subject in England and elsewhere. Already there are four Bengalee students studying mining in Birmingham. This is on the whole a fair start.

We are not, however, we confess, in favour of such special classes for new and independent studies joined on to old educational institutions. They run the risk of being shadowed over and relegated to a subordinate position as was the case with the agricultural classes in the College of Science, Poona; and we should have wished for an independent, well-equipped, well-staffed college of mines located in some central position in the mining area. But this is for the future. We are just now only at the threshold, and we think it would be premature to make any large demand upon Government in the matter at this stage. Meanwhile, however, we would suggest that geology with special reference to economic mineralogy might be advantageously introduced into the curricula of the schools and colleges as part of general education, as is done in the countries of Europe and America.

Under some such scheme and with the aid of the State in some such forms, we think, the work of reviving our old mining and metal industry may be attempted with a fair prospect of success. And such revival of the industry would be a boon and a blessing to the country. It would resuscitate an ancient industry and restore to the old mining population of the land their fruitful, congenial hereditary calling which would lift them beyond the grasp of famine; open up a large field of varied employment for our working classes; would tap a new source of national wealth and create a new field of investment for our capitalists; prove an important step taken for a reconstruction of our national industrial system on modern lines and would furnish a means by
which it would be possible to restore to large tracts in the country (e. g., Kurnool and Cuddapah in the Madras Presidency) the prosperity which once was theirs.

And as a beginning of the new lines, we would venture to suggest the following, among other works, as affording fair chances of success:—

1. Aluminium industry in Madras—now an established industry, and several British Companies are already engaged in it.

2. Manganese ores.—The mining might be started in Dharwar or Belgaum where the deposits are rich and plentiful. The industry has a bright future before it.

3. Copper-mining at Jubbulpore in the Central Provinces where rich deposits of the metal occur.

4. Iron and steel works at Salem where the richest deposits exist. Absence of coal is a drawback. In France there is a similar difficulty, iron and coal not occurring together. The question, however, reduces itself to one of transport and can be easily settled.

5. Granite works in Madras where granite occurs capable of high polish.

6. Glass works at Alipore, in the United Provinces of Agra and Oudh. There is in the Provinces already an extensive manufacture of glass by native methods; it might be reorganised on European lines. So, again, they may be started at Kapadvanj in Kaira Zilla in the Bombay Presidency.

7. Gypsum, a most valuable manure and otherwise a useful mineral, in Satura or Phalton where the supply is large.

8. Lead-mining in Kurnool, in the Madras Presidency, where the ores occur in considerable quantities.

9. Gold-mining, in Dharwar. The schists there are rich; and only recently 3 British Companies have been formed with a capital of £160,000. Here the industry is most promising and the field is large. In the opinion of experts, the operations at present going on tap, but to a small extent, the gold-bearing rocks, the extensive bands of schists.

10. Diamond-mining, at Panna, in Bundelkhand, and in Cuddapah, in the Madras Presidency, where we have long stretches of promising diamond conglomerate beds.

11. Galvanised iron and tin plates in Bombay. The import is a large import, nearly 160 lakhs in 1904-1905. The manufacture is a simple process; only a supply is needed of iron, zinc and tin.

12. Gold-washing in Assam. Government should be appealed to restore to the poorer classes in Assam this their ancestral craft which they have been for 35 years past prohibited from following, most unjustly, with a view to ensure gold concentration in the river-beds, and in the interest of foreign exploitation.

A few such works would suffice for a start; and it may be remarked in a general way that diamonds and gold, copper and lead, and iron are among the most promising of our minerals and that it is a duty we owe not only to ourselves, but also to our children and children's children that we should ourselves endeavour to work them and not suffer the foreign exploiters by our apathy and inaction to secure a monopoly of the working. We would go a step further and advise that the main effort may for the present be concentrated on these minerals as far as our means may permit.

The whole work is new; the subject is but little studied or understood in the country; and in view of the urgency of the circumstances and the practical importance of the endeavour, we would earnestly recommend the creation, as a necessary part of the practical scheme, of a strong organisation for the purpose—a central association with a net-work of branches all over the country, particularly in the mining tracts—to work out in a practical way this problem of the development of our mineral resources. The objects of such association to be, inter alia, these—

(a) To collect information regarding the mineral capabilities of the different parts of the country.

(b) To investigate the past history of the mining industry in the country.

(c) To study the question of the development of such mineral resources with the advice of experts and in the light of experience in other countries.

(d) To send out Indian experts—as the Japanese did at the start—say men like Professor V. S. Sambasiva Aiyar, of Bangalore, to study in other countries the working of the mines and the systems prevailing there of mining legislation, mining labour and mining education.

(e) To arrange to disseminate amongst the people the information so collected and the results of such study and investigation in other countries by means of cheap vernacular literature, peripatetic lecturing, exhibitions, &c.

(f) To create a healthy, well-informed public opinion on the subject and with a view to the end
to start a mining paper, and to have mining institutes established at various places for discussions and study.

(g) To organise mining enterprises in promising tracts and otherwise assist in the organisation of such efforts.

(h) To render assistance in prospecting work in such cases.

(i) To undertake search work independently where there may be good prospects of success.

(j) And, above all, to watch and promote in all practicable ways the mining interests in the country, &c., &c. The associations will require funds of their own, museums, laboratories, &c.

No large practical effort in the desired direction would seem possible and no healthy start without the aid of some such organisation.

Lastly, we desire to point out that this question relating to the mining and metal industry does not affect the British Provinces alone. It concerns the Native States as well, where a similar situation exists. Many of these States possess considerable mineral resources, notably the Nizam's Dominions, Rajputana, Gwalior, Cutch, Rewah and Kolhapore. And we submit that it is a duty which the rulers and administrators of these States owe to the populations under their rule to do what in them lies to resuscitate this ancient industry. Every important State and group of States should have a mining expert to advise in the matter. The necessary surveys, the experimental trials, &c., should be carried out under his supervision, and no effort should be spared to call out and encourage indigenous enterprise in the field. It is further worth remarking that the Native States Governments can do even more in the matter than the Government of India, and accord to private efforts a larger measure of direct and indirect aid—in the shape of guarantees, subsidies, bounties, and special concessions regarding prospecting and mining leases.

These are some of our ideas on this important subject of the mining and metal industry in the country, and here we must bring our observations to a close, apologising for the length to which they have extended. In the preceding pages we have pointed out how great and varied are the mineral resources we possess; how mining and metal work was at one time one of our most prosperous industries in the land—supporting a numerous population—and how, in recent years, under modern conditions and owing to the impact of unrestricted foreign competition, it has unfortunately suffered a most grievous collapse. We have dwelt at length on some of the calamitous results which has followed from such a failure of an ancient and extensive industry, not only to large sections of the population, but to the general industrial life of the country. And we have pleaded with all the earnestness we could command for some practical action with a view to its revival, and re-building on modern lines. In our opinion, the work of such revival and re-building should be entirely our work—and ours alone—with just the kind and measure of State-aid that may be absolutely necessary; and we have ventured to sketch out a rough plan on which such work might be arranged and carried out under the existing circumstances both in the British Provinces and in the Native States. We humbly trust the scheme of practical action so submitted—and submitted with diffidence—will meet with the approval of the Conference.

The movement here advocated is, as things are at present in India, rather one along a difficult line of advance in the industrial field; and the effort required is a large, vigorous, strenuous and sustained effort. And like every other effort of the kind, it must depend for its effective initiation and successful prosecution upon the popular and other support it may enlist. It is a self-reliant effort conceived in the best interests of the country, and under the new Swadeshi awakening; we have no doubt it will receive all the aid it needs. Further, we may also count upon the generous and cordial assistance of Government in such efforts, the one sole object of which is the development of the industrial resources of the country and with it the amelioration of the condition of the people. And with such help and support the new effort has every prospect of assured success—and when it succeeded as we hope and pray it may by the blessings of Providence—and the industry revives as part of a general re-building of our national industrial system, we trust India will be in a fair way to be once again what she was for centuries—one of the richest and most progressive mining countries of the world—the land par excellence of gold and plenty and bliss. And in the progress of the Swadeshi movement we have already the dawn on the hills—the dawn of a new era of hope and promise.

"And the light is Victor, and the darkness
Dawns into the Jubilee of the ages."
THE MINERAL DEVELOPMENT OF INDIA.

By Mr. T. H. HOLLAND, F.R.S., Director, Geological Survey of India.

OBVIOUSLY, before sketching out a line of advance, it would be wise to take stock of our present position, and to determine the trend of recent progress in mineral developments. Recognising this principle, much of my time has been devoted lately towards improving the system of collecting statistics of mineral production and of critically analysing the results. The first essay in this direction has been published by Government in the form of a review of progress made during the years 1898—1903.* For the assistance of those who wish to follow the subject with closer detail than is possible in this paper, I propose to make that review the basis of the first part of my remarks, modifying the conclusions stated therein by the extension of data to the end of 1904.

VALUE OF MINERALS FOR WHICH RETURNS WERE AVAILABLE IN 1898 AND 1904.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1898</th>
<th>1904</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gold</td>
<td>2,41,27,560</td>
<td>3,54,91,185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal (a)</td>
<td>1,43,57,430</td>
<td>2,09,82,390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petroleum (a)</td>
<td>10,18,461</td>
<td>71,09,565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt (a)</td>
<td>55,83,990</td>
<td>65,62,950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saltpetre (b)</td>
<td>39,88,440</td>
<td>39,95,235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manganese-ore (b)</td>
<td>4,11,389</td>
<td>19,44,480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mica (b)</td>
<td>8,08,350</td>
<td>14,68,980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubies</td>
<td>8,69,250</td>
<td>13,59,180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jadestone (b)</td>
<td>6,26,700</td>
<td>7,60,890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphite (a)</td>
<td>1,650</td>
<td>3,00,720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron-ore (a)</td>
<td>1,86,045</td>
<td>1,89,255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tin-ore (a)</td>
<td>38,295</td>
<td>1,25,295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chromite (a)</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>62,055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diamonds</td>
<td>35,000</td>
<td>39,540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnesite (a)</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>13,140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amber</td>
<td>15,915</td>
<td>12,570</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total 5,18,68,475 8,04,17,430

Those who have had occasion to consult the review of Mineral Production for 1898—1903 will have noticed that the first table of figures professes to express the total value of minerals produced within the period under discussion. It is the first attempt we have made to express the value of our mineral produce in terms of a standard currency, and to the critical student of political economy, it is not necessary to do more than point out the shortcomings which are specially attached to this particular statement in addition to the imperfections common to, and confessedly inseparable from, all such methods of expressing the value of natural products. The chief amongst its special shortcomings is one which we hope gradually to reduce, though we shall never wholly exterminate, being due to the omission of items for which even approximate returns are at present unobtainable. One of the largest of these, and one of the most important in determining the progress of a country, is that of common building materials. The extent to which structural materials are used in a country would form a better measure of its industrial progress than even a periodical census of its population if we could but express their quantity and nature in terms of any recognised standard. But it will be many years before we shall be able to assume with safety that the returns for building materials in India conform to the recognised test of all statistical expressions in covering all but an unimportant fraction of the total.

This claim can be made, however, for the sixteen minerals included in the table of total values now given, and it is hoped gradually to enlarge this list until the residue of those left unestimated is a fraction too small to disturb our percentages, or materially to affect the curve of progress. The table is obviously not intended to afford a means for comparing the mineral production of India with that of any other country; it merely gives us a glance the rate of progress which is being made, the same system of expression being followed from year to year. Used in this way, it will be seen that the total production of minerals for which approximately accurate and trustworthy returns are available has risen


(a) Spot prices. (b) Values on export.
in value from about 5½ crores of rupees in 1898 to over 8 crores in 1904, that is, an increase of 55 per cent. in six years.

Considered as a mere rate of progress in value of output, this table is extremely satisfactory; but a critical review of the constituents of our yearly totals reveals a seriously weak feature in the present state of the industry. The most valuable amongst the minerals raised are either consumed by direct processes, without contributing to subsidiary, chemical and metallurgical industries, or are mined simply for export. The obvious cause of these weaknesses, and the probable cure for them will be discussed when we have briefly surveyed the chief items in mineral production.

The mineral of greatest value to the country is undoubtedly coal, for 94 per cent. of the mineral produced is consumed in various industries in the country. The actual money value returned for last year's output of coal amounted to more than 2 crores of rupees, but such an expression gives only an imperfect idea of its value; for whilst the value of Bengal coal is returned at the average rate of about Rs. 2-6 a ton, that of the inferior material raised in Burma is reported at about Rs. 7 a ton. The so-called values given in our general table are thus more accurately described as local prices, varying, naturally, according to the relation between the cost of production and the demand of the nearest market. The average pit-mouth price of Indian coal is less than half that of coal raised in the United Kingdom, Australia and Canada, and is about two-thirds of that raised in the United States. Even taking into account its slightly inferior calorific value, there is still a great saving in fuel charges for those who will undertake the enterprise of reviving the decayed metallurgical industries of India to compete with the foreign metals for which we have now to pay such enormous bills.

The coal-mining industry began in the Ranigunj area as long ago as 1777, but the industry was naturally restricted to local requirements until the East Indian Railway connected the field with Calcutta in 1854. Since then, the output has risen from about 300,000 tons in 1857 to 3,350,257 tons in 1904. Until 1870, the output for the Ranigunj field represented the total for India; but with the distribution of railways, other coal-fields in Bengal became opened up, and finally the deposits known in the Central Provinces, in Central India, the Nizam's Dominions, in Rajaputana, Punjab, Baluchistan, Assam and Burma contributed to swell each year's total until 1904, when the coal production for India during the year reached the record of 8,216,706 tons.

Practically every feature of the coal industry can be regarded with satisfaction by those interested in the progress of the country. Imports of foreign coal have been gradually reduced to about 250,000 tons a year; the proportion of foreign coal consumed on our railways has been cut down during the past twenty years from over thirty to under one per cent. of the total; new markets have been found in the Indian Ocean ports, with the result that exports have exceeded the imports, and last year reached 602,810 tons; although the railways still take about 30 per cent. of the coal produced, there is a tendency for this proportion to diminish, showing that other industrial enterprises requiring fuel have developed faster even than the railways, and that the enormous rise in production is a true index to industrial progress. I can point to one regretful feature only in this trade, and that is the fact that in many mines the resources of the thick seams have not been fully turned to account. This loss, so far, is, however, an unimportant item compared to the enormous stores of coal that we know still lie untouched, and the systematic mining, now being enforced under Government regulations, framed from a purely humanitarian standpoint, has a secondary effect in producing increased efficiency and more complete utilization of the stocks of marketable coal.

From the worker's point of view the coal-mining industry is equally satisfactory. Over 100,000 workers are employed directly in connection with coal-mines in India, and the death-rate from accidents is lower here than in any coal-mining country in the world.

In this respect, coal-mining compares favourably with gold and mica-mining which maintain a much smaller number of workers, whilst in Bengal, where the natural conditions are so favourable to safe underground work, the average death-rate from coal-mining accidents is distinctly lower than in any other Province or State. If risks to life were estimated by coal-mining in India, the industry would not be classed amongst "dangerous" occupations; there is not only a low rate from isolated accidents, but a remarkable freedom from disasters, which, in European countries, have done more than accurate statistics to force special legislation for the protection of workers engaged in "dangerous" occupations.
When one sees in a coal-mining district the general happiness and well-to-do condition of the miner, one is inclined to regard the dangers incurred as fairly gauged by the proportion between the results of accidents and the numbers who find congenial and profitable employment. The Indian collier, in this respect, is far better off than any other in the world. He can earn higher wages than those engaged in simple agriculture; he is now being provided with suitable quarters under sanitary conditions, and is encouraged on the best-managed collieries to acquire fields for his own use. The general attractiveness of the industry is revealed by the great increases in the population shown by the last census for the civil sub-divisions in which mining has mainly developed. In the Giridih sub-division there was an increase of 4 per cent. between 1891 and 1901, whilst in the Gobindpur sub-division of Manbhum there was an increase in population during the same period of 25 per cent. One feature of the industry, which appears to be slowly diminishing, is the comparative inefficiency of the Indian miner: in this country we turn out about 80 to 90 tons of coal a year for each worker employed; for the rest of the British Empire the annual output per collier is about 285 tons.

Amongst the remaining minerals, the most conspicuous progress has been made in developing the petroleum resources of Burma. During the past ten years, the production has risen ten-fold, the output of crude oil last year amounting to 118½ million gallons. The imports of foreign oil have been largely displaced by the home production, which enjoys the slight protection of the difference between royalty and import duty. At the same time, there has been a valuable trade created in the export of Indian kerosene and of paraffin wax obtained from the crude oil; these exports in 1904 being worth 28 lakhs of rupees.

The old method of raising oil from narrow shafts 200—300 feet deep was the only system followed by the hereditary oil-diggers until Upper Burma came under the British Administration in 1886, when deep wells were drilled by the Burma Oil Company, and the lower sands, containing the largest supplies of oil, hitherto untouched, were exploited. Since then, the output has rapidly risen in the Yenangyung field alone to the extraordinary figure of 73 million gallons in 1904.

The petroleum trade in Burma supports a large population of labourers on the field, in the refineries, and in the transport trade; the increased output has been a source of profitable revenue to Government; the importer has been compelled to keep his prices down to face competition with the native product, and in every respect but on the whole industry has been a source of solid wealth to the country. The one regrettable feature is the fact that the capital required to drill the deep wells has been raised in Europe, and the profits consequently have left the country. In the petroleum industry, as in so many other enterprises of the kind, India will continue to pay such an unnecessary and undesirable tax as long as those in the country who possess money will not risk their reserve funds in industrial enterprises.

The other large mineral industries which produce a rosy picture by a yearly expanding table of values cannot be regarded with unalloyed satisfaction. Nearly 30,000 workers are maintained by gold-mining, a certain number of luxuries are obtainable in the two centres of production, and over a million sterling has been retained in the country in the form of royalty; but more than eight times the royalty has been paid in dividends.

Rubies, obtained on a much smaller scale in Burma, may be ranked with gold; both are limited in value to the royalty and the local support of labour. But our loss of metallic ores, of fertilizers and of minerals employed in the great web of industrial arts necessary for the maintenance of a civilized community is, in no sense, compensated by the individual profits obtained, by a few workers and traders.

It is in the belief that the dissemination of information about our imperfections, as well as our resources, will, in some small degree, assist in placing our mineral industry on a sounder economical basis, that I have, with the full sympathy of Government, accepted the invitation of your committee to address this Conference. It is with the assurance that we possess in the country the natural elements essential for the restoration of our decayed metallurgical and chemical industries that I have diverted the energies of my colleagues, and have commenced the expenditure of public money for the investigation of our resources in minerals which are essential to industries now maintained entirely by imports, for which we have not only to pay heavy bills to other countries but to exist always in a state of absolute dependence for articles that are no longer mere luxuries.

Thirteen years ago, India produced no manganese ore at all. This year our output of the ore will not be exceeded by more than one or two of
the twenty countries that contribute to the
World's total supply. Manganese-mining may
thus be looked upon as a successful new industry,
one that helps to swell the table of total values,
and to give an impression of industrial expansion.
It is better that manganese-ore should be raised
for export than be allowed to lie idle in the
ground; but this country receives no more than
fifteen out of the thirty rupees that a ton of
manganese-ore is worth at an American or
European port. We thus not only lose half the
value of the mineral, but have to pay again for the
metal it contains in the large imports of steel, for
which India is still practically dependent on
Europe. The same thing has now commenced in
connection with the chrome iron-ore. To the
miner the chrome-ore is worth about 23 shillings
a ton, whilst the European manufacturer pays 75
shillings for it. Until iron and steel are
manufactured on a large scale in India, we have
to submit, either to this imperfectly compensated
drain of the mineral resources, or the still less
profitable alternative of allowing the minerals to
lie undeveloped.

I have seen it stated as a matter for regret
that India has lost the place it once held as the
World's supplier of saltpetre. There was a time
when saltpetre, being an essential constituent of
gunpowder, gave India a place of special political
importance amongst the nations, when during
rumours of war saltpetre became an object of
speculation as dangerous as the consols of the
countries involved in a possible war. Since then,
the potassic nitrate of India has been largely dis-
placed by the discovery of large quantities of sodic
nitrate in Chili, and its use in the manu-
facture of gunpowder has been curtailed by the
invention of other and more efficient explosive
chemical compounds. Although we still export
nearly 20,000 tons of saltpetre every year, the
trade shows a tendency to diminish rather than
expand, and as long as our agriculturists and
planters remain in a state of ignorance as to its
value, it is better to reap the profit obtained by
export than to leave the substance lying idle in
the soil. But it would be still more profitable if
we could turn it to its natural use as a fertilizer,
and with this end in view, the Agricultural
Department has been experimenting, hoping to
reduce its cost of manufacture, as well as, to dis-
cover to which of our crops it can be most
profitably applied.

About 53 per cent. of the constituents of saltpetre
are obtained indirectly from the air under
the peculiar meteorological conditions which exist
ideally in Behar; the remaining constituent exists
in unlimited quantities in our soil. We conse-
quently possess the power of indefinite reproduc-
tion, and that which is exported thus leaves the
country none the poorer. But the case is other-
wise with our export of bones, of which we lose
nearly 100,000 tons every year. Nine-tenths of
the constituents of bones consist of phosphate of
lime derived from the soil, and consequently
what is exported in this form is so much lost in
the way of material essential to the production of
our grain crops. As India is poor in phosphatic
deposits, the time will come, if this drain is not
compensated, when the soil will begin to show its
deficiency in phosphates. But there is a form of
compensation within our reach, and I will deal
with this point after reference to one or two
other unfavourable features in our balance sheet
of exports and imports.

In preparing the data for the review of our
mineral production recently published by the
Geological Survey, the two features that struck
me most forcibly were, firstly, the remarkable
development of minerals consumed by what
conveniently might be called direct processes,
such as coal, gold, petroleum, gem-stones and
salt, or which are raised merely for export, such
as manganese-ore, graphite, saltpetre, mica, tin
and chrome iron-ore; and, secondly, the equally
pronounced neglect of the metalliferous ores and
the minerals essential to the more complicated
chemical and metallurgical industries.

In these respects, India of to-day stands in con-
trast to the India of a century ago. The high
quality of the native-made iron and steel, and the
artistic products in copper and brass once gave
the country a prominent position in the metal-
lurgical world. To-day the manufacture of iron
by the primitive lokar has been restricted to small
local industries, limited to areas far removed from
the railways and ports, which have permitted the
importation of cheaper goods from Europe; copper
and brass-wares are made entirely from imported
metals; no lead-mining now exists in the country,
while the once flourishing manufactures of alum,
the various alkaline compounds, blue vitriol, and
copper are now all but exterminated. These
facts are expressed in our returns for imports.
Our imports of minerals, chemicals and metals
amount to over 10 millions sterling (15 crores of
rupees) a year, without counting articles manu-
factured from metals and minerals, such as glass-
ware, earthenware, porcelain, hardware, cutlery,
machinery, millwork and railway plant, much of which would be obtained in any case from foreign countries whether we raised the necessary raw materials or not. But so far as I can find, with the exception of quicksilver, which is the smallest item in the bill, there is not one amongst the imported minerals and metals not known to exist in the country. I am not prepared to say that all of them exist in quantity sufficient and in a form suitable, to displace the foreign article in open competition; but the most valuable certainly do so exist, and it is towards the development of these that our energies should be directed.

It is, however, not sufficient merely to know that we have unlimited supplies of a mineral, to assert that we can face foreign competition. The case of copper will give a convincing illustration. In 1901 our imports of copper were valued at about one crore of rupees; in 1904, on account mainly of the extended use of electric power, these imports had risen to over 2½ crores of rupees. The increased demand for copper naturally directs our attention to the copper-ores which were once worked in India and known to occur in large quantities. But our ores, like those largely worked elsewhere, are copper sulphites, and we know that such ores are worked elsewhere with profit only because the sulphur as well as the copper is turned into marketable products. It is thus not enough to know that we have a demand for copper: we cannot work our copper-ores against foreign competition unless we have a market for the bye-product of sulphur. To make use of our sulphur, we must have a demand also for sulphuric acid sufficient to take all that will be produced in smelting the copper-ores. To find a local market for sulphuric acid, we must have other chemical industries, many of which cannot exist unless their bye-products are also marketable in the same area. To extract the metal, therefore, with profit, it is necessary to find an assemblage of smaller industries in order to utilize the bye-products economically. Consequently chemical and metallurgical industries do not exist singly, but in family groups.

In this case we have an illustration of the way in which the European manufacturer has killed the native Indian chemical industries. He has turned his bye-products to full account, and with the reduction in freights following improved forms of transport, he is able to compete at distant points with those who work minerals for one or only a few of their constituents. On account almost entirely of the economic recovery of bye-products, the price of sulphuric acid in England has been reduced during the last seventy years from over £ 18 to under £ 3 a ton; at the same time, the dependent manufacturer of soda-ash has reduced his prices from over £ 16 to about £ 4, whilst bleaching powder has dropped from about £ 19 to £ 3-10s. Since the opening of the Suez canal, with the reduced cost of transport by improvements in marine engineering, eastern freights have dropped to about one-fifth of what they were before the canal was opened. In consequence, the European manufacturing chemist is able to place his bye-products at a profit in parts of India where the same compounds are formed by the natural processes of a tropical climate, and merely require extraction.

It looks at first sight as if we could never recover our lost metallurgical and chemical industries. But the rapid spread of railways in India, the gradually extending use of electricity, and development of manufactures connected with jute, cotton and paper have gradually increased the demand for chemicals and metals, until now we have probably reached the stage at which the quantity and variety of products required will be sufficient to form an outlet for the bye-products that are necessary in a well-defined family circle of chemical industries; and the protective effect of sea-freights will assist in the competition with the materials of European manufacture.

I have already cited the case of copper as an example of a metal for which there is a rapidly increasing, and so far as one can judge, of a permanently increased demand on a scale sufficient to produce large quantities of sulphuric acid. When I took up this question two years ago, the first doubt to settle was the extent of a market for the sulphuric acid, for at present the acid imported is a comparatively small quantity, limited by the enormous cost of its freight. A certain amount also is manufactured, but its price is also of necessity kept up by the cost of importing the required sulphur. Obviously, to judge the possible market by the present consumption of sulphuric acid in India, would give us little hope of developing our copper-sulphite ores. Knowing, however, that sulphuric acid, in the presence of a sufficient number of raw materials, and of certain industries would rapidly make its own market, we turned our attention to the possible outlets in India. The import returns reveal a small demand for certain inorganic chemicals which are made by the direct use of sulphuric acid, and
although we are safe in assuming that the demand for them would increase by a slight reduction in price, there is not enough in these imports to warrant the expectation of a local market large enough anywhere in India to absorb all the sulphur separated in the copper-smelting on a scale that would pay. We had thus to develop the conditions necessary to create a market. The Forest Department have consequently brought out an expert to test the suitability of our woods for the manufacture of paper pulp by the use of sulphurous acid, and the Agricultural Department are making experiments to test the fertilizing value of ammonium sulphate, in the hope of retaining the conditions and of superphosphates, in the hope of retaining enough anywhere in India to absorb all scale that would develop in Europe. The case of sugar which our supplies have had to give way for developments in Europe. The beet-root sugar of France, Germany and Austria is sometimes referred to as an illustration of the value of a protective tariff and bounty in fostering an industry; but there is little doubt that these influences have been microscopic compared with what has been done by scientific work, first, in the agricultural treatment of the beet, and, second, in the processes of extracting the sugar. There was a time when the beet-root yielded less than 9 per cent. of sugar: roots now grown yield 16 to 18 per cent. These facts illustrate the first lesson to be learnt by us in India where our agricultural products are left to natural selection and chemical fertilizers are practically unknown. The second advantage obtained by the beet-sugar refiner has been through the adoption of the best machinery in the processes of extraction, of chemical processes to obtain the last traces of crystallizable sugar from the molasses, and finally of converting the residue of evil-smelling waste products, formerly a general nuisance to be got rid of at a high cost, into valuable chemical products like salts of potash, ammonia and the ferrocyanides, which now contribute to the profits of the industry instead of being a loss. As one result of the application of science to sugar manufacture in Europe, Austria alone last year sent sugar to India to the value of 138 lakhs of rupees. When a country, with a temperate climate, can beat the manufacturers of a natural tropical product in their own climate, and at a distance of 5,000 miles, it is time for us to review our methods of work with critical faculties well alert. How many other Indian industries, depending solely on the advantages of natural conditions, are in danger of extermination by applied science in Europe?

The trade of this country so far has been mainly a simple exchange of natural products peculiar to a tropical climate for artificial goods of European manufacture. Obviously, the outward half of this trade balance must suffer with the rapid development of science in Europe, enabling the manufacturer to turn out of his waste products the materials suitable to replace those growing luxuriously in India. To what extent the danger can be reduced in connection with vegetable products is beyond my province to judge; but in questions relating to minerals, I think the conditions are rapidly ripening for the successful development of numerous products now obtained from Europe. The rapidly growing imports of metals, chemical and mineral products are daily maturing the conditions necessary for us to open up our mineral deposits with new methods; the extension of railways and engineering works is
increasing our requirements in iron and steel; the utilization of electric power has created a demand for copper; the development of industries connected with paper, cotton, jute and agriculture is forming a market for chemical bye-products.

Metalliferous ores cannot generally be developed except on a scale sufficiently large to make the recovery of the smallest among these bye-products remunerative. When the European manufacturer, therefore, was once able to reach the Indian market by low freights, our native metallurgical and chemical industries naturally became exterminated, and must remain so without chance of revival until the variety and quantity of subsidiary products required in the country are sufficient to absorb the products of metallurgical works erected on a scale comparable to those now established in Europe. It is useless to start with methods and on a scale already superseded in the countries with whom we have trade conditions restricted only by existing freight rates. The individual worker in metallurgy or in most forms of mining must give way in the future to the company with limited individual risks. But we have the advantage of starting with the matured results of metallurgical evolution in Europe, and the conditions are now, or soon will be, ripe for the exploitations of some of the minerals hitherto left untouched.

To turn our opportunities to account, it is necessary, firstly, to disseminate the information we already possess, secondly, to obtain more precise information of local conditions by an increase in the number of those who possess the necessary technical and scientific knowledge, and, thirdly, to discover more enterprise on the part of those who can contribute to the necessary capital.

With regard to the first point, information is being distributed by publications issued by the Geological Survey Department as fast as suitable data are collected. Our Records are supplied to various libraries, societies, newspapers and individual subscribers; all known mineral occurrences of value are represented by collections of specimens available to the public in the Calcutta Museum, and we are now engaged in the preparation of a Manual which will give a summary of everything that has ever been written about Indian minerals; but we have still to look to Conferences of this kind to assist in the dissemination and thorough assimilation of the published reports.

The second condition must await the slow extension of secondary and technical education in India. It will be many years before there will be an effective proportion of the general population able to detect local occurrences of valuable minerals; but the end in view may be somewhat hastened by a wider knowledge of the fact that the Geological Survey Department will willingly determine minerals free of charge for any amateur who is willing to give the precise locality from which each specimen is obtained, although we do not wish to assist those who, thinking they have discovered possible diamond mines and gold-fields, prefer to keep their information secret in hopes of way-laying some innocent speculator.

The third condition is, perhaps, the most serious difficulty of the lot. Nearly every valuable mineral development in this country has been due to the enterprise of a few Europeans, the preliminary work of exploration no less than the subsequent risks of prospecting and working. As one consequence I could name many Europeans who have dropped the money they have made in other ways; for few industrial enterprises involve more indeterminate risks than mining. As another consequence, where success has followed enterprise, the profits are leaving the country in the form of dividends instead of remaining here to contribute to the general wealth. A striking case is now developing in connection with the enterprises initiated by the late Mr. J. N. Tata, whose great name will be perpetuated by the Institute founded by his generosity to remove complaints like the second of the three that I have just named. As most people are aware, Mr. Tata for some years undertook the investigation of the many known iron-ore deposits in Central India with the hope of finding one under conditions suitable for the local manufacture of iron and steel. After his lamentable death, the work was taken up by his two sons, Messrs. D. J. and R. J. Tata, and after an expenditure of over three lakhs of rupees in the work of investigation, they have at last evolved a project which appears to contain the elements of a sound industrial venture. But Messrs. Tata and Sons have been compelled to go to England to raise the capital necessary to launch a project that ought to commend itself to every patriotic capitalist in this country. One would feel happier if there were more leaders of the kind of the Tata Brothers in India—men whose ventures, inspired by patriotic motives, are conducted with cautious regard to the business risks involved. I have been privileged to keep in touch with each stage of their most recent enterprise. Mr. J. N. Tata started with the idea that some amongst the many occurrences of iron-ore reported by the Geological Survey must surely be suitable for exploitation, and consequently ought to be developed
for the benefit of the country. The preliminary information with regard to actual occurrences seemed sufficient to warrant the expenditure necessary to test the most promising; and on these systematic prospecting operations were undertaken, no step in expenditure being ventured not warranted by the information derived from that already completed, until the investigations narrowed down to the thorough testing of the two ore-bodies determined to be the best by the more superficial preliminary tests. Being certain that one of the right kind existed in sufficient quantity, they subjected the other raw materials necessary for flux and fuel to equally exhaustive tests, and finally selected as the centre of operations the point which gave the most favourable results in an equation involving (1) the cost of the three groups of raw materials of different quantities, (2) the market for iron, steel and bye-products accessible at various distances in counterbalancing the competition with imports and existing manufactures, and (3) the suitability of water supply and climate for the workers as well as the works. I have seen no mineral enterprise undertaken in this country in which the scientific method has been so completely adapted to business essentials, and Messrs. Tata and Sons deserve the gratitude of every one interested in the welfare of India.

The patriotic feelings of the late Mr. J. N. Tata formed merely the inspiration of the great project about to be launched; if, however, the subsequent steps had not been undertaken with regard to financial results, one would have been justified in doubting either the sanity or the honesty of the promoters. The desire to see the country economically independent will not be accomplished by merely patriotic demonstrations against foreign goods. Their importation can be prevented only by the manufacture in this country of the same quality at lower rates or of better materials at the same price. To do this, enterprise is wanted more than self-sacrifice—enterprise on the part of students willing to take up technical subjects instead of law, philosophy and literature; enterprise on the part of capitalists ready to invest intelligently in industries now taxed by borrowed capital.

It would be impossible in a short paper to indicate the many ways in which mineral developments are possible in India, and I doubt if any good would result in the publication of matured plans until there is a community sufficiently grounded in applied science, not only to turn the present opportunities to account, but to adapt itself to the changing industrial equation as science progresses elsewhere.

The Geological Survey can do no more than accumulate and publish for general information the raw materials which form the basis for a more thorough investigation of local problems. We have, for instance, recently announced the existence in various parts of India of ore similar to that used in Europe and America for the manufacture of aluminium. Before that ore can be turned to account, we want a cheap supply of alkali for the extraction of the alumina; the manufacture of the alkali involves the simultaneous manufacture of bye-products for which a market must be found; to convert the alumina into aluminium, we want a cheap source of power; and finally a market for the metal turned out. To deal with this problem, we have thus to determine by systematic prospecting whether any one of the known occurrences of the ore contains the alumina in sufficient quantity to support works on a large scale, whether it is present in sufficient richness to permit of economical extraction, and whether the ore-body, when found to be suitable, is within range of the necessary power, the necessary materials required for its manufacture, and a market capable of absorbing the bye-products as well as the metal. The discovery of a valuable mineral is thus but the beginning of a long problem, necessitating the collaboration of a string of competent investigators. Our poverty is not in material, but in men capable of turning the natural material into the finished product. We want more than Government provision for technical scholarships; we want a reformation in the tastes of our students; we want them to learn that the man with technical dexterity is of more use to the country than the writer of editorials or the skilful cross-examiner; that applied science now belongs to the highest caste of learning, and is a worthy field for the best ability we can obtain.

As far as our mineral resources are concerned, there is unlimited room for profitable enterprise: the country is sufficiently endowed by Nature, not only to meet its own requirements, but to take advantage of its central position for competing with others in the Indian Ocean markets; but until we find the chemical, metallurgical and mechanical workshops as attractive to our high-caste students as the class-rooms for law and literature now are, the cry of Swadeshi, no matter how worthy the spirit it embodies, will remain but an empty word.
COTTON CULTIVATION IN BENGAL.

By Rajah PEARY MOHAN MOOKERJEE.

The backward state of cotton cultivation in India strikes one as an anomaly, when we reflect that it is the chief article which clothes her millions, that India is the birthplace and nursing-ground of cotton manufacture, that the arts of spinning and weaving cotton were known to the Hindus long before the Egyptians wove their clothing from the fibrous bark of their native flax, and that these arts flourished here even before the date of authentic history. It is from India that cotton manufacture spread to different countries, towards the East to China and Japan, towards the West and across the Continent, to Europe, and, perhaps, also to the farthest antipodes.

Wool and materials for linen were never wanting in India, but the people were not slow to perceive that cotton clothing was more agreeable to wear in temperate climates and in torrid zones, and that it was much better calculated to preserve the warmth of the body than linen. It is to the manufacture of cotton, therefore, that the ancient Hindus directed their attention, and they gradually acquired a flexibility of fingers and a dexterity of manipulation which adopted them in a remarkable degree to the finest and most artistic operations of the loom. They thus succeeded in attaining unapproached perfection in their fabrics of cotton, and have maintained their supremacy for ages, in spite of the marvelous appliances which science has placed in the hands of foreign manufacturers. The cotton piece-goods, calicoes and muslins which were manufactured in the country not only formed the staple clothing of the people of India, but were also sent out from remote times, in large quantities, to Arabia, Greece, Turkey and other countries. Towards the end of the seventeenth century the beauty and cheapness of Indian muslins, chintzes and calicoes attracted the attention of the English, and the quantities in which they were imported to England by the East India and Dutch Companies raised a loud out-cry against the admission of Indian goods to the prejudice of English woollen and silk manufactures. The desired protection to English manufacture was given by Acts 11 and 12, William III Cap. 10. (1700), which forbade the importation and use of Indian silks and calicoes under a penalty of £200 alike on the wearer and the seller. The other Governments, too, of Europe found it necessary to prohibit them, or to load them with heavy duties in order to protect their own manufactures. The check thus imposed on the growth of Indian cotton manufactures was further aggravated by the introduction of the fabrics of Great Britain in Bengal to an extent which proved the ruin of the manufacture of cotton in India. Even so early as 1831 a large number of Indian manufacturers petitioned the Lords of His Majesty’s Privy Council for Trade representing disastrous effects caused by English enactments and import duties, and praying their Lordships “to allow the cotton and silk fabrics of Bengal to be used in Great Britain free of duty or at the same rate which may be charged on British fabrics consumed in Bengal.” But this reasonable prayer was not granted. The result was the surprising commercial revolution which was effected in the mutual relations of the two countries. India, so long superior to Europe, India, which inundated the West with the products of her looms and exhausted the riches of Europe, even India, so long a victor, now lay vanquished in her turn, a prey to foreign commercial aggression. The British merchant carried the raw material to his country, committed it to the operation of the machine, carried back the products to the East, and, in spite of the loss of time and the enormous expense incurred by the double transport, sold the cotton fabrics at a price less than the price of the cotton spun and woven by the hand near the field that produced it, and sold at the nearest market.

The loss to the country occasioned by the transfer of the manufacture of cotton piece-goods from India to England has been aggravated by the state of cotton cultivation in India. By far
the largest portion of cotton goods imported from England is spun from American cotton. It has driven Indian cotton out of the European markets; while even in our own country the raw material available for manufacture in the mills, is fit only for the manufacture of rough and coarse fabrics. Should the success of the Swadeshi movement lead to the establishment of a large number of cotton mills in India, we should have to face the difficulty of getting an adequate supply of good cotton for our mills. The area under cotton in India and Burma has varied from 9 to 11 millions of acres between 1890 and 1903; while in Bengal, the area under cotton, which has never been large, has shown a tendency to decline. In 1898-1899, the area under cotton in Bengal was 151,500 acres; but in 1902–3, it came down to 87,400 acres, and in 1904–5, it was, as the Hon'ble Mr. Carlyle declared, on the 2nd of December last, from his place in the Council Chamber, only 90,000 acres.

It is not, however, merely in quantity but in quality as well that cotton production is in a backward state in Bengal. Bengal cotton is much inferior to foreign cotton. Not only are the filaments wanting in proper length and strength, but dirt, seeds, leaves, the broken shells of pods, and the rubbish collected from the ground are permitted to be mixed up with the staple. It is further adulterated by middlemen by the admixture of old and inferior cotton. The inferiority of the staple and the admixture of impurities are due not so much to the neglect and ignorance of the cultivator as to his poverty. The ground is not well prepared, the soil is not thrown up into ridges, the seeds are not carefully selected and are sown broadcast, the fields are not carefully weeded, the soil is not treated with suitable manure, irrigation is neglected, and the ryot does not wait for reaping his crop as it ripens and the pods open, but is obliged to sell his crop very often before it is ripe in order to pay the land rent and the costs of cultivation. It is small wonder that in such circumstances the quality of the cotton is not what it should be, and that the yield is rarely 20 lbs per bigha, while the average yield in America is more than 200 lbs. per acre. Long before America presented herself as a rival, the quality of Indian cotton had attracted the attention of the Court of Directors. In 1803, they complained that "dirt and leaves mixed with the wool had depreciated the value of the cotton sent them," and in 1810, they wrote to Bombay "that no excuse will hereafter be admitted by us for the foulness, dirt and seeds which are permitted to remain mixed with the cotton; and it is our positive orders that the commission be not paid to any commercial resident whose provision of cotton shall be faulty in this particular."

In their laudable endeavours to develop the material resources of the country the Government of India have made for no one object such earnest and persistent efforts or undergone such heavy expenditure of money as for the extension and improvement of cotton cultivation in India. The experimental cultivation with American seed was made so early as 1828, model farms were established in a number of places, every attention was paid to the improvement of indigenous varieties, cultivators were encouraged to adopt foreign crops, prizes were given for fine specimens of produce, and long leases on easy terms were granted to properly qualified Europeans on their engaging to grow approved kinds of cotton. I would refer those who wish to read the history of those experiments to Dr. Royle's "Culture and commerce of cotton." These experiments have been attended with a certain amount of success both in the Bombay and Madras Presidencies as well as in Central India. It is a recognised fact that the Bombay Presidency in spite of its area is the largest cotton growing Presidency in India.

There is no future for cotton cultivation in Bengal so long as it depends solely on the resources of the cultivators. Ignorant of the rules and methods of growing a crop with which they are not familiar and which requires careful cultivation, wanting in enterprise enough to undertake it with the risk of failure and an uncertain prospect of profit, the Bengal ryot, unaided, would be wholly unable to produce cotton of a certain quality and send it to the market in a condition capable of challenging competition. The superiority of Bombay cotton is due to merchants and mill-owners having come into closer connection with cultivators in the matter of the cultivation of the staple and the harvesting of the produce, after they had despaired, from long experience, of leaving the processes to the ryots themselves. It behoves the landholders of Bengal, Behar and Orissa to take an earnest interest in the cultivation of cotton in their estates and to direct to it their most unwearied exertions. Cotton is at this moment one of the most paying crops in India, and fortune is within easy reach of those who may invest their money and devote their
energies to its cultivation. By the last official returns there are more than 13 millions of acres of cultivable waste in the Provinces of Bengal. The soil and climate are favourable to the cultivation of cotton. Experience has shown that it grows equally well in the sea-board, in alluvial flats and in the uplands, and we may hopefully rely upon the advantages of a soil recovered fresh from Nature’s hands. All loamy, calcareous and even kankur and sandy soils are suitable for the cultivation of cotton. It is only stiff, clayey and damp soils, and too rich soils that make crops run into stalks and leaves, which should be avoided. The seasons for sowing cotton are at the end of the monsoon after the heavy rains are over, and, in some places, at the beginning of winter. Deep ploughing is essential for the cultivation of cotton. It enables the plant to get an extra amount of nourishment, and as observed by the late Mr. Rivett Carmac, it makes “the plants much stronger and healthier than their neighbours.” The clods should be broken and the soil well pulverised and thrown up into ridges. Too much care cannot be taken in a judicious selection of the seed. Men of ability, distinguished for their practical knowledge and scientific acumen, have devoted their attention to the question of selection of cotton seed for India. A number of gentlemen recommended the introduction of American or Egyptian seed and their acclimatisation in India; while the result of the experience of other persons is that although the best crops are obtained from freshly imported seed, the foreign variety grown from acclimatised seed rapidly degenerates. Men are, however, not wanting who would have nothing to do with foreign seed, and would rely on the gradual improvement of the indigenous seed by careful cultivation of the crop and selection of the seed. Mr. Carlyle observed truly at the meeting referred to above that the question is still at the experimental stage. The seed having been selected, it should be soaked in cow-dung and water or in a solution of saltpetre for 12 hours and then allowed to dry in the sun for an hour. The seeds should be drill-sown, two or three seeds being dropped into each hole about three feet apart and covered with a little earth. The cost of the ridge system exceeds a little the cost of the broad-cast system, but its evident advantages in respect of weeding irrigation and reaping are great. When the plants are five or six inches high, and, if necessary, once or twice afterwards, the grasses and weeds should be thoroughly eradicated. It is necessary also to thin the crop, the strongest plant only of each cluster being left, and, if the plants grow too luxuriantly, the tops should be nipped off and the growth of lateral branches encouraged. Mr. Chapman truly says in his valuable work published only a few months ago that the agricultural chemistry of cotton is still in its infancy. But there can be no question that substances containing phosphates of lime, such as cotton seed cakes, ashes of cotton plants and bone dust could be profitably used as manures for cotton crops, while all nitrogenous manures should be avoided. The doubt once entertained as to the efficacy of irrigation in cotton cultivation no longer exists. It is now allowed on all hands that cotton of fine quality cannot be grown without the aid of irrigation. The rapid development of Egyptian cotton is due to the cotton fields being periodically flooded by the water of the Nile. Nothing could be more emphatic on the point than the statement made before the Colonization Committee in 1858 by Mr. Balston: “The effect,” he said, “of irrigation on the cotton plant of India is to raise it from a small stunted annual, producing 50 or 60 lbs. of clean cotton per acre, to a large perennial plant, producing 400 to 500 lbs., equal in quality to anything grown. * * * It improves the quality of the cotton, and brings it up to the standard of the American crop. * * * Water never fails to lengthen the staple of Indian cotton.”

The harvesting of cotton is an important process. The pickings should be begun as soon as the capsules opened, and they should not be allowed to fall to the ground. Three pickings should suffice to secure the whole crop. The first and best pickings should be kept separate from the inferior cotton picked afterwards, and the seeds should be taken from the largest and the best developed of the pods picked from the plants. Selection of seeds thus made would improve their quality at each successive cultivation, and it is not too much to hope that Indian cotton would gradually hold its own against the best New-Orleans and Georgia.

About three quarters of the raw cotton of the world is raised in the United States, and about four-fifths of the cotton manufactured in Manchester comes from America. But as the American cotton crop has not kept pace with the increase of manufacture of cotton, England has naturally become anxious to increase the supply of raw cotton from the countries which constitute her
vast Empire, and to gradually lessen her dependence on America. This anxiety found expression in the speech His Majesty the King-Emperor made in Parliament in February, 1904. "The insufficiency," he said, "of the supply of the raw material upon which the great cotton industry of this country depends has inspired me with deep concern. I trust that the efforts which are being made in various parts of my empire to increase the area under cultivation may be attended with a large measure of success." It is the interest both of England and of India to make all possible exertion to supplant American cotton in the English market. The Government of India has been alive to the importance of the subject from a very long time. 1788 the Court of Directors called attention to the cultivation of cotton in India with a view to affording every encouragement to its growth and improvement. The Government of India has spared themselves neither time nor money to improve and extend the cultivation of cotton in this country, but, although they have met with partial success in some places, it cannot be acknowledged that they have succeeded in the task they have set themselves. In Bengal, at least, it is the landholders who are responsible for this failure. They have been wholly apathetic as regards the cultivation of this important crop. Possessing the advantages of a suitable soil and favourable climatic conditions, they have hitherto neglected an industry which, whether they be moved by self-interest or actuated by feelings of patriotism, more than demands their strongest support. By undertaking the cultivation of cotton in our estates and devoting our best energies to the enterprise we shall render the supply of cotton elastic in the English market which provides our clothing, we shall make the success of the Secadeshi movement in the matter of clothing India's millions with home-made fabrics possible, and shall open a new sphere of activities which would lead to the prosperity both of the landholders and of their ryots.

SOME FACTORS IN THE INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT OF INDIA.

By RAJ BAHA Durur LALA BAIIJ NATH.

The last few months have witnessed an unusual development of activity in the promotion of the indigenous arts and manufactures of India and brains once busy in solving political or legal questions, are now busy discussing economic questions. Capital once so slow in flowing in this direction is beginning to do so and merchants and traders who used to deal in foreign goods so largely, have refused to give fresh orders. The movement is gradually finding its way amongst the masses and even Indian women are beginning to show a preference for Indian over foreign goods. Men of light and leading who were hitherto such great patrons of imported articles are now showing with patriotic pride Indian clothes upon their persons and Indian things in their houses. Shops for the sale of Indian goods are fast springing up everywhere and factories, large and small, are being started for manufacture of articles for which India had to depend upon foreign countries. That this is a matter for satisfaction to every well-wisher of the country is certain. But there are several factors in the development of the movement which cannot be too prominently kept in sight and upon which the economic progress of the country so largely depends. They are (1) the sympathy and co-operation of the Government along with a much greater progress of technical and artistic education and development of a spirit of self-help among the people, (2) improvement of the quality and quantity of raw material upon which the excellence of all manufactures largely depends, (3) the conditions under which the artisan class of the country has to work, its social environments and organizations and (4) the principles which govern Indian trade at present. All these greatly contribute to the economic progress of a country and in India all these, as they exist at present, shall have largely to be strengthened or modified before we could hope to rival the countries of the west with their capital, co-operation and enterprise, in producing articles of necessity and luxury, in quantities as large and at rates as cheap as they. We in India have not only to labour under the disadvan-
tages of poverty, want of organization and technical skill, but also under social conditions from which other nations with whom we wish to compete are free, and greater, therefore, is the necessity of persistent effort in removing all that stands in the way of our progress.

I shall in this paper briefly discuss each of these factors and try to point out how they can subserve to the interests of the country as a whole. My remarks will be more with reference to the upper provinces which I know, but I believe the conditions in other parts of the country will also be found to be similar.

(1) Government co-operation. — The first essential of success in any undertaking, industrial or commercial in India, is the co-operation of the Government with the people. One cannot do without the other. In former regimes it was the Government and not the people which patronized the arts and industries of the country. In fact, the latter owed their existence largely to Government patronage. The people were not of much account and whatever of art there was, was because of the patronage accorded to it at the local court of the day. Now-a-days this has greatly changed and the people are also coming to be a great factor in their commercial and industrial development. But the Government has still a very great share in shaping the future of all Indian trade and industry and shall have it so for some time to come. Unlike other foreign Governments, which own no industrial or commercial concerns, and which only regulate the trade and commerce of their country, by proper legislation, the Government of India is the owner of enormous systems of railways, telegraphs, canals and opium factories and has always taken the initiative in fostering new industries or reviving decaying ones. It now possesses some 28,000 miles of railways costing some 240 millions sterling and a system of canals which irrigate 11 million acres of land. In 1823 the East India Company which then ruled the country, granted special concessions to coffee planters to stimulate the production of that article. In 1819 it did the same with indigo. Large sums of money were invested by it in the silk trade and it introduced into the country the Italian method of winding silk. Its opium monopoly yields a very large revenue which cannot be got otherwise. Its model farms, agricultural schools, bureaus for the investigation of the methods of production of raw material and devising means for promotion of scientific and agricultural education amongst the masses, all show that it has long abandoned the doctrine of non-intervention with trade in its dealing with India. It has lately established a number of scholarships for natives of India who go to foreign countries to learn mining and other industries as are of special importance to this country and has now a member for commerce in its highest council. Its Commercial Intelligence Department publishes from time to time correct information as to the various branches of commerce now flourishing in India and its monographs on indigenous arts and industries not only furnish useful material to work upon, but also show the resources at command. It has now in contemplation the establishment of a large Agricultural College at Pusa and is actively devoting itself towards improving the quality of Indian cotton on the initiative of the British Cotton Growers' Association. Its imports of stores annually amount to more than a million sterling and any concern or industry which it patronizes is at once assured of success. It is, therefore, of the utmost importance that it and the people should move together in the matter of the economic progress of India. Without the help the task will be almost impossible of accomplishment.

The first thing in which the Government can help the people is protection of Indian trade and industry. Opinions differ as to whether free trade or protection is good for a country and the advocates of both will be found everywhere amongst thinkers and political economists. So far, however, as India is concerned, there never was any free trade before the advent of the British rule, nor is it suited to the circumstances of the country. If India could at once start new industries in place of those which have disappeared under foreign competition, or if it could manufacture its raw produce into articles for home consumption and only export its surplus, free trade would have, perhaps, been good for it. But, unfortunately, it has now almost nothing but its raw produce to give to the world in exchange for the latter's manufactured goods and often receives its own products with enormous profits to foreign manufacturers. The loss of its hand industries has driven and is constantly driving a large population to agriculture and one famine means the increase in the number of those dependent upon an already exhausted and over-burdened soil. Therefore while it may be of great importance to Europe to have free trade, especially in raw produce exported from other parts of the world, to India free trade whether
in the matter of exports of raw produce or imports of manufactured articles from other countries, means so much more drain upon her already diminishing resources. The evil becomes greatly intensified in times of scarcity when grain stocks become exhausted in particular areas and enough is not left for home consumption. In such times free export trade means greater misery to the Indian masses, and the question of regulation of export trade of grain often engages public attention. It is true that there has been a rise of some 25 per cent. in the wages all round in India, but along with it, there has been more than a fifty per cent. rise in prices of all food stuffs during the last 25 years, so that the ordinary agriculturist or artisan is not much better off. On the contrary, he is much worse off than before. There is no free trade in America or Germany, two of the greatest manufacturing and trading countries of the world, after England. There is also no free trade in most British colonies in spite of the protests of English statesmen. The Government of India does not, moreover, leave the Indian agriculturist or landholder freedom of contract and by legislation reduces the interest upon the loans of the one and regulates the sale of the lands of the other. Sometimes ago it levied countervailing duties to prevent the indiscriminate export of bounty fed sugar into the country from foreign markets. It is, therefore, of the utmost importance that in the interests of the Indian agriculturist who forms about 66 per cent. of the population, export of grain be regulated by proper export duties, and, in the interests of the Indian artisan, whose trade is fast declining, imports of manufactured articles from foreign countries, by proper import duties. In the one case it means less taxation, and in the other greater incentive to home manufacture of articles for which India has to depend upon foreign markets. The direct action of Government in the development of Indian manufactures is seen in its factory laws and regulation of hours of labour. But I need not say much upon this question, because by far the largest portion of our industrial population still lives upon hand industries and is not much affected by such laws.

The question of excise duty upon cotton manufactures is also another instance and it is said that the imposition of such a duty seriously hampers Indian manufactures. But as the hand industry is free from any such duty, it need not be discussed here. The Tariff should be capable of automatic adjustment as in France, so that in times of emergency, it may be reduced or increased. All that need be emphasized here is that the Government having repeatedly declared itself to be in favour of the progress of Indian arts and manufactures and having of late patronized several Indian firms by purchasing their goods for the public service, as well as by devoting greater attention to the matter everywhere. The resources at its disposal will, it is hoped, be even more largely applied in order to assist the people towards fostering the commercial and industrial progress of the country.

11. Improvement of the quality and quantity of raw produce.—This ought to be the first to engage the attention of the Government and the people alike. The pressure upon the soil is constantly on the increase on account of increase of population, and lands which 25 years ago yielded a maund of grain, do not now yield half that quantity. All the available lands of a village are taken up for the cultivation of either food grains or stuffs which find a ready market and little is left for pasturage of cattle. The rainfall of the country is getting very precarious every year and men and cattle are always on the verge of famine in some parts of India or the other. The condition of the great mass of our peasantry is a subject of anxious consideration to both the Government and the people, and measures are constantly taken to assist the former but not with success. Says Mr. Crooke: “There is, perhaps, no more pathetic spectacle in the whole range of human history than to watch these patient masses tumbling in their traditional way along a path which can only lead to suffering, most of them careless of the future, marrying and giving in marriage, fresh generations ever encroaching on the narrow verge which separates them from destitution. Anxious statesmen peer into the mists which shroud the future and wonder what the end of all this will be. “North West Provinces” pp. 173-174). Those who think that the hardship and suffering experienced by the poor of other countries are unknown in India except in periods of famine, forget that it is not in the nature of our people to complain or make themselves troublesome to their neighbours or the authorities as do the unemployed of other countries and their sufferings are, therefore, not so publicly known as of the latter. But that the country is getting poorer every year and the pressure on the soil is increasing are facts which can scarcely be
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denied. There is here no diversity of occupation worth the name. Agriculture is the only means of subsistence not only to the many who have always lived upon it from time immemorial, but also to the many whom ruin of hereditary industries have left with no other occupation but agriculture to follow. Lands which ought to lie fallow are thus tilled for what they can yield. Cattle holder is getting so scarce that in the Batesar fair in the Agra district grass was sold 16 seers per rupee, the price charged for grain, and many a trader in horses had to return with an empty pocket even though he sold one or two of his best breed. In the Agra district cultivators are now feeding their bullocks not only upon leaves of trees, but also upon choppings of Babul thorns as I was told by the people of my own village there the other day. Every new legislation devised with the best intentions whether in the interests of the landlord or the tenant is increasing litigation and with what an increasing population, an impoverished soil having to support an ever-increasing mass of people, increase of wants due to advent of cheap articles of luxury, increasing expenses of marriages, and other ceremonies, increase of drunkenness in several parts of the country, the prospect is not at all good to contemplate. With the exception of a few large towns like Bombay, Calcutta, Delhi, Cawnpore the majority of our towns are so many collections of hamlets with more an agricultural than an industrial population and even in large towns which are considered to be large industrial centres, the agricultural element largely preponderates in villages. On the other hand, all hand industries are in their primitive condition as they were a hundred years ago. Each village has its own weaver, carpenter, potter, barber, blacksmith supplying its little needs and receiving his customary allowance of grain at each harvest as he did in times past. But the cultivator has not only to meet the demands of these, but also of his Banya who has him in his clutches from generation to generation. He is thus left without anything to fall back upon in times of scarcity and I have seen in several villages of these parts in the coldest weather of the year he has to go without a rag upon his person. In some of the permanently settled districts, he is comparatively better off. But there he ruins himself by indulgence in shows and litigation. In my own experience in the Ballia district of these provinces, agriculturists who own lands yielding as much as 60 mds. of grain and worth as much 600 or 700 rupees per bigha living upon two pice worth of sattu (parched rice or barley and yet emptying their purses before legal practitioners and fighting for years up to the High Court for every dhur (240th part of a bigha of land). All this requires the most careful attention of the Government and the public alike. We do not require to increase at one stroke the productive power of the land by ten or hundred or 200 per cent., as in Europe or America. Foreign methods of cultivation have been found to be entirely unsuited to India. All that we can do in the face of the present condition of our people, their poverty, and want of education, is to give them such methods of agriculture as they can assimilate. These are elementary education in village and District Board Schools and better training in provincial Agricultural Schools working in harmony and with knowledge of the agriculture of the province, better and more plentiful supply of water through canals, wells and tanks erected in each village or for each group, of villages, better cattle and more manure. Too great attention cannot be directed to the question of well and tank irrigation, and where the Government does not undertake such works, landlords and cultivators ought to be encouraged to undertake them by being assured in practice as they are in theory against enhancements due to such improvements. I have specially noticed this in the permanently settled districts where per cent wells and tanks are more common than in temporarily settled ones.

The Government has an Agriculture Department in each province for agricultural research as well as for showing to the people improved methods of cultivation. But its methods are too expensive as well as generally inaccessible to the majority of our people. The department shows improved implements of husbandry, water lifts, sugar mills, at district shows, distributes acclimatized seeds and trains zemindars students as licentiates in agriculture. But its efforts scarcely touch the great mass of the people, because of its being located in one central place as well as of the expense involved. If it had more farms and operations in the districts as in the Central Provinces, it might do better. Even as they are, its schools have done some good. Those of the students who have been trained in its school in Cawnpore are doing good work as practical agriculturists. One of these is now having a farm for improved cultivation of wheat in Gaziabad; another is raising better qualities of Indian corn, barley, potatoes and other stuffs by ordinary me-
thods better supervised in Meerut. A third is having a good business as a seedsmen in Sisoli. If, therefore, more zemindars were induced to send their sons to be trained in this way, they will vastly add to the value of their estates as well as make themselves independent of Government employment which they so much hanker after.

The great drawback in all technical education in India in the pacity of the field of employment for those who receive it and it is worth consideration whether special inducements should not be held out to graduates and undergraduates of our Universities to qualify themselves as agricultural experts, by allotting to them a number of Tahsildarships and other posts in Government service where they could come in direct contact with the agricultural population as well as employing them more largely than heretofore in the management of estates under the Court of Wards or large zemindaris controlled directly or indirectly by Government.

The improvement of the breed of cattle employed in agriculture ought also to engage the attention of all who wish to improve the productive power of the soil. Every famine or season of scarcity reduces the number of such cattle or leaves them impoverished and almost unfit for work. As cultivation advances, the area of fodder crops becomes less. Therefore, even in good years there is not much for cattle to spare. In bad years terrible is their fate. In this way their number is now not even \( \frac{1}{4} \) of what it was twenty years ago.

With the decreasing number of cows and buffaloes, the supply of ghee and milk both in towns and villages is decreasing every year and no manure is left for fields in the village. The Government keeps stallions in parts of these provinces for improving the breed of horses. I should think bull stallions are more necessary for improving the breed of cows and bullocks and the matter deserves serious consideration on the part of all who are interested in agriculture.

In former times when Brahmini bulls used to be let off, the supply was better. Now-a-days it is difficult to find good bulls in many a village. At most district shows in these provinces while the number of horses and mares shown as well as their breed is very decent, the number and breed of bullocks is very poor. The ordinary cultivator or zemindar has no inducement to improve the breed because he knows that he will scarcely be able to secure a good price for his bullocks as he would for his horses. If, at each show, it were made a point to award as many prizes for good bullocks as for good horses, some improvement would at once result.

Fodder crops should, moreover, be encouraged in all cultivated areas by remissions of rent or revenue and, in times of famine also not only men but, cattle should be relieved from starvation.

The next great drawback in the improvement of agriculture is the want of manure. The ordinary agriculturist cannot get any manure except what he collects in his own house. In the vicinity of towns night soil manure is always available and is highly prized. Not so in villages where the quantity of refuse collected in houses is very small and each has to use his own.

Leaves of trees or oil-seed cakes which are also good for the purpose are used for cattle to eat and thus the majority of the fields have to go without any manure at all from year to year. The increase of cattle employed in agriculture as well as planting of such trees whose leaves supply such manure is, therefore, of great importance and all owners of landed property cannot too carefully attend to them.

The fact is that without improvement of agricultural produce, no improvement in arts and industries is possible in a country like India. What with ever-changing assessments of rent and revenue, and an overburdened soil supporting an ever-increasing population, the outlook is not very promising. The last Census shows the great inequality in the distribution of the Indian population, for while, two-thirds of the latter live in a fourth of the whole area, only one-third live in the remaining three-fourths, and that while in parts of the United Provinces and Bengal we have 600 persons to the square mile, in other parts like those of Rajputana, we have only five. In the former unless the productive power of the soil is soon increased by better farming or people migrate to less populated tracts, their misery will always be great. "That agriculture is the foundation upon which rests the whole economic structure of India is nowhere so plainly revealed as in the export trade and its remarkable expansion during the last four years, for putting aside gold and other minerals of which a few like coal, salt, saltpetre petroleum, mica and manganese have been developed beyond a rudimentary stage, and none of which figure prominently in the export trade, all, save an almost negligible fraction of the raw produce and articles mainly unmanufactured which form the great bulk of exports of India and of the material for the comparatively small export of manufactured articles, are provid-
ed by its own husbandry pasturage or forests."  
(Review of Trade of India for 1904-05 page 2).  
Our concern is, however, not so much with exports as with home consumption and home industries and for them improved agriculture is of even more vital importance than exports. So greatly attached to the soil are the people of this country that they would not migrate to less populated parts of their own province, much less to colonies outside India, if they could help it, even though they see those of their fellows who had had the courage to do so, coming laden with wealth in a few years. I have specially noticed this to be the case in the most thickly populated parts of these provinces, where I have found people ruining themselves by years of litigation for every inch of land and though left penniless seldom leaving their ancestral village. In this way only ten percent. of our people are found outside the land of their birth and the necessity of agricultural improvement becomes, therefore, all the more apparent. I need not specify the kinds of produce which require to be produced in larger quantities than heretofore; rice, wheat, gram, pulses, fodder, grains, maize, sugar-cane are all as necessary as cotton or jute, and the attention of the patriot or the lover of progress in India should be steadily directed towards improving the quality and quantity of each of these products.

III. Improvement of the training of the Indian artisan is also as necessary a factor in our economic progress as the improvement of the status of the Indian agriculturist. The figures of the last Census show that out of every 10,000 persons in a village while more than 7,000 are landlords, tenants and agricultural labourers, the remaining 3,000 live by simple hand industries of which those employing more than 100 persons are owning cattle and selling milk, fishing and plying boats for hire, oil pressing, basket making, and cotton spinning and weaving. Carpenters and blacksmiths also form a fair number. In towns the number of persons dependent upon agriculture is much less. There we find about 4,000 out of 10,000 living by preparation of articles of food and drink and supply of material substances and about 1,200 by commerce. In large cities like Delhi, Ahmedabad, Amritsar, half the population lives by the supply and preparation of such substances because of the growing mill and other industries there. In Bombay one-seventh of the population lives by working in mills while the jute mills of Howrah, support one-eleventh of its total population. This shows how important it is to improve the status of the artisan for the purpose of our economic development. The ordinary artisan be he a smith, a weaver, a carpenter, a mason, a painter, or of any other trade, though not without skill and always possessed of much patience, is generally without any education or organization worth the name. Working with tools which are often worn out or are out of order, and wedded to methods of work at once crude and primitive, it is a wonder he turns out the work he does. His habits are simple and contented and he goes without showing any inquisitive turn of mind. His work, unless carefully supervised, is, however, generally unmethodical and unpunctual, and he has, therefore, to be content with far less wages than his English or even his Chinese compeer. In his anxiety to produce cheap articles now required by the trade or pandan to the taste of his foreign customers, he is fast losing his old artistic designs and adopting artificial ones to the ruin of his trade. His secrets of trade are never published to the world but descend from father to son or master to apprentice and his trade even in his own specialities is declining both on account of not keeping pace with the progress of scientific education amongst the artisans of other countries and its application to arts of life. Clever in the rule of thumb, he requires his eyes and hands to be largely trained before he can dispense with his rule and compass. Wages are rising everywhere and the demand for, not only skilled but also for ordinary, labour in each profession is greater than the supply. A good carpenter or blacksmith can get from Rs. 25 to 30, an ordinary one from 15 to 20 a month. But while thousands of young men with Matriculation certificates will be available for even 10 or Rs. 15 and many a graduate for Rs. 30, it will be difficult to get a good carpenter or blacksmith for that sum. The reason is that hand labour does not possess the same dignity in India as it does elsewhere. Here a clerk or accountant or one who follows a gentle profession and slaves at it all his life in an office, is looked upon with greater respect by his countrymen, than a carpenter or blacksmith or mason unless he happens to be very rich. A Deputy Collector who does not rise to Rs. 800 even after 25 or 30 years of service and who has to be at his desk all day long, is much more honored than a merchant whose income is five times that sum. Government service in India has a charm which it has nowhere. This accounts for the inattention of our people to artistic professions. The times are, how-
ver changing. In Bombay the Parsees are fast qualifying themselves as engineers, mill managers and superior artisans. In the Punjab the Tarkhaus (carpenters) are also coming out as engineers, and it appears that the dignity of labour will soon be recognized in the country. This low estimation in which the artisan class is held is partly due to the place assigned to it by Hindu and Mahomedan religious traditions and partly to the want of education and the absence of regular scientific training possessed by the majority of our artisans from time immemorial. Caste prejudices are also great factors in this respect, and in communities and institutions where they are not recognized, the inmates soon prove better artisans than those of the bazaar.

The first thing, therefore, necessary is to improve the theoretical education of the Indian artisan. There are, at present, several technical and art schools in India. But they do not attract students from the artisan class, because the system of instruction is not in touch with the habits of the people. Amongst them the old system finds more favour both on account of comparative inexpensiveness as well as of its not involving separation from family at an early age. Under this system a boy is apprenticed at his father's or at a relation or friend's shop at the age of eight or ten. He is given the rougher and the more elementary portions of the trade to begin with and acts as a menial servant. As he advances in knowledge of work, he is given the finer and more complicated portions, till he takes his proper place in the firm. In this way hundreds of our lads are trained in shops and factories without any cost to their parents and with no indentures and prove useful before they are out of their teens. The system has, however, this disadvantage that the pupil cannot become a greater and more skilled workman than his master and the trade thus remains where it was. What is required is to adapt this system of apprenticeship to modern scientific education in technical schools and institutions. We have the Victoria Jubilee Technical Institute, the J.J. Art School of Bombay for higher technical and artistic training. They are doing much good work and similar institutions are required to be established in all the chief trade centres of India. We also require technical and industrial schools in each district managed by its local and District Boards with workshops attached and working in harmony with the artisans of the place, recognizing and patronizing those who come to them for such recognition. In this way the technical and industrial education will soon gain in popularity and the very fact of recognition by a local or Municipal Board or the Government will make the scheme a success. In Bengal they have about 28 industrial schools of which only 6 are maintained by District Boards and one by the Government. The average attendance is about 105 and the cost to Government about 4,500 and to Local Boards about Rs. 18,000 or 19,000. In the United Provinces there is no school under any local or District Board and only one industrial school at Lucknow with only 98 students of which two are sons of artisans. The total cost to Government here is about Rs. 10,000. In Madras they have a school of arts as well as a number of District and Local Board Schools with a cost of some Rs. 75,000 to the Government. In Bombay there are about a hundred of such schools with several institutes possessing a large number of pupils. These institutions are, however, not so managed as to be in touch with the habits and traditions of those for whom they are intended.

The fact did not escape the notice of the Committee appointed by the Government for the promotion of industrial education, who, in para 57 of their report, said: "The prospects of industrial progress in India must, for many years, largely depend upon the attitude adopted by the hand-workers of the country. For these instruction and improvement can only be satisfactorily secured by enlisting the sympathy and co-operation of their leaders, without any attempt to break suddenly with the methods and organizations that have, for centuries, controlled the progress and destinies of the craftsmen." As matters stand, each trade in India now forms a distinct caste or class and distinctions which to a foreigner seem unmeaning or absurd are here observed with a rigidity unknown in other countries, preventing the member of one trade from taking up the occupation of another. Without going into the question of the functional origin of caste, it may broadly be stated that while cultivation of the soil and field labour are open to all and can be followed without restriction by the highest as well as the lowest, the same is not the case with handicrafts. There only one can take up a craft which is not prohibited by his caste rules. A Brahmin can, for instance, act as a priest, a water bearer, a cook, a watchman, a peon in an office, or as a labourer breaking ballast on the road, or carrying loads, but never as a smith, a carpenter, a cobbler or a fisher-
man, and when some time ago two Kashmiri Brahmin brothers of Agra broke through trammels of caste and apprenticed themselves to a leather factory in Cawnpore, great was the howl raised by their people. They, however, withstood it manfully and came out as experts in leather and the opposition, be it said to the credit of the good sense of their community, died out. In other communities, more unreasonable, they would have been ostracised for ever. The same applies to Kshatriyans, Vaisyas, Kayasthas and other superior castes. None of them except inmates of institutions where these restrictions have been relaxed, can take up any occupation not followed by his community. Amongst the lower classes the number of professional castes is quite bewildering and each branch of a trade has come to constitute a caste with strict rules as to intermarriage and interlining which no one is at liberty to break. For instance, amongst workers in metals, the goldsmiths are a distinct caste from them. The blacksmiths, the braziers from the thateras who repair old vessels, the mochias who prepare harness, from the chamars who skin cattle or tan leather the kwats (boat men), from the dhivaras who are fishermen. Thus an oilman can only have the option of taking up field labour in addition to his own trade, so also can a washerman, a weaver, a dyer, a chamars. He cannot take up the work of any other trade without incurring social disability. In some parts of the provinces, for instance, in the eastern districts, trades which are followed in the western districts by three higher castes, can only be followed by special castes. The confectioners in the western districts may be Brahmins, Kshatriyas, or Vaisyas, in the eastern they form a separate caste. On the other hand, some of the professional castes who claim to belong to one of the higher castes, and even observe their rules, are not allowed to mix with the latter, nor is a member of any of the higher castes who takes to their business, allowed to mix with them. Thus a carpenter who calls himself an Ojha Brahmin, a grain pedlar or tailor who calls himself a Kayastha, a toddy drawer who calls himself a Vaishya, is not allowed to mix with the members of these castes proper, nor is a member of these castes who takes to the profession of a carpenter, a tailor or toddy-drawer, admitted into the fraternity of the latter. Amongst Mahomadans also, there are occupation castes like those of tailors, dyers, water carriers, musicians, drummers, wire-drawers, engravers, but they are not so rigid as amongst the Hindus. On the contrary, a couplet is often cited to show how with the increase of his prospects in life one can rise from class to class and be ultimately recognized as belonging to the highest. "I was formerly a weaver, then I became a Shiek, as grain becomes cheaper I shall become a Sayad." Instances of this are within every one's recollection in these provinces, and I know of a most charitable gentleman who was a butcher in Meerut, coming to be recognised as a leader of the Mahomadan community of the place on account of his wealth and public spirit. His parties were attended with pleasure by the highest and the best amongst both his own people as well as amongst Europeans. His habits were simple and his charity very large. His brother who is just dead, was, after his brother's death, made a Companion of the Indian Empire and his successors are now the foremost people amongst the Mahomadan society of Meerut. In other parts of the country, for instance, in the eastern districts, with the weavers of Mau and Mubarkpur and parts of Azamgarh, this is also the case. Amongst Hindus, it must be confessed with regret, there is no such liberty and a Chamars of Agra who had amassed wealth in trade, although he became a good manufacturer and employer of labour from castes superior to his own, was not recognised other than as a Chamars. The Mahomadan has also the advantage of a better physique due to his not marrying so early as the Hindu, and but for his spendthrift habits, he would be a much happier man than now. In Delhi, Agra, Benares, Azamgarh, the best weavers, painters, enamellers, engravers, carpet-makers, embroilers, book-binders, pyrotechnists, will be found amongst the Mahomadans. Some of them have earned rewards and medals in exhibitions held outside India. The Hindus also excel in some trades such as goldsmiths, setters of stones, potters, etc., but, generally speaking, there is more artistic skill amongst the Mahomadans, than amongst the Hindus. In clay modelling the Hindus of Delhi have shown special aptitude and a potter ghazi there, got so famous for his models that he could make a life size figure true to nature of any object animate or inanimate, by merely seeing its reflection in water. In wood carving also the Hindus still hold their own against others. In commerce they are better off and the Marwaris, the Vaisyas, the Khatis, the Bhatias lead the market every-
where, and only those branches of commerce which they cannot take up, for instance, dealing in hides or bones or leather, are left solely to the Mahomadans. In Upper India with the exception of the Punjabi Mahomadans and in Bombay with that of the Memons, Bohras and Khojies who are Hindu converts, the trade is all in the hands of the Hindus because in commerce caste restrictions are not so rigid as in industry. There the follower of one branch is allowed to mix with the follower of another, provided he is of the same caste. All these trades and professions as well as branches of commerce have their punchayats and unions, some strong enough to regulate the course of trade in their community, others merely concerning themselves with caste matters. Some of these institutions are very powerful. The Marwari Chamber of Commerce or punchayats everywhere leads the local market. In Delhi the cloth merchants' punchayat prevent every one of their members who is about to fail and who places his assets at its disposal, from being ruined by litigation. In Ahmedabad a section of the Vaishya community who are large mill owners on my initiative, at once started a powerful association for helping the people of the caste. In Amritsar the Nurjogot Vaishyas regulate the piece-goods trade of the place. In Cawnpore the brokers and the commission agents would not accept the terms of the Marwaris, and have lately formed themselves into a large joint stock company and have brought the Marwaris down. In Agra the cloth merchants have an organized system of charity. In Meerut the grain dealers levy a certain percentage for the relief of the inmates of our orphanage. Amongst the lower classes punchayats are even more powerful institutions, but only in caste matters, except it be in places like Lahore or Ahmedabad where some of them flourish in the shape of trade guilds and regulate the course of trade. All this has its good as well as its bad side. It secures specialization in trade and preserves trade secrets. But it also encourages narrow-mindedness and caste prejudice and seriously hampers progress. In some cases where the spirit of exclusiveness is very strong, it threatens destruction to the trade and instances of a once flourishing profession being now found amongst a few decaying families are everywhere common. This institution of divisions which now constitute so many castes, is now too deeply engrained in our social polity, to go on for many years to come. If it can only be relaxed by making at least those of a trade who follow its separate branches mix and work together and freely exchange professions, as in commerce, a great step shall have been gained. More than this it would be premature to hope for. The matter was carefully discussed by the Industrial Education Committee and they were also of opinion that in order to make the system of supervision of hand industries through a staff of experts entertained in each province successful, we must work in co-operation with the punchayats of each trade and that measures taken in co-operation with such punchayats, would be far more popular and be received with far less suspicion than those taken independently. Those who know the feelings and habits of our people can testify to the truth of this and it has been found in practice, as in our own Vaishya Mahasabha, that any scheme of co-operative trade or banking undertaken with the help of our own members is more successful and dispenses with the necessity of appealing for outside help, than any which seeks to bring all the castes together. The same is the experience of many European thinkers also, and, according to them, caste shall always have to do largely in every system of co-operative trade or manufacture. Much as we regret this exclusiveness, we have to take these forces into account and work with and not against them.

11. What is next required is a complete industrial survey and a complete system of technical and commercial education. The lines suggested by the industrial education Committee in respect of the latter are (1) the appointment of a Director of Industries and industrial instruction, (2) research, experiment and instruction under his guidance in textiles and silk in Bombay, metal work in Madras, pottery and China ware in the Punjab, glass making in the United Provinces, sericulture in Burma and the Central Provinces, and lace, tans and dyes in the Indian Institute of Science, (3) advances to artisans who are willing to train apprentices, (4) revision of the law regarding indentures of apprentices, (5) training of artisans in Railway workshops, gun carriage factories, dockyards, harness factories and presses belonging to the Government, (6) recognition of private firms and giving them Government orders on condition of their training apprentices, (7) prescribing tests for industrial skill in consultation with committees of heads of trades and, (8) guarantee of interest to private individuals who start new industries on the capital employed. For each province they recommended the appointment of a chief
Inspector of Industries and under him of persons skilled in each of the principal industries of the province, the training of such inspectors in the institutes of industrial experiment as well as in Engineering Colleges, the recognition of firms willing to train apprentices under a system recognized by Government, the encouragement of trade guilds and carrying out of the work of technical instruction in workshops through them as well as through the punchayats of each trade, and the establishment of night schools for the instruction of the artisans engaged in work during day time. This scheme has not yet been carried into effect. I should think that even if the portion regarding the recognition of certain workshops in each town for training apprentices, by giving them Government Municipal and Local Board orders, be sanctioned, much good will at once result. Speaking of the United Provinces, there are large tracts of the country in the Etah and Bijnor districts where material for glass making can be had in unlimited quantities and where any experiment in this branch of industry will at once show how we could save a large portion of the money that now goes out in purchase of glass-ware from other countries. India imported in 1904-05 glass-ware worth more than a crore of rupees and it is a matter for serious consideration, how, at least, a portion of this money would be saved by making, if not the finer at least, the rougher kinds of ware by utilising the services of men already trained in that work locally. The same applies to many other industries especially cotton, sugar, laes, tans and dyes. Here also we have abundant raw material in the country and all that is necessary is improvement of quality in such manner as to compete with foreign manufactures, if not in all, at least, in the rougher kinds. But even more important than the establishment of a research institute is an industrial survey for the whole of India. The matter was urged upon the attention of Government by Dr. Forbes Watson as far back as 1872. He was of opinion that each kind of produce must be accurately described, the different varieties distinguished the places and methods of production ascertained, the industrial and commercial value investigated and the question of supply and utilization discussed, and when all this has been done, provision must be made for rendering such knowledge easily accessible and available for immediate reference not only by Government authorities, but by agriculturists, manufacturers and men of business generally. The work could not, according to him, be under-
the potter, the leather worker and the fisherman, and last, but not the least, the weaver. Such a survey cannot be undertaken too soon and should be undertaken by the Association for industrial advancement. It would, perhaps, facilitate work were committees organized in each province with District Committees working under them and even though the information collected be not so complete as that collected by Government, yet it will encourage a spirit of self-help and research and at once give some impetus to both local and provincial enterprise amongst the people in directions most needed. The information will, perhaps, be more popular than any published by the Government, and should be collected as soon as possible. Directories of not only mill and factory industries, but also of the principal hand industries of each place should be prepared on the lines indicated in Dr. Forbes Watson's paper and the names of the chief manufacturers noted and their prices given. Such Directories will be of great use to those who do not now know where a thing required can be had, of what quality and at what price. If the Indian Industrial Conference publishes such a Directory even for each province every year or two years it shall have amply justified its existence. India which has hitherto had hand labour guided by custom, is now face to face with steam and electricity guided by experts. Ignorance and idleness are now pitched against organized skill and science and it will tax her resources to the utmost before she could hope to come out well of the struggle. We cannot and ought not to do away with our hand industries, our artistic designs and exquisite patterns which have always challenged the admiration of the world. But we shall have to adapt our hand industries to the time and so mould our manufactures and commerce as to save them from further destruction under foreign competition. In Europe trade is now conducted under keen and fierce international competition and each nation has to be as business-like, as thorough in trade and manufacture as in war, before it can hope to hold its own against its neighbours. India shall also have to realize the fact sooner or later. One great complaint against the Indian method of doing business is that it is very unbusiness-like; unpunctuality, want of uniformity of quality, short lengths, short weights, absence of fixed charges are some of the complaints made, to the great detriment of native trade. All this shall have to be largely modified before our traders can command the same confidence in the trade market as other people more punctual, more business-like than they do. Experience shows that unless carefully supervised, the work of an Indian workman is unmethedical and indifferent in quality and constantly diminished in quantity. Many an Indian or European who would gladly patronize an Indian firm, is forced to go to a European because although the prices charged are higher, there is more punctuality and honesty in dealing. Amongst the higher ranks of the trade there is as much honesty amongst the Indians as amongst other people, but it is not yet a general characteristic of our business people. In all wholesale centres for sale of piece-goods, a broker goes to the wholesale dealer, shows a sample of cloth and offers to purchase a certain quantity. A regular haggling follows and unless the purchaser is cautious, a slight alteration in the quality of goods delivered is not impossible. An artisan acquires some reputation for his wares. As orders begin to come in, he does not scruple to substitute inferior goods for those he generally makes. To ask for one price and take for another is common in all ranks of trade, while to change artistic indigenous design, for hybrid foreign ones under pressure is not rare. All this will have to undergo a radical alteration before it ceases to be an obstacle in the way of our economic progress.

The last great feature in our industrial and economic progress are local and provincial exhibitions. In Europe they have always been reckoned as great stimulants of trade and industry. In India they are also becoming the same. In European exhibitions there is, however, a little too much of artificiality which ought to be avoided in India. Our exhibitions to be useful should not aim too high. For instance, if they are to be local exhibitions for a district or province, they should aim at showing the things made in that district or province more than those made throughout the whole of India as well as encourage and improve more the local or the provincial than the Indian trade or industry. In this way the accumulated result of many local and provincial exhibitions will be a great gain to the whole of the country. All-India Exhibition like the one now held with the Congress is also necessary, and I would encourage it to as well as to all local and provincial exhibitions, visits of artisans and traders free as well as show them better methods of work. In the United Provinces the Nauchandi Exhibition at Meerut and the local shows at Aligarh, Bulandshahar, Muzaffernagar and other places have proved useful in reviving many a useful local industry and I would have such a show in each dis-
trict every year under the management of its local and Municipal Board.

These are some of the chief factors in our industrial and economic development, and each of them requires to be carefully strengthened before we can hope to secure it to the desired extent. As the world is now constituted, no country on earth can afford to be independent of every other country as in times past, when facilities of communication were fewer. But no country in the world is so dependent upon every other country in the world as is India of to-day for every little need in the shape of manufactured articles. Such a prospect is not a hopeful one to contemplate and it ought to be the care of every Indian patriot to see that much of this dependence is removed. We have now to face two problems, the first how to make ourselves as little dependent for articles of necessity upon imports from foreign countries as possible, and, second, how to find food for the forty and odd millions now going through life upon insufficient food, upon the many more who are every year crowding upon an already impoverished soil and to secure useful and honourable employment for the yearly increasing number of young and intelligent men of education who, having nothing better to do, have to swell either the ranks of an already overcrowded Government service with little prospects of promotion till the best years of life are over or of the bar or medicine where the prizes are few and blanks many. The only solution of the difficulty lies in making the country better, more industrially and agriculturally like Germany or America and towards this the efforts of every one cannot be directed too soon.

---

THE INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT OF INDIA.

By SIR GUILFORD MOLESWORTH, K. C. I. E.

India presents the strange spectacle of a country, formerly rich, prosperous, and in a manner highly civilized, of which the native industries are now decadent, being crushed out under the stress of modern civilization, and progress.

Of India's vast population of 300,000,000 souls, about 60 per cent. are supported by agriculture. This leaves a large residuum available for other industrial purposes, but the arts and crafts for which India has been so justly celebrated,—whether metallurgical or textile,—whether of cutlery, glass, pottery, silks, carpets, or other industries,—are dead or dying.

Throughout the country may be found old slag-heaps, testifying to the former prosperity of native iron industries,—the splendid native iron being now superseded by cheap worthless metal of foreign manufacture. Everywhere may be seen evidence of flourishing industries of the past, whether in the huge forty-ton brass gun of Bijapur, in the great iron column of the Kutub,—in the magnificent inlaid marble, the fretwork and the carving of the tombs, palaces and mosques. It may also be seen in the glass, pottery, shawls, carpets and silks in the toshika-haus of many of the Rajahs, and also in the ruins of indigo factories. "Why keep India?" writes a shallow thinker in the Contemporary Review, "India is of no use at all to us. We should be richer, stronger, better and happier without it. We are cramped, distracted, and impoverished by it."

Lord Lawrence, wrote in 1864:

"India is, on the whole, a very poor country. "The mass of the population enjoy a scanty subsistence."

Lord Mayo, wrote in 1871:

"I admit the comparative poverty of this country, and am convinced of the impolicy and injustice of imposing burdens on the people which may be called either crushing or oppressive."

Instances might be multiplied without number to prove the poverty of India.

In connection with this subject, I may quote the following from an article which I contributed to the Calcutta Review more than twenty years ago: — "India, the land of the pagoda tree! India, the mine of wealth! India, the wonder and admiration of Marco Polo, and of travellers of former times! India in poverty! Midas starving amid heaps of gold does not afford a greater paradox: yet here we have India, Midas-like, starving in the midst of untold wealth.

For India has untold wealth: wonderful natural resources, whether agricultural, mineral, or industrial, but they are, to a great extent dormant.
It has coal of an excellent quality, it has fine petroleum, large quantities of timber and charcoal: it has iron, of a purity that would make an English iron-master's mouth water, spread wholesale over the country in most places to be had by light quarrying over the surface: it has chrome-iron capable of making the finest Damascus blades, manganiferous ore, splendid hematites in profusion. It has gold, silver, antimony tin, copper, plumbago, lime, kaolin, gypsum, precious stones, asbestos: soft wheat, equal to the finest Australian, hard wheat, equal to the finest Kabanka. It has food-grains of every description: oil-seeds, tobacco, tea, coffee, cocoa, sugar, spices, lac, dyes, cotton, jute, hemp, flax, coir, fibres of every description: in fact, products too numerous to mention. Its inhabitants are frugal, thrifty, industrious, capable of great physical exertion, docile, easily taught, skilful in any work requiring delicate manipulation. Labour is absurdly cheap, and the soil for the most part wonderfully productive.

Ball, in his "Economic Geology of India," says:—

"Were India wholly isolated from the rest of the world, or its mineral productions protected from competition, there cannot be the least doubt that she would be able, from within her own boundaries, to supply nearly all the requirements, in so far as the mineral world is concerned, of a highly civilized community." I may add that this remark is applicable not only to mineral products, but also to almost every other article of produce. The coal-fields, as far as they have been explored, cover an area of 35,000 square miles, and are estimated to contain 20,000,000,000 tons of coal. In Bengal and Assam there is coal nearly equal in evaporative power to medium Welsh steam coal, though inferior to Aberdare. In some parts of India the supply of iron ore is on a scale of unparalleled magnitude, whole hills and ranges of it being of the purest varieties. There are also available in India millions of potential horse power, in the form of water flowing from the mountain ranges, capable of being converted into electrical energy at generating stations near the hills, and conveyed with slight loss to centres even at very great distances, where it can be utilized for industrial purposes.

There is plenty of capital in India. The amount of wealth now hoarded in the country has been estimated at about £550,000,000: but neither this, nor British capital, will flow to a market in which its operations are checked, and its struggling industries swamped by unlimited foreign competition.

British capital, for the most part, has been attracted only by heavy guarantees from Government. For many years the Government had to struggle against the adverse pressure of those short-sighted critics who have denounced it as "plunging the country into debt and inevitable ruin. There can be no doubt that at the outset the interest required for the construction of large irrigation works and railways put a heavy strain on the revenues of India, and it is only in recent years that it has emerged successfully from the ordeal. These works are now yielding a large and increasing revenue to the State, a revenue which, to quote the words of Lord Curzon, has left India "better equipped to face the many problems which confront her:—stronger and better guarded on her frontiers, with her agriculture, her industries, her commerce, her education, her irrigation, her railways, her army and her police brought up to a higher state of efficiency, with every section of her administrative machinery in better repair:—with her credit re-established, her currency restored, the material prosperity of her people enhanced, and their loyalty strengthened."

Some of the manufactures of India under British capital, and especially that of cotton and jute, have increased, but it has been uphill work, and the development of these industries falls very short of the magnificent potentialities of the Empire, and is not commensurate with the advantages which have been gained by the Public Works policy of Railway extension and irrigation works. These have enabled the State to relieve some of that dead weight of taxation which burdens the agriculturists,—by remission of land revenue, by advances to cultivators for seed, and by reduction of salt-tax and income-tax.

About three years ago, Mr. Nilkanth Wagle, B. A. read a very careful and able paper at the Society of Arts on the industrial development of India, in which he pointed out that, some forty or fifty years ago, Japan was as backward as any Eastern nation, but that she had developed her resources "from within," or, in other words, by the people in conjunction with the Government; and he has quoted the advice given by Principal Dyer to the Government of Japan in 1877, showing that the want of faith which the people then displayed in industrial enterprise, prevented what money there was in the country being usefully employed, and that, until confidence had been established in the practicability of such works, it
was necessary for the Government to take the lead, and give such assistance as might be necessary; taking care, however, to give it in such a manner as really to encourage private enterprise.

The success of this policy has been apparent in the wonderful development of Japanese industries. The Government of Japan brought out a very able staff of specialists and drew out a scheme of technical education which included everything required to enable her to occupy her proper place among the manufacturing nations of the world; and native talent was not only educated, but employed in the different manufacturing departments which were the property of Government.

It is now the accepted policy of the Government of India to render India practically independent of external supplies as regards her army, by establishing Government factories in various parts of the country for the manufacture of arms, ammunition, clothing, saddlery, equipment and munitions of war. There is no reason why this policy should not be extended to her State Railways and other Public Works, and to the needs of the country in general. There is no reason why she should not establish technical guilds, like that of South Kensington, in which the natives might first receive technical education, and be afterwards apprenticed, and obtain workshop training and subsequent employment in the different State departments or factories.

There is no reason why the Government should not develop agricultural industry in the same way that it has embarked in forestry, using the lands reclaimed by irrigation. This might serve as a school of agriculture generally, and especially for the improvement of the staple of cotton. India formerly produced excellent cotton, but it has degenerated, and is now short in staple. The Inspector-General of Agriculture has declared that our knowledge of indigenous cotton is incomplete, and that its degeneration is not due to inferior cultivation or exhausted soil; that the black cotton soil is very fertile, and he has attributed the deterioration in staple to the continuous use of unselected seed. Others say that the short staple is due in a great measure to careless and improper cropping. Be this as it may, there can be little doubt that if cotton-growing had been fostered the quality could have been improved, and the quantity increased, so that England would not now have been dependent on the speculations of American cotton rings for her supply. It is difficult to overrate the importance of agriculture in any country. Adam Smith has said:—"No equal capital puts into motion a greater quantity of productive labour than that of the farmer. Not only his labouring servants, but his labouring cattle, are productive labourers. In agriculture, too, nature labours along with man: and though her labour costs no expense, its produce has its value, as well as that of the most expensive workmen . . . . No equal quantity of productive labour employed in manufactures can ever occasion so great a reproduction . . . . The capital employed in agriculture not only puts into motion a greater quantity of productive labour than any equal capital employed in manufactures, but in proportion to the quantity of productive labour which it employs, it adds a much greater value to the annual produce of the land and labour of the country, to the real wealth and revenue of its inhabitants. Of all the ways in which a capital can be employed, it is, by far, the most advantageous to the society." (Wealth of Nations, Bk. II. Chap. V.) Adam Smith has rightly insisted on the great value of "internal" (or as he terms it "home") as compared with "external" trade. He says: "The capital employed in the home trade of any country will generally give encouragement and support to a greater quantity of productive labour in that country, and increase the value of its annual produce more than an equal capital employed in the foreign trade of consumption; and the capital employed in this latter trade has, in both these respects, a still greater advantage over an equal capital engaged in the carrying trade." (Wealth of Nations, Bk. II, Cap. V.) I cannot agree with those who argue that there is no market for the produce of Indian industry. As regards internal consumption, statistics of our imports show that there is a large and increasing demand; and the very development of industries would increase that demand. Sugar, for instance, is one article which India is in a position to supply as cheaply as any country in the world; yet in 1903 sugar, probably bounty-fed, to the value of nearly £4,000,000 sterling has been imported into India. Twenty years ago the wheat crop of India was nearly 36,000,000 quarters or about 14,000,000 quarters in excess of the total imports of wheat into Great Britain for the year 1902: and in the Punjab alone there is cultivable waste-land sufficient to produce 12,000,000 quarters, besides large tracts in Burma and other parts of India, only requiring irrigation or population to bring them under the plough. If India, had, by preferential treatment with regard to foreign wheat,
the inducement of a steady and certain market to grow wheat, there can be no doubt that her cheap labour and low railway rates could enable her to supply England with all the wheat she requires at rates as low as, if not lower than, those at which the United States now supply it.

The most important question at present is how to relieve, as far as practicable, the burdens on agriculture.

Capital is necessary for all industries, but, as I have already observed, it will not flow to those markets in which its operations are checked, and its struggling industries are swamped, by unlimited foreign competition. More than thirty years ago, Sir Leopold Griffin wrote: an article in the Fortnightly Review, urging the great desirability of imposing duties in India to encourage Indian arts and manufactures, and for revenue purposes, and to raise the dead weight of taxation from the land.

For this purpose he thought protective duties might very justly and beneficially be imposed on India. But the question should be decided, not on English grounds, or by English people, in England, but by the Indian Government in the interests of India alone.

It has been pointed out by a very high authority that, “whatever may be the merits of free trade, as a system suited to these or those national circumstances, it probably carries with it a defect of its qualities in inducing too great apathy towards the exertion of Governmental action in trade matters. Non-intervention and laisses faire may easily degenerate from a conservative principle into an indolent attitude of mind, and then it is politically vicious.”

The imports of India are large, and a moderate duty on them, which would not be felt by the masses, would not only materially aid the development of India’s industries, but would raise a revenue that would afford a much needed-relief from the dead weight of taxation on the land. Such a policy, at the outset and during the stage of development, might involve slightly increased cost; but there can be little doubt that eventually it would be productive of considerable economy and general prosperity, nor would it increase the price of food, for India, in addition to the food consumed in the country, now exports to other countries more than 78,000,000 cwt. of food grains, neither could it affect the small articles of general use for the native agricultural labourer.

Moreover, experience has proved beyond all doubt that protective duties, if moderate, do not increase the cost of articles taxed.

It may be taken as an axiom of political economy that, as a general rule, when an article is of home production (or, in other words, when it can be produced in the country), the tariff, if it be moderate and not prohibitive, stimulates production, promotes general competition, kills foreign monopolies, and, in some cases, actually reduces the cost of the taxed article.

But if the article be not one of home production, and cannot be produced in the country, or if the tariff be so high as to be prohibitive in times of scarcity, the duty will increase the cost of the article.

Innumerable instances have occurred, both in the United States and also on the Continent of Europe, in which the imposition of a tariff has been followed by a fall in the price of the article taxed.

The “American Economist” of Oct. 2nd, 1891 published a list of 55 articles in common use, all of which had been reduced in price after the imposition of the McKinley tariff.

Unfortunately, India’s interests have been subordinated to English policy and to the extraordinary belief in the virtues of free-trade, which has been generally held by the British public, until it was awakened from its delusion by the startling speech of Mr. Joseph Chamberlain at Birmingham, in May, 1903; and England began to discover that, under the policy of free-trade, Britain’s commercial and industrial supremacy was waning, her agriculture ruined, her industries struggling hard for existence, and many of them, like those of India, crushed out.

The origin of England’s belief in free-trade is not difficult of comprehension. Great Britain had acquired her commercial and industrial supremacy,—as well as her position as the great capitalist nation of the world under a policy of strict protection; and before the introduction of free-trade in 1846 she commanded all the markets of the world; she had developed her coal, iron and textile industries and had a complete monopoly of them. Almost coincident with, but a few years before the adoption of free-trade, an extraordinary era of prosperity sprang up throughout the whole civilized world. This was due to numerous improvements in arts, science, and inventions as well as to improved communication by railways, steam navigation, and telegraphs, which made such rapid strides during the second quarter of the nineteenth
In the United States the periods of protective tariffs have been uniformly marked by prosperity, and the periods following their several repeals have been marked by depression of trade and distress.

Direct taxation in England has more than doubled during the last thirty years, and is increasing with alarming rapidity. Mr. McKinley pointed out that "Free-trade" in England had increased the rate of taxation by over 24 per cent. between 1870 and 1880, whilst in the United States the rate had, during the same decade, diminished by nearly 10 per cent.

From the evils of Free-trade Germany has been rescued by the sound judgment of Bismarck, who said:—"We refuse to remain the sole dupes of an honourable conviction. Through the widely-opened door of our imports we have become the dumping place of foreign surplus production, and it is this, in my opinion, that has prevented the continued development of our industry, and the strengthening of our economical conditions. Let us close our doors awhile, and secure for German workers the German market which hitherto the foreigner has exploited with our connivance. The abstract doctrines of science influence me not at all; I form my verdict on the teachings of experience. I see that the Protectionist countries are prospering, and that the countries which practise Free-trade are decaying. Even mighty England is gradually returning to protection, and will, in a few years time, revert to it altogether, in order to save for herself at least the English market. Since we lowered our tariffs, we have, in my opinion, been a prey to consumption. We have been bleeding to death."  

Bismarck gained his point; Germany reverted to protection; and the policy has proved to have been eminently successful.

The term "Free-trade" (Libre Exchange) as explained by economists, means free exchange of commodities between nations, which England never had, nor is there the slightest probability that she will ever have it. England has no free import of her productions into any country, not even into her self-governing colonies. She has thrown away her bargaining power with foreign countries, by abolishing tariffs on competing products, and has handicapped her trading relations with her colonies and dependencies.

The fiscal policy of England, though claimed by Free-traders to be based on the political economy of Adam Smith, is absolutely opposed to
it. Adam Smith rightly devoted much argument against "monopolies", "absolute prohibitions", and "high duties" which amounted to a prohibition, and he only advocated free import of corn on the assumption that the import of foreign corn would be so small that it could affect very little the interests of the farmers of Great Britain. Of course, he could not have foreseen that steam navigation and railways, which did not exist in his days, would enable the actual import of foreign corn to be 1,800 times as much as that on which he based his conclusions.

He predicted the ruin which has actually fallen many of the British manufactures in the following terms:—"If the importation of foreign manufactures were permitted, several of the home manufactures would probably suffer, and some of them, perhaps, go to ruin altogether." (Wealth of Nations, Bk. IV. Chap. 11).

Both Adam Smith and Mill advocate the imposition of countervailing duties on those foreign nations which restrict by high duties or prohibitions the importation of produce into their countries—

In conclusion, I may add that in order to develop the industries and vast potential wealth of India, it is necessary:

1. To develop India's resources from within, pursuing that policy which has been initiated by Lord Curzon:—in the creation of a Board of Agriculture, a Board of Scientific Advice, a Commercial Bureau:—and by the institution of Industrial Schools, Technical Scholarships and apprenticeships for workshop training.

2. To improve the agricultural status, by the regulation of land revenues, by relieving the indebtedness of the agricultural classes, by advances to cultivators to enable them to purchase seed, by the establishment of experimental State farms which may form nuclei for the purchase or distribution of improved means and methods of agriculture.

3. To relieve the dead weight of taxation from the land, and, at the same time, to attract capital, both native and English, by protecting industries from being swamped by unfair and unlimited foreign competition. For this purpose to adopt a policy of moderate and carefully considered import duties, which should not be prohibitive, but (as in the case of the sugar duties), place Indian industries in a position to hold their own.

4. To open external markets for produce with countries bordering India and to foster international and intercolonial trade by the exchange of mutual concessions and preferential treatment, which would be mutually advantageous.

5. To improve the internal market either by the establishment of State industries, which will supply the requirements of the Indian Government, or by the purchase of Indian produce as far as possible.

6. To give facilities to capitalists who may desire to start industries, for obtaining concessions, and for the acquisition of mining and other industrial rights, and to put a stop to the interminable delays to which the acquisition of such concessions is often subjected.

7. To pursue that policy of railway extension and irrigation works which has been eminently successful in contributing greatly to State revenues, and consequently to the reduction of taxation.

8. To promote trade, as far as practicable, by the adoption of the lowest possible rates for transport.

9. To govern India, not on English grounds, by English people in England, but by the Government of India in the interests of India alone; and to resist the interference of the Home Government in any attempt to sacrifice Indian interests to the exigencies of English party politics.

India requires protection from England as well from foreign countries.
A PLEA FOR A CHEMICAL LABORATORY.

By Mr. PURAN CHAND, Analytical Chemist (Tokio), Member of the Chemical and the Pharmaceutical Societies of Japan.

Mr President, Fellow-delegates and Gentlemen:—

I HAVE been in close touch with the wonderful system of education in Japan, for a little more than three years. I consider myself fortunate in having had the famous Professor Dr. Wilhelm Nag-Nagai one of the foremost disciples of Dr. Hoffman of Germany, as my beloved teacher in the Science of Chemistry. He gave me a thorough insight into the subject and moulded out of me a new man, from whom he said that he expected a good deal in the field of original research in chemistry. He sent me out here in India to work for the spreading of this science in this country. I am really proud that Dr. Nagai owns me and I am very well fathered as a chemist to appear in any assembly, whether of chemists or of those who take interest in the subject.

WHAT JAPAN HAS DONE.

Gentlemen, Science occupies the most prominent place in the curriculum of Japanese education and the aim is, to produce first class Botanists, Geologists, Chemists, Metallurgists, Bacteriologists, Agricultural Scientists and Engineers. The system of education is so wisely organised that at the bottom, it spreads the knowledge of letters to the masses broadcast, so that 94° per cent. (both men and women)—of the total population are literate, and at the top, it merges into the sublime heights of the spirituality of science, so that, Japan, to-day, is not behind any country in the field of original research in any science. But the whole strength of the system lies in the production of the Captains of Industry. The Universities organise the raw Japanese intellect into a tremendous force, with which the resources of the country, both of land and sea, are governed, investigated, developed and made into the national treasures. Every nook and corner of Japan has been and is being searched by them and the day is not far, when every little particle of sand, will be literally made to contribute to the national wealth.

THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF INDIA.

Sir, the land resources of every country are more or less enormous, but nowhere, there is such a great variety and abundance, as in our land. The science that will lead us to take the first step in the organisation and development of our industrial resources, is geology. By making a fundamental and thorough geological survey, it will find out for us and locate our mineral resources. The best surface materials for glass, cement, pottery, etc., will be made known. For example, samples of the best kind of quartz were sent to me from Kanna District and the rates given were incredibly low, because of its abundance.

The hills of quartz—the best material for high class optical glass are to be found somewhere near Gwalior State. All these surface raw materials with their definite localities should come within the knowledge of every intelligent Indian.

Geology will do more. It will dive deeper and reveal to you the rich, hidden, contents of the underlayers of earth and will open mines of information on the mining industry including metallurgy. America, England, Germany and Japan draw a great part of their income from the mines. The Boers only had a few. Thus, it is that the Science of Geology that would solve many of our preliminary problems. Some geological surveys have been made here by the Government officials, but they are quite inadequate to our needs and do not aim to be exhaustive. We will have to make ourselves an exhaustive geological survey, as a right beginning to our material advancement.

BOTANY.

The Science of Botany, too, does the work of surveying the vegetable and herbal treasures, locating them and showing the possibilities of their growth. Till some more time to come, I mean the point of greater development of Synthetic Chemistry, the world will be, in need of its raw materials, mainly from the vegetable kingdom. For quinine, cinchona and for India-rubber, the ficus tree and for camphor and other perfumes, the various aromatic trees and herbs, and for alkaloids belladonna, poppy, oconitum, ipecacuanha, etc., will be always sought. The Synthetic Chemistry has done wonders. It has synthesised indigo camphor, otto-de-rose, etc. But still, it is regarded
to be yet in its infancy and if proper researches are
made and continued, there is a possibility of com-
peting in indigo and emporh also from natural
sources. Dr. Nagai invented a method of extract-
ing indigo from indigo-fera polygons which
is the indigo yielding plant in Japan and his
indigo got the gold medal from the Paris Exhi-
bition and is much better as a dye than the arti-
ficial indigo. This was frankly admitted by the
German merchants. The indigo industry in
India, is in the hands of unscientific Anglo-Indians
and no researches have been made to improve the
quality of the dye. Thus, Botany not merely as
a pure science, but such as applied to medicine
and agriculture will have to be taken up in all
earnestness.

CHEMISTRY.

Though the ancient alchemists did not leave
to us the mysterious philosopher's stone reputed
to turn iron into gold, yet they have certainly be-
queathed to us, in that riddle germs of a pro-
found Science of Chemistry, touched with which,
a poor nation grows rich and rich nation grows
richer. In converting the raw materials of little
or no value, into valuable commodities of daily
human consumption, chemistry exercises a vital
influence on human life and is a great factor
in national advancement. Germany has stolen
marches over England on account of the develop-
ment of the chemical sciences, for the real study
of which, men like Dr. Perkin are, perhaps, cry-
ing in wilderness in England.

There is no manufacturing industry that does
not require the aid of chemistry. The science of
Engineering apart from its application in naviga-
tion and road-metalling and bridge-making, is
solely for a secondary service to the manufac-
turing chemist, viz.,—to supply mechanics and
look after its working, while the privilege of the
chemist is to create things. Technical education
or industrial education that does not include a
thorough and masterly study of science in general
and chemistry in particular is futile and does not
fulfil its purpose.

The very first thing that they in Japan did to
organise their educational system was to send
some brilliant youths to foreign countries, who, in
some cases, stayed for more than sixteen years
abroad to thoroughly master their respective sub-
jects and when they returned home, they were
recognised professors and experienced experts of
industries. This step is fortunately followed by
our people, too, but I have to point out that the
wise mode of sending students to foreign countries
is only the second step taken first. Such was the
case in Japan, because they brought our professors
and experts from the foreign countries and started
that work in anticipation of whose demands, they
had sent their young men abroad. They began
the industrial work also similarly without their
own men.

I have personally met old Japanese engaged in
industries, to know something of the history of
the introduction of foreign industries in Japan.
It has been the history of losses, disasters, and
bankruptcies. But you know, how the Japanese fight
and they fought in this field, as bravely, as they
did on the battle-fields in Manchuria and though
many fell and many fainted, they control these
foreign industries as they do their own indigenous
beautiful arts.

In short, a thorough, scientific educational sys-
tem supplemented by industrial organisations
started at any cost under our own experts or
foreign experts, will produce those very fruits
here which Japan is enjoying in these days. In
order to properly respond to the great cry of
industrial regeneration of India that is being
raised in the country from end to end, you will
have to successfully build up a grand temple of
scientific knowledge in India which would aim to
produce real hand-working Edisons and Hoffmans.
The happy thoughts of a moment of scientists may
open a century of industry. One chemical re-
action can set up into being a whole factory
handling millions of rupees. Like the perennial
snowy summits of the Himalayas our towering and
science-absorbed savants will certainly feed the
running rivers of our national industries, which
cannot possibly prosper without their kind and
royal slide-glances.

After my return home, I have been just finding
a place to stand upon and the V. D. H. J. Tech-
nical Institute, Lahore which I have the honor to
represent in this assembly, opened the Applied
Chemistry Department. We had two students
who, after one year, had to give up their studies
abruptly and we had to cancel a large order sent
to Germany for apparatus to equip our laboratory
more extensively. In fact, we had made a fair
progress, when for want of students, the whole
thing came to a standstill.

In this laboratory, I have been experimenting
for the last two years on the possibility of various
chemical industries that it would be profitable
to start in this country. I give here below a
report of my experiments.
REPORT OF MY EXPERIMENTS.

Each and every one of the following industries can be started at once and the chemical as well as the commercial purity of the articles thus manufactured guaranteed.

TURPENTINE.

Official reports show that vast quantities of turpentine oil are imported every year. We also import Rosin and bye-products of turpentine factories. In India, there is a vast field for this industry. Nepal has forests of pine trees. Kangra, Chamba, Jamnab, Hazara and Dehra Dun. Tehri and other forests can, in my opinion, afford sufficient materials for at least ten turpentine factories, each handling 1 ton of raw material every day. Raw turpentine is obtained from the following species, by making seasonal incisions, which do no injury to the growth or the timber of the trees. Pinus Pinaster S. Maritima, Pinus Silvestris, Pinus Palustris, Pinus Australia, Pinus Tarda, and Pinus Stroleus. From middle of February to the beginning of November incisions can be made.

The yield of turpentine oil ranges between 20 to 25 per cent. and that of resin 60 to 70 per cent. Both these articles are of extensive application in every country.

The following is an almost exact estimate of a Turpentine factory that may work 1 ton of raw material every day.

**CAPITAL NEEDED Rs. 50,000.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machinery and Building (Machinery includes Rs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boiler, Engine, Stills, Sundry appliances (etc.)...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Running Capital...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserve Fund...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total...</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MONTHLY BALANCE-SHEET.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expenditure.</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price in Mannads. Rs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Raw material required per month (Rs. 5 per maund including the State or Government Royalty amounting to 0-8-0 per maund and other gathering expenses)...</td>
<td>840</td>
<td>4,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establishment expenses...</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manager’s pay...</td>
<td>300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel and other expenses...</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wear and tear of machinery taking its life to be 10 years...</td>
<td>84</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total expenses...</strong></td>
<td>5,184</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Income.**

| Oil at 20 per cent. (Selling at Rs. 25 a maund wholesale, deducting all commissions, etc.)... | 108 | 4,200 |
| Rosin at 65 per cent. (Selling at Rs. 4 per maund deducting all commissions, etc.)... | 346 | 2,184 |
| **Total...** | 3,384 |

Interest of 5.184 at the rate of 5 per cent. per annum... about 260
Interest per month... 22
Net profit therefore per month... 6,384
Deduct (4184+22)... 5,206

1,178

This factory can be started even on a smaller scale. The raw material—the Gaunda Birajya can be had in sufficient quantity for such a factory from Amritsar, Jamna and other places, which is selling at equal rates with resin, the bye-product of the turpentine factory. Though individual efforts may succeed in reaping enough profits for its own labour, but, in consideration of great, open competition with foreign countries, we have to organise on a large scale.

The Punjab Government has been trying the experiment for turpentine manufacture for some time and the reports of the Forest Department show, that they were very profitable concerns, but from last year the Nagpur Turpentine Factory is closed with the remark that it was more paying to sell the raw material than the finished articles. I find that the Nagpur factory was worked with crude methods. Steam distillation has not yet been tried by the Government. The old kettle process is in favour. The Government reports betray some misgiving as to the life of the pine trees from which it is extracted, but this is a wrong notion, if the tapping process is carried on judiciously. The other factory of the Government is attached to the Dehra Dun Forest School and it is working well. The pine forests of Native States like Jamna, Patiala and other hill forests, if taken lease of, can supply the raw material for more than two factories. I strongly urge the importance of this industry on my countrymen.

**SHELLAC.**

This is the second industry that has come under our notice which can be a better source of income than now. India is one of the shellac-supplying countries. Shellac is sold in great quantities in England and Germany. We have visited various shellac works in India and have seen that they are working in very crude ways. There is a large factory at Amritsar, but its methods are also very crude. Mirzapore has some European factories which use machinery and have a fame in foreign markets for the purity of their article. The writer has discovered a method, by which we can refine and manufacture shellac in a very economical way and can turn all sorts of inferior shellacs into the pure superior shellac of golden lustre. Shellac can be had in plenty from Assam and can be gathered in thousands of mandals from the Hoshiarpore sides in the Punjab, and also from the jungles of the Central Provinces. Perhaps, Khandesh also is a market for raw lac.
Here is an estimate for a shellac factory:

Capital required 50,000

Machinery &c. 5,000
Reserve fund 5,000
Running capital 40,000

The profits of this factory will depend upon the large quantities purchased at the proper seasons. So a good deal of money is to be invested in the purchase of the materials.

The figures are for maunds 500 per month:

- The price of the raw material ranges from Rs. 25 to 30 per maund. The yield of seedlac is from Rs. 70 to 80 per cent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maunds</th>
<th>Rs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Raw material per month</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expenses on fuel, &amp;c.</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establishment expenses</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wear and tear of machinery</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest per month at 5 per cent. per annum for about Rs. 10,000</td>
<td>about</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total 15,554

The yield counting at the minimum average of 70 per cent. is Rs. 90 per maund.

By our special process, the chemically pure shellac can be made and the yield is almost the same as that of seedlac, say, 60 to 65 per cent.

This shellac, of course, sells higher than the seedlac, which contains rubbish also. The cheapest rate for pure shellac is Rs. 80 per maund. Counting at this rate, the sale-price of 300 maunds of pure shellac is Rs. 24,000.

Gross profits including the shipping charges to England or Germany as well as commission in round numbers 3,400 for seedlac, and 8,400 for shellac. This industry, too, can be made paying in the local market by investing a small capital. The special method aforesaid will highly advance the value of shellac in foreign markets. Raw lac being very different in its composition, the Amritsar people can get 20 to 25 seers per maund. The above estimates are for the best of raw materials.

I have examined the Hoshipore raw lac of the Punjab and find that it is not so good. Communications from Burma have come to me, that in Burma, it is available at 3 to 5 seers per rupee. I think, if a joint-stock company is organised to look up this raw material in Burma, good profits will ensue.

**ESSENTIAL OILS.**

**Grass Oils.**

Rhusa, Khus, Khavi, Nimbuhgas and various other species of fragrant grass grow wild in the Punjab, showing the possibility of their cultivation. In many tracts, the farmers are uprooting these valuable materials of great economic value. Here I may point out that in Singapore there are some hundreds of acres grown with citronella and lemon grass by the famous Fisher Co. In the Punjab these grasses should be cultivated anew, and the supply that is available now we should commence to utilise.

We find that patchouly can also be cultivated in the Punjab. Its seeds or plants are available at Singapore. The following is a general estimate for a factory:

| 
| Plant costing | 10,000 |
| Buildings | 5,000 |
| Appliances | 2,000 |
| Running Capital | 33,000 |

Total Capital 50,000

**CITRONELLA.**

Raw materials for one month = 840 mds.

- Costs at 12 annas per md. on the still 630
- Fuel and other expenses 150
- Establishment 500
- Interest 210
- Wear and tear 80
- Permanent expenses 940

One still with citronella gives out 1,260 lbs. of citronella oil.

The other still with lemon grass gives out 1,260 lbs. of lemon grass oil.

**Income.**

| 
| Citronella at Rs. 1-0-0 a lb. | 1,260 |
| Lemon grass at Rs. 2 a lb. | 2,520 |

Total sale 3,780

Deduct expenses 2,410

Net profit per month 1,370

**Anise Oil and Thymol.**

These are others that I have experimented upon the following are the figures.

Anise for one still per month = 840 Mds.

| 
| Costs at Rs. 5 a maund on the still | 4,200 |
| Ajowayan for the other still 840 mds. costing Rs. 4 per maund | 3,360 |
| Common expenses | 940 |

Total costs 8,500

Yield of oils

| 
| 1200 lbs. Anise | 300 lbs. Thymol Crystal | 1700 lbs. Ajowayan oil |

Total 3,260 lbs. 6,300 3,400

Anise at Rs. 5 a lb. 6,300
Thymol at Rs. 8 a lb. 2,400
Ajowayan oil at Rs. 2 a lb. 3,400

Total sales 12,100

Deduct expenses 8,500

Net profit per month 3,600
As for the consumption, an organisation is needed to distribute the products in India. Some of the oils can be exported.

**Lemon Oil.**

This oil is usually and commercially extracted from the rind of the citrus species and not particularly the lemon peel. One from the lemon peel is very dear. For this oil. There are plantations of lemon in Italy. There is a great field for such a plantation in India.

Lemon juice serving as a raw material for citric acid and the lemon peel for oil, the plantation of lemon peel for oil, the plantation of lemon would be a great industry in itself. Our people should stir themselves and see if there are tracts of land available for such an experiment.

No definite estimate can be given for evident reasons. But, considering the consumption of this oil and its general demand in all countries, the industry promises to be paying like all other essential oils.

**Camphor.**

India is a camphor-buying country. It is obtained from camphor trees. It grows abundantly in Formosa, China, and Japan. There are some suitable climatic conditions for the plantation of camphor trees in India.

But the competition which Japan is opening with the whole world in this industry, renders the chances of this industry being profitable in India very rare.

Caraway and Encyclus bid fair. A large limited Company with an exploiting capital, will open quite a future for India in essential oils. While prospecting this Company can use its capital in producing the best of Indian perfumes on a large scale and by Western scientific methods—meeting all tastes. There is a great margin of profit in Attars of Rose, Bedmushk, Kewra, etc. The different seasons would keep the factory engaged with different materials in rotation.

**CHEMICALS.**

Recently, I received chrome stones from Quetta and cobalt ore from the Upper India Glass Works and the manganese ore from the Central Provinces. I successfully made cobalt oxide and chrome oxide which are the most important pigments for glue and green glass and supplied of the latter to the Upper India Glass Works, Ambala. By coming to terms with the glass factories, I hope a very successful business can be done in these oxides. My students prepared the iron oxide from ferrous sulphate, which can be easily prepared from the iron pyrites. I have just received a letter from Marwara, from the manager of the New Mining Association that they have discovered a large deposit of iron pyrites. There is a great possibility of manufacturing sulphuric acid from these pyrites, but the Lahore laboratory having been temporarily closed, I cannot proceed with my experiment. I was engaged at preparing potassium bichromate from the chrome stone of Quetta but could not finish it to put its assay before you.

As for the manganese ore we prepared potassium permanganate which is largely used as a chemical under the name of Condy's fluid.

Zinc oxide and the red lead and other pigments of which an enormous quantity is imported from foreign countries can be turned out here and a few samples of them are sent by the Lahore Institute to the Benares Industrial Exhibition.

Gentlemen, thus I have been engaged in experiments and those of them that promised some commercial profit, I have put down in the above report. I have been trying many other experiments which I cannot give here while experimenting on chrome tanning, I found out a treatment for curing those skins which get stained or spoiled by bad fat-ligioning. In one experiment, I got the fibrous mineral variety of calcium sulphate which is very interesting.

**A PLEA FOR A CHEMICAL LABORATORY.**

In conclusion, I beg to propose to this assembly, as I have done in the Punjab almost in vain, to start at once a chemical laboratory costing not more than 10,000 rupees to start with, with the express purpose and direct aim of investigating in analysing and definitely determining the economic value of various raw materials of India that are available under the present circumstances, described in Watt's Dictionary of economic products of India and the Economic Geology of India. This laboratory can be worked on commercial lines. One of the chemical industries that I have reviewed above may be taken up and a model chemical factory started in connection with the laboratory. When one such model factory has run for a sufficient period, it may be sold to a public company and another chemical industry taken up. Thus, this laboratory can be made the centre of information and a medium of establishing various chemical factories in the country and shall contribute to the success of the Swadeshi movement and the solution of the industrial problem in India.

**INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY CLASS.**

Mention was made in the last year's report of advantage having been taken of Mr. Puran Singh (who had returned from Japan after completing a three years' course of study in Pharmacy there) by holding classes commencing from 1st April 1904 for instruction in industrial chemistry. Up to October 1904 only one lecture a week was given, and during this period on an average seven young men attended the lecture days. This
was, however, considered an unsatisfactory arrangement, and in order that the work in this direction should result in practical good, regular daily classes were introduced from November 1904, in which two students joined in that month and two in March 1905. The syllabus (Appendix A) suggested for this class is rather a comprehensive one, but it is not proposed to fully work up to it until more experience is gained. The Rev. D. J. Fleming, Professor of Science, Foreman Christian College, Lahore, was kind enough to inspect our work, and he has remarked as follows:

"On the 14th of April, I had the pleasure of inspecting the work in the Chemistry Laboratory of the Technical Institute.

The three years' course, as outlined, ought to well prepare a student to engage in the manufacture of those chemicals, which can be made commercially profitable in India, and to undertake the posts of Chemical Assistants in connection with various manufactories throughout India.

One year, of the three year's course, has been taught, so far. On examining the student who has taken the work thus far, he appeared to have a ready, accurate, and practical knowledge of the work. It was plain that his interest was practical and not simply theoretical, thus fulfilling the end of the institute.

Mr. Puran Singh, the well qualified instructor in this department, is making good use of the limited laboratory facilities, and considering this inadequate equipment, the results are to be commended.

APPENDIX.

SYLLABUS OF THE INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY CLASS.*

1. The course of the Industrial Chemistry class will extend to three years with a supplementary period of six months.

II. Every year is divided into three terms:

1st term 1st April to 31st August.
2nd term 1st October to 25th December.
3rd term 1st January to 31st March.

2nd year.

1st term 1st term 2nd term 3rd term.

3rd year.

1st term 2nd term 3rd term.

The special subject practical 30 30 30
Lectures on Mechanical Engineering 
Inorganic Chemistry 6 4 ... 
Industrial Economic Geology 3 1 ... 
Mechanics 2 2 ... 
Organic Chemistry 10 10 12
Drawing 3 3 ... 
General Botany 4 4 6

Final Examination 12 hours.


---

SOME LEADING INDUSTRIES OF UPPER INDIA.

By Rai Bahadur LALA BAIJ NATH.

The chief industries of Upper India and those most in need of development at present are cotton, silk, wool, sugar, leather and vegetable oils and I shall, in this paper, briefly discuss the present condition of some of them and show how they can best be improved so as to conduce to the prosperity of our people.

Cotton has been a staple product of these parts from time immemorial and in 1904, 14 million acres of land were under cotton cultivation, giving an outturn of 15,200 million pounds. In spite of the fact that cotton ginning, spinning and weaving mills are fast multiplying, all these occupations are largely pursued after the old methods all over these parts and the demand for hand-made country cloth is not at all less than that for the machine-made article. The reason is that the old method is very cheap, affords employment to the women and the poor amongst the agricultural and labouring classes, and the yarn and cloth made by it are more durable even though they may be sometimes more costly than the machine-made article. The variety of cotton generally grown in these parts is the short stapled known as the Bengals. Exotic varieties have been tried but without success. As I have already said in
another place, I tried the American variety in my own village, in the Agra district, and took care to follow the directions both in sowing the seed and preparing the ground as well as in rearing the plants. But the outturn was not equal to the indigenous variety and the experiment had to be given up. Under better conditions, if much larger quantities were raised, it may be more successful both in these and other provinces. The great recommendation of the Indian method is its cheapness all round. The cotton pod called kypas is picked early in the morning, when it is still damp from dew by the women of the agriculturists family. After a sufficient quantity has been collected, it is sold to a local trader at so much per maund. This year it is Rs. 7. The bani, has the raw cotton ginned at his shop by a gin made of two rollers, one of iron and the other of wood, set up on a frame geared together by an endless screw costing the modest sum of one rupee and capable of ginning about 8 seers of cotton per day. He either employs a labourer or sets to work himself and pays the farmer from two or three annas a day. These labourers are generally village women. Ginning factories worked by steam power are also becoming common in almost all cotton producing centres like Agra, Delhi, Mathura, Etawah, Kosi, Hapur, and have all proved paying concerns. They gin a maund of cotton for about half the price charged for hand labour and yet make 50 per cent. profit. The country gin has, however, not yet been driven out of the market, nor will it be so for many years to come. After being ginned, the cotton finds its way into the nearest market town or is re-sold in the village itself for being spun into yarn. The quantity disposed off in the latter is, however, very small and by far the largest portion comes to the nearest town. Hathras, Agra, Etah, Cawnpore, Delhi, Meerut, Aligarh, are all large centres for the sale of cotton. Confining, ourselves, however, for the present to the indigenous hand industry, we find that the ginned cotton is first roughly picked by the hand in order to remove the larger impurities, then carded by a bow with a catgut string and afterwards made into sliver called pooni, and finally spun upon the spinning wheel. All this is done by the women of the family. If the latter do not card it, a professional carder does it for about a anna a seer. Spinning was once a very fashionable pastime for women even of the middle and the higher classes 25 or 30 years ago, parties of these ladies used to sit up spinning whole nights, each vying with the other in the fineness of her yarn and the quantity spun; and one who wore clothes purchased from the bazaar, was looked down upon by her companions. Now-a-days the operation is confined to the women of the poorer classes. The quantity spun is about one-fourth of a seer in the day and the price paid is about two or three annas a seer of yarn. Large quantities of homespun yarn are still used in country handlooms, because of the thread being stronger and tougher than machine-made thread. Ordinary qualities sell for about annas 12 or a rupee and finer ones for about 1/2 per seer. Formerly when cotton was cheaper, it was three-fourths of these rates. The yarn is now made into skeins by an instrument made of three pieces of wood in the shape of an H or on a reel. It is then made into banks and given to a weaver to weave. Numbers of these weavers, both male and female even though their trade does not bring them more than a mere pittance are still found in every village. Some work at their looms the whole day long, others only when they can spare time from their fields. From a seer of yarn they turn out about 18 yards of cloth and charge from 3 to 6 pice per yard according to its fineness. A family consisting of a man, his wife and two girls earns about 4 annas per day. The cloth made is coarse, but as it is more durable than machine-made cloth, it is greatly prized by the poor in all cases and by the higher classes where fineness of appearance is no consideration. If larger quantities of gazi and garha were available, they would be used everywhere in preference to the grey shirting of the mills whether of India or elsewhere. Finer kinds are also woven by country weavers from machine-made yarn, which is generally imported. Formerly when the spinning industry was more flourishing, fine yarn for hand-weaving was all spun in the country. Some places are still famous for their hand-made cloth. The checks of Ludhiana, Gujerat and Moradabad are largely prized by all classes of people. Women are still very fond of using stripes and checks made in these and other places, because they wash better and are more durable than any machine-made article. A coarse kind of check called Dobra, white and blue, used for flour cloths is largely made in and exported from Aligarh. The chautnis of Deoband and Sikandara Rao in the Aligarh District are also very popular. Etah, Saharanpur, Muzaffarnagar and Meerut also manufacture enormous quantities of coarse cloth of all descriptions. In the Azamgarh district Mau and Mubarakpur are famous for their
fine cotton and silk cloths. There are more than 12,000 looms in that district and of these 1,200 are in Mau and more than 1,500 in Mubarakpur. The weavers of these places are comparatively well-to-do people and export their wares largely to all parts of the country. The gulbadans of Azamgarh made from colored silk are still very largely found in distant markets like those of Delhi. Times gone by, they were in great demand in the richer classes, both male and female. Now only women use them. The muslins woven in Jais in the Rai Bareli district were so fine that they were sold for their weight in silver, at Rs. 5 per yard. The place has now greatly declined and out of 600 weaver families only 200 are left in the place. The chikans, the jaradans and the kamdans work of Judl (all fine muslins woven or worked with silk or gold and silver thread) have earned a worldwide reputation. A piece of chikan of 10 yards sells from Rs. 10 and a piece of jaradani from Rs. 6.

In the Punjab Sialkot exports large quantities of hand-made cloth to not only the frontier districts, but to the United Provinces and Bengal also and only 5 per cent, of the people there are said to use imported cloth. No figures of the quantity of cloth made in these indigenous handlooms, whether from handspun or machine made yarn, are available, but that the industry after agriculture supports a very large number of persons is undoubted. In the United Provinces out of 12 lacs supported by the cotton industry, only 20000 are employed in mills and factories and the rest live by hand industries. In the Punjab it is innumerable and out of a total of more than 42 lacs of people, only 58 per cent are employed in factories. There is therefore a great future for the cotton hand industry and if properly managed and the requisite funds are forthcoming, it promises to hold its own for many years to come against machine competition. The out-turn may not be cheaper than that of a power loom, but it is stronger and tougher, and shall always, therefore, be preferred, to the latter, by the poorer classes of people. The experiment of employing handlooms of various patterns is also being tried in many parts of the country, but cannot yet be said to be a success. Two of these handlooms that have lately been set up in our Orphanage at Meerut, have not worked well and the workers complain of the loss of material and the breaking of thread in working them. We have indented for others and hope still to be successful in this branch of hand-weaving. The reason why all these looms have failed, is that they are not made with special reference to the Indian climate. In the meantime if companies of small capitalists were organised in each town for having cloth woven by ordinary weavers after old methods, but under better supervision, it will find a good market and with the increase of demand the supply will also increase. If such an industry is supervised by men who have received some technical training in an institute like the Victoria Jubilee Technical Institute of Bombay, it will be more successful than the work of many a handloom now in course of trial. In several orphanages the boys make better duries, dhoties and country cloth than ordinary weavers because of better supervision. Coming now to imported yarn and cloth we find that in 1904-05 India imported about 27 millions of pounds of yarn worth about 24 millions of rupees against 578 millions pounds made by Indian mills. The imported yarn is almost all in the finer counts 26 to 40 and upwards.

We have now many spinning mills not only in Bombay, Ahmedabad and Nagpur, but also several places in Upper India, Agra, Cawnpore, Delhi and other places are now becoming large cotton centres, manufacturing cloth and yarn for not only the provincial but other markets also. From enquiries made from the managers of some of these concerns, I give below a rough idea of the extent of their operations, the markets they command, and the number of hands employed.

The Elgin Mills, Cawnpore.—"Speaking generally I may say that the Elgin mills were the first cotton mills established in these Provinces and that they were commenced in 1864 and that they make all sorts of cotton yarn for hand and powerloom weaving, also weave all cotton goods such as dhoties, doosooties, and drill themselves. We are situated on the banks of the Ganges and turn out about from 20,000 to 25,000 lbs, weight of yarn and cloth per day and employ about 1,500 hands."

The Mair Mills, Cawnpore.—"The goods manufactured by us can be divided into four classes: (1) spinning yarn, (2) manufacture of bazaar cloth such as dhoties, lattas, etc., (3) manufacture of goods for European consumption such as towels, drills, twills, counterpans and household and table linens, (4) manufacture of tents and duries and dyeing of piece-goods and yarn. Our markets for these manufactures are as follows: (1) Yarns we sell in practically all the large towns and villages of the United Provinces and as far east as Gaya and Giridih in Bengal and Nepal in the north (2) bazaar cloth is for the most part sold
in Cawnpore bazaar but is also sold at our branches in the bazaar of Jhansi, Delhi, Amritsar, (3) cloth for European consumption is sold from our head office in Cawnpore and also at our branches in Calcutta and Lahore, (4) drurries, tents, and dyed goods are sold all over India and we also ship them to Egypt, Africa, the Straits Settlements and the Far East."

The Delhi cloth and General Mills Company is not so large a concern and its manager tells me that they make now only 500 lbs. a day and 1,400 when they are in full working order. Their cloth finds a ready market in Delhi, even though they are short of weavers. There are also other mills in Delhi, Beawar (Rajputana) and in the Punjab all turning out the coarser kinds of cloth for sale in the country. The figures of the last trade return from India, however, show that in spite of the large extension of spinning and weaving mills, the quantity of unbleached cloth imported was 1,210 millions, white bleached 584 millions and colored 493 million pounds, and that its total value was 3,559 millions of rupees. This shows that even for the kinds of cloth which can be manufactured in the country, viz., the unbleached grey of the coarser qualities, we have still to depend largely upon foreign imports and that there is a great room for expansion in mill as well as in the hand industry in this direction. No cotton mill under intelligent management European or Indian, has ever failed. The Central India Spinning Weaving and Cotton Manufacturing Company managed by the late Mr. Tata, is a typical example of what one man can do. Starting with a capital of 15 lakhs of rupees in 1874, the Company has in a period of 30 years, made a profit of about one crore 98 lacs, employs 4,300 people, has 6 agencies for the purchase of cotton and 28 for the sale of cotton and yarn in different parts of India, makes about 1 crore and 60 lakhs of lbs. of cloth and yarn during the year, works with the latest machinery and has a provident fund for its employees.

But it was all through the self-sacrifice of one man, who, as its report tells us, on the expiration of the term of his first agreement, finding his own allowance of Rs. 6,000 per annum to be too high reduced it to Rs. 2,000. There is no lack of managing capacity amongst the natives of India. Only in order to make such large concerns a success there must be a spirit of self-sacrifice. In 1904-05 as the Review of the Trade of India shows, the production of Indian Mills which consists chiefly of unbleached shirting, dhoties, table cloths, domestics and chaddars increased by 20-7 million pounds or 15 per cent. The yardage which is stated for plain goods that is bleached or unbleached, but not colored or figured, increased by 87-2 million yards, the total of this class being 547-7 million yards and the weight thereof 130 million pounds. In the five months of this year from April to August the quantity of yarn spun was 28 crores 16 lakhs of pounds against 22 crores 50 lakhs of the corresponding period last year, each province showing an increase and Bombay heading the list. In the mills in the Native States it is also the same and they show 7 lakhs of pounds more of yarn spun. In woven goods also instead of 5 crores 95 lakhs of pounds, we have 6 crores and 84 lakhs. In Upper India with which we are more immediately concerned, the quantity of yarn increased from 1 crore 15 lakhs of pounds to 1 crore 43 lakhs and woven goods from about 28 lakhs pounds to about 30 lakhs. In the manufacture of grey goods like chaddars, dhoties, drills, jeans Bombay shows a good increase. In Bombay town it was from 4 crores 10 lakhs to 4 crores 62 lacs, and in the Bombay island from 2 crores 70 lakhs to 3 crores 24 lakhs. In Ahmedabad the increase was from 1 crore 5 lakhs to 1 crore 6 lakhs. In our own provinces it is from 24 lakhs to 29 lakhs, and in the Punjab from 42,000 to 1 lakh lbs. The case with hosiery, figured and colored, miscellaneous goods was also the same, and the increase of production in hosiery is most noticeable, for against only 6,000 dozens of last year, Bombay made 87 lacs of dozens of pairs this year. The Swadeshi movement has thus given a great impetus to the production of Indian Mills, and though India cannot yet clothe herself in her own dhoties and chaddars and other grey cloth, and for many years to come will have to import these from other countries, the outlook for its mills in spite of the excise duty and the hours of labour and factory laws is far from being hopeless or discouraging. On the contrary, judging from the history of the spinning and weaving mills started in Delhi and elsewhere, with modest capital and making only the very commonest kind of coarse cloth for the local market, it is very hopeful. There is now a growing disinclination to use finer kinds of cloth whether Indian or foreign, and coarse dhoties and chaddars are coming to be largely patronized especially in Bengal where fine clothes used to be the order of the day. Therefore not only power mills to produce such cloth ought to be multiplied in all parts of the country, but a revival of the handloom industry
both through improved looms as well as through better supervision of the work of ordinary weavers is necessary. Says the late Director General of Statistics in his Review of Trade for 1904-05. "The decreasing importance of grey goods both relatively and absolutely is manifest from this statement (figures already given above) a fact which is explained by the great preponderance of these goods in the rapidly increasing production of the Indian mills. It is also noticeable that while Bombay takes an equal or as last year a greater share of white and coloured goods, as compared with Bengal, it takes a comparatively small and diminishing share of grey goods of which Bengal, where there are no cotton mills, absorbs a very large share, 904,777,615 yards in 1904-05.

The hand weaving industry is also by no means a negligible quantity, for its production in cloth is double that of the Indian mills and it is still the largest industry next to agriculture, as the Census of 1901 showed 22-23 million handloom-weavers besides dependants numbering 24-25 millions. This ancient industry has suffered greatly from the production of machine-made goods and, though still possessed of considerable vitality, seems to be steadily decaying" (p. 15). Therefore, the sooner every rupee which the country sends out is applied towards the revival of its own handloom and the improvement of its own weaving industry, will be a rupee gained and will save its weavers, from having to fall back upon agriculture, from destruction of trade, and the nation upon imported goods when the indigenous supply fails short. The Manchester merchants whose business has been largely affected by the present revival of industrial activity in India, will not be slow to do all they can to restore it and they are already thinking of doing away with middlemen and deal with the local trader direct. Unless, therefore, the Indians wish to be left behind in the race, they should set to work and produce goods in quality and qualities like those imported and sell them as cheap as they are. For years to come the business may not yield large profits. But they must take the example of the British manufacturer who has more concern with the sale of his manufactures, than the profits he makes to heart.

To sum up, unless the owner and the cultivator of the soil produce better cotton through improved methods of cultivation, the ordinary town or village weaver is utilized and employed by companies of educated Indians started in each town for the production of hand-made cloth in larger quantities and weaving and spinning factories working both by power and handlooms largely multiplied in each province, the great need of India to clothe herself with her own cloth will not be supplied in any distant future. Between imported and hand-made goods, the competition will never be on sentimental or caste grounds but on that of price and accessibility. These will always be the two chief elements in regulating the market. We in India cannot too vividly realize the fact. Handspinning and weaving are carried on in large portions of the country even for the pittance it affords to the spinner and the weaver. But each rise in the price of cotton and yarn drives a larger number of these workmen to agriculture and other trades, making us more dependent upon imported goods. But if the demand for the indigenous article rises steadily, they will have less inducement to leave their trades and be less miserable than at present. In this connection, the question of dyed goods must also be considered. The figures quoted above show how enormous is the quantity of colored cloths of all kinds that comes to India. Most of the dyes are of our own production. But the native dyer cannot dye cloth in such fast colors as the foreign dyer. The large quantities of foreign Turkey red (kund) and other colored clothes seen in every town and village market, are a proof of the profit made by the foreign manufacturer and on festivals every village damsel throws away her sari or chaddar of Indian gazi or garba, for one of foreign Turkey red. If, therefore, dyeing of fabrics were scientifically studied by educated Indians, both in as well as out of India, the profit will be great. The way in which silks are dyed in the Sassoon Mills of Bombay shows what great development of the dyeing industry is possible. The materials generally employed are cheap indigo, turmeric, safflower, pomegranate, rind and others that can be had everywhere and half the cloth produced is dyed from them. Only the colors produced in the country ought to be as bright and neat as those of imported cloth and they will at once attract customers. Those who go to Europe, America or Japan cannot do better than take up this branch of the subject. All the yarn that is now dyed in the country for fast and bright colours is imported yarn. What is required is such a scientific development of the art of dyeing, as would make the cloth and yarn dyed here compete with the imported article.

The Indian indigenous hand method as well as the machine method are not each without their
weak points. For instance, the power gin entangles the cotton fabric, makes it short and deprives it of its natural strength, which the hand gin does not. But the hand gin makes the cotton dirty and leaves the grosser impurities. In power machines between ginning and spinning, there are many processes which except carding are not necessary in the hand method. In spinning mills the waste of material and the loss of strength of the cotton is much greater than in the hand method, being about 70 per cent. This is the reason why hand-made goods are stronger than machine-made. Again with all the improvement in spinning the outturn of a mule is not more than 7 oz. per day which an ordinary spinning wheel can also yield, but while the former can work 700 spindles, the latter can only work one. The Indian spinning wheel can yet compete with the latest and the finest spinning machine in the fineness of its yarn, but it cannot compete in the quantity produced. In weaving the Indian weaver who has to work with the worst yarn, still holds his own against the weaving machine. All spinning and weaving mills only sell their weaker yarn and use the stronger and the better qualities for their own cloth and yet with the yarn he gets, the Indian weaver produces cloth stronger than machine-made cloth. In hand-looms with the exception of the Cannanore Weaving Factory, no concern has yet flourished, and the Cannanore factory flourishes because it employs the best imported yarn. If a hand-loom were made, which took into account the climate, the quality of yarn, the strength and the surroundings under which the Indian labourer has to work, it would be more successful than any yet employed. In dyeing the reason why India cannot produce fast colors like those of Europe, is that trade secrets which used to descend from father to son and master to apprentice, are disappearing with the decline of the trade. If chemical research were brought to bear upon the Indian method, the art will soon be revived.

The future of the cotton industry, which is the greatest industry of India, therefore, depends upon what knowledge, enterprise and capital Indians are able to bring to bear upon it and unless they are prepared to employ all these to the same extent as other countries do, they can never hope to be independent of them.

Next to cotton is sugar. The average area under sugar-cane cultivation in these provinces is about 12 lakhs of acres, and the average yield of gur (unrefined sugar) is 47 crores of maunds per annum. The chief sugar producing districts are Meerut, Muzaffarnagar, Shahjahanpur, Bareilly, Pilibhit, Moradabad, Ghazipur, Ballia, Azamgarh and Jaunpur. The largest quantity of sugar is produced in Meerut which has always been famous for its gur. But the highest outturn is in the Gorakhpur Division, where the natural moisture of the soil favours the luxuriant growth of the sugar-cane. In Meerut the system of cultivation is somewhat more improved than in the eastern districts and though the outturn per acre there are about 39 maunds, against 38 of Gorakhpur, the quality is better. The quantity of unrefined sugar consumed in the country is very large and onlly half of what is produced is refined. The consumption of the unrefined article is chiefly amongst the poorer classes and comes to about 20 seers per head of population. Refined sugar is used by the better classes and averages 3 seers per annum. The processes of pressing the juice and refining sugar are mostly those that have come down from time immemorial. The time-honoured Kothoo (sugar-cane-crushing-mill) whether of wood or stone is still common and may be seen at work in nearly every village. In most parts of the western districts the two roller iron mill or the three-roller Nakha mill is now becoming common. These mills are set up in houses where a number of cultivators crush their sugar-cane by turns on the co-operative principle. The cane for the Kothoo is chopped into small bits for being dropped into the mill which is worked by a pair of bullocks moving round and round. The Kothoo is a very, comparatively, inexpensive article, and can be set up for a few rupees. It does not require much repairs. The iron roller mills are very popular and produce a large quantity of juice but their expense stands in the way of their being largely utilized. The juice pressed out is collected into large iron troughs sunk under ground below the mill. Thence it is removed to the boiling house where it is boiled and purified by Sajji (Soda) and other ingredients. It now thickens into a brown yellow mass and when sufficiently thick is transferred into an earthen receptacle, where after constant stirring it is made into gur and shaped into balls of different weights which are dried before being taken to the market to sell. The ordinary weight of a ball is from 2¼ to 3 seers. In the Meerut District the gur of a place called Laxmi is highly prized and is not inferior to refined sugar in taste. Large quantities of sugar-
cane juice are also made into rab for the manufacture of refined sugar. The process of boiling is the same but the juice is not allowed to thicken like gur. This rab is manufactured under a peculiar system called Bel in the Rohilkhand and the Bel consists of five pans and the juice is transferred from pan to pan in the process of boiling. In the last pan it is ready for the manufacture of refined sugar, and its colour is now changed from the natural to a golden yellow. The proprietors of these Bels are known as Khandasaris and some of them specially in Bareilly, Shahjahanpur and Pilibhit are very rich. A concern like this can be started with the small capital of some Rs. 2,000 yielding a profit of 10 per cent. to the manufacturer. Money is advanced to cultivators on bonds to grow sugar-cane and the boiled juice is brought to him for being made into sugar. If the manufacturer takes say 1,000 maunds of juice in the season it costs him Rs. 450. His staff of workers costs him about Rs. 75 and he earns about Rs. 50. Each 100 maunds of sugar yield 60 maunds of sugar and his ordinary profits are Rs. 60 after two years, on a capital of Rs. 500. But he is content with these small profits as they do not involve much risk. The trade was once a very flourishing one. Now it is declining under foreign competition and I was told in Ballia that several refiners had to be closed on account of the enormous imports of bounty-fed sugar. This is proved from the fact that in 1902-03 about 5 crores, in 1903-04 about 6 crores and in 1904-05 about 7 crores worth of sugar has been imported into the country. The highest imports of beet sugar were from Austria Hungary and Germany and cane-sugar from the Mauritius; so that one and three-fourth million cwt. of beet sugar and four and three-fourth million cwt. of cane-sugar were imported in India from foreign countries last year. During the quarter ending June 1905 the United Provinces alone imported 1,57,753 maunds of both refined and unrefined sugar. Java, Mauritius Austria Hungary are now deriving enormous profits from India because of the removal of countervailing duties lately imposed. India is said to be the largest sugar producing country in the world and produces annually about 3 millions tons and yet it imported the enormous quantity of about 6 million cwt. Some of the leading manufacturers to whom I wrote to make enquiries as to the present condition of the sugar trade write as follows:—

MSSRS. CAREW & CO., LTD., ROSA:—The value of the sugar and spirits sold by us for the year ending June 1905, was 20 lacs. Markets for our goods are solely those in British India. As sugar makers and refiners we have suffered from the unrestricted import of beet sugars into this country, the result of which importation has been that not only have we suffered but also have the ryots who produce the raw sugar found the result of this large influx of sugar as they have been unable to obtain the higher prices which hitherto obtained, and in some parts a marked decrease has, we believe, arisen in the area of cane sown.

Sahu Brij Ratan Ratnair, Moradabad. The importation of foreign sugar has lowered the high prices of the native sugar, and about one-third of khandasars only are now worked. In the Moradabad district about one lakh of maunds of sugar are produced. A khandar costs about Rs. 3,000—and, if it is properly worked and the outturn is good, it gives a profit of about 100. There are about 27 khandasars in Moradabad and their approximate production is about 11,000 maunds.

R. B. Lalita Prasad, Pilibhit: There is now a great decrease in the number of sugar refineries in Pilibhit on account of the loss suffered by the manufacturer. Formerly there were 150 khandasars in Pilibhit, now there are only 92. The reason is (1) on account of the importation of foreign sugar which comes in large quantities and sells at cheaper rates; the rate of country sugar has also fallen and confectioners cheat the public by mixing gur with imported sugar in order to make it look less white. On account of this mixture of gur which sells in Pilibhit at 10 seers a rupee, the price of imported sugar has fallen even lower. (2) On account of a rise in the rate of sugar juice supplied by cultivators, there is much loss in the trade. There is no limit to the quantity of sugar produced in a khandar. That depends upon the outturn of sugarcane in a village. Money is advanced to cultivators without interest between April and November of each year and varies with the quantity of the sugarcane grown. The sugar refining is commenced from March and lasts till July, so that the capital of the refiner remains without interest for 8 months. At the end of the year large balances are left due from cultivators and, if they are not cleared off in three years, the money is lost. The expense of manufacturing is about Rs. 3 per maund, and the profits and losses of one year are
The average rate of juice is 34 to 35 rupees per 100 maunds, which yields about 3½ maunds of sugar. The average price of the latter is Rs. 12 per maund. If the treacle left is sold at a good rate, there is no loss to the refiner. In this year on account of the high rates of imported sugar the khandars are earning some profit and in Pilibhit alone in the 92 khandars 30,000 maunds of sugar was produced.

The industry has still a great future before it, and, if a number of native capitalists engaged in the trade were to combine and work it under improved methods, they might, by producing an article as cheap and as refined as the imported one, yet drive the latter out of the market. Already there is a strong current of feeling in native society against the use of imported sugar and dealers and confectioners have resolved to discard it altogether. But, unless the indigenous article is not made equal to the imported one both in appearance as well as in quantity, such a resolution is not likely to have any permanent effect. The Government should also so regulate their tariff as to prevent the indigenous industry from suffering under foreign competition. Free trade here has been a source of great loss to India, especially in this respect.

The next important industry of these parts is leather. India exported in 1904-05 more than 8 millions of hides and 22 millions of raw skins worth more than 7 crores of rupees. Her greatest customers are Germany, Italy, Hungary, Spain, France, the United Kingdom and America. On the other hand, she imported leather manufactures of the value of more than one-fourth crore of rupees, often her own leather in the shape of enormous profits to her customers. In the three months of this year between April and June alone Calcutta and Bombay imported from the United Provinces 3½ lakhs of maunds of skins and hides which are sent out abroad. This shows that if she could tan and manufacture her own leather into goods imported from foreign countries, there will be an enormous saving of money besides profitable employment to a large number of her people. Shops for the manufacture of leather goods are found on a small scale in most towns of these parts and Cawnpore, Delhi, Kurnool, Ludhiana and Agra are all great places for the leather trade, both manufactured and unmanufactured. But here there are no large concerns except those owned or managed by Europeans. In Cawnpore two of the most flourishing concerns are Cooper Allens and the N. W. Tannery, Limited. The latter was started some 18 years ago with a capital of 10 lakhs of rupees. It now employs between 1,000 and 1,500 men, tans, curries leather, makes boots, shoes, harness, belts and other leather goods after the latest and most approved methods. Its goods are largely patronized by the public and it turns out about 2,000 pairs of boots and shoes per day, with both steam and hand labour. Among native factories may be mentioned the Shahganj boot and shoe factory owned by Sayed Muzi Raza of Agra who, starting with the modest sum of Rs. 80 in 1882, is now worth more than 1½ lakhs. He turns out about 6,000 pairs of boots and shoes in the month. The average price of his wares is about Rs. 2 and yet he makes a profit of about 15 per cent. He tells me he has now imported the latest machinery for the manufacture of boots and shoes and is soon going to work with steam power to meet his growing business, tan his own leather as well as make other goods generally sold by the trade. His wares are now finding favour with the best and highest Europeans and he furnishes the example of what energy and pluck can do in a short time. The Hindus have generally a prejudice against engaging in the leather trade though as I have already said in another place two Kashmiri Brahmins, men of education, overrode all caste prejudices and qualified themselves as experts in Cooper Allens’ factory in Cawnpore. Their first venture did not, however, prove a success. But they have not lost heart and are going to revive it. There is a great field in this direction also, and if Hindoos do not undertake it, there is no reason why others who have no such prejudices should not do so.

The last great industry which, though not quite indigenous to these provinces, has yet a great future before it, is wool. In the Punjab it has been a great industry from time immemorial and Kashmir, Lahore, Amritsar and Ludhiana have always been great places for the manufacture of shawls and other woollen goods. But the industry is suffering under foreign competition and Amritsar shawls which once sold for £50 each are now not in such great demand as formerly and yet an Amritsar and Kashmir shawl is in article of great value lasting better and retaining its fineness of appearance much longer than any imported one. Large quantities of these shawls are still sold in Delhi and other places and though much dearer in price than imported shawls are popular with the Indian community. There are still thousands of Kashmir weavers in
Amritsar whose business though not so paying as before gives employment to them even for the pittance it affords. In 1904-05 India imported the enormous quantity of 3,066 lakhs rupees worth of woollen goods of which one-fifth were shawls. The number was about 25 lakhs of which Germany supplied 18 lakhs. This shows how the trade has declined and what a great field it still has with better methods of work and more capital. The value of imported piece-goods was 194½ lakhs and the quantity 23½ million yards. In the United Provinces there are no large concerns except the Woollen Mills Company of Cawnpore and in the Punjab the Egerton Woollen Mills Company of Dharavi is by far the largest of any concern there. The former, as their manager tells me, now employ about 1,800 or 2,000 people in their works and have lately erected a large model village for them. They make everything of wool and do not touch mixtures of any sort. They consume wool to the approximate quantity of 40,000 manuds in the year and confine their operations in India. Their flannels, broadcloths, Cashmere blankets and hosiery are largely patronized by the public and I have generally found them to be superior to similar imported articles in point of durability. One thing noticeable about their cloth is that it does not contract as do many imported ones in washing. Their business was started in 1876 and the capital employed is 35 lakhs of rupees. Their workmen are generally Indians but the proprietors are Englishmen. The Egerton Woollen Mills of Dharavi have also the same object in view. They make woollen goods of all sorts in enormous quantities. Their goods are also all pure wool and they send them out to all parts of the country and employ about 1,000 people. The proprietors of both these mills are the same. In the hand industry the number of persons engaged is about 80,000, and it must be said with regret, that the number of workers is decreasing on account of foreign and mill competition. And yet the country blanket is still popular with the poor for its cheapness and durability. There are besides these some carpet making factories in Agra and Mirzapur. The former owned by a European firm is a flourishing concern but the industry in Mirzapur is declining on account of the inferior quality of the goods manufactured. The Government jails, especially in Agra, are also great places for the manufacture of carpets and the latter's manufactures may be seen in many a palace in Europe. But the prisoners after they have been discharged have no opportunity of utilizing their skill and either take to manufacturing inferior goods or to other trades. In Muzaffarnagar the blanket industry is reviving under the impetus afforded to it by the local exhibitions. The blankets made there are very substantial and compare favourably in quality and weight with imported articles of similar description. The yarn employed is both indigenous and foreign, the former for the coarser and the latter for the finer kinds. The yarn made from wool imported from other parts of India like the Punjab, Rajputana, or Tibet is much softer and superior to that made from local wool. This is due to the want of attention in the breeding of sheep. Perhaps with greater attention in this direction some improvement might result. These are some of our chief industries. There are minor ones like the metal work of Benares and Moradabad, the brocades of Benares, and the furniture of Bareilly. But they are not of so universal importance as these, and I am sure that if greater attention both on the part of capitalists and men of education were directed towards each of these, we shall be saving millions of rupees each year besides affording profitable employment to thousands both educated and uneducated who are now dying for want of it. Capital is always shy in coming and because many of our people aim a little too high they fail. If they started with small beginnings, they are sure to be more successful. The most noticeable feature amongst the many colossal businesses now owned by Europeans is their small beginning, the steady perseverance of those who started them and if we wish to be successful, we shall have to do the same. In Delhi and other places bogus joint stock companies rise and disappear for want of honesty of purpose on the part of those who float them. Speculation and gambling are now great features in the commercial world everywhere in India and opium, wheat, silver, Government paper ruin every day more than they enrich thousands who engage in them. All this money should be saved and applied towards the improvement of industries in some of the branches suggested above and there will be no inducement to our people to get rich in one day and find themselves in the insolvent court the next.
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Twenty-First Session held at Benares.

THE PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS.

By The Hon. Mr. G. K. GOKHALE, C.I.E.

FELLOW-DELEGATES, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN,—

THANK you from the bottom of my heart for the great, the signal honour which you have conferred upon me by electing me to preside over your deliberations this year. As has been said by more than one of my predecessors, the Presidentship of the Congress is the highest distinction which it is in the power of our countrymen to bestow upon any one; and proud indeed is that moment in an Indian's life when he receives at your hands this most conspicuous mark of your confidence and your favour. As I, however, stand before you to-day, it is not so much the hour to bestow upon anyone; and proud indeed is the distinction of having been called upon to take charge of the vessel of the Congress.

Even the stoutest heart among us may well own to a feeling of anxiety in such a situation. Let us, however, humbly trust that in this holy city of Benares, the Divine guidance, on which we may securely throw ourselves, will not fail us, and that the united wisdom and patriotism of the delegates assembled will enable the Congress to emerge from the present crisis with unimpaired and even enhanced prestige and usefulness.

THE PRINCE AND PRINCESS OF WALES.

Gentlemen, our first duty to-day is to offer our most loyal and dutiful welcome to Their Royal Highnesses the Prince and Princess of Wales on the occasion of this their first visit to India. The Throne in England is above all parties—beyond all controversies. It is the permanent seat of the majesty, the honour and the beneficence of the British Empire. And in offering our homage to its illustrious occupants and their heirs and representatives, we not only perform a loyal duty, but also express the gratitude of our hearts for all that is noble and high-minded in England's connection with India. The late Queen-Empress, again, was known, within the limits of her constitutional position, to exercise during her reign her vast influence in favour of a policy of justice and sympathy towards the Indian people. We can never forget that the great Proclamation of 1858, on which we take our stand so largely in our constitutional struggle, was, not only in spirit but also in substance, her own declaration of the principles on which India was to be governed. The present King-Emperor has announced his resolve to walk in the footsteps of his mother, and we have no doubt that the Prince of Wales is animated by the same desire to see a policy of righteousness pursued towards India. We rejoice that His Royal Highness and his noble consort have come amongst us to acquaint themselves personally with the ancient civilization of this country and its present condition. The Congress earnestly and respectfully wishes Their Royal Highnesses a most successful tour through India, and it humbly trusts that the knowledge they will acquire and the recollections they will carry back with them will constitute a fresh bond of sympathy and attachment between the Royal Family in England and the Princes and people of this country.

THE NEW VICE-ROY.

The Congress also offers a most cordial and respectful welcome to Their Excellencies Lord and Lady Minto. The new Viceroy assumes the
responsibilities of his office at a critical juncture. The temper of the people, so sorely tried during the last three years, calls for the exercise of wise and statesmanlike conciliation on the part of those who are in authority, if further estrangement between the rulers and the ruled is to be prevented. I earnestly trust that such conciliation will be forthcoming. Meanwhile, a special responsibility rests upon us all to see to it that the immediate task that confronts His Excellency is not made more difficult than it already is. The difficulties of the situation are not of Lord Minto’s creating, and he has a right to expect the cooperation of both the officials and the public in his endeavours to terminate a state of tension, which has already produced deplorable results and which cannot be prolonged without serious detriment to the best interests of the country.

**LORD CURZON’S ADMINISTRATION.**

Gentlemen, how true it is that to everything there is an end! Thus even the Viceroyalty of Lord Curzon has come to a close! For seven long years all eyes had constantly to turn to one masterful figure in the land,—now in admiration, now in astonishment, more often in anger and in pain, till at last it has become difficult to realize that a change has really come. For a parallel to such an administration, we must, I think, go back to the times of Aurangzebe in the history of our own country. There we find the same attempt at a rule excessively centralized and intensely personal, the same strenuous purpose, the same overpowering consciousness of duty, the same marvellous capacity for work, the same sense of loneliness, the same persistence in a policy of distrust and repression, resulting in bitter exasperation all round. I think even the most devoted admirer of Lord Curzon cannot claim that he has strengthened the foundations of British rule in India. In some respects his Lordship will always be recognized as one of the greatest Englishmen that ever came out to this country. His wonderful intellectual gifts, his brilliant powers of expression, his phenomenal energy, his boundless enthusiasm for work,—these will ever be a theme of just and unstinted praise. But the gods are jealous, and amidst such lavish endowments, they withheld from him a sympathetic imagination, without which no man can ever understand an alien people; and it is a sad truth that to the end of his administration Lord Curzon did not really understand the people of India. This was at the root of his many inconsistencies and made him a perpetual puzzle to most men. And thus the man, who professed in all sincerity, before he assumed the reins of office, his great anxiety to show the utmost deference to the feelings and even the prejudices of those over whom he was set to rule, ended by denouncing in unmeasured terms not only the present generation of Indians, but also their remote ancestors and even the ideals of their race, which they cherish above everything else; he, who, in the early part of his administration, publicly warned the officials that “official wisdom is not so transcendent as to be superior to the stimulus and guidance” of public opinion and who declared that in the present state of India “the opinion of the educated classes is one which it is not statesmanship to ignore or to despise,” ended by trampling more systematically upon that opinion than any of his predecessors, and claiming for his own judgment and that of his official colleagues a virtual character of infallibility. The fact is that Lord Curzon came to India with certain fixed ideas. To him India was a country where the Englishman was to monopolize for all time all power and talk all the while of duty. The Indian’s only business was to be governed and it was a sacilege on his part to have any other aspiration. In his scheme of things there was no room for the educated classes of the country; and having failed to amuse them for any length of time by an empty show of taking them into his confidence, he proceeded in the end to repress them. Even in his last farewell speech at the Byculla Club in Bombay, India exists only as a scene of the Englishman’s labours, with the toiling millions of the country—eighty per cent. of the population—in the background. The remaining twenty per cent., for aught they are worth, might as well be gently swept into the sea! Had Lord Curzon been less self-centred, had he had more humility in his nature, he might perhaps have discovered his mistake before it was too late. This would probably have enabled him to avoid giving so much offence and causing so much pain as he unhappily did during the last two years, but I doubt if the main current of his administration would even then have flowed in another channel. Lord Curzon’s highest ideal of statesmanship is efficiency of administration. He does not believe in what Mr. Gladstone used to call the principle of liberty as a factor of human progress. He has no sympathy with popular aspirations, and when he finds them among a sub-
ject people, he thinks he is rendering their country a service by trying to put them down. Thus in his Buculla Club speech he actually stated that he had not offered political concessions to the people of India, because he "did not regard it as wisdom or statesmanship in the interests of India itself to do so"! Taking Lord Curzon at his highest, we find him engaged in a herculean attempt to strengthen the Englishman’s monopoly of power in India and stem the tide of popular agitation and discontent by robbing the members of the bureaucracy to a sense of duty similar to his own and raising the standard of administrative efficiency all round. The attempt has failed, as it was bound to fail. Never was discontent in India more acute and widespread than when the late Viceroy laid down the reins of office; and as regards the bureaucratic monopoly of power, I think we are sensibly nearer the time when it will be successfully assailed.

One claim Lord Curzon advanced in his farewell speech at Bombay which it is necessary to examine a little. He told his hearers, as he had done once before—on the occasion of the last Budget debate—that even if he had incurred the hostility of educated Indians, the masses would be grateful to him for what he had done for them. This attempt to distinguish between the interests of the educated classes and those of the bulk of their countrymen is a favourite device with those who seek to repress the legitimate aspirations of our people. It is significant that Lord Curzon had never resorted to it till he had finally broken with the educated classes. We know of course that the distinction is unreal and ridiculous, and we know also that most of those who use it as a convenient means to disparage the educated classes cannot themselves really believe in it. Lord Curzon mentions the reduction of the salt-duty, the writing off of famine arrears, the increased grants to primary education and to irrigation, the attempt at Police reform as measures on which he bases his claim. The suggestion here is that he adopted these measures for the good of the masses in spite of the opposition—at any rate, the indifference—of the educated classes, when the plain fact is that it was the Congress that had been urging these measures year after year on the attention of Government and that it was only after years of persistent agitation that it was able to move the Government in the desired direction. Four years ago, when, with a surplus of seven crores or nearly five millions sterling in hand, the Government of India did not remit any taxation, and I ventured to complain of this in Council and to urge an immediate reduction of the salt-duty, I well remember how Lord Curzon sneered at those who “talked glibly” of the burdens of the masses and of the necessity of lowering the salt-tax as a measure of relief! Lord Curzon was fortunate in coming to India when the currency legislation of Lord Lansdowne and Sir David Barbour had succeeded in artificially raising the rupee to its present level, thereby enabling the Government of India to save about four millions sterling a year on its Home remittances. This, with the recovery of the opium revenue, placed huge surpluses at Lord Curzon’s disposal throughout his administration, and he never knew a moment of that financial stress and anxiety which his predecessors had to face for a series of years. Considering how large these surpluses have been, I do not think the relief given by Lord Curzon to the taxpayers of the country has by any means been liberal. He himself estimated last March the total amount of this relief at 7 millions sterling. He did not mention that during the same time he had taken from the taxpayers 33 millions sterling over and above the requirements of the Government. Again, how paltry is the relief given by the reduction of the salt-duty and the writing off of famine arrears, compared with the enormous injury done to the mass of our people by the artificial raising of the value of the rupee, which led to a heavy immediate depreciation of their small savings in silver, and which makes a grievous addition to their permanent burdens by indirectly enhancing their assessments and increasing their debts to the money-lender as prices adjust themselves to the new rupee! Much has been made of Lord Curzon’s increased grants to primary education. Considering how little the State does in India for the education of the masses, it would have been astonishing, if with such surpluses Lord Curzon had not made any addition to the educational expenditure of the country. But if he has given a quarter of a million more to education, he has given five millions a year more to the Army; and with reckless profusion he has increased the salaries of European officials in many departments and has created several new posts for them. “A spirit of expenditure,” to use an expression of Mr. Gladstone’s, has been abroad in all directions during his time, and he has never practised the old-fashioned virtue of economy, with which the real interests of the people are bound up. Of course a ruler cannot labour as
devotedly as Lord Curzon has done for seven years for increased efficiency without removing or mitigating important administrative evils; but that is quite different from a claim to champion the special interests of the masses, as against their natural leaders and spokesmen, the educated classes of the community.

**Partition of Bengal.**

Gentlemen, the question that is uppermost in the minds of us all at this moment is the Partition of Bengal. A cruel wrong has been inflicted on our Bengal brethren, and the whole country has been stirred to its deepest depths in sorrow and resentment, as had never been the case before. The scheme of partition, concocted in the dark and carried out in the face of the fiercest opposition that any Government measure has encountered during the last half a century, will always stand as a complete illustration of the worst features of the present system of bureaucratic rule—its utter contempt for public opinion, its arrogant pretensions to superior wisdom, its reckless disregard of the most cherished feelings of the people, the mockery of an appeal to its sense of justice, its cool preference of Service interests to those of the governed. Lord Curzon and his advisers—if he ever had any advisers—could never allege that they had no means of judging of the depth of public feeling in the matter. All that could possibly have been done by way of a respectful representation of the views of the people had been done. As soon as it was known that a partition of some sort was contemplated, meeting after meeting of protest was held, till over five hundred public meetings in all parts of the Province had proclaimed in no uncertain voice that the attempt to dismember a compact and homogeneous Province, to which the people were passionately attached and of which they were justly proud, was deeply resented and would be resisted to the uttermost. Memorials to the same effect poured in upon the Viceroy. The Secretary of State for India was implored to withhold his sanction to the proposed measure. The intervention of the British House of Commons was sought, first, by a monster petition, signed by sixty thousand people, and later by means of a debate on the subject raised in the House by our everwatchful friend,—Mr. Herbert Roberts. All proved unavailing. The Viceroy had made up his mind. The officials under him had expressed approval. What business had the people to have an opinion of their own and to stand in the way? To add insult to injury, Lord Curzon described the opposition to his measure as ‘manufactured’—an opposition in which all classes of Indians, high and low, uneducated and educated, Hindus and Mahomedans, had joined, an opposition than which nothing more intense, nothing more widespread, nothing more spontaneous had been seen in this country in the whole course of our political agitation! Let it be remembered that when the late Viceroy cast this stigma on those who were ranged against his proposals, not a single public pronouncement in favour of those proposals had been made by any section of the community; and that among the foremost opponents of the measure were men like Sir Jotindra Mohan Tagore and Sir Gurudas Banerji, Raja Peary Mohan Mukerji and Dr. Rash Behar Ghose, the Maharajas of Mymensing and Kasimbazar,—men who keep themselves aloof from ordinary political agitation and never say a word calculated in any way to embarrass the authorities, and who came forward to oppose publicly the Partition Project only from an overpowering sense of the necessity of their doing what they could to avert a dreaded calamity. If the opinions of even such men are to be brushed aside with contempt, if all Indians are to be treated as no better than dumb, driven cattle, if men, whom any other country would delight to honour, are to be thus made to realize the utter humiliation and helplessness of their position in their own, then all I can say is “Goodbye to all hope of co-operating in any way with the bureaucracy in the interests of the people!” I can conceive of no graver indictment of British rule than that such a state of things should be possible after a hundred years of that rule!

Gentlemen, I have carefully gone through all the papers which have been published by the Government on this subject of Partition. Three things have struck me forcibly—a determination to dismember Bengal at all costs, an anxiety to promote the interests of Assam at the expense of Bengal, and a desire to suit everything to the interests and convenience of the Civil Service. It is not merely that a number of new prizes have been thrown into the lap of that Service—one Lieutenant-Governorship, two Memberships of the Board of Revenue, one Commissionership of a Division, several Secretaryships and Under-Secretaryships—but alternative schemes of realignment have been rejected on the express ground that their adoption would be unpopular with the members of the Service. Thus, even if a reduction of the charge of the Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal had really become inevitable—a contention which the
greatest living authority on the subject, Sir Henry Cotton, who was Secretary to the Bengal Government under seven Lieutenant-Governors, does not admit—one would have thought that the most natural course to take was to separate Behar, Orissa and Chota Nagpore from Bengal and form them into a separate Province. This would have made the Western Province one of 30 millions in place of the Eastern. But this, says the Government of India, "would take from Bengal all its best districts and would make the Province universally unpopular." This was of course a fatal objection, for, compared with the displeasure of the Civil Service, the trampling under foot of public opinion and the outraging of the deepest feelings of a whole people was a small matter! But one can see that administrative considerations were really only secondary in the determination of this question. The dismemberment of Bengal had become necessary, because, in the view of the Government of India, "it cannot be for the lasting good of any country or any people that public opinion or what passes for it should be manufactured by a comparatively small number of people at a single centre and should be disseminated thence for universal adoption, all other views being discouraged or suppressed."

"From every point of view," the Government further states, "it appears to us desirable to encourage the growth of centres of independent opinion, local aspirations, local ideals and to preserve the growing intelligence and enterprise of Bengal from being cramped and stunted by the process of forcing it prematurely into a mould of rigid and sterile uniformity." You will see that this is only a paraphrase, in Lord Curzon's most approved style, of the complaint of the people of Bengal that their fair Province has been dismembered to destroy their growing solidarity, check their national aspirations and weaken their power of co-operating for national ends, lessen the influence of their educated classes with their countrymen, and reduce the political importance of Calcutta. After this, let no apologist of the late Viceroy pretend that the object of the partition was administrative convenience and not political repression!

Gentlemen, it is difficult to speak in terms of due restraint of Lord Curzon's conduct throughout this affair. Having published his earlier and smaller scheme for public criticism, it was his clear duty to publish similarly the later and larger scheme, which he afterwards substituted for it. But in consequence of the opposition which the first scheme encountered, he abandoned the idea of taking the public any more into his confidence and proceeded to work in the matter in the dark. For more than a year nothing further was heard of his intentions, and while he was silently elaborating the details of his measure, he allowed the impression to prevail that the Government had abandoned the Partition project. And in the end, when he had succeeded in securing the Secretary of State's sanction to the scheme, it was from Simla, where he and his official colleagues were beyond the reach of public opinion, that he sprung the final orders of Government upon an unprepared people. Then suddenly came his resignation. And the people permitted themselves for a while to hope that it would bring them at least a brief respite, especially as Mr. Brodrick had promised shortly before to present further papers on the subject to Parliament, and that was understood to mean that the scheme would not be brought into operation till Parliament re-assembled at the beginning of next year. Of course, after Lord Curzon's resignation, the only proper, the only dignified course for him was to take no step, which it was difficult to revoke and the consequences of which would have to be faced, not by him, but by his successor; he owed it to Lord Minto to give him an opportunity to examine the question for himself; he owed it to the Royal visitors not to plunge the largest Province of India into violent agitation and grief on the eve of their visit to it. But Lord Curzon was determined to partition Bengal before he left India and so he rushed the necessary legislation through the Legislative Council at Simla, which only the official members could attend, and enforced his orders on 16th October last—a day observed as one of universal mourning by all classes of people in Bengal. And now, while he himself has gone from India, what a sea of troubles he has bequeathed to his successor! Fortunately there are grounds to believe that Lord Minto will deal with the situation with tact, firmness, and sympathy, and it seems he has already pulled up to some extent Lord Curzon's favourite Lieutenant, the first ruler of the new Eastern Province. Mr. Fuller has evidently cast to the winds all prudence, all restraint, all sense of responsibility. Even if a fraction of what the papers have been reporting be true, his extraordinary doings must receive the attention of the new Secretary of State for India and the House of Commons. There is no surer method of goading a docile people into a state of
dangerous despair than the kind of hectoring and repression he has been attempting.

But, gentlemen, as has been well said, even in things evil there is a soul of goodness, and the dark times through which Bengal has passed and is passing have not been without a message of bright hope for the future. The tremendous upheaval of popular feelings which has taken place in Bengal in consequence of the partition, will constitute a landmark in the history of our national progress. For the first time since British rule began, all sections of the Indian community, without distinction of caste or creed, have been moved by a common impulse and without the stimulus of external pressure to act together in offering resistance to a common wrong. A wave of true national consciousness has swept over the Province, and at its touch old barriers have, for the time at any rate, been thrown down, personal jealousies have vanished, other controversies have been hushed! Bengal’s heroic stand against the oppression of a harsh and uncontrolled bureaucracy has astonished and gratified all India, and her sufferings have not been endured in vain, when they have helped to draw closer all parts of the country in sympathy and in aspiration. A great rush and uprising of the waters, such as has been recently witnessed in Bengal, cannot take place without a little inundation over the banks here and there. These little excesses are inevitable, when large masses of men move spontaneously—especially when the movement is from darkness into light, from bondage towards freedom—and they must not be allowed to disconcert us too much. The most astounding fact of the situation is that the public life of this country has received an accession of strength of great importance, and for this all India owes a deep debt of gratitude to Bengal. Of course the difficulties which confront the leaders of Bengal are enormous and perhaps they have only just begun. But I know there is no disposition to shrink from any responsibilities and I have no doubt that whatever sacrifices are necessary will be cheerfully made. All India is at their back and they will receive in the work that lies before them the cordial sympathy and assistance of the other Provinces. Any discredit that is allowed to fall on them affects us all. They on their side must not forget that the honour of all India is at present in their keeping.

The Swadeshi Movement.

Gentlemen, I will now say a few words on a movement which has spread so rapidly and has been hailed with so much enthusiasm all over the country during the last few months—the Swadeshi movement. It is necessary at the outset to distinguish it from another movement, started in Bengal, which has really given it such immense impetus—the boycott of British goods. We all know that when our Bengalee brethren found that nothing would turn the late Viceroy from his purpose of partitioning Bengal, that all their protests in the press and on the platform, all their memorials to him, to the Secretary of State and to Parliament were unavailing, that the Government exercised its despotic strength to trample on their most cherished feelings and injure their dearest interests and that no protection against this of any kind was forthcoming from any quarter, they, in their extremity, resolved to have recourse to this boycott movement. This they did with a twofold object—first, as a demonstration of their deep resentment at the treatment they were receiving, and secondly, to attract the attention of the people in England to their grievances, so that those who were in a position to call the Government of India to account might understand what was taking place in India. It was thus as a political weapon, used for a definite political purpose, that they had recourse to the boycott; and in the circumstances of their position they had every justification for the step they took. And I can tell you from personal experience that their action has proved immensely effective in drawing the attention of English people to the state of things in our country. But a weapon like this must be reserved only for extreme occasions. There are obvious risks involved in its failure and it cannot be used with sufficient effectiveness, unless there is an extraordinary upheaval of popular feeling behind it. It is bound to rouse angry passions on the other side, and no true well-wisher of his country will be responsible for provoking such passions, except under an overpowering sense of necessity. On an extreme occasion, of course a boycotting demonstration is perfectly legitimate, but that occasion must be one to drive all the classes, as in Bengal, to act with one impulse, and make all leaders sink their personal differences in the presence of a common danger. It is well to remember that the term ‘boycott,’ owing to its origin, has got unsavoury associations, and it conveys to the mind before everything else a vindictive desire to injure another. Such a desire on our part, as a normal feature of our relations with England, is of course out of the question. Moreover, if the boycott is confined to British goods only, it leaves us full to purchase the
goods of other foreign countries, and this does not help the Swadeshi movement in any way.

Gentlemen, the true Swadeshi movement is both a patriotic and an economic movement. The idea of Swadeshi or 'one's own country' is one of the noblest conceptions that has ever stirred the heart of humanity. As the poet asks—

'Breathe there the man with soul so dead,
Who never to himself hath said,—
This is my own, my native land!'

The devotion to motherland, which is enshrined in the highest Swadeshi is an influence so profound and so passionate that its very thought thrills and its actual touch lifts one out of oneself. India needs to-day above everything else that the gospel of this devotion should be preached to high and low, to Prince and to peasant, in town and hamlet, till the service of motherland becomes with us as overmastering a passion as it is in Japan. The Swadeshi movement, as it is ordinarily understood, presents one part of this gospel to the mass of our people in a form which brings it within their comprehension. It turns their thoughts to their country, accustoms them to the idea of voluntarily making some sacrifice for her sake, enables them to take an intelligent interest in her economic development and teaches them the important lesson of co-operating with one another for a national end. All this is most valuable work, and those who undertake it are entitled to feel that they are engaged in a highly patriotic mission. But the movement on its material side is an economic one; and though self-denying ordinances, extensively entered into, must serve a valuable economic purpose, namely, to ensure a ready consumption of such articles as are produced in the country and to furnish a perpetual stimulus to production by keeping the demand for indigenous things largely in excess of the supply, the difficulties that surround the question economically are so great that they require the co-operation of every available agency to surmount them. The problem is indeed one of the first magnitude. Twelve years ago the late Mr. Ranade remarked at an Industrial Conference held at Poona: "The political domination of one country by another attracts far more attention than the more formidable, though unfelt, domination which the capital, enterprise and skill of one country exercise over the trade and manufactures of another. This latter domination has an insidious influence which paralyzes the springs of all the varied activities, which together make up the life of a nation." The question of production is a question of capital, enterprise and skill, and in all these factors our deficiency at present is very great. Whoever can help in any one of these fields is, therefore, a worker in the Swadeshi cause and should be welcomed as such. Not by methods of exclusion but by those of comprehension, not by insisting on every one working in the same part of the field but by leaving each one free to select his own corner, by attracting to the cause all who are likely to help and not alienating any who are already with us, are the difficulties of the problem likely to be overcome. Above all, let us see to it that there are no fresh divisions in the country in the name of Swadeshism. No greater perversion of its true spirit could be imagined than that.

Take the question of cotton piece-goods, of which we import at present over 22 millions sterling worth a year. This is by far the heaviest item among our imports and our present Swadeshi agitation is directed mainly towards producing as much of these goods in our own country as possible. I have consulted three of the best experts available in India on this subject—Mr. Bezanji of Nagpore, the right hand man of the late Mr. Tata in mill matters, the Hon. Mr. Vithaldas Damodarilhas, who has written an admirable paper on the cotton Industry for the Industrial Conference and has kindly placed a copy of it at my disposal, and our friend Mr. Wachs. They are all agreed about the requirements and the difficulties of the situation. So far as the cotton fabrics are concerned, even strict Free Traders should have nothing to say against the encouragement, which the Swadeshi movement seeks to give to their manufactures in India. In the first place, many of the usual objections that may be urged against a system of State protection do not apply to helpful voluntary action on the part of consumers, such as the Swadeshi movement endeavours to promote. Moreover, the essence of Free Trade is that a commodity should be produced where the comparative cost of its production is the least and that it should be consumed where its relative value is the highest; and if accidental circumstances have thwarted such an adjustment in a given case, any agency which seeks to overcome the impediment works in the end in the interests of true Free Trade. Now everyone will admit that with cheap labour and cotton at her own door, India enjoys
exceptional advantages for the manufacture of cotton goods; and if the Swadeshi movement helps her to regain her natural position in this respect—a position which she once occupied but out of which she has been driven by an extraordinary combination of circumstances,—the movement works not against but in furtherance of true Free Trade. Even at present the Cotton Industry in India is an important one. It is the largest industry after agriculture in the country; it is also the only one—agriculture excepted—in which the Indians themselves have a substantial share. It is represented by a paid up capital of about 17 crores of rupees or a little over 11 millions sterling, the number of mills being about 200, with five million spindles and fifty thousand power-looms. In addition to this, there are, according to the Census of 1901, about a quarter of a crore of persons engaged in hand-loom weaving in the country. Our mills consume nearly 60 per cent. of the cotton produce of India and produce 58 crore lbs. of yarn. Of this quantity, Mr. Vithaldas tells us, about 23½ crore lbs. is exported to China and other foreign countries, about 13½ crores is used in our weaving mills, and about 19 crores is woven by hand-loom weavers, the remaining 2 crores going to the manufacture of rope and twine. In addition to this, 3 crore lbs. of yarn is imported from the United Kingdom and is consumed by the hand-loom industry. The hand-loom industry of the country thus absorbs, in spite of its hard struggles, about 22 crore lbs. of yarn, or nearly double the quantity woven by power-looms, and this is a most interesting and significant fact. The yarn used by the weaving mills produces about 55 crores of yards of cloth, of which about 14 crore yards is exported to foreign countries and about 41 crores is left for consumption in the country. If we put down the production of the hand-loom at about 90 crore yards, we have about 130 crore yards as the quantity of Swadeshi cloth consumed at present in India.

The quantity of piece-goods imported from the United Kingdom and retained for use in the country is about 205 crore yards a year. Of the total cloth consumed, therefore, over one-third is at present Swadeshi. This is an encouraging feature of the situation. But the imported cloth is almost all superior in quality.

"While our mills," Mr. Vithaldas says, "produce the coarser cloth, say from yarn up to 30s. count and in a few cases up to 40s, the bulk of the imported cloth is of the finer quality using yarn over 30s. count. The Indian weaving mills are obliged to restrict themselves to the most part to weaving coarser cloth, owing to the inferior quality of cotton now grown in the country." It may be noted that even from existing cotton, hand-looms can, owing to their greater delicacy of handling the yarn, produce finer cloth than the power-looms. Fortunately owing to the exertions of the Agricultural Department of the Bombay Government—exertions for which it is entitled to the best thanks of the whole country—Egyptian cotton has just been successfully introduced into Sind, and this year a thousand bales of a quality equal to very good Egyptian have been produced. A much heavier crop is expected next year and there is no doubt that its cultivation will rapidly extend. The main difficulty in the way of our manufacturing the quality of cloth that is at present imported is one of capital. Mr. Wacha estimates that if the whole quantity of 205 crore yards is to be produced by mills, the industry requires an additional capital of about 30 crores of rupees. Even if we proposed to spread this over ten years, we should require an additional of 3 crores of rupees every year. Now if we turn to the Statistical Abstract of British India, we shall find that the total increase in the capital invested in cotton mills during the last ten years has been only about 3 crores,—an amount that Mr. Wacha wants every year for ten years. The normal development of the mill industry is thus plainly unequal to the requirements of the situation. Moreover, it is well to remember what Mr. Bezanji says—that the present mill-owners must not be expected to be very keen about the production of finer cloth, because its manufacture is much less paying than that of the coarser cloth. This is due to various causes, the principal one among them being that English capital, similarly invested, is satisfied with a smaller range of profits. Capital from other quarters must, therefore, be induced to come forward and undertake this business. If we again turn to the Statistical Abstract, we shall find that our people hold about 50 crores of rupees in Government Securities and about 11 crores in Postal Savings Banks. In the Presidency and other Banks, the private deposits stand at about 33 crores of rupees, but there are no means of ascertaining how much of the amount is held by Indians. Considering the extent of the
country and the numbers of the population, these resources are, of course, extremely meagre. Still they might furnish some part of the capital needed. In this connection, may I say that a special responsibility now rests in the matter on the Aristocracy of Bengal! And this is not merely because the Swadeshi movement is being so vigorously advocated in their Province, but also because, owing to the Permanent Settlement of Bengal, they are enabled to enjoy resources which, in other parts of India, are swept into the coffers of the State. If sufficient capital is forthcoming, Mr. Bezanji's patriotism may, I am sure, be relied on to secure for the undertaking whatever assistance his great capacity and unrivalled knowledge can give. It must, however, be admitted that capital will come forward only cautiously for this branch of the business. But the hand-loom industry is likely to prove of greater immediate service. Mr. Vithaldas looks forward to a great revival of the hand-loom industry in the country, and I cannot do better than quote what he says on this point in his paper. "This village industry," he says, "gives means of livelihood not only to an immense number of the weaver class, but affords means of supplementing their income to agriculturists—the backbone of India—who usually employ themselves on hand-loom, when field work is unnecessary, and also when, owing to famine, drought or excessive rains, agricultural operations are not possible. Now the apparatus with which they work is nearly two centuries behind the times. Mr. Havell, Principal of the Calcutta School of Arts, Mr. Chatterton of the Madras School of Arts, and Mr. Churchill of Ahmednagar, along with many others are doing yeoman's service by taking keen interest in the question of supplying economical and improved apparatus to the hand-loom weavers. Mr. Havell has pointed out that in preparing the warp, our hand-loom weavers are incapable of winding more than two threads at a time, though the simplest mechanical device would enable them to treat 50 or 100 threads simultaneously. The latest European hand-loom, which successfully competes with the power-loom in Cairo and in many places in Europe, can turn out a maximum of 48 yards of common cloth in a day. Mr. Havell is satisfied that the greater portion of the imported cotton cloth can be made in the Indian hand-loom with great profit to the whole community. The question of the immediate revival of the hand-loom weaving industry on a commercial basis demands the most earnest attention of every well-wisher of India and evidence gives promise of a successful issue to efforts put forward in this direction."

The outlook here is thus hopeful and cheering; only we must not fail to realize that the co-operation of all who can help— including the Government—is needed to overcome the difficulties that lie in the path.

**OUR AIMS AND ASPIRATIONS.**

Gentlemen, this is the twenty-first session of the Indian National Congress. Year after year, since 1885, we have been assembling in these gatherings to give voice to our aspirations and to formulate our wants. When the movement was first inaugurated, we were under the influence of that remarkable outburst of enthusiasm for British Rule, which had been evoked in the country by the great Viceroyalty of the Marquis of Ripon. That best beloved of India's Viceroys was not content to offer mere lip-homage to the principle that righteousness alone exalteth a nation. He had dared to act on it in practice and he had braved persecution at the hands of his own countrymen in India for its sake. Lord Ripon's noblest service to this country was that he greatly quickened the processes, by which the consciousness of a national purpose comes to establish itself in the minds of a people. The Congress movement was the direct and immediate outcome of this realization. It was started to focus and organize the patriotic forces that were working independently of one another in different parts of the country so as to invest their work with a national character and to increase their general effectiveness. Hope at that time was warm and faith shone bright, largely as a result of Lord Ripon's Viceroyalty, and those who started the Congress believed that by offering their criticism and urging their demands from a national platform, where they could speak in the name of all India, they would be able to secure a continuous improvement of the administration and a steady advance in the direction of the political emancipation of the people. Twenty years have since elapsed, and during the time much has happened to chill that hope and dim that faith, but there can be no doubt that work of great value in our national life has already been accomplished. The minds of the people have been familiarized with the idea of a united India working for her salvation; a national public opinion has been created; close bonds of sympathy now knit together the different Provinces; caste and creed separations hamper less and less the pursuit of common aims; the dignity of a consciousness of national existence has spread over the whole land. Our record
of political concessions won is, no doubt, very meagre, but those that have been secured are of considerable value; some retrogression has been prevented; and if latterly we have been unable to stem the tide of reaction, the resistance we have offered, though it has failed of its avowed purpose, has substantially strengthened our public life. Our net revenue is about 44 millions. The Home Charges, exclusive of their military portion, absorb nearly one-third. These two, between them, account for about 34 millions out of 44. Then over 3 millions are paid to European officials in civil employ. This leaves only about 7 millions at the disposal of the Government to be applied to other purposes. Can any one, who realises what this means, wonder that the Government spends only a miserable three-quarters of a million out of State funds on the education of the people—primary, secondary and higher, all put together? Japan came under the influence of Western ideas only forty years ago, and yet already she is in a line with the most advanced nations of the West in matters of mass education, the State finding funds for the education of every child of school-going age. We have now been a hundred years under England’s rule, and yet to-day four villages out of every five are without a school house and seven children out of eight are allowed to grow up in ignorance and in darkness! Militarism, Service interests and the interests of English capitalists—all take precedence to-day of the true interests of the Indian people in the administration of the country. Things cannot be otherwise, for it is the Government of the people of one country by the people of another; and this, as Mill points out, is bound to produce great evils. Now the Congress wants all this should change and that India should be governed, first and foremost, in the interests of the Indians themselves. This result will be achieved only in proportion as we obtain more and more voice in the government of our country. We are prepared to bear—and bear cheerfully—our fair share of the burdens of the Empire, of which we are now a part; but we want to participate in the privileges also, and we object most strongly to being sacrificed, as at present, in order that others may prosper. Then the Congress asks for a redemption of those promises for the equal treatment of Indians and Englishmen in the Government of this country, which have been so solemnly given us by the Sovereign and the Parliament of England. It is now three-quarters of a century since the Parliament passed an Act, which, the Court of Directors pointed out, meant that there was to be no governing caste in India. The governing caste, however, is still as vigorous, as exclusive as ever. Twenty-five years later, the late Queen-Empress addressed a most memorable Proclamation to the Princes and people of India. The circumstances, connected with the issue of that Proclamation, and its noble contents will always bear witness to the true greatness of that great sovereign and will never cease to shed lustre on the English name. The Proclamation
repeats the pledges contained in the Charter Act of 1833, and though an astounding attempt was made less than two years ago by the late Viceroy to explain away its solemn import, the plain meaning of the royal massage cannot be altered without attributing what is nothing less than an unworthy subterfuge to a Sovereign, the deep reverence for whose memory is an asset of the Empire. That the Charter Act of 1833 and the Queen’s Proclamation of 1858 have created in the eyes of reactionary rulers a most inconvenient situation is clear from a blunt declaration, which another Viceroy of India, the late Lord Lytton, made in a confidential document, which has since seen the light of day. Speaking of our claims and expectations based on the pledges of the Sovereign and the Parliament of England, he wrote: “We all know that these claims and expectations never can or will be fulfilled. We have had to choose between prohibiting them (the Natives of India) and cheating them, and we have chosen the least straightforward course. Since I am writing confidentially, I do not hesitate to say that both the Governments of England and of India appear to me, up to the present moment, unable to answer satisfactorily the charge of having taken every means in their power of breaking to the heart the words of promise they had uttered to the ear.” We accept Lord Lytton as an unimpeachable authority on the conduct of the Government in evading the fulfilment of the pledges. We deny his claim to lay down that our “claims and expectations never can or will be fulfilled.”

“Our whole future, it is needless to say, is bound up with this question of the relative positions of the two races in this country. The domination of one race over another—especially when there is no great disparity between their intellectual endowments or their general civilization—inflicts great injury on the subject race in a thousand insidious ways. On the moral side, the present situation is steadily destroying our capacity for initiative and dwarfing us as men of action. On the material side, it has resulted in a fearful impoverishment of the people. For a hundred years and more now India has been, for members of the dominant race, a country where fortunes were to be made to be taken out and spent elsewhere. As in Ireland the evil of absentee landlordism has in the past aggravated the racial domination of the English over the Irish, so in India what may be called absentee capitalism has been added to the racial ascendancy of Englishmen. A great and ruinous drain of wealth from the country has gone on for many years, the net excess of exports over imports (including treasure) during the last forty years amounting to no less than a thousand millions sterling. The steady rise in the death-rate of the country—from 24 per thousand, the average for 1882—84, to 30 per thousand, the average for 1892—94, and 34 per thousand, the present average—is a terrible and conclusive proof of this continuous impoverishment of the mass of our people. India’s best interests—material and moral—no less than the honour of England, demand that the policy of equality for the two races promised by the Sovereign and by Parliament should be faithfully and courageously carried out.

THE BUREAUCRACY.

Gentlemen, as I have already observed, the manner in which the Partition of Bengal has been carried out furnishes a striking illustration of the worst features of the present system of bureaucratic rule. Happily these features are not always so conspicuously in evidence. No one also denies that a large proportion of the members of the bureaucracy bring to their work a high level of ability, a keen sense of duty and a conscientious desire, within the limits of the restricted opportunities permitted by the predominance of other interests, to do what good they can to the people. It is the system that is really at fault—a system which relegates the interests of the people to a very subordinate place and which, by putting too much power into the hands of these men, impairs their sense of responsibility and develops in them a spirit of intolerance of criticism. I know many of these men are on their side constantly smarting under a sense of unfair condemnation by our countrymen. They fail to realize that if the criticism that is passed on their actions is sometimes ill-informed and even unjust, this is largely due to the veil of secrecy which carefully hides official proceedings from the view of the people in India. Moreover, theirs are at present all the privileges of the position and they must bear without impatience or bitterness its few disadvantages. I have already said that our advance towards our goal can only be gradual. Meanwhile there is a great deal of work to be done for the country in which officials and non-officials could join hands. A considerable part of the way we could both go together, but it can only be on terms consistent with the self-respect of either side. In old times, when British rule was new and its higher standards and its more vigorous purposes excited general admiration, the Englishman’s claim to a privileged position, even outside the sphere of official
duties, was allowed to pass unchallenged. That is now no longer possible, and those officials, who expect the Indians to approach them with bated breath and whispering humbleness—and the type is not confined to the new Eastern Province exclusively—not only make useful relations between the two sides impossible but do more harm to their own class than they imagine. In one respect the gulf between the official and educated classes of the country is bound to widen more and more every day. The latter now clearly see that the bureaucracy is growing frankly selfish and openly hostile to their national aspirations. It was not so in the past. In a most remarkable letter which I had the honour to receive, while in England, two months ago, from Mr. Hodgson Pratt—great and venerated name among all lovers of peace—he tells us with what object Western education was introduced into this country. "Fifty years ago," writes Mr. Pratt, who in those days was a member of the Bengal Civil Service, "while India was still under the Government of the East India Company, it was considered both just and wise to introduce measures for national education on a liberal scale with adequate provision of schools, colleges, and universities. This event was hailed with lively satisfaction by the native population as heralding a new era of social progress, and as satisfying the active intelligence of the Hindus. Now it must be observed that the character of the teaching thus inaugurated by Englishmen would necessarily reflect the ideals, which have for centuries prevailed among them. In other words, Indian youths would be brought up to admire our doctrines of political liberty, popular rights, and national independence; nor could it ever have been supposed that these lessons would fall upon deaf ears and cold hearts. On the contrary, the inevitable result of such teaching was clearly perceived by the Government of those days, and was regarded in a generous spirit. In support of this assertion I may mention that at the time of the inauguration of these measures I accompanied the then Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal (Sir Frederick Halliday) on one of his winter tours through the province. Naturally he called the attention of those, who attended the public meetings held by him, to the new education policy, and he always took occasion to declare that the schools would promote one of the leading purposes of British rule, which was to prepare the people for self-government. It certainly was not supposed that at any subsequent time a policy would be adopted, which would disappoint the legitimate hopes thus created." Now, however, that the time has come for the bureaucracy to part with some of its power in favour of the educated classes, all kinds of excuses are brought forward to postpone what is no doubt regarded as the evil day. One favourite argument is that the educated classes are as yet only a very small fraction of the community. The hollowness of this plea was well exposed by the late Mr. George Yule in his address as President of our National Congress in 1888. Quoting Prof. Thorold Rogers, he pointed out that a hundred years ago, not one man in ten or one woman in twenty knew how to read and write in England. Going another century or two back, he added, the people of England, man and boy, high and low, with the exception of a mere handful, were steeped in the grossest ignorance, and yet there was a House of Commons. We have now in this country about 15 million people who can read and write, and about a million of these have come under the influence of some kind of English education. Moreover, what we ask for at present is a voice in the Government of the country, not for the whole population, but for such portion of it as has been qualified by education to discharge properly the responsibilities of such association. Another argument, brought forward in favour of maintaining the present bureaucratic monopoly of power, is that though the educated classes make a grievance of it, the mass of the people are quite indifferent in the matter. Now, in the first place, this is not true. However it may suit the interests of the officials to deny the fact, the educated classes are, in the present circumstances of India, the natural leaders of the people. Theirs is the Vernacular Press, the contents of which do not fail to reach the mass of our population; in a hundred ways they have access to the minds of the latter; and what the educated Indians think to-day, the rest of India thinks to-morrow. Moreover, do the officials realise how their contention condemns their rule out of their own mouth? For it means that only so long as the people of India are kept in ignorance and their faculties are forced to lie dormant, that they do not raise any objection to the present system of administration. The moment education quickens those faculties and clears their vision, they range themselves against a continuance of the system.

OUR IMMEDIATE DEMANDS.

Gentlemen, a number of important questions will come up before you for discussion during the next two days, and following the practice of
previous Congresses, you will, no doubt, record after due deliberation, your views on them in the form of resolutions. This is, of course, necessary; but may I suggest that for purposes of effective agitation in the immediate future, we should now concentrate our main energies on certain selected portions of our programme? Speaking broadly, most of the reforms that we have been advocating may be grouped under four heads:—(1) those which aim at securing for our people a larger and larger share in the administration and control of our affairs; these include a reform of our Legislative Councils, the appointment of Indians to the Secretary of State's Council and the Executive Councils in India, and a steady substitution of the Indian for the European agency in the public service of the country; (2) those which seek to improve the methods of administration, such as the separation of Judicial from Executive functions, Police Reform, and similar proposals; (3) those which propose a readjustment of financial arrangements with the object of securing a reduction of the burdens of the taxpayers and a more efficient application of our resources; under this head come a reduction of military charges, the moderating of land assessments and so forth; and (4) those which urge the adoption of measures, calculated to improve the condition of the mass of the people; these include a vigorous extension of primary education, facilities for industrial and technical instruction, grants for improved sanitation, and a real attempt to deal with the alarming indebtedness of the peasantry. Now what I would most earnestly and respectfully suggest is that we should select from each group such reforms as may be immediately urged with the greatest effect and press them forward in this country and in England with all the energy we can command.

In my humble opinion, our immediate demands should be:—(1) A reform of our Legislative Councils, raising the proportion of elected members to one-half, requiring the budgets to be formally passed by the Councils, and empowering the members to bring forward amendments, with safeguards for bringing the debates to a close in a reasonable time. The Presidents of the Councils should have the power of veto. The Viceroy's Legislative Council consists at present of 25 members, of whom only five are elected, one by the Chamber of Commerce of Calcutta—a body of Europeans—and the other four by four provinces. We must ask for the proportion of elected members to be now raised to 12. Of this number, two seats might be given, one to commerce and one to certain industries, and the remaining ten should be assigned to different provinces, two to each of the three older provinces, and one each to the remaining. And, to begin with, the right of members to move amendments may be confined to one amendment each. The two members for commerce and industries will generally be Europeans, and they will ordinarily vote with Government. Thus even if all the ten provincial members voted together, they would be only 10 out of 25. Ordinarily they will not be able to carry a motion against the Government, but on exceptional occasions they may obtain the support of two or three men from the other side, and then the moral effect of the situation will be considerable. In the provincial Legislative Councils, we must have an increase in the number of members, each district of a province being empowered to send a member. The objection that these bodies will, in that case, be somewhat unwieldy is not entitled to much weight.

(2) The appointment of at least three Indians to the Secretary of State's Council, to be returned, one each, by the three older provinces.

(3) The creation of Advisory Boards in all Districts throughout India, whom the heads of districts should be bound to consult in important matters of administration concerning the public before taking action. For the present, their functions should be only advisory, the Collectors or District Magistrates being at liberty to set aside their advice in their discretion. Half the members of a Board should be elected representatives of the different Talukas or subdivisions of the district and the other half should consist of the principal District Officers and such non-official gentlemen as the head of the district may appoint. These Boards must not be confounded with what are known as District Local Boards. There is, at present, too much of what may be called Secretariat rule, with an excessive multiplication of central departments. District administration must be largely freed from this, and reasonable opportunities afforded to the people concerned to influence its course, before final decisions are arrived at. If such Boards are created, we may, in course of time, expect them to be entrusted with some real measure of control over the district administration. The late Mr. Ranade used to urge the importance of such Boards very strongly. If ever we are to have real local government in matters of general administration, the creation of these Boards will pave the way for it. One great evil of the present system of administration is its secrecy.
This will be materially reduced, so far as district administration is concerned, by the step proposed.

4. The recruitment of the Judicial Branch of the Indian Civil Service from the legal profession in India.

5. The separation of Judicial and Executive functions.

6. A reduction of military expenditure.

7. A large extension of primary education.

8. Facilities for industrial and technical education.

9. An experimental measure to deal with the indebtedness of the peasantry over a selected area.

I think, gentlemen, if we now concentrate all our energies on some such programme, we may, within a reasonable time, see results, which will not be altogether disappointing. One thing is clear. The present is a specially favourable juncture for such an effort. In our own country, there is sure to be a great rebound of public opinion after the represenation to which it has been subjected during the last three years. And in England, for the first time since the Congress movement began, the Liberal and Radical party will come into real power. My recent visit to England, during which I enjoyed somewhat exceptional opportunities to judge of the situation, has satisfied me that a strong current has already set in there against that narrow and aggressive Imperialism which only the other day seemed to be carrying everything before it. The new Prime Minister is a tried and trusted friend of freedom. And as regards the new Secretary of State for India, what shall I say? Large numbers of educated men in this country feel towards Mr. Morley as towards a Master, and the heart hopes and yet it trembles, as it had never hoped or trembled before. He, the reverent student of Burke, the disciple of Mill, the friend and biographer of Gladstone,—will he courageously apply their principles and his own to the government of this country, or will he too succumb to the influences of the India Office around him and thus cast a cruel blight on hopes which his own writings have done so much to foster? We shall see; but in any case his appointment, as Secretary of State for India, indicates how strongly favourable to our cause the attitude of the new Ministry is. Mr. Ellis, the new Under-Secretary of State for India, is openly known to be a friend of our aspirations. A more gratifying combination of circumstances could not be conceived and it now rests with us to turn it to the best advantage we can for our Motherland.

CONCLUSION.

Gentlemen, one word more and I have done. I have no wish to undertake the difficulties that lie in our path, but I am convinced more than ever that they are not insuperable. Moreover, the real moral interest of a struggle, such as we are engaged in, lies not so much in the particular readjustments of present institutions, which we may succeed in securing, as in the strength that the conflict brings us to be a permanent part of ourselves. The whole life of a people, which is broader and deeper than what is touched by purely political institutions, is enriched even by failures, provided the effort has been all that it should be. For such enrichment, the present struggle is invaluable. "The true end of our work," said Mr. Ranade nine years ago, "is to renovate, to purify, and also to perfect the whole man by liberating his intellect, elevating his standard of duty, and developing to the full all his powers. Till so renovated, purified, and perfected, we can never hope to be what our ancestors once were—a chosen people, to whom great tasks were allotted and by whom great deeds were performed. Where this feeling animates the worker, it is a matter of comparative indifference in what particular direction it asserts itself and in what particular method it proceeds to work. With a liberated manhood, with buoyant hope, with a faith that never shirks duty, with a sense of justice that deals fairly by all, with unclouded intellect and powers fully cultivated, and, lastly, with a love that overleaps all bounds, renovated India will take her proper rank among the nations of the world, and be the master of the situation and of her own destiny. This is the goal to be reached—this is the promised land. Happy are they, who see it in distant vision; happier those who are permitted to walk and clear the way on to it; happiest they, who live as near it with their eyes and tread upon the holy soil once more. Famine and pestilence, oppression and sorrow, will then be myths of the past, and the gods will once again descend to the earth and associate with men, as they did in times which we now call mythical." Gentlemen, I can add nothing that may be worthy of being placed by the side of these beautiful words. I will only call to your minds the words of another great teacher of humanity who asks us to keep our faith in spite of trying circumstances and warns us against the presumption of despairing, because we do not see the whole future clearly before our eyes:

"Our times are in His hand
Who saith 'A whole I planned,
afraid.'
Youth shows but half; trust God: see all, nor be
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EXPRESSION OF THANKS.

Brother Delegates and Gentlemen,

Allow me first to thank you heartily for having done me the high honour of electing me President of this Conference. This chair was occupied last year in Bombay by that veteran temperance reformer, Mr. Samuel Smith, M.P., President of the Anglo-Indian Temperance Association, and I feel no little diffidence and hesitation in taking the place of so distinguished a worker in the cause of temperance. When my good friend Mr. Chintamani, on behalf of the Reception Committee of this Conference, offered me the Presidency, I felt I was too ill-qualified to accept it. At the same time, I thought it was a call of duty which I could not refuse. I have, therefore, ventured to accept this onerous office, trusting to your indulgence and help in carrying the proceedings of the Conference to a successful issue.

THE UTILITY OF AN ALL-INDIA CONFERENCE.

The idea of an All-India Temperance Conference occurred to some temperance workers in Bombay last year for the first time, and you may remember what a successful gathering it was. The meeting together of so many leading men in different walks of life from all parts of India for the Congress suggested the thought that as in politics, in industry, in theism, and social reform the best workers from all parts of the country congregated in some important place in Christmas week, the opportunity might well be utilized to bring together the leading temperance workers in different parts of the country, to take stock of the work done during the year, and to devise plans for further action. Such a gathering serves as an excellent focus of enlightened public opinion and a convenient centre for the exchange of views. Temperance workers have one common object at heart, but the conditions of our work are different in different places. We are thus often embarrassed by the diversity of our systems and principles of action. When we meet together in such a gathering, we can compare notes at first hand, and profit by each other's counsel and experience. Even the company of fellow-workers is stimulating to one another. There is occasion for self-examination and correction of errors. There is, moreover, a chance of inspiration for zealous work and for concerted action. Thus the cause of temperance is sure to profit by this meeting together of its leading exponents. Let me call on you, gentlemen, to make the best use of this opportunity to know one another, to gather information, and to make compacts of co-operation on parallel lines. Such a meeting even once a year may lead to lasting friendships, to the removal of apathy and prejudices, and to a correct appreciation of each other's aims, aspirations and methods of work. If when we part, we part as better friends and fellow-workers, this Temperance Conference will not have met in vain.

THE SCOPE OF TEMPERANCE WORK.

To temperance workers such as you all are, it is hardly necessary for me to define the scope of temperance work. Canon Wilberforce in a lecture delivered in Bombay defined temperance as meaning total abstinence. In common parlance temperance means moderation, and in that sense moderate drinking may appear to be permissible. But drinking is such an insidious vice that small beginnings often lead to great excesses. It has, therefore, been found necessary to hold the temperance standard aloft as signifying total abstinence. We know that total abstinence for the whole population of this country is not a practicable measure. Some amount of drinking is perhaps inevitable, and as long as it is moderate it may not be very harmful. But this moderate stage rarely lasts long, and, therefore, those who have to fight the demon of drink have need to take the extreme position of total abstinence. There is a familiar saying that if you wish to hit the chimney top, you must aim at the sky. Similarly even though our practicable object may be
to prevent intemperance, we must work for total abstinence as our goal.

TEMMERANCE SOCIETIES AND THEIR WORK.

The cause of temperance requires a two-sided activity. Our first duty is with the people. Our main aim is to prevent or at least to check the growth of intemperance. With that view we seek to reach the people and try to save them from temptations, to warn them by advice, and wean them away from intemperate habits. We approach them by means of lectures and by the dissemination of temperance literature and by personal exhortation to abstain from the vice of drink. In India there are in all 301 temperance organizations doing their best to mitigate the evil of drink in a variety of ways. Thus in the Punjab there are several temperance associations, the most important of which are the Temperance Society of Amritsar and the Deva Samaj of Lahore. The first of these organizations keeps a reading room where special meetings are held on Sundays and Wednesdays, at which temperance lectures are delivered. A Band of Hope is organized and preachers are sent from town to town and city to city to educate the people in temperance principles. Branch Associations have been organised and tracts and leaflets are freely distributed. The Director of Public Instruction of the Punjab has given the Society an assurance that temperance lessons will be introduced in Vernacular text-books when they will be next revised, but, in the meanwhile, he has granted them permission to deliver temperance lectures in schools. The Deva Samaj of Lahore is an organization for social reform, and coupled with this work the Samaj is doing excellent work in regard to temperance. The Samaj has succeeded in reclaiming many persons from the vice of drink. In the United Provinces the Temperance Societies have banded themselves together in the United Provinces Temperance Council which has just been brought into existence through the efforts of our energetic Secretary, Mr. Chintamanis. At Cawnpore the Caine Lecturing League employs a number of agents to visit different places, to organize meetings and deliver lectures. Here as elsewhere the names of the late Mr. Caine and the Rev. Thomas Evans are memorialized by numerous Temperance Societies being named after them. In Bengal and Assam there are several associations distributed over the provinces, each of them doing some good work in its own way. The Temperance Federation at Calcutta, though only a year and a half old, is doing splendid work by successfully appealing to the Abkari authorities to close several liquor-shops, by publishing tracts, supplying the press with information on temperance topics, and organizing Bands of Hope. The Federation distributes its work among sub-committees and thus has succeeded in getting a lot of useful work done. There is quite a large number of Temperance Societies in the Madras Presidency doing very useful work. In the city of Madras there is the Madras Temperance League, which has brought about union between the various scattered units in the city. Under its auspices a Temperance Congress was held there last February which sat for three days and discussed many valuable papers on various phases of the temperance question. In addition to these public associations, there are caste organisations at different places which have attained considerable success in arresting the growth of the drinking habit in those particular castes. Thus the Kayasthas in Upper India have formed various Temperance Societies which are exerting a very healthy influence over the whole community. Wine drinking at all marriage feasts, ceremonies and public entertainments is all but abolished. In the Bombay Presidency there are 41 Temperance Societies affiliated, like their sister organisations in other parts of India, to the Anglo-Indian Temperance Association. In Gujarat and Kathiwar many towns have Temperance Societies. The Societies at Baroda, Ahmedabad, Rajkot and Jamnagar are doing very useful work. In Belgaum, as in Upper India, there is a caste organisation which, I have heard, has succeeded in effectually stopping drinking among particular castes. The resolutions among these castes may perhaps prove transitory, nevertheless they are valuable as showing a spirit of resistance to vice. In Bombay City there are in all 14 temperance organisations. Of these the Indian Temperance Association founded in 1887 and the Bombay Temperance Council founded in 1896, are the principal agencies for public work in the temperance cause. The Indian Temperance Association confines its energies to educational and reclaiming work among the people, while the Bombay Temperance Council takes up the work of representations to Government on legislative as well as executive measures. The Temperance Association organises public lectures and has up to now employed one public speaker to go about among the poorer classes such as mill-hands and labourers and speak to them on the
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The evils of intemperance. He gives about a hundred lectures in a year. Another lecturer has recently been employed. The good work done by the Association among the mill-hands has received acknowledgment from the Commissioner of Police as well as the Government of Bombay. There have been three Temperance Conferences held in Bombay the first of which met under the auspices of the Indian Temperance Association and the other two were convened by the Bombay Temperance Council. The memorials submitted to the Government by these Conferences were very favourably received and have succeeded in inducing the Government to prohibit the sale of liquor to children under 14, and to order the closing of six liquor-shops at fairs, the propriety of which Government considered doubtful. As regards local option, the Abkari Department fixed a limit of 30 or 40 paces on either side of a proposed shop and the houses immediately in front within which limit the residents should be consulted as to the opening of a new liquor-shop. Government considered the limit too narrow and have fixed a radius of a hundred yards in the locality, though in our memorial we had asked for a furlong. Another point gained is the time allowed for appeal against the Collector's order granting a licence. Formerly the licence granted by the Collector had to be confirmed by the Commissioner before a new liquor-shop was opened. The new regulation allows 14 days for appeal to the Commissioner against the Collector's order. A further important success won by the third Conference is an assurance from the Vernacular Textbook Committee about the introduction of temperance lessons in the Vernacular Readers. Thus the Indian Temperance Association and the Bombay Temperance Council between them do valuable work. Let me take this occasion also to notice the work done by some other organisations in Bombay, notably the Royal Army Temperance Association under its energetic Secretary the Rev. Mr. Bateson, the Independent Order of Good Templars, and the Independent Order of Rechabites. These Orders are open to the natives of India and many of our countrymen have joined them as members. They hold weekly meetings at their Lodges and Tents, where, in addition to their own special business they do what is called “temperance teaching.” They work among juveniles through the agency of juvenile Lodges and Tents. There is further the Women's Christian Temperance Union which works among ladies, and does yeoman's service to the temperance cause. All these organisations have their special monthly magazines. The Royal Army Temperance Association conducts a magazine called “On Guard,” the Independent Order of Good Templars have “The British Indian Templar,” the Rechabites have “The Indian Rechabite” and the Women's Temperance Union have “The White Ribbon.” All these Associations work in concert with the Bombay Temperance Council and are represented in the Council by their delegates.

The position of Temperance workers towards Government.

The action we take with respect to Government measures fills a large part of our activities and brings us into frequent communication with Government. The Government seek to regulate the traffic in liquor. They have a vast all-pervading department which earns revenue and makes elaborate regulations for the conduct of the traffic as well as the protection of the revenue. The Government have declared that it is the restriction of the sale of liquor and not the raising of revenue that is the guiding principle of their policy. Thus the Secretary of State in a despatch dated 14th March 1889 observes: “The taxation of the sale of intoxicating liquors is imposed primarily in order to restrain the consumption of such liquors, and not for the purpose of making money out of their sale.” In a letter to the Government of Bombay dated 21st April 1904, the Government of India write: “The subject is one which the Government of India regard as a vital importance to the welfare of the community, and it cannot be too strongly impressed on the administering officers that the Government policy is to discourage drinking and to do all that is possible, without undue interference with the liberty of the subject, to suppress the degrading and demoralizing habit of intoxication.” Elsewhere in the same letter the Government remark: “It should be made clear that the Government is on the side of abstinence.” Here, therefore, we have an assurance that the objects of the Government and of temperance workers are identical. Our position, therefore, is no longer one of opposition but of co-operation. We have no desire to embarrass the Government, and do not approach the subject in a spirit of fault-finding. Our only object is to help Government in the detection and correction of abuses. We readily and gratefully acknowledge that the policy of the Government at its head-quarters is in entire accord with
the objects of the temperance movement in India. In the lower ranks of the service, however, there still lurks the spirit of the old revenue policy, and when an attempt is made to correct their errors they accuse us of deliberate opposition to Government. But let me repeat that we have no wish to take up a position of wanton opposition. We recognize that the present attitude of the Government is in consonance with the objects of temperance, and when we find that any measures of Government are not in conformity with their declared attitude we endeavour to obtain their correction. In doing so we really help Government to make their measures conform to their own declared policy. It is thus for a friendly interchange of opinions and exposure of errors with a view to their correction, that we approach Government, and we trust that the Government will reciprocate our friendliness and honest endeavour for mitigation of vice and suffering.

**OPINIONS OF SOME OFFICERS.**

Another welcome and hopeful circumstance worthy of note is that some high Government officials have recently pronounced opinions and made recommendations in entire harmony with the temperance programme. Sir Frederick Lely when Additional Member of the Viceroy's Council wrote a note on Adbari administration which is a true vade meum of the Temperance reformer. Sir Frederick was Revenue Commissioner N. D. in the Bombay Presidency, and his opinions as to the temper of subordinate Revenue Officers towards temperance and the expediency of specific measures are entitled to great weight. He makes a frank admission that though the Government of India's policy is directed to promote abstinence, subordinate Revenue Officers are still attached to the policy of promoting revenue. The Government of India express a pious wish that this may not be true, and affirm their principles once more. The Government of Bombay, however, repudiate the idea entirely. Our experience is that Sir Frederick Lely has uttered the exact truth, however unpleasant it may be to Government. In regard to the farming system, the number and location of shops in towns and villages, the opening of shops at fairs and like gatherings and cognate subjects, Sir Frederick Lely makes suggestions identical with those made by ourselves. The Government of Bombay as well as the Government of India do not in the main accept Sir Frederick's suggestions, but the note is a valuable acquisition in itself, and is important as having elicited an expression of opinion from the two Governments which is in no small measure helpful to us. Other distinguished men high in the Government service have given expression to pronounced temperance views. Presiding at a meeting of the Army Temperance Association, a late Viceroy remarked: "It would be an excellent thing if every commanding officer were told that he himself would be judged by the sobriety of his regiment and that a flourishing canteen fund would be looked upon as the mark of a bad Colonel." If the same principles continue to prevail among high Government officers, we may count upon meeting with sympathy and consideration in regard to our efforts.

**THE EXCISE COMMITTEE.**

Last August Government was pleased of its own motion to appoint an Excise Committee to inquire into the working of the Adbari administration. The Committee is composed entirely of officials. With a view to secure non-official representation on the Committee, the Bombay Temperance Council petitioned the Government of India begging that a non-official member from each province should be added to the Committee. The Government of India declined to make any such appointment on the ground that no new principles of Excise administration were intended to be evolved, that the policy already laid down was not open to discussion, that only the details of Excise administration in each province were to be examined, and that such examination would be best conducted by a strong Departmental Committee. We think, on the other hand, that a purely Departmental Examination is not to be one-sided, that the presence of non-official members would have supplied a corrective to official one-sidedness, and would thus have added strength to the deliberations of the Committee. I had a verification of this opinion when I was examined as a witness before the Committee in Bombay a few days ago. The Bombay Temperance Council submitted a statement to the Committee, and myself and Mr. Gilder, the Secretary to the Temperance Council appeared as witnesses. The Committee received us courteously, but we could observe a disposition to treat our statements as made in a spirit of hostility to Government. I assured the Committee that we had no offensive or hostile intention, and that we co-operated with Government according to our lights. The statement submitted by the Bombay Temperance Council dwelt upon the
growth of the revenue, the farming system, local option, the opening of liquor-shops at fairs and gatherings, notices of application for liquor-shops, women at liquor bars, and removal of restrictions on toddy. In our evidence we amplified these points, and there was, I believe, a satisfactory representation of the non-official view before the Committee. How far it will be effective in moulding the eventual decisions of the Committee we must leave the future to show.

THE GROWTH OF ABBKARI REVENUE.

A point of standing dispute between the Government and temperance workers is the growth of Abbkari revenue and the inferences it suggests. The fact of the growth is undoubted. In two decades from 1880-81 to 1901 the gross Excise revenue rose from Rs. 31:4 millions to 59:1 millions. It is remarkable that there has been an increase of about two millions every successive year. Thus in 1881-82 the revenue rose to Rs. 34:3 millions, in 1882-83 to 36:1 millions, in 1883-84 to 38:4 millions, in 1884-85 to 40:1 millions. This continuous increase was kept up till 1896-97 and the next two years which were famine years. But in the succeeding years it again rose in the same proportion. Thus in 1899-1900 the revenue rose to 57:9 millions, in 1900-01 to 59:1 and in 1901-02 to 61:2 millions. The question is, what does this growth imply? In the popular view it signifies increased consumption of liquor which means increase of drunkenness. The Government strongly maintain that "the increase is not due to any increase of the drinking habit but merely to improved administration, to the suppression of illicit distillation and sale, and the great and general increase in the rate of taxation." To my mind the plea of improved administration is not sufficient to account for so large an increase. Increased revenue must be due to increased sales of liquor and increased sales must mean increased drunkenness. When the officers of the present day explain the increase of revenue on the ground of improved administration they must remember that they are casting a reflection on their predecessors, and that henceforward they may themselves be liable to the same reflection at the hands of their successors. The fact is the Abbkari, like every other Revenue Department, has a bias in favour of increasing revenue and it cannot justify its existence except by a continuous increase. In spite of the declarations of the Government of India that the increase of revenue should not be the aim of Abbkari administration, the fact remains that Revenue Officers are unable to shake themselves off from their natural bias in favour of increasing the revenue. The Revenue Officers, as well as the Government may protest against such a suggestion, but I fear the facts are too strong for them. Sir Frederick Lely in his memorandum observes: "The Abbkari Department is often not in accord with the spirit of the Supreme Government, and not in line with the best moral sense of the country." He mentions instances of the Collector of Ahmedabad having declined to close shops in the vicinity of mills on the ground that there was a demand for liquor at the shops. In 1899 the Hon. Mr. (now Sir Henry) James, C.S.I., I.C.S., Member of Council of the Government of Bombay, in reply to a speech of the Hon. Sir P. M. Mehta, with reference to the opening of a country liquor shop at Mathura against the unanimous opposition of the local property-owners, said: "My Honorable friend wants more expenditure on the police and on the plague, and if every respectable gentleman were to say I have a sycophant who is not a temperate person, I do not want him to get intoxicated, and as drunk is only a luxury, you should stop him from getting liquor, whence is the Government Excise revenue to come from?" In 1886 there was a movement in the Thana and Colaba districts of the Bombay Presidency in favour of total abstinence, when the Abbkari Commissioner wrote to the Government of Bombay: "The question for decision is, shall we sit quiet and allow the movement to continue and to spread and thereby to forfeit a large amount of revenue, or are measures to be adopted which will bring the people to their senses." On other like occasions of popular movements the Revenue Officers have shown sympathy to the Abbkari farmer, rather than to the people.

THE FARMING SYSTEM.

The root of the evil lies to my mind in the farming system. The farmer is a trader and not a philanthropist. He has an obvious interest in pushing up the sale of liquor and devises measures to serve his purpose to the best advantage. He becomes a power and even a terror to the country people. In all his dealings he has the sympathy of the local Revenue Officers, and he is able to have a free hand in securing the widest circulation to his wares. The sympathy is so strong that on one occasion the Government of Bombay remitted to the Abbkari farmer of Khandesh a sum
of six lakhs, and when questioned as to why the remission was made the Government replied simply that they thought it expedient to do so. This means that the farmer was given a bonus from the public revenue to recompense him for the loss caused by insufficient consumption of liquor. Writing about the farming system, Sir Frederick Lely points out how the farmer assumes a semi-official position and is able to break down popular temperance movements. He mentions an instance in which the Hindu Ghanchis or oil-pressers of Surat were made to abandon their resolution not to drink at caste feasts. With respect to the Thana and Colaba movements mentioned above, the Collector wrote: "The contractor whose business the movement ruins has, I believe, (but I have not been at much pains to enquire by what means) tried to induce his customers to return to him." In 1895 the Abkari farmer for Ahmednagar, Poona, and Dharwar in the Bombay Presidency forced the sale of country liquor amounting to about 9,806 gallons, as it was the last year of the contract, and on complaint being made, the Government replied that the farmer was justified in managing his business in the manner which he thought most advantageous to himself." In this way the Abkari farmer rules supreme and makes futile all the declarations of Government in favour of abstinence. We recognize that the Government are as earnest as ourselves in seeking to promote temperance and that they have no wish to make a profit out of the vice of the people, but so long as the farming system lasts all the good intentions of the Government will become nugatory, and the forcing up of the consumption of liquor will go on unabated. The prospect of increasing revenue serves as a bait and a stimulus to Revenue Officers to support and sympathise with the Abkari farmer and to connive at, if not to actually encourage, his efforts to push up sales. The Government have abolished the system of farms in regard to the collection of land-revenue. We wonder why they retain it with reference to so pernicious a source of revenue as the Abkari.

LOCATION OF SHOPS.

One point which brings temperance workers into frequent conflict with Revenue Officers is the location of shops. The farmer with an eye to business naturally seeks to place his shops in highly frequented localities. The temperance worker, on the other hand, is anxious that the shops should be removed from public haunts as far as possible. Sir Frederick Lely, in his memorandum already referred to, writes: "Numerous shops exist on frequented high roads, in bazars, near markets, near mills, veritable traps to catch the weak, the thirsty, the tired, at their most susceptible moments. . . . The fact remains that they attract by sight and smell many customers who would not enter them if they were not thrust upon their notice." Sir Frederick suggests that liquor-shops should be removed to not less than half a mile from places of common resort. A radius of half a mile beyond the outskirts of a village will hardly afford sufficient protection to the villagers from the temptations of a grog-shop. But it will be better than placing a shop in the heart of a village which is the present practice. A distance-limit will be a very desirable reform. It should be tried as an experiment in selected places and watched how far it is effective in reducing the attendance of villagers at liquor-shops. The number of shops in the vicinity of a village should likewise be greatly restricted. On the high road between Lonavla and Karla in Poona district, a distance of five miles, I have noticed four grog-shops. You may imagine what havoc these shops may be making on the slender means of the poor villagers. Our villagers are notoriously impecunious, but whether in good or bad years the liquor-seller drives a roaring trade. The money-lender is ordinarily run down as the cause of the people's misery, but to my mind the liquor-seller is a much more potent cause of their ruin. Government have made many laws to protect the impecunious ryt from the money-lender, but if they could abolish the liquor-seller they would be conferring a more genuine boon than any number of laws about agriculturists' relief. As regards towns, Sir Frederick Lely's idea is to congregate liquor-shops in a particular locality. It is certainly desirable that such shops should not be allowed to spread all over a town, but confining them to one locality may not be practicable. The Government of India do not approve of the suggestion about concentration as well as the distance-limit. But the Government agree that such shops should not be in the vicinity of places of public resort. The Bengal rules in regard to the location of liquor-shops provide: "No liquor-shop should be opened in a bazaar or at the entrance to a bazaar, or near a bathing ghat or any other place of public resort, school, hospital, place of worship, factory, in the interior of a village, at the side of a road leading to a bathing ghat or other place of water-supply.
In some districts, the side of a main road or a village inhabited by aborigines of known drinking habits should also be avoided. A liquor-shop should not be inaccessible to persons requiring liquor, but it should not be in such a situation as to obtrude itself on the attention of the public, or to render persons passing by subject to annoyance from persons drinking. The Government of India approve of the Bengal rules and apparently desire that they should be adopted in other provinces. The Government of Bombay has, I am glad to say, adopted them. In other provinces, too, temperance workers may, I think, well exert themselves to obtain the adoption of the Bengal rules.

TEMPORARY SHOPS AT FAIRS.

The opening of liquor-shops at melas, fairs, cricket and other matches, and like gatherings is a point which deserves to be seriously pressed on the attention of the Government. Sir Frederick Lely mentions the subject in his memorandum and recommends that such shops should be absolutely forbidden, except in special cases, with the sanction of the Commissioner. The objection to open such shops at public gatherings is obvious. If it is objectionable to keep liquor-shops near places of public resort like bazaars and bathing ghats, it will be much more objectionable to obtrude them on the public notice at places where many people congregate for festive or like purposes. In the case of a religious fair there is an additional objection on the ground of religion, as the presence of the shops is apt to lead the people away from the very purpose for which they meet. It is true that when persons have a craving for drink they will seek to satisfy it in every possible manner. But if there are no shops at hand, their indulgence is likely to be restricted. In any case, the absence of shops will save many people from taking liquor who are drawn into the vortex only by the presence of temptation or the example of others. The Government of India leave the question open, and suggest that local Governments should frame rules according to local conditions. The Government of Bombay was in one case good enough to stop certain shops of this description, but the precedent cannot be relied on as establishing a uniform rule.

LOCAL OPTION.

Local option is an allied subject which deserves notice. This principle has already received fair recognition from the Government. It has been ruled that residents within a certain radius of a proposed shop have a right to be consulted as regards its location, and in case of local opposition the shop should be disallowed. Members of Municipalities also have a right to express opinion in regard to the choice of a site. These rules are fairly good in their scope, but are not worked in the spirit in which they are framed. There are numerous instances in which the opinion of local residents is set at naught. Even with regard to the opinion of Municipal Commissioners, the Government of Bombay observes: “It is not possible to undertake to accept it in all cases.” It is necessary that a more respectful and sympathetic attitude should be cultivated by Revenue Officers towards public opinion in regard to the location or multiplication of liquor-shops in a given locality. The concession of local option has been so far only nominal. To be effective there must be cultivated among the people themselves a sense of responsibility and indignation against moral wrong. The people must be prompt in resisting encroachments on their moral susceptibilities and must be active and energetic in their endeavours to remove a threatened cause of evil. They must seize the right opportunities to protest against any defiling of respectable surroundings, and must not rest until the apprehended danger is past. Unless public opinion gains steadiness and strength, a mere declaration of principle by Government would be of little avail.

BAR-MAIDS.

The employment of woman at liquor-shops has long been a subject of correspondence between the Bombay Temperance Council and the Government of Bombay. In Burma the employment of bar-maids is prohibited by special legislation, and in Calcutta there are executive orders prohibiting such employment. In Bombay the Government is not yet satisfied that there is anything offensive or objectionable in the presence of woman at liquor-bars. The Government say that they do not consider that the profession of bar-maids is disreputable but it seems to be ignored that whether disreputable or otherwise, the fact is that they stimulate the consumption of drink. There is good reason to apprehend that the class of women who are employed as bar-maids are not such as good people would like to associate with. But assuming they are as pure as angels, the question is whether or not their presence has the effect of drawing young men into the meshes of drink. A little observation will satisfy any one
that the presence of bar-maids is most injurious to the morals of those who visit the bars. It will, therefore, behove the Government to reconsider this question when it comes before them on a fresh representation from the Temperance Council. This subject was pressed on the attention of the Excise Committee when they were in Bombay. If the evil exists in other provinces, the temperance workers there should make representations to their respective Governments. The example of Burma and Calcutta is an assurance that some day our Government, too, may be induced to accept our view. Meanwhile, let us not cease to press the subject on the attention of the Government.

**TODDY AND MHOWRA.**

The restrictions on toddy and mhowra flowers is a fruitful subject of controversy in the Bombay Presidency. Unfermented toddy is admitted by experts to be a healthful drink. In large tracts of country toddy as well as mhowra flowers are used as food by jungle tribes and other poor classes. The restrictions now imposed drive the people to use alcoholic liquors. The cess on toddy trees up to 1858 was not more than Rs. 3 per tree. It then began to rise by jumps—to Rs. 6 between 1859–1873, to Rs. 9 in 1876–77, to Rs. 12 in the first half year of 1878 and to Rs. 15 in the next half, and lastly to Rs. 18 in 1880. In 1885 it was reduced to Rs. 12 at which figure it stands at present. The cess is still very prohibitive and makes the drawing of toddy unprofitable. On mhowra flowers too recent legislation has imposed manifold prohibitions. The history of mhowra legislation in Bombay is remarkable as showing how persistent the Abkari Department is in carrying through a particular piece of legislation against public opinion. The Mhowra Bill ran the gauntlet of a veto from the Government of India on two different occasions. Eventually the Government succeeded in getting their Bill passed. This persistency ought to teach us a lesson of continued effort. We too when our prayers in a particular case are not heard, must strive strenuously to work at the accomplishment of our object until we succeed.

**CONCLUSION.**

I have thus endeavoured to briefly pass in review the main temperance topics which are the subject of the resolutions that will be placed before you. Let me now say to you a word of warning and exhortation. Our cause is a moral one. Though in some matters it has a political aspect, it is not political in the strict sense of the expression. Some officers of Government and their followers in official and non-official classes fight shy of the Congress on the ground that it deals with political propaganda. There is no reason for any such apprehension with respect to our Conference. It has a wide platform on which officials and non-officials, Anglo-Indians and natives, men of all classes and creeds, professions and walks of life may meet and join hands for the furtherance of morality and purity among the people at large. It is unhappily only too true that from whatever cause drunkenness is largely prevalent not only among the masses of our people but higher classes as well. Mr. Natesan in a paper read before the Temperance Congress at Madras in February last gives the testimony of several leading gentlemen in the country on both sides of the question, and concludes that among the educated, the middle and the lower classes, the vice of drinking is largely spreading. This is a conclusion which confronts us everywhere. Whether we look to the figures of revenue and consumption or consider our actual everyday experience, the truth is brought home to us that the evil of drink has got a firm and wide hold on our society. We have, therefore, this existing fact to face, and to take measures for mitigating the evil. To rescue people from the grip of misery and ruin is a noble mission, and temperance workers must not be backward in undertaking it against any odds. Whether the work is to be done directly among the people by way of reclaiming them from habitual drunkenness or whether Government are to be approached for correcting any measures likely to encourage intemperance the temperance worker must put himself forward without sparing either time, money or personal labour. The people themselves, if they are properly worked upon, have a strong motive to abstain from drink. To Hindus and Mahomedans there are religious injunctions of the most absolute character to abjure drink as the vilest of sins. The Hindu law-givers denounce drinking as a Mahapatak or great sin, classing it with offences so grave as murder. The Mahomedan law-givers are equally emphatic. Our people ought, therefore, to require no great encouragement or effort to abstain from an indulgence which is so strongly denounced by their religions, and to which they ought to have a natural abhorrence. Facilities of temptations, momentary weakness, the example of evil company, and like causes may lead men astray. When a man makes a slip
once, the subsequent fall is easy. Drinking does unhappily exercise a potent fascination on the confirmed drunkard, but no effort should be spared to remove temptations from his reach, and win him over to the path of righteousness. I have, therefore, earnestly to request you to work with a whole heart for the cause you have undertaken. There is no occasion to lose heart. It is an undeniable fact that drinking is on the increase; as a general result, nevertheless, there is not evidence wanting to show that from revivalism in religion and other causes the educated classes in some places are showing a tendency to be free from the vice. The Government too have expressed a resolution to befriend abstinence. We have, therefore, every ground to be hopeful. Our cause is righteous, and we may rest assured that it will be blessed by Providence with success.

THE INDIAN SOCIAL CONFERENCE.

PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS.

By PUNDIT JWALA PRASADA, M.A., C.S.

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN,

OME are born great, some achieve greatness and some have greatness thrust upon them.” I feel keenly that to-day I come within the last category. When I think of the brilliant series of the foremost sons of India that have filled the Presidential Chair at the sessions of this Conference in the past years, my heart sinks within me and I feel how unworthy I am of the high honour it has pleased you to confer on me by asking me to preside over your deliberations. Your commands have been obeyed, ladies and gentlemen, and I have come out of my seclusion though with extreme difficulty. I crave your kind indulgence, therefore, and hope you will regard my many shortcomings with leniency.

It has been the custom for the President to deliver a short address before the commencement of the regular business of this Conference—and though any remarks which I make will be but flat and tasteless after the masterly inaugural address of the General Secretary to which we have had the privilege of listening, yet I hasten to comply with the established custom.

The laws of evolution, ladies and gentlemen, act upon human society as upon all things in this universe. Human society like other things, superior or inferior, cannot remain in a state of stagnation, but by the force of those laws it must make a move. The direction which the movement will take, whether it will have an upward tendency or the reverse, depends upon various causes. Here, in India, we witness at the present day the almost unique spectacle of a civilisation which traces its origin to hoary antiquity, confronted with another which may justly be termed the most advanced which circumstances have evolved in modern times in the West.

It is but natural that the two act and react on each other, and in the ferment thus generated arise conditions which require very serious consideration on the part of those that are interested in the country. Nations like individuals have their own tendencies, their own idiosyncrasies and their own manners of thought and it is essential that due allowance should be made for all these items before devising the lines which social reform should take. It will not do hastily and without due deliberation to put new wine into old bottles and burst them. The tendency of one section of social reformers with us, who may be aptly termed ultra-radical, is to advocate the immediate and complete removal of social customs which, to them, are obnoxious and the substitution in their place of others more in unison with Western notions. Theoretically this scheme of social reform would be perfect, but, unfortunately, it is not at all practicable, nor should I say is its introduction quite desirable.

Changes to be perfect and lasting must be the outcome of gradual and sustained action—they must be accepted by the masses—and not forced on them. The duty of the educated classes who are naturally expected to take the lead in such matters is manifest. They must try to educate public opinion and should gently help their backward brethren to see where reform is badly needed. In effecting this, success cannot be hoped for
by harsh and violent urging of unpleasant truths so much as by gradually leading the backward classes to evolve the ideas so to speak out of their own minds. Such is the perversity of human nature that what it can be persuaded to believe is the outcome of its own deliberations is always acceptable—what is supposed to be the opinion of another is always viewed with doubt and misgiving.

In this connection it must be noted that example is a very potent factor in the introduction of changes. With us we will have to confess that practice does not yet follow conviction except in a few isolated cases. How often do we see people who have received the benefit of education—as it goes on in India at the present day—deploring the existence of such and such a custom, denouncing it in soothing terms, characterising it as the cause of the ruin of India and yet when the time of trial comes, woeful is the result! Reason yields to unreason, education is overpowered by ignorance, and the energies of the erstwhile advocate of reform are now spent in devising plausible excuses to justify the action diametrically opposed to the preaching. Leaders like these will never raise a country.

On the other hand, there is the ultra-conservative class, numerically the strongest, with unbounded respect for immemorial custom, who view any attempt at reform not only with suspicion but with positive abhorrence. The attitude taken by these gentlemen is not only one of obstruction, but they are prone very often to even persecute the advocates of reform, specially such among them as have taken any practical action. Totally oblivious of the fact that with the lapse of centuries, the circumstances and conditions of this country along with those of the world have changed they are content to maintain an attitude of stolid indifference. To take a few concrete examples, the standard of living is day by day growing higher and higher, new wants and new aspirations are being developed among us, the pastoral simplicity of the country is a thing of the past and we are being drawn into the keen competition for bread which is a characteristic of the present times. The question is, are we quite prepared for the struggle? Calm reason tells we are not. We might, with marvellous self-complacency, regard ourselves as perfect, deem all our institutions and social customs as absolutely above reproach. We might, as we do, serenely contemplate the glory of our ancestors, live so to speak in a paradise of our own making without attempting to fit ourselves to the times, yet will this help us? No. We must set ourselves manfully to eradicate the many evils which have crept into our society, which, besides being highly prejudicial to us, are unreasonable and have got no kind of Sutriac sanction.

To my mind those from whom most can be expected are they who strike the happy mean between the ultra-radicals and the ultra-conservatives, who realising the pernicious nature of the evils from which our society suffers are bold enough to attempt to do their duty; remembering that it is only reform they are aiming at and not essaying a fresh construction. The path of these reformers will not be smooth, troubles and persecution will menace them at every step but the idea that they are doing a sacred duty should be their proper and mainstay. The prospect is gloomy, no doubt, but as a great writer has said "minds may doubt and hearts may fail, when called to face new modes of thought or points of view, but the time must come when what is false in all things will fade and what is true will no more seem strange." As an example, I may state, that barely a century ago the rite of "Sati" was practised in this country. It used to receive the sanction of custom; what is more. It was regarded as not only sanctioned but enjoined by religion and there was an uproar when that pioneer of Hindu reform, Raja Ram Mohan Roy raised his voice against it. The humane instincts of our British rulers led them to take up the question promptly, and within a short time, the rite was effaced from the land. Who among us at the present day even thinks of the rite of "Sati" or regrets its abolition? Thus I say will truth ultimately prevail despite prejudice and the obstacles of custom.

That the thinking portion of this vast continent is awakening to the necessity of doing something in the direction of national reform is apparent. This very Conference which has held its sittings annually for several years furnishes the best proof that our leaders are realising the urgency of immediate action. In addition to this, all over the country we hear of sectional Conferences and Sabhas, all attempting to ameliorate the social conditions obtaining in their immediate spheres. These I take to be the visible signs of the spirit of reform which has been aroused in India. It has been urged by some critics that these sectional Conferences serve to dissipate energy and are an obstacle in the way of concerted
action. I hold this criticism to be short-sighted. The peculiar circumstances of the country and the peculiar lines of thought of the people inhabiting it have, in the course of centuries, evolved a social system in which each section is, so to say, confined in its own water-tight compartment. At present, it is almost impossible to undertake concerted action which could exercise a simultaneous influence over all sections. The elevation of each section must be worked out by itself and when the happy day dawns which sees the various sections well advanced on the path of reform may India congratulate itself that it is within measurable distance of national reform. All the Caste Conferences and Sectional Sabhas are, therefore, to my mind working and working potently towards bringing about the consummation which all of us here assembled devoutly desire. May success attend their efforts.

According to the rules of business at these Conferences, resolutions relative to points needing reform will now be submitted to you for consideration and then able gentlemen in charge of the various resolutions will explain why the particular reform is needed. Permit me, however, to allude briefly to one or two points which I think are deserving of special consideration.

Science recognises the fact that perpetual in-breeding without the introduction of fresh blood leads to physical deterioration and final extinction. The figures of the last Census are deserving of special study in this connection. They show most unmistakably that some sub-castes are rapidly on the way to extinction. Is it not desirable to try and put a check on this decay and would it be unwise to extend the sphere, within which marriages are contracted, to some extent?

Again we talk of our nationality and yet how very distinct, almost insulated from each other, are the sub-castes of the same parent castes. To realise our dream of nationality—would it not be desirable to make a beginning and try to bring about some fusion of the sub-castes?

Another, and to my mind, a most important point is the elevation of the lower classes among us. We admit no converts and we can, therefore, ill afford to drive away even the lowest from among us. The spirit of self-preservation alone should prompt us to try and help in the elevation of the lower classes and we should not by our needless stand-aloneness goad them into seeking admission into other communities where they will be cordially welcomed.

Ladies and Gentlemen—I fear I have trespassed too much on your time. I thank you for the patient hearing you have given me—and now let me conclude with the fervent hope that after we have passed our resolutions, each one of us will leave this hall with the firm resolve to carry these resolutions as far as may be into practice under the blessing of Providence.

MĀHOMADAN EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCE.

THE PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS.*

By the Hon'ble Mr. SYED MAHOMAD HUSSAIN.

The Educational Conference, which opened at Aligarh on Thursday, the 28th December, is being presided over this year by Masood-daula Muntazal-Mulk, the Honourable Khan Bahadur Khalifa Syed Mahomad Hussain of Patiala. There were about 1,000 delegates representing all parts of Mahomedan India. In his opening address, the President rebutted the criticisms of those who said that these conferences did no good. Addressing such persons, he said:

‘‘Let them earnestly consider whether it is not profitable for men holding different views in different parts of the country to gather together every year for the discussion of this question of education, to exchange their views on this subject, to bring them to a focus and then to carry them to distant parts of the country; and whether it is not the observance of this practice which has not only kept alive the thought of education amongst us, but has let it grow and develop. But for this the thought would have died with Sir Syed long ago, or would have lost in strength by the removal of the force which kept it together. I am convinced that if after the death of Sir Syed the meetings of the Conference had not been continued, as they have been by the noble

* Some portions of the address are omitted for want of space.
efforts of that true Mohsin of our country, Nawab Mohsin-ul-Mulk, the problem of Mahomadan education would have remained unsolved and the conflicting notions prevailing about it would have nullified every attempt to revive it. The sittings of the Conference at one time in Calcutta, the capital of India, and at another in Madras and Bombay, the Punjab and Lucknow, and then in the Imperial City of Delhi, on the memorable occasion, of the magnificent Coronation Durbar, are manifest proofs of the success of the Conference and the intellectual advancement of our community. If an example were still needed to illustrate my remarks, I would point to the unprecedented generosity of that liberal-minded donor of our community, Mr. Naina Pillai Marakayar who has just proposed with the advice of his enlightened friend, Sultan Mohinyadin Sahib, Deputy Collector, of Tanjore, to found a big institution on the model of the Aligarh College for the education of the Mahomadans, of the so-called benighted province of Madras about 2,000 miles away from here. This is decidedly a result of the Madras Conference. Similarly the success of Nawab Mohsin-ul-Mulk's deputation to Burma, and the reasonable measure of success achieved last year in Lucknow are the results of the useful discussions and deliberations that always take place in this national assembly. The generosity and liberal-mindedness displayed by our friend Mr. Naina Pillai leads us to hope that the day is not far distant when the rich and magnanimous Mahomadans of Bombay and Rangoon will take similar steps to furnish means for the establishment of the Mahomadan University.

A MAHOMADAN UNIVERSITY.

Speaking of this praiseworthy generosity of Mr. Naina Pillai, some have said that it would have been better still, had the donation been devoted to the expansion of the Aligarh College into the desired University. I am not opposed to this view. On the contrary, I think that when the Aligarh College has been made the University we all desire it to be, it will turn out more and better young men of Islam, accomplished in the several branches of learning. On the other hand, the idea of the Mahomadans having separate schools and colleges in their separate provinces is by no means an unwelcome one. It shows that the nation as a whole is awakening to the needs of education. But better by far to accumulate the energy of the whole nation in one common centre than to let it get dispersed by individuals confining their separate energies to their separate spheres. Let us, therefore, first devote our energies to making the Aligarh College a Mahomadan University, and then try to extend its branches to other parts of India, and, may be, to other Mahomadan countries abroad. This latter idea, let us fervently hope, the enterprising men of our coming generations will carry into effect. Gentlemen, the light of knowledge that we want to spread amongst our community, the love for learning, that we want to generate in the hearts of Mahomadans, the kind of men and the kind of good and worthy Mussalmans that we want to see in our present and our coming generations, these and other objects for which Sir Syed had laid the foundation of a Mahomadan University by founding the Aligarh College, can never be attained so long as we do not bring to bear the collected energy of our whole community to complete and consolidate the means of our education and to bring it under our full and free control by converting the College into a Mahomadan University.

Gentlemen, the object of holding this session of the Conference at Aligarh is particularly to enable those gentlemen, who have not yet had an opportunity of seeing the College and its internal management and who have only heard of it and its doings through the means of newspapers alone, to see for themselves what sort of teaching institutions the Conference is in favour of, and in what manner it wants the students to be kept and cared for. This will bring their imagination into play and lead them on to consider how much more productive of good the College will be, when it has developed into a University, and to make a correct estimate of the great benefits already derived from the humble efforts of those who have concentrated their energies in Aligarh. Had these efforts not been concentrated in one place as they have been, then, little and scattered efforts as they were in themselves, they would not have been productive of all these benefits. Those of you, gentlemen, who happened to be here during the last session of the Conference held at Aligarh will see how greatly the College has progressed during the ten years that have since elapsed, and what good the yearly discussions of the Conference and the constant attention of the managers of the College have done to it. Nawab Mohsin-ul-Mulk has kindly consented to read out to you a report dealing with the progress which the College has made during the past ten years, and I leave that subject to him."
MAHOMADANS AND SCIENTIFIC TEACHING.

Going on to speak of the education to be imparted to Mahomadan youths, the President followed Mr. Theodore Morison's advice last year in enforcing the importance of a study of Arabic, without which no man could be a thorough Mahomadan. As to modern subjects, he went on to say:

Gentlemen, the present is the age of arts, industry and commerce, and the honour and power of countries and nations in this age depends not on religion, not on population, not on the extent of dominion, but on art, industry, and commerce. And success in these can never be achieved so long as their edifice is not built on the strong foundation of science. The inhabitants of the commercial cities of India pick up some knowledge of the ways of making money from what they see of the practice of the civilised nations that they come in contact with, but of art, industry, and commerce they know nothing. They lack originality and inventive genius which are so very necessary for art, industry and commerce and which can never be had without science and without visiting other nations and countries, and specially those of the continent of Europe, with a view to learn their scientific ways and methods, and to take lesson from their enterprise, courage and perseverance, their habits, character and thought. It is not sufficient to be content with a mere degree of B.A. and to consider it as the end of high education. Mahomadan students can never hope to shine and prosper in the world so long as they have not attained high proficiency in the various branches of art and science. Let the efforts of those, therefore, who wish well for the advancement of the followers of Islam be divided into two parts, the one part to be spent towards making Mussalmans, Mussalmans not only in name but in the true sense of the term, the other part to be directed towards making them learned in liberal studies and proficient in sciences and arts so as to make them a useful instrument for the material advancement of themselves and others. Mere knowledge or mere wealth is not enough. The possession of both is required for national advancement, as is evident from the condition of the nations of Europe and from what we have seen of the rise of the young nation of Japan living so close, almost next door to us—which forty or fifty years ago was nowhere in the race of nations. Mere trading or ordinary dealing in merchandise when it is divorced from the light of knowledge and the capacity of invention is not conducive to much honour in this world. A few years ago I asked a friend of mine in Bombay who belonged to the commercial community of the Khojas, to let me have a few books on his religion. I took care to tell him that I asked for these books only for information, and not for the sake of any religious discussion or controversy. But I was told in reply that the Khojas knew no more than repeating the Kalima in Arabic and keeping account in Gujarati. The same is the condition I witnessed of the Ma'mans, and this is to be greatly deplored, for wealth without knowledge, and knowledge without wealth are equally useless. Neither of these without the other can help a nation to attain to that degree of superiority and greatness which should be its aim and object. Truly, it is as an experienced and learned man of ours that has put it in this couplet:

'Experience at least has revealed to me this truth, that the value of man is through knowledge
and the value of knowledge through wealth.'

AN APPEAL FOR PROGRESS.

Sir Syed Ahmed opened a subscription for a Civil Service Fund. His idea was to open a preparatory class in the College in which to prepare a selected number of students for being sent to England to compete for the Civil Service Examination. I admire this idea and I joined the subscription with great pleasure. The amount of annual subscription required was trifling, yet it is to be regretted that it had to be discontinued after some time owing to the apathy of the community. If the well-wishers of the community can establish funds by subscription to provide for classes for Civil Service Examination and for scientific and professional education at Aligarh, or if the well-to-do people of our community can manage to improve the present method of sending their sons to Europe, America and Japan for education or, in the case of boys not able to proceed to foreign countries, to have them educated in Engineering, Medicine and Agriculture in this very country (which thanks to the kindness of Government is not without such schools and colleges) Mahomadans can free themselves from the meshes of poverty and adversity in which they are at present entangled. This is what the provident and economic races of the Hindus and the Parsees are doing in this very country.

They say...
money, as best they can, to spend in having their children educated in Europe, America and Japan in the various sciences and professions of this age. Young men proceeding to foreign countries would secure not only the education for which they go, but would have also courage, boldness, and daring engendered in them; what they would gain by living in foreign countries in intimate intercourse with men of other nations in intellectual and moral expansion, in self-respect and self-help is evident.

Gentlemen, a reliable Mahomadan friend of mine who had, as a tradesman, been to England, France, Constantinople, Egypt and other countries and was acquainted with the fallen condition of Mahomedans, once told me in this connection an interesting as well as an instructive story of Mahomad Ali Pasha, the first Khedive of Egypt, who was a most able man and a great statesman amongst the Asiatic Mussalmans of his time. The Pasha had all along been urging his ignorant and untrained nobles to go for education to Europe. But the nobles would not listen to him. He told them at last that since they would not act as he advised them to do, he would send their dependents and even slaves to Europe and would place them over their heads on their return. And he actually did what he had threatened. Gentlemen, the little light of knowledge and wisdom that you see glimmering in Egypt and Constantinople is the result of such wise measures. But although it is easy to send students to distant countries by the use of superior force, the results thus achieved will not be so abiding and useful as those which would be the outcome of what we do of our own free will in this matter. While on the subject I would beg leave to submit that in our Province of the Punjab, say in the whole of India, the Sikhs number only about twenty lakhs, and of these, with the exception of a few ruling princes and some petty chiefs, all are agriculturists. Yet our generous princes and the Sikh gentry and peasantry have only lately in the April of 1904 contributed about twenty lakhs of rupees towards the Khalsa College Fund at Amritsar for the advancement of their nation. This, as also the generosity displayed by a single individual, Mr. Naina Pillai, from amidst us is, I would not say, a thing which must put to shame our Mussalmans Princes and big Taluqdar and wealthy merchants, but a thing to be copied by them. Cannot the six cretes of Mahomadans amongst whom there are still, by the grace of God, many ruling Princes, and Jagirdars and Taluqdar and Zemindars and Merchants of distinction, cannot they perform what only twenty lakhs of souls, of whom all but a few are merely ordinary cultivators, have done in so short a period? But ignorance of national wants, and perverse ideas about true charity are the cause of all this apathy and indifference. If only a few leaders of our community had the feeling heart of Meer Jafar Husain who has undertaken such great pains in begging for his One Rupee Fund, now amounting to about Rs. 30,000 in aid of the Aligarh College, and if the attention of our ruling Princes and men of means were turned towards the sufferings and wants of our people, we would have the One Lakh's Fund instead of the One Rupee Fund. But a sense of national honour, a feeling heart and a liberal and intelligent idea of united efforts in the path of God, are conditions indispensable for this. The means then to regain our honour and prosperity, to achieve our advancement and rise, and the remedy of our present want and poverty, fall and helplessness, humiliation and ignorance are in our own hands. They consist in giving financial aid to the best of our power to our National College or on a larger scale to our National University, in equipping it with all the requisites of high education in every useful science and art, founding scholarships and endowing funds for various faculties and in making the path for students to reach the higher stages of life not only easy and clear, but an inviting and tempting one.

CLOSING COUNCILS.

The President then went on to offer some advice on the extension of education among women, which he pointed out was a delicate subject requiring discretion as well as zeal, and also upon physical education. Continuing, he said:—

Gentlemen, there is a strange malady spreading amongst the educated young men of this country, from wrong notions they have formed of patriotism and nationality. They seem to have taken it to be their duty to discover distinct and often conflicting aims and interests for every community, caste or creed, however small and insignificant, and to fall foul of other communities and sections of society in looking after the interest of their own, to spread malice and prejudice in the country, to ensure Government most ungratefully, to spread distrust and dissatisfaction towards it and to make premature, impracticable and indiscriminate demands on it. This deplorable condition is ascribed to Western education, and as ours is an Educational Conference, I want to deal with
this point here for a short while. I wish, that as Mahomadans have hitherto been safe from this venom by the influence of Sir Syed and others, they should remain so in the future and that the efforts to nullify its poisonous effects instantly whenever its symptoms are visible in the College or in the future University, should continue for ever. I wish that the leading and influential men of the community would, by their instructions and their guidance, keep the community aloof from anything which does not savour of peace and harmony, and loyalty and faithfulness to the Government, and should leave no stone unturned to remove the mutual misunderstandings of different communities and of the rulers and the ruled. Above all, what I would like the Mahomadans to always bear in mind is to let the differences of creed, country and colour have no influence on them. The injury which such differences have done to the cause of Islam has not been small. Not long ago a Mullah on the frontier of the Punjab set the simple Sihas and Sunnis by the ears. They were as brothers to one another, and had long been living in peace and harmony, yet they killed one another by hundreds, and gave Government cause for anxiety for some time, and all for nothing. Some cities of India are also subject to a similar state of things, and though the outbreaks here occur very seldom, the evil effects of them live long. Some times, again, it is the Hindus and Mahomadans that are at loggerheads. Educated Mahomadans must consider that amongst other things, which they must always keep in view as their principles of life, they must never lose sight of peace and good-will towards all. They must never pick up any quarrels with their Hindu brethren, but must live peacefully with them and try to induce others to do the same. The Aligarh College under whose auspices the Conference is here assembled, has always by the grace of God been alive to the importance of practical lessons in the principles of peace and good-will. Musalmans of every sect here receive religious education according to their different creed and say their prayers in the same mosque. Mahomadan students from the distant and differently-circum­stanced countries, Madras, Bombay, Burma, Persia, Baluchistan and others live here together and join hands in every work, giving practical proof that they follow the same God, the same Prophet, the same Book and believe in the same Koran, and of that difference amongst them there is none. Similarly there are Hindu students here attending the School and living in the Boarding House, learning a lesson from the harmony which prevails in the College, that the Indian communities form one nation and that their interests are common. I am Shia, and my forefathers have been so, yet my late brother and myself have been with the movement of founding the Aligarh College from the very beginning, and we have always wished that Mahomadans, in spite of their differences in creeds should have this general principle of peace and good-will for the ideal of all their moral and intellectual advancements. I am deeply grieved whenever I hear any discordant notes of dissensions and differences arising in our community anywhere and I earnestly pray the gentlemen here present, and there must be men of every sect and creed amongst them, to exert themselves for the sake of the one God, for the sake of the Prophet, the Koran, and the Khulma they all equally sincerely believe, to exercise their influence whenever they can in weakening and eradicating these pernicious and mistaken differences with a view to ameliorate our pitiable condition and to remove the many difficulties in the way of the Mahomadans. Gentleman, we have fought many battles in the name of religion. We have shed much blood and suffered much. But those days are now gone. The Almighty God has now mercifully committed us to the care of a wise, just, benevolent and merciful Government. Thank God for the peace and freedom which you now enjoy under it and make the best use of them. Time was when the nations of Europe were also enveloped in the darkness of superstition and ignorance like us and when men were burnt alive in the name of religion, and horrible deeds committed, the bare recital of which is shocking to humanity. Now, however, all is changed. The light of knowledge has dispelled the gloom. Different nations still inhabit the earth. Different tenets and beliefs are still the same. But there is no religious warfare, no religious animosities. All, all are absorbed in the same thought and are busy making advances by leaps and bounds in the fields of letters and sciences. Look at England. The Roman Catholic subjects of that country do not regard the King as the Defender of the Faith. Yet they are appointed to responsible posts like those of the Viceroy and Lieutenant-Governors and to big Commands in the Army, and they hold them and serve the King, the Empire and the Nation 'loyally and faithfully, in peace and war.
Gentlemen, it is the duty of all educated Mahomadans, whether they be the products of Aligarh College or any other institution, to display in their speeches and writings and deeds a sincere acknowledgment of the favours of the Government under whose benign shadow they have received the blessings of education in such peace and with such freedom, and with whose strength and stability and greatness and glory their interests are so indissolubly bound together. I need not give a detailed account of the favours, moral and material support extended to the communities of Islam by the rulers of India. I mean the Viceroy and Lieutenant-Governors and other high and distinguished officers of the Government—ever since the conception of the Aligarh College has come into being. To some of these the College walls themselves bear eloquent testimony. It is possible, gentlemen, that in the course of the many and multifarious duties of his post, any officer of Government may happen to pass an order or do a thing which might go against our interests or conflict with our views, like the Circular issued by Sir Antony MacDonnell, Lieutenant-Governor of these Provinces, in the matter of the Urdu language. On such occasions it behoves us to respectfully submit our views on the situation, as we did at that time, but it equally behoves us to behave so as not to forget ourselves and the bonds of respect in the heat of discussion. Administrative mistakes, gentlemen, are not generally based on any hostility of intentions, for you know that Sir Antony MacDonnell, though he made the mistake, was yet a staunch supporter of the College.

“None of you, gentlemen, is unaware of the favour to which I have pointed above. And what greater proof can there be of the kindness and favour of our rulers than that the son and heir apparent of His Most Gracious Majesty, our King-Emperor, is coming to us in March next to honour the Aligarh College which the Mahomadans have established here for the education of their present and coming generations after years of toil and begging—not only to honour the College but through the College the whole of the Mahomadan subjects of India who are second to none in loyalty to the British Government and the British Crown? I hope and trust that Mahomadans residing both in and outside India will look on this honour more as a symbol of the kindness which the King-Emperor and His Government have always shown towards the Mahomadan subjects than anything else; and I request you all Members of the Conference, to join with me in praying sincerely and fervently for the long life, welfare and prosperity of His Most Gracious and Imperial Majesty the King-Emperor and the Heir-Apparent His Royal Highness, the Prince of Wales.

THE BHARAT DHARMA MAHAMANDALA.

Mr. BAL GANGADAR TILAK’S SPEECH.

The Bharat Dharma Mahamandala has just completed its sitting. Upadeshaks and Mahapadeshaks have come from different parts of India to be present. At its meeting held on the 3rd January 1906, Mr. Tilak delivered the following speech: — I am sorry I cannot address you in any other language except Marathi and English. English should be boycotted for religious purposes. But I cannot help and hope you will excuse me. I shall speak a few words on the importance of Hindu religion, its present condition and the efforts that are being made to preserve it from decay. What is Hindu religion? If you go to the different parts of India, you will find different views about Hindu religion entertained by different people. Here you are mostly Vaishnavas or followers of Sri Krishna. If you go to the south, you will meet followers of Ramanuja and such others. What is Hindu religion then? Bharat Dharma Mahamandala cannot be a Mahamandala unless it includes and co-ordinates these different sections and parts—its name can only be significant if different sections of Hindu religion are united under its banner. All these different sects are so many branches of the Vedic religion. The term Sanatana Dharma shows that our religion is very
old—as old as the history of the human race itself. Vedic religion was the religion of the Aryans from a very early time. But you all know no branch can stand by itself. Hindu religion as a whole is made up of different parts co-related to each other as so many sons and daughters of one great religion. If this idea is kept in view and if we too unite the various sections, it will be consolidated into a mighty force. So long as you are divided amongst yourself, so long as one section does not recognise its affinity with another, you cannot hope to rise as Hindus. Religion is an element in nationality. The word Dharma means a tie.

What is there to hold together? To connect the soul with God and man with man. Dharma means our duties towards God as well as towards our fellow creatures. Religion is made up of both these elements—duty towards God and duty towards man. Hindu religion, as such, provides for a moral as well as a social tie. This being our definition we must go back to the past and see how it was worked out. During Vedic times India was a self-contained country. It was united as a great nation. That unity has disappeared bringing on us great degradation and it becomes the duty of the leaders to revive that union. A Hindu of this place is as much a Hindu as the one from Madras and Bombay. You might put on a different dress, speak a different language but you should remember that inner sentiments which move you all are the same. The study of the Gita, Ramayana and Mahabharata produce the same ideas throughout the country. Are not these common folds allegiance to the Vedas, the Gita and the teaching of Ramayana, our common heritage? And if we lay stress on it forgetting all the minor differences that exist between different sects, then, by the grace of Providence we shall ere long be able to consolidate all the different sects into a mighty Hindu nation. This ought to be the ambition of every Hindu. If you thus work to unite, you will find within a few years one feeling and one thought actuating and dominating all people throughout the country. This is the work we have to do. The present condition of our religion is not at all one that is desirable. We think ourselves separated and the feeling of that unity which was at the root of our advancement in the past is gone. It is certainly an unfortunate circumstance that we should have so many sections and sub-sections. It is the duty of an association like the Bharata Dharma Mahamandala to work to restore the lost and forgotten union. In its absence India cannot claim its place among the nations of the world. For some 200 years India was in the same condition as it is to-day. Buddhism flourished and attacks were made on Hindu Religion by Buddhists and Jains. After 600 years of chaos rose one great leader, the first Sankaracharya, and he brought together all the common philosophical elements of one religion and proved and preached them in such a way that Buddhism was swept away from the land.

We have the grand and eternal promise, Sri Krishna has given in the Gita that whenever there is a decay of Dharma, He comes down to restore it. When there is a decay owing to disunion, when good men are persecuted, then, Sri Krishna comes down to save us. There is no other religion on the face of the earth except the Hindu religion, wherein we find such a hopeful promise, a promise that God comes to us as many times as necessary. After Mohemed, no Prophet is promised, and Jesus Christ came once for ever. No religion holds such promise full of hope. It is because of this that the Hindu religion did not die. We are never without hope. Let heretics say what they may. A time will come when our religious thoughts and our rights will be vindicated. Each man is doing his best and as the association is doing its best, every Hindu is welcome to assist it and carry it to its goal. If we do not find men coming forward, let us hope they will do so, in the next generation. We are never without hope, no other religion is ancient and with the definite and sacred promise of Sri Krishna, it is based on truth and truth never dies. I say it and I am prepared to prove this statement. I believe the truth is not vouchsafed to one only. The great characteristic of truth is that it is universal and catholic. It is not confined to any particular race. Hindu religion tolerates all religions. Our religion says that all religions are based on truth “you follow yours, I mine.” Sri Krishna says that the followers of other religions worship God though not in proper form. Sri Krishna does not say that followers of other religions would be doomed to eternal hell, challenge anybody to point out to me a similar text from the scriptures of other religions, cannot be found in other religions because they based on partial truth, while our Hindu religion is based on the whole, the Sanatana truth; therefore, it is bound to triumph in the end. Numerical strength also is a great s
Can the religion which counts its followers by crores die? Never. Unless the crores of our fellow followers are suddenly swept away, our religion will not die. All that is required for our glorious triumph and success is that we should unite all the different sects on a common platform and let the stream of Hindu religion flow through one channel with a mighty consolidated and concentrated force. That is the work which the Bharat Dharma Mandala has to do and accomplish. Let us all be united. Because a particular man wears a particular dress, speaks a different tongue, worships a particular devata, is that any reason for our withdrawing our bands of fellowship to our Hindu brothers? The character of Hindu religion is very comprehensive— as comprehensive as its literature itself. We have a wonderful literature. Wisdom is as concentrated in Gita, and epitomised in about 700 verses, that wisdom, I am confident, cannot be defeated or overcome by any philosophy, be it Western or any other. Now I turn to the forces that are arrayed against us. There are mainly two (1) Forces of science and (2) Christianity. If our religion is threatened with any hostile criticism, it comes from these two. As for the first, a great change is coming over the West and truths that are discovered by them were known to our Rishis. Modern science is gradually justifying and vindicating our ancient wisdom. With the establishment of Psychical Research Societies and the expansion of scientific knowledge they have come to understand that the fundamental principles of our religion are based on truth that can be proved. Take an instance. Chaitanya pervades everything. It is strictly a Hindu theory. Professor Bose has recently shown that this Vedantic doctrine is literally true according to modern science. Take the doctrine of the survival of soul independent of the body. Strines of Karma and Reincarnation go with Spencer never believed in these. But recently Mr. Spence has shown, from the evidence of the unconscious mind, that his ideas are well founded. Modern science accepts the doctrine of Karma if not of reincarnation. But it is not the brief of Christianity. They hold that God gives a new soul each and every time. Thus it could be seen that a change is coming over the West. Our enemies are fast disappearing before teachings of modern science. Take courage and work hard for the final triumph. If you make effort and aim at union, you have a bright future before you. Now-a-days Vedanta is not only read but studied by Americans. No European doctor believes that the beating of the heart can be voluntarily stopped. But it has been proved on the contrary. Vedanta and Yoga have been fully vindicated by modern science and these aim at giving you spiritual union. It is our clear duty, therefore, to follow truth and re-edit our scriptures and place them before the world in the light of modern science that they may be acceptable to all. But I tell you again unity is necessary for such work. You would be wanting in duty to yourself and to your ancestors if you do not give up provincial prejudices and promote unity that underlies all sects. Swami Dyanand and others have been working but we have been very idle. We have grown so stupid owing to our idleness that we are required to be told by foreigners that our treasures conceal gold and not iron. Modern science and education are prepared to help you if you take advantage of them and time will come when instead of Christians preaching Christianity here we shall see our preachers preaching Sanatana Dharma all over the world. Concentrate all your forces. The idea of Hindu University where our old religion will be taught along with modern science is a very good one and should have the support of all. In conclusion, I would again draw your attention to bring about a harmonious union of all sects and rightly claim and obtain our rightful place among the nations of the world.
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